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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

The Formation of Territorial Churches in the Habsburg/Ottoman Borderlands: Primus 
Truber, Hans Ungnad, and Peter Paul Vergerio, 1550-1565 

by 

Benjamin Thomas Esswein 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in History 
University of California, Riverside, December 2013 

Dr. Randolph Head, Chairperson 
 

 My dissertation, entitled: The Formation of Territorial Churches in the 

Habsburg/Ottoman Borderlands: Primus Truber, Hans Ungnad, and Peter Paul Vergerio, 

1550-1565, focuses on the Austrian province of Krain, along the modern 

Croatian/Slovenian border, which acts as a case study for the rest of the Habsburg-

Ottoman borderlands.  The reformers in this region were in direct contact with Johannes 

Brenz in Wirtemberg, and sought to implement his “territorial church” model.  

Additionally, the Austrian Habsburgs long supported this model as a means to expand 

their hegemony over the region and keep the Ottomans out.  A printing press was 

established outside Tübingen with the purpose of spreading Slavic translations of Biblical 

and Evangelical texts into Krain.   The Austrian Hapsburgs’ confessional allegiance to 

Rome remained fluid until after the Council of Trent (1563), and they had few reservations 

about supporting this mission as long as it included loyalty towards the Hapsburgs.   

I have identified three individuals who were integral in establishing this movement: 

the reformer and Bible translator Primus Truber, the Austrian nobleman Hans Ungnad, and 

the Lutheran convert and diplomat Peter Paul Vergerio.  In particular, Ungnad played a 

central role in transmitting through his personal network of translators, publishers, and 
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booksellers.  All three men established networks of support, mostly Lutheran but also 

including notable moderate Catholics and Swiss Reformed, and relied on their networks 

integrally to spread their faith and to support their endeavors financially.  The use of the 

Lutheran “territorial church” model signifies an attempt to establish a Lutheran confession 

and church regulation in Slovenian and Croatian lands by making them loyal to the 

regional reformer (Primus Truber) responsible for instilling Godly virtue and the true faith. 
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Introduction 

 1. Urach Printing Press 

The Protestant Reformation thrived through the establishment of printing presses 

that spread the reformers' message to the furthest corners of Europe.  Emerging from 

towns which eagerly embraced the new technology of moveable type, the Protestant 

Reformation began as a "German event", quickly disseminating to foreign lands.1  During 

the early production of Protestant materials the town of Urach, on the outskirts of 

Tübingen in Württemberg, developed into a significant center for printing projects.    

From among these established presses arose one early attempt at Evangelism to translate 

the Bible into Slovenian and Croatian for distribution along the border with the Ottoman 

Empire. This endeavor included a broad coalition of support with Catholic and Protestant 

princes as well as burghers and nobles from among many of the notable cities throughout 

the Holy Roman Empire (HRE) contributing to its production.  In describing the political 

and religious atmosphere that allowed this press to operate across interfaith and 

international lines one word presents itself: tolerance.   

Tolerance and religious coexistence existed in specific circumstances throughout 

Central Europe during the Reformations including in parts of Switzerland, Germany and 

Austria.2  Austria remained the most intriguing area where tolerance flourished, since it 

                                                           
1 Brady, Thomas A. Jr. German Histories in the Age of Reformations, 1400-1650. (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), 291. 
2 Examples of early tolerance and even cooperation can be seen in several articles including Randolph 
Head’s article on the Swiss using both Catholic priests and Protestant preachers to fill vacancies in parishes, 
preaching and delivering the sacraments to congregations, Randolph C. Head, “Fragmented Dominion, 
Fragmented Churches: the Institutionalization of the Landfrieden in Thurgau, 1531-1610,” in Archive for 
Reformation History, 95:1 (2005), 117-144; also the example of Erfurt in Thuringia, Bob Scribner, 
“Preconditions of Tolerance and Intolerance in Sixteenth-Century Germany,” Tolerance and Intolerance in 
the European Reformation, Ole Peter Grell & Bob Scribner, eds., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1996), 32-47. 
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would eventually become known as a Catholic bastion.  A primitive toleration of 

Protestants existed in Austria because of the simple fact that in many cities they formed 

the majority.  Important cities such as Vienna and Graz developed burgeoning Protestant 

movements, particularly among the burghers and nobles.3  The otherwise zealous 

Hapsburgs reluctantly allowed the Protestants to organize into a politically viable force, 

which they would remain through the end of the sixteenth century.  An often overlooked 

example of cooperation and religious coexistence between the Hapsburgs and the 

Protestant nobility, the printing press in Urach, was one of several printing presses in 

Württemberg that produced Bibles and Lutheran materials for distribution inside and on 

the outskirts of the HRE.  However, it is the only one that developed into an inter-faith 

endeavor.4   

The Urach printing press printed Croatian and Slovenian translations of both the 

New Testament and Lutheran literature particularly for distribution in the Austrian 

borderlands of Styria and Krain.  The press went through three stages of development over 

an eight year period (1556-1564).  The first stage was one of collecting enough funds to 

translate and print the materials involved.  The second stage involved the actual 

translation of the materials as well as the preparation for distribution.  The third stage saw 

the hurried distribution of the finished translations among the Croatian and Slovenian 

                                                           
3 Regina Pörtner cites sources in her study as finding only five Catholic nobles in Inner Austria during the 
second half of the sixteenth century, The Counter-Reformation in Central Europe: Styria 1580-1630, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2001), 35; Howard Louthan mentions that Protestants made up at least four-fifths of the 
population in Vienna during this era, The Quest for Compromise: Peacemakers in Counter-Reformation 
Vienna, (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1997), 5. 
4 A brief overview of the printing projects at Württemberg show that the Lutheran princes’ support of the 
Urach printing press amounted to an ambitious German mission project to spread “Evangelism” (early 
Lutheranism) and Reformation ideals.  Friedrich Christian Schnurrer, Slavischer Bucherdruck in Würtemberg 
im 16 Jahrhundert, München: Dr. Dr. Rudolf Trofenik, 1989), 22-71; and Zimmermann, Berhard Hans. “Die 
Bedeutung Weins für die Reformation und Gegenreformationen bei den Kroaten und Slowenen.” Jahrbuch 
der Gesellschaft für die Geschichte des Protestantismus in Österreich. 65-66 (1944-1945), 21-53. 
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nobility in the borderlands.  Austrian nobleman Hans Ungnad, previously an administrator 

in Krain under Ferdinand I, founded and financed the press with his own money and 

contributions. He was joined by two priests-turned-reformers, Primus Truber and Peter 

Paul Vergerio. 5  These men translated the materials into the vernacular (Truber translated 

them into his native Slovenian while Vergerio helped to set up the Croatian translation), 

and performed the majority of the work involved in creating and distributing the printed 

materials in these borderlands.6  They secured large financial donations from several 

prominent nobles throughout the HRE,  including Christoph of Württemberg, Philipp of 

Hesse, Albrecht of Prussia, and the King of the Romans, Maximilian II.7  Burghers in several 

imperial cities (Strasbourg, Nuremberg, Ulm, Frankfurt, etc.) as well as in Vienna also 

supplied generous contributions to help fund the project.8  

Questions abound as to why so many people supported this project despite the 

political and confessional divisions that existed in Europe in the sixteenth century.  What 

caused these different cities and princes, often at odds with each other, to work together 

on this project?  With at least 25,000 copies produced, why was it as successful as it was? 

How did Catholics and Protestants work together on this project even as they engaged in 

polemical and political battles?  How did so many people remain involved in the project 

over dangerously divided religious and political lines? 

 
                                                           
5 Pörtner, 47-51. 
6Ibid., 54-55. 
7 A list of those involved in the project can be found in Schnurrer’s book, other notable financiers of the 
enterprise include Duke Johann Friedrich of Saxony, Counts Joachim and Wolfgang of Anhalt, and Electors 
Johann of Brandenburg and August I of Saxony. 55-63. 
8 List of Imperial cities from Ibid., 60-61, Vienna’s inclusion is mentioned in Bernhard Hans Zimmermann, 
“Die Bedeutung Weins für die Reformation und Gegenreformation bei den Kroaten und Slowenen,” in 
Jahrbuch der Gesellschaft für die Geschichte des Protestantismus in Österreich, 65-66 (1944-1945), 21-53, 
26. 
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2. Modern Obliviousness 

 The renowned early modernist Lucien Febvre declared that the medieval and early 

modern eras saw "an immense appetite for the divine" among the general masses.9  This 

was no idle remark, since it stemmed from his detailed and exhaustive research on 

manuscripts and letters in various chapels and monasteries, making him one of the premier 

figures in mid-twentieth century ethnology as well as history.  Perhaps, then, we can take 

Febvre's comment to heart as identifying the primary difference between our era and the 

era of Reformations.  The search for the divine serves as the greatest distinguishing feature 

of the sixteenth century, while the twenty-first century finds humanity in an opposing state 

of skepticism and doubt.  "The wide demographic spread of unbelief is without question a 

modern story that belongs especially to social and cultural history, beginning in the second 

half of the nineteenth century and accelerating enormously in Western Europe and 

somewhat in the United States since the 1960s."10  Professor Thomas Brady Jr., in his book 

on the German Reformations quotes Professor H. C. E. Midelfort in reiterating the distance 

between the Reformations era and ours: here we “see a distant world and its problems as 

people did in the past."11 

 How, then, do we bridge the gap?  How do we find commonality with an era that 

for all intents and purposes looked above, not within, for guidance and direction?  One 

might notice that there is commonality between the two eras on certain values and morals 

                                                           
9 originally published in the article, “Une Question mal posée, le origins de la Réforme francaise et le 
probléme des causes de la Réforme” in Revue Historique (1929) and mentioned again in his posthumous 
book, Au Coeur religieux du XVIe siècle, (Paris: Sevpen, 1957), 52.   
10 italics original to text.  Brad Gregory, The Unintended Reformation: How a Religious Revolution 
Secularized Society, (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2012), 64. 
11 Quoted from Midelfort, History of Madness in Sixteenth-Century Germany, in Brady, German Histories, 8. 
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concerning humanity as a whole.  After all, the humanist tradition grew up alongside the 

Reformations, since many humanists were also reformers, and it remains at the core of 

what has been termed the "Western Tradition."  However, a fundamental difference in 

worldviews - stemming from the natural sciences and discoveries in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries- has altered the modern way of thinking.12  The Enlightenment has 

often been touted as the carrier of civilization and understanding to Europe, and because 

of this the Enlightenment found a willing partner at that time in the natural sciences.  

Indeed, "once Newtonian physics is absorbed with metaphysical univocity, the positing of 

something like Kant's noumenal realm, despite being undetectable among the 

phenomena of the desacramentalized natural world and human sense experience, is 

necessary if morality is to be defended as objective and rational."13  Thus, the very fabric of 

modern science is wrapped up in certain standards and morals originating in the 

Enlightenment.  To dismantle this connection would breed a type of science too monstrous 

to consider.14 

 While we will address Enlightenment concerns about the Reformations era in the 

section below on tolerance, what is important to note here is the Enlightenment's 

displeasure with organized religion, whether it was early modern Catholicism or any of the 

                                                           
12 Brad Gregory has recently put forth the notion that the roots of the secular worldview lay in the Middle 
Ages, with the advent of Occam's Razor and deconstructionist arguments used by nominalists against 
scholastics as well as fellow nominalists.  He states, "Nothing conceptually original, including Darwinian 
evolution, has been added for many centuries.", Unintended Reformation, 64.  For our purposes, however, it 
is sufficient to trace modern thinking to the gates of the Enlightenment, from which the dawn of modern 
philosophy, and its attempts to free itself from theology, increased through the discoveries of the natural 
sciences.  Regardless of its roots, the Enlightenment marked the most vocal and visual form of modernity. 
13 italics original to text. ibid. 
14 One would only have to look as far as the Holocaust and the experiments forced on inmates in the 
concentration camps in order to see where such science may lead.  Even today, conceptions of morality often 
linked to Enlightenment views of humanity are maintained as defensive measures against scientific use of 
embryonic stem cells.     
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Protestant state churches that existed by the end of the seventeenth century.  The primary 

fear of thinkers such as Locke, Hume, Voltaire, and others was that centralized religion, 

whether based in Rome or elsewhere, would in fact be the greatest threat to human 

liberty.15  Many Enlightenment thinkers agreed with the general presupposition around 

which most of the early modern confessions were founded: that truth was attainable, and 

that its high value did not allow for intellectual divergence from that concept.  Most 

Enlightenment thinkers disagreed not with the idea of attainable truth, but with specific 

religious confessions and their version of the truth.  Thus, they saw the Reformation and its 

aftermath as misguided in-so-far-as it had splintered and divided Christendom, dooming 

the very idea that any agreement on a single version of truth could ever be found.  The 

seventeenth century's inauspicious beginnings including two wars whose causes have 

generally been agreed upon as having religion as a root cause, the Thirty Years War and 

the English Civil War, formulated a new truth for many Enlightenment philosophers.16  

That truth was that religious confessional disagreement had sparked tremendous 

destruction and left Europe even more divided than it had ever been. 

3. Establishing the Gospel as Truth 

 While the seventeenth century saw confessional disagreement break out into open 

warfare, the roots of its cause was in the Reformations of the sixteenth century.  We are 

left to wonder: what exactly was the fundamental concept around which these 

                                                           
15 Example: John Locke’s A Letter on Toleration, J. W. Gough, trans., Raymond Klibansky, ed., (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1968).  
16 See Geoffrey Parker and Simon Adams for The Thirty Years War (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 
and Conrad Russell, ed., The Origins of the English Civil War (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1973), both of 
which show religious as well as political reasons were intertwined in the beginnings of these devastating 
wars. 
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Reformations caused dispute?  It was not the existence of God, for that was something that 

everyone, from the lowliest peasant to the most educated professor knew as a certainty.  

Nor was it over the boundaries of church and state, an issue that arose primarily as a later 

product of Enlightenment discussions of tolerance.  No, the essence of the dispute around 

which the Reformations revolved was the nature of God's salvation of mankind and the 

role of each in it.17  This question was the reason Martin Luther gave Erasmus fleeting 

praise in his diatribe Bondage of the Will, stating that Erasmus deserved "hearty praise and 

commendation on this further account - that you alone, in contrast with all others, have 

attacked the real thing, that is, the essential issue."18  Even while he wrote that Erasmus' 

position was untenable, he virulently opposed "the ungodly Sophists", who along with 

Erasmus' Diatribe, "deny the Lord Christ, who bought us, more than ever the Pelagians or 

any heretics did!"19  Bringing the call for reform back to the days of St. Augustine and the 

Pelagian heresy was not an unreasonable stretch.  St. Augustine's work, so paramount in 

the history of Western Christianity, had argued both for the sovereignty of God in the 

election of man to salvation through Christ's redemptive work as well as for the authority 

of the Church in that salvation's completion.  However, the inherent contradiction in such 

a position (saying that both a human institution and an omnipotent God held the same 

authority) became the central dispute of the Reformations.  As one modern scholar has 

                                                           
17 See Joshua Mitchell’s discussion of this in “Through a Glass Darkly: Luther, Calvin, and the Limits of 
Reason”, in Early Modern Skepticism and the Origins of Toleration, Alan Levine, ed., (Lanham, MD: Lexington 
Books, 1999), 21-50. 
18 Sophists here meant Scholastics. Martin Luther, The Bondage of the Will, J. I. Packer and O. R. Johnston, 
trans., (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming Revell, 1957), 319. 
19 ibid., 305. 
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quipped, "a century or more of turmoil in the Western Church from 1517 was a debate in 

the mind of long-dead Augustine."20   

 Yet we should not cheapen the debate that was the central contention around 

which Protestant and Catholic worldviews would establish Europe's new confessional 

communities.  Competing Christian views of truth flourished only according to what one's 

conscience and each European prince decided was the answer.  For this reason, Luther did 

not pull punches when he attacked the "Scholastics" and "Papists."  Their doctrine of "free 

will" and good works was useless, for it did "not even know what is righteous in God's 

sight."21  Furthermore, Luther bemoaned that the "Papists" and "Scholastics" blinded 

others to Christ by their own inability to see, since, "they do not believe that He intercedes 

before God and obtains grace for them by His blood, and 'grace' (as is here said) 'for 

grace.' ... for they abandon Him in His office as a Mediator and kindest Saviour, and 

account His blood and grace as of less worth than the efforts and endeavors of 'free 

will'!"22  Christ's redemptive work on the cross on behalf of his people was for Protestants 

the central theme of the Gospel, and this Gospel was of primary importance to Luther and 

all the other Protestant reformers, because it meant that they required only faith, and not 

oversight from any earthly body, in matters of salvation.  Thus, a Christian society had to be 

founded solely upon the Gospel and the Word of God.23  These were the crucial truths 

around which the reformers built their calls for regional or territorial churches. 

                                                           
20 Diarmaid MacCulloch, The Reformation: A History, (New York: Penguin Books, 2005), 111. 
21 Luther, Bondage of the Will, 275. 
22 Ibid., 305. 
23 in this sense here both Gospel and Word are capitalized because they confirm the Protestant belief in the 
two being mutual and specific to their cause.  They were specifically defined in that way because they were 
intertwined and inseparable. 
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4. Tübingen 

 Thus, the establishment of a Protestant Reformation around the principles 

mentioned above inherently rejected the traditional religious authorities and instead put 

religious matters in the hands of a regional reformer.  According to Luther's interpretation, 

a territorial form of Christianity meant the establishment of a church where a regional 

prince was able to assist this reformer in opening his territory to the only purpose for which 

true Christianity existed, spreading the Gospel (Evangelism).  Hence, in German lands, the 

Lutherans have always been known as the "Evangelische Kirche".24  One of the early 

centers for this movement towards the establishment of territorial churches was the Duchy 

of Württemberg and the University of Tübingen, where many Evangelical scholars 

gathered after the defeat of the Elector of Saxony and the Schmalkaldic League in 1547.  

The loss of Saxony and its university (Wittenberg) put into question the longevity of the 

new Evangelical movement.25  Evangelicals faced great uncertainty as the triumphant 

Catholic Emperor Charles V attempted to implement the Augsburg Interim, since 

reincorporation into the Catholic Church seemed imminent.  Ultimately, the political 

movements surrounding the reemergence of the Schmalkaldic League, the help of France, 

and the newly placed Saxon Elector Maurice (who switched sides to oppose Charles V 

upon his ascension to the Electorate) gave the Evangelicals the opportunity to continue 

their movement's development around these new, core principles of the territorial church.   

                                                           
24 It is the English equivalent of this word (Evangelical) that I will use in this paper when discussing early 
Lutherans.  
25 One Evangelical reformer, Matthias Flacius Illyricus, mentioned on the next page, studied in Wittenberg 
until 1540 but upon the defeat of Saxony established his own theological faculty at Jena. 
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 It was extremely fortunate - some said providential - that Tübingen, as one of the 

continually active Evangelical universities, found prominence through the influx of several 

students from Krain and Istria, two counties in the south-east corner of the HRE.  Both 

bordered Ottoman Hungary, but Krain was attached to the Habsburg Austrian domain, 

while Istria was usually dominated by the Italian port city of Venice.26  Beginning in 1534, 

an influx of Krain/Istrian students came to Tübingen, many of them sons of nobles from 

Garbiz and Vermittler.27  An early, noteworthy, and famous Krain/Istrian student was 

Matthias Flacius Illyricus, who went to study first at Tübingen and then at Wittenberg in 

1541.  He was among the first wave of easterners to journey to Evangelical universities 

within the HRE.28  The former Slovenian priest called Primus Truber also arrived from Krain 

during the 1540s, and by 1550, armed with his Tübingen learning, established himself in 

Germany as an Evangelical priest at Kempten who began to translate Luther's catechism 

and the Bible into Slovenian.29  

Duke Christoph, the ruler of Württemberg welcomed these students as part of his 

efforts to accept Protestant immigrants and embrace them within the Evangelical 

academic community.  He also accepted refugees from France and Italy, but remained 

continually interested in Austrian students.  One such person was Paul Skalich, a Croatian 

who worked as a “Hofkaplan" in Vienna for Archduke Maximilian II, and was sent to 

                                                           
26 Krain means "border" in early Slavic tongues.  In fact, in Russian, the modern word is "край" and in Slovak 
it is "okraj".  The modern Slavic country of Ukraine also gets its name from being "by the border". 
27 Joachim Camerarius was one person from Garbiz noted by Elze, also a prominent family in Krain, von 
Lamberg, sent two brothers to Tübingen around 1600, Wolf Dietrich and Hans Georg von Lamberg.  ibid., 
19. 
28 Theodore Elze, Die Universität Tübingen und die Studenten aus Krain. (Tübingen, 1877), 4. 
29In addition to the Slovenians mentioned, Austrians (41), Tyroleans (24) and Hungarians (2) made up a 
sizeable portion of the student body in these years (1530s-1540s). ibid.   
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Tübingen as a student by the Archduke between 1558-1561.  He had previously graduated 

from the University of Vienna in 1552 and obtained his doctorate in heology at Bologna in 

1554.30  This display of interfaith education was not unusual for Vienna or Maximilian II.  

Lower Austria retained a strong Protestant presence for the rest of the century, despite its 

Catholic Habsburg overlords.  As the numbers show, moreover, nobles and burgher 

families in the borderlands sent an enormous number of students to the Evangelical 

universities.  Between 1530 and 1614, 754 students from every major (and many minor) 

cities in Austria and the borderlands came to study at Tübingen (both regular and PhD 

students).31  More particularly, 130 came from Krain, 21 from Siebenbürgen (Transylvania), 

and 27 from Hungary.  These numbers, when compared to Austrian (301) and Bohemian 

(18) students, are indicative of the substantial influence Luther’s teachings already had in 

those areas.32  As we shall see, many important future scholars and leaders went to 

Tübingen at this time to learn from Melanchthon, Brenz and the other Evangelical faculty 

there.33   

Among the nobles and patrons of the university that borderland students like 

Truber encountered, one in particular stood out.  

                                                           
30 Tübingen, then, ranked among the top universities of Central Europe having received students from all 
over.  ibid., 8-9. 
31Krain undergraduate students who went to Tübingen after 1600 are compared with those who went to 
Padua in a chart, 113 at Tübingen and 146 at Padua.  The trend shows that Padua slowly gained and passed 
Tübingen as the place where students went.  Padua’s position in Italy and its connections with Counter-
Reformation led it to be a more prominent choice, particularly for law students from Krain.  Also, Archduke 
Charles Francis founded the University of Graz, much closer to Krain, which also pilfered students away from 
Tübingen. ibid., 21-22. 
32 ibid., 11. 
33 Duke Albrecht of Prussia also sent clergy from Königsberg there for additional training.  ibid. 
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Since 1558 the nobleman Hans Ungnad, previously Territorial-Captain in Styria 
and Head Captain-General of the five Austrian domains and the Slovenian and 
Croatian lands against the Ottoman Turks, had lived in Württemberg (1558-1564) 
as an advisor to Duke Christoph there.  He had resigned all his commissions and 
forsaken his homeland to be able to remain free in his Evangelical faith.34  

 Ungnad and Truber, as we shall see, met a few years before Ungnad's official move to 

Württemberg.  Their common background and interests formed the basis of the Urach 

borderlands printing press to spread Evangelical literature and Truber's vernacular Bible 

into Krain and the surrounding Slovenian and Croatian lands. 

5. The Advent of the Protestant Printing Press 

Truber and Ungnad's endeavor fits within the importance of the printing press in 

the early Protestant Reformation.  Protestants quickly mastered the newly-invented 

printing craft, while Catholics would take decades to catch up.  In Germany, for instance, 

printing in the vernacular remained a primarily Protestant phenomenon throughout the 

1520s and 1530s.  From the outset of the Reformation, some 62 presses in Germany in 

1520 existed in 6 major cities, 5 of which were primarily Protestant and printed Protestant 

literature almost exclusively.   Only Ducal Saxony saw the printing of any significant 

Catholic literature in response to the Protestants.35  Even through the 1540s and into the 

1550s, Luther’s writings out-published Catholic polemical literature at a rate of 5 

pamphlets to 1, an unheard of number for one man’s writings.36  6.3 million Evangelical 

                                                           
34 “Schon seit 1558 lebte in Wirtemberg als Herzog Christophs Rath der edle Freiherr Hans Ungnad (1558-
1564) früher Landshauptmann in Steiermark und Oberster Feldhauptmann der fünf östreichischen Erblande 
und der windischen und kroatischen Lande wider die Türken.  Er hatte alle seine Ämter niedergelegt und 
seine Heimat verlassen um frei seiner evangelischen Überzeugung leben zu können.“ ibid., 10. 
35 These responses were the only ones at that time written in German, not Latin.  Mark U. Edwards Jr., 
Printing, Propaganda, and Martin Luther., (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 31. 
36 Ibid., 32. 
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works were produced between 1518 and Luther’s death in 1546, 3.1 million (half) of which 

were his (not including his Bible).  This popularity of Luther's writings continued after his 

death and into areas that were outside the empire, such as Croatia and Hungary.  

Additionally, printing promoted the vernacular since 9 out of 10 items were published in 

German, not Latin.37  Even though less than a third of city dwellers could read, and in the 

countryside probably less than 5% read, the Reformation did not remain solely among the 

elite, since those with the power to direct the presses (usually the nobles or wealthy 

burghers) often influenced popular opinion through reading to those who were illiterate.38   

 John Fudge’s work on Commerce and Print provides invaluable insight on print in 

and outside the HRE.  He indicates that inconsistent censorship within and outside the 

HRE, resulted from  imperial printing regulations often being ignored or unenforced.  

Among the German electors, some princes regulated only printing that was overtly 

subversive, while others only paid lip service to imperial commands to censor printing.  

Imperial efforts included the institution of an Imperial Book Commission in  Frankfurt 

(compliance commission) and Vienna (privileges granted by the Reichshofrat) around 

1550 by Ferdinand I.39  Yet such attempts at regulation paled in comparison to the systems 

instituted in England and Spain.40  Political and economic links between certain towns 

                                                           
37 Brady, German Histories, 165. 
38 If one follows R. W. Scribner’s discussion on the importance of print not only on those who can read, but 
also orally, then Truber’s contribution to printing and culture is immense. “Oral Culture and the Transmission 
of Reformation Ideas” in The Transmission of Ideas in the Lutheran Reformation, Helga Robinson-
Hammerstein,ed., (Worcester, England: Irish Academic Press, 1989), 83-104. 
39 Hans-Joachim Koppitz, Die kaiserlichen Druckprivilegien im Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv Wien. 
Verzeichnis der Akten vom Anfang des 16. Jahrhunderts bis zum Ende des Deutschen Reichs, (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 2008). 
40 Andrew Pettegree, "Printing and the Reformation: the English Exception", in The Beginnings of English 
Protestantism, Peter Marshall and Alec Ryrie, eds., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002); H. 
Kamen, Inquisition and Society in Spain: in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, (London: 1985). 
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were pivotal in determining the level of censorship that an imperial city chose to enforce 

during the sixteenth century.  Occasionally, "loyalty" to the Emperor (meaning a reluctant 

answer to an Imperial command) encouraged cities to censor Protestant printing and 

support Catholic printing; but more often than not, if cities had powerful Protestant 

patrons, then they ignored or circumvented most Imperial printing bans and focused 

instead on printing materials supportive of the Evangelical movement.  A number of cities, 

such as Augsburg, decided to allow the printing of both, which allowed Evangelical 

printers to exist alongside Catholic printers for over a decade (1517-1529).  Nürnberg and 

Strasbourg also remained lax in regulating printing within their cities for many years 

(1519-1560).41  Such particulars concerned not only cities within the HRE but also those in 

the borderlands as well, with the exception of the Austrian lands, which almost entirely 

followed the imperial guidelines on printing.42  Nevertheless, Vienna imported Protestant 

materials, which were  widespread and commonplace there. 

The inception of the particular Urach printing press which Truber and Ungnad 

created corresponded with similar printing projects in the area surrounding Tübingen and 

Urach, which included vernacular Bible materials published in vast numbers for 

distribution into several distant territories both within and outside the HRE.43  Truber's 

Bible translation represented one of the more ambitious printing projects, since Ungnad 

would persuade him to expand its coverage.  Ungnad brought in a friend of Truber, Peter 

Paul Vergerio, and a talented Croatian translator, Stephan Consul, to convince Truber that 

                                                           
41 John Fudge, Commerce and Print in the Early Reformation, (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 43-44. 
42 Peter Bierbrauer, Die Unterdrückte Reformation: der Kampf der Tiroler um eine neue Kirche: 1521-1527, 
(Zürich: Chronos, 1993). 
43 Christian Friedrich Schnurrer, Slavischer Bücherdruck in Würtemberg im 16 Jahrhundert. (München: 
Rudolf Trofenik, 1989). 
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the entire border needed to have access to his translation.  Theodore Elze's analysis 

continues:   

Ungnad took up Truber's idea and plan with the greatest zeal and brought to its 
execution to the fullest extent.  He immediately placed himself in direct contact 
with Consul, making further arrangements with him, even in part without Truber's 
knowledge, arranged for him and the letters to come to Urach, and establish there 
its famous Bible institute to bring about the printing of the New Testament in a 
Croatian translation based upon Truber's Slovenian edition as its next and great 
mission.44 

Within the span of a few months, the project instituted two new translations, an old, 

Glagolitic script and a cyrillic Croatian one, both based on Truber's Slovenian work.   

 This work signifies that Truber was a key reformer of the Protestant Reformation, 

and Henri Blocher maintains that Truber represented one complex branch of Evangelism, 

even implying that he ranks as a leading reformer like Luther and Calvin.45  He states that, 

at heart, these Reformers were philologists, believing in the infallibility of scripture and 

the written word.  In this sense, Truber fits equally in his endeavors as a leading reformer 

and philologist.  Drawing upon humanist ideas already expressed by Petrarch, Vasari, and 

Melanchthon, a new modernity, differentiated from a dark and barbaric the past (without 

the written word) yielded to the learning and renaissance of the written word.46  “Biblical 

translation was in fact a decisive investment.” 47  Unlike the Enlightenment thinkers to 

                                                           
44 "Ungnad nahm Truber’s Idee und Plan mit vollstem Eifer auf und brachte diesen in seiner ganzen 
Ausdehnung zur Ausführung.  Er setzte sich sofort mit Consul in direkte Verbindung, vereinbarte mit ihm 
Weiteres, zum Theil selbst ohne Truber’s Vorwissen, liess denselben und die Lettern nach Urach kommen, 
und begann hier seine berühmte Bibelanstalt, um den Druck des Neuen Testaments in der krobatischen 
Übersetzung aus Truber’s Slovenischer Ausgabe als nächste und grösste Aufgabe zu Stande zu bringen." Elze, 
Die Universität Tübingen, 30-31. 
45 he hints that Truber is possibly more important than Calvin in some ways, Henri Blocher. “Fundamental 
Motives in Various Reformation Movements, c. 1515-1565”, in Vera in Hotenja: Studije o Primožu Trubarju in 
njegovem času, Uredil Sašo Jerše, ed., (Ljubljana: Slovenska Matica: 2009), 187-195.   
46  Blocher, “Fundamental Motives in Various Reformation Movements", 191. 
47 Ibid., 190. 
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come, many of these reformers, being the good humanists that they were, held that a 

structured church organization remained the dominant force to bring about ecclesiastical 

and societal reform.  The Reformations brought new ideas of what the church should be; 

fear and condemnation belonged to the dark ages, freedom and salvation to the modern.  

Assurance in salvation, the revolutionary idea of Luther had never before been expressed 

through such nominalist terms, and was now taken up by the others.  The scripture's 

meaning, made plain to the common man, now formed the basis of this new church 

model.48 

 Across the lines of confession, the Urach borderlands printing project became an 

inter-faith endeavor based on Truber's interpretation of Luther's idea.  Originally formed 

around three men,  Primus Truber, the head translator and author of its original idea; Hans 

Ungnad, who acted as the facilitator and financier of the project, greatly expanding its 

vision; and Peter Paul Vergerio, Truber's friend and compatriot, who also helped to expand 

the project by overseeing the inclusion of Croatian and Italian materials, the borderlands 

printing press grew considerably.  Supporting these men was a network that included 

additional translators like Stephan Consul, theologians in Tübingen, book sellers and 

distributors, German, Hungarian, Austrian, and Slovenian Protestant donors, Electoral and 

regular princes within the HRE, the irenicist faction in the Habsburg court of Vienna, and 

even Maximilian II, the future Emperor.  Such a broad coalition, which stretched across 

                                                           
48 Blocher here breaks down what he sees as the fundamental differences in the three reform groups.  All 
reformers built on Luther’s message to gain converts.  The Catholic response was “Christocentric,” the 
experience of God was emphasized, and groups emerged that were just as, or even more, spiritually minded 
(such as the mystics) as the Lutherans and Reformed groups.  The Anabaptists were apocalyptic in their 
interpretation of things.  One must depart from the world because it was the Devil himself who ran its 
institutions.  All of the church and society and government was corrupt.  Blocher, “Fundamental Motives in 
Various Reformation Movements", 192-194. 
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borders and the divides of different faiths, was a testament to this idea of truth in the 

Gospel, which all those involved in the project believed, to one extent or another.  As 

important as this notion of truth, the project also originated from calls for Christian unity 

and cohesion in the face of foreign invasion, from both the Protestants and Catholics in 

the Empire.  It formed the basis of what Rudolf Leeb and I have identified as the first 

Evangelical missions project.49  Because of the connections, the project brings to light 

early modern conceptions of tolerance, borderlands, and territorial churches, three things 

that will be discussed at length below. 

6. Early Tolerance 

 The history of tolerance has been intermittently popular throughout the twentieth 

century; each successive round of scholarship built upon the previous scholarship, with 

roots in 1960s intellectual history.50  As an intellectual concept, tolerance has roots in the 

Ancient world, with Christian and pagan authors expounding its virtues.51  Traditionally, 

the narrative for the implementation of tolerance has not been kind to the medieval or the 

early modern eras.  Significant evidence supports the notion that medieval Europe resisted 

the influx of new beliefs and heterodox ideas in matters of religion and society, from the 

Crusades up to the Reformation.52  Following banter similar to the Enlightenment thinkers 

that the medieval era had regressed into a period of barbarism that never saw the 

                                                           
49 Rudolf Leeb. “Der Missionsgedanke bei Hans Ungnad von Sonneck, Primus Truber und der lutherischen 
Reformation” in Vera in Hotenja, Uredil Sašo Jerše, ed., 255-272. 
50 Henry Kamen, The Rise of Toleration, (New York, 1967); Herbert Butterfield, “Toleration in Early Modern 
Times”, in Journals of the History of Ideas, Volume 38 (1977), 573-584. 
51 Kaplan, Divided by Faith, 22-23. 
52 R. I. Moore, The Formation of a Persecuting Society: power and deviance in Western Europe, 950-1250, 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1987); David Nirenberg, Communities of Violence: persecution of minorities in the 
Middle Ages, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996). 
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Ancients’ ideas on toleration put into practice, we are sometimes left to wonder how 

tolerance ever regained acceptance.53    All of Europe is often portrayed as following a 

model of Christian conformity emanating from Rome, yet the Babylonian Captivity and the 

presence of the Lollards, Hussites, Bogomils, Waldensians and many others indicate strong 

movements away from orthodoxy and conformity during the very era (the High Medieval 

Era) when these values were said to be unchallenged.54   

In order to have a better understanding of early modern attempts at tolerance, we 

must consider different reasons and purposes for allowing diversity.  Early modern 

European society once seemed to be teetering between opposing notions of unity and 

conformity on one end and tolerance and diversity on the other.  Yet now we know that 

tolerance and intolerance often existed side by side, working as a give-and-take between 

authorities and those whom they ruled.55  More visible still is the realization "that ideas 

and practices of tolerance and toleration were available and in use long before the 

Enlightenment."56  This did not mean that attempts were not made at establishing 

orthodoxy or orthodoxies, once the Protestant Reformation began.  After all, “it would be 

foolish to overlook the very real attraction that the construction of orthodoxies continues 

                                                           
53 Claims of tolerance being narrowly classist, sexist, and Western underlie critiques of the Enlightenment as 
a whole. see Kristie McClure, "Difference, Diversity, and the Limits of Toleration" in Political Theory 18 
(1990), 361-391. 
54 Malcolm Lambert, Medieval Heresy: Popular Movements from the Gregorian Reform to the Reformation, 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1992). 
55 Benjamin Kaplan, Divided by Faith: Religious Conflict and the practice of Toleration in Early Modern 
Europe, (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 2007).  
56 John Christian Laursen and Cary J. Nederman, "General Introduction: Political and Historical Myths in the 
Toleration Literature, in Beyond the Persecuting Society: Religious Toleration before the Enlightenment, 
John Christian Laursen and Cary J. Nederman, eds., (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 2. 
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to exercise.”57  However, effort does not always beget success, and often, particularly 

during the sixteenth century, attempts at conformity were overridden by local customs 

and traditions.58  Dealing primarily with Central Europe as a comparative model, and 

focusing specifically upon the Habsburg/Ottoman borderlands, this study confirms that 

European attitudes towards conformity and orthodoxy varied according to location.  One 

may more specifically distinguish a Western and a Central European response to the 

challenge of maintaining unity within various realms, with each region’s compromise 

allowing multiple confessions for different reasons and circumstances.  Ultimately, most of 

these areas of Europe maintained a preference for unity and orthodoxy as the ultimate 

good, even if these often seemed fleeting or unobtainable.59 

 Recent scholarship has indeed lent credence to the notion that the enforcement of 

conformity in matters of religion through coercive measures steadily decreased 

throughout the early modern period.60  Restrictive policies enacted or enforced by 

authorities resulted in conformity in religion only when these policies were not at odds 

with the reality on the ground.  In areas where cultural and ethnic diversity were thickest, 

                                                           
57 “Introduction” in Orthodoxies and Heterodoxies in Early Modern German Culture: Order and Creativity, 
1500-1750, Randolph C. Head and Daniel Christensen, ed., (Leiden:Brill, 2007), 12. 
58 This paper will show that similarities in traditionally applied checks and balances on the monarchy allowed 
for compromises in the borderlands that were similar elsewhere in Central Europe, such as Bohemia and 
Moravia, see Winfried Eberhard, “Bohemia, Moravia, and Austria”, in The Early Reformation in Europe, 
Andrew Pettegree, ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 23-48, and C. Scott Dixon, 
“Introdiction: Living with Religious Diversity in Early Modern Europe” in Living with Religious Diversity in 
Early Modern Europe, Dixon, C. Scott, Dagmar Freist, and Mark Greengrass, eds.  (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009), 
pgs. 1-20. 
59 I would add that Eastern Europe, and the Orthodox Church in Russian and the Ottoman Empires were no 
less concerned with this, but they do not enter this study for my lack of time, sources, and language abilities.  
The attempt to compare all three sections of Europe would be an enormous enterprise, although there are 
some who have attempted a meta-narrative of Christianity.  See Diarmaid MacCulloch, Christianity: The First 
Three Thousand Years, (New York: Viking, 2009). 
60Thomas A. Brady Jr., “The Entropy of Coercion in the Holy Roman Empire: Jews, Heretics, Witches,” in 
Diversity and Dissent: Negotiating Religious Difference in Central Europe, 1500-1800, Howard Louthan, 
Gary B. Cohen and Franz A. J. Szabo, eds., (New York: Berghahn Books, 2011), 92-113. 
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regular compromises between individuals led to coexistence and tolerant viewpoints.61  

Early modern tolerance was, in essence, a process of concessions and negotiations with 

those whom one would rather not live next to, but had to because of extenuating 

circumstances.62   

 Violence, inherent to social interactions, persisted.  Brad Gregory indicates in his 

research that Central Europe saw shifting patterns of persecution and violence: in the 

1520s and 1530s, these were mostly geared towards those ridiculed as "Anabaptists,"  and 

led to around 500 official executions.63  In comparing Protestant and Catholic deaths, 

Central Europe saw a drop after the end of the Schmalkaldic Wars, when the Treaty of 

Passau in 1552 alleviated many of the political reasons for enacting violence.  A few years 

later, at the time of the Religious Peace of Augsburg, it was hoped that these decrees 

would finally dissipate any remaining hostilities: the accepted compromise among princes 

and rulers was that subjects in a given area who were of a different faith must be allowed 

to emigrate peacefully.  Also, there is evidence of a lessening desire for violence, which 

amplified attempts at coexistence and unity.  The few areas where violence continued to 

occur were viewed, both by imperial and electoral members as aberrations caused by 

external pressures and internal misgivings.64   

 A  great predicament in studying the sixteenth century and the tolerance that 

existed within it is the impending doom that awaited in 1618.  The Thirty Years War 

                                                           
61 Stuart B. Schwartz, All Can Be Saved: Religious Tolerance and Salvation in the Iberian Atlantic World, 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008). 
62 Kaplan, Divided by Faith, 8. 
63 Brad Gregory, "Persecutions and Martyrdom" in The Cambridge History of Christianity: Reform and 
Expansion, 1500-1660, R. Po-Chia Hsia, ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 261-282. 
64 Maximilian Lanzinner, Friedenssicherung und Politische Einheit des Reiches unter Kaiser Maximilian II. 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993). 
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appears formidably in the way, influencing our views of the sixteenth century.  This was 

exactly its consequence for Enlightenment thinkers, who were not content to see the 

Thirty Years War as merely a political dispute among the princes of Europe.  For those 

seeking to rid society of the ills which prevented man from achieving liberty, the Thirty 

Years War loomed large as an example of intolerance and organized religion confining 

man.65  Kant famously wrote in his pamphlet on Enlightenment that "Dogmas and 

formulas, these mechanical tools designed for reasonable use -or rather abuse- of his 

natural gifts, are the fetters of an everlasting nonage."66  Kant  also saw the confessional 

structure that had developed in Europe as a limiting factor in the development and 

understanding of man, whose search for essential truths proved man's rights were 

inherent.67  Looking to circumvent the religious “dogmas” that had caused the war, other 

Enlightenment thinkers sought to form an educated society whose morals were not at 

odds with, but endemic to the governing of society.  For instance, some Enlightenment 

thinkers proudly proclaimed to be looking into nature's basics around which society 

existed.68 

 The Enlightenment thinkers looked not only to the world around them, but also to 

the past for clues.  Religious violence and confessionalism became targets in the 

immediate past from which Enlightenment thinkers drew many of their historical and 

                                                           
65 Kaplan, Divided by Faith, 333-358. 
66 Immanuel Kant, "What is Enlightmentment" in Introduction to Contemporary Civilization in the West, 
Peter Gay, Trans. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954).  
67 John Marshall, John Locke, Toleration and Early Enlightenment Culture, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
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contemporary lessons.69  As a prominent concept among them, from Locke to Voltaire, 

these historical "lessons" argued against the widely supported ideas of intolerance, which 

had led to the removal of radicals and so-called Anabaptists in most areas of Europe.  Only 

the Netherlands and England had by the late seventeenth century significant 

congregations of such "schismatics".  More prominent, even among the Dutch and English, 

were voices advocating intolerance and conformity within society.  Well-known authors at 

the time included Thomas Edward, who wrote in Gangraena that allowing schismatics to 

remain within England would lead to the destruction of many Christian souls.  Similarly, 

Pieter de la Court, a Dutch republican, despised tolerance because he believed it 

strengthened foreign governments and weakened his own.70  Further condemnation was 

leveled at Jews and Muslims, advocating trials, forced conversions, and executions as the 

only method of dealing with such persons.71 

 Additionally, Robert von Friedeburg astutely observes that even into the 

nineteenth century, Europeans reflected on the sixteenth century with a level of 

consternation at the apparent lack of strength behind monarchies in Central Europe to 

curb social and religious violence.  Many argued for more centralized, absolutist dynasties 

                                                           
69 Philip Benedict questions the historiographic notion of the 1970s and 1980s that religion ceased to be a 
factor in politics in Europe after 1650.  He states that besides the practices of sacred kingship, religious 
language and ritual in politics, and the new confessional minorities emerging in the 1670s and 1680s there is 
a fundamental agreement among sources from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that see no such 
break emerging.  “Indeed, contemporaries do not appear to have perceived any dramatic break between the 
politics of their time and that of earlier periods.” “Religion and Politics in Europe, 1500-1700” in Religion 
und Gewalt: Konflikte, Rituale, Deutungen (1500-1800), Von Greyerz, Kaspar, Kim Siebenhüner, Christophe 
Duhamelle, Hans Medick and Patrice Veit eds., (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2006), 157. 
70 Marshall, John Locke, Toleration and Early Enlightenment Culture, Chapters 10-11, pages 312-370. 
71 ibid., 371-395. 
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to embody the idea of one, unified state.72  This was in fact, the same reactionary thinking 

that was common in Europe because of the revolutionary fervor that threatened these 

areas following the French Revolution.  Thus, what the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

historians criticized in German territories and Central Europe in the sixteenth century is 

precisely what we praise today: the multicultural, multiethnic, decentralized, partially 

democratic (representative) institutions that allowed multiple groups to have their say in 

the affairs of governing those kingdoms.  

 

7. Territorial Churches & Territorial Princes 

In Central Europe, legal documents led to guarantees of tolerance according to 

prescribed boundaries.  Several important documents confirmed each territory's ruler with 

the right to address the issue of religious diversity and decide between the confessions 

which would be promoted within his territory.  Thus, within the HRE the Religious Peace of 

Augsburg in 1555 allowed princes to choose for their territory between Evangelical and 

Catholic faiths.  The Edict of Torda did the same in Transylvania in 1568, adding Reformed 

as the dominant and accepted religious confession; additionally, the Warsaw 

Confederation confirmed religious toleration in Poland in 1573.  These edicts granted that 

each territory held religious freedom according to its rulers, who then promoted one 

confession over the other.  To understand the territorial church discussed at length 

throughout this study, one must look at the development of the territorial state and the 
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church it supported.  The German experience during this era was mirrored by other 

Central European powers.  What the events of the early modern period indicate is that the 

German princes were not willing to yield to the centralizing tendencies of the Habsburgs, 

nor to follow the authoritarian models visible in foreign governance at the time.  Rather, 

German princes participated in activities that contributed towards decentralization, a 

territorial model based on regional governance based on customs and constitutional forms 

of government.  “Territorialization” also provided an impetus to disaggregate the Church 

from the Empire, an issue that would come to a head toward the end of the Protestant 

Reformation.73 

The territorial states were formed around: 1) “the indivisibility of patrimonial 

lands”, 2) the promotion of good governance through regulated statutes and 

administrative bureaucrats, 3) institutionalization of social memory through record 

keeping and territorial ordinances, 4) estate-based assemblies.74  Austria and the 

Habsburgs were among the originators of this new mode of governance in the mid-

fourteenth century, beginning with the “Albertine Rule” not to divide the Habsburg lands 

among heirs, but to relegate authority to the several sons while the eldest remained the 

head of the family.  This rule was followed by the Habsburgs from 1330-1365 and again 

after 1440, directly contributing to the progress of their political authority and success.  

This family rule instituted a regionally centralized government with a new high court, 

chancery, and the treasury and financial administration, which were increased by 

Burgundian court procedure applied to existing governmental structures within the 
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Austrian lands and the HRE by Maximilian I and Charles V.  Thus, contrary to the failure of 

Habsburg attempts at governing the entire HRE, all the Habsburg lands were successfully 

brought under a centralized rule throughout the sixteenth century, which allowed its rulers 

greater control and income.75  Also, the Austrian system became more merit-based so that 

talented burghers and university graduates could, and did, receive high positions in the 

Vienna court.   

The gradual process of reform within the HRE from about the mid-fourteenth 

century forward was augmented and accelerated by the events of the Reformations.  

Throughout the sixteenth century, Luther's legacy of church formation brought about calls 

for territorial reform.  Admittedly, the Religious Peace of Augsburg remained important to 

the process of reinforcing territorial rule, but other mechanisms at the territorial prince's 

disposal encouraged peaceful coexistence between different religious groups.  Imperial 

traditions and legal recourse justifying the support of religion as morally beneficial to the 

populace supported the implementation of the Religious Peace, but it is not clear if the 

Peace was an example of power politics, a channeling of mindsets, or just a law.  Rather, 

the relationship of religious reform and territorial rule requires an understanding of the 

HRE's legal tradition and structure to fully comprehend.76   Knowing full-well his brother's 

unpopularity (because Charles V had attempted to undermine the Empire’s traditions and 

the authority of the princes) with the nobles within the Empire, Ferdinand I found common 
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ground with Evangelicals by establishing their faith within the Empire in 1555 while also 

assuring his traditional, princely authority in promoting religious reform.     

Of the territorial state, von Friedenburg states, “its formation was in no way 

complete by 1555.”77  For example, one cannot identify a Catholic model of territorial 

states until after the Council of Trent.  “Rather, from the middle of the sixteenth century 

juridical conflicts and academic treatises about what had actually been achieved with the 

Peace of Augsburg began to shape the meaning of what was to become the territorial 

state, a process brought to a closure in 1648 in only some respects.”78  Scholars, he notes, 

have yet to completely agree on what Cuius region, eius religio actually meant and how it 

was applied between confessional and secular authorities.79   

Indeed, not all terms of the Religious Peace were immediately implemented.  

Many of its aspects were uncertain or unsure.  For instance, since the Habsburgs held 

sovereignty over many lands, did the Peace apply to their lands collectively or to each 

individually?  If it was the latter, that gave the nobles of each domain more freedom in 

religious matters.  Additionally, the Habsburg policies towards centralization tended 

towards perceiving their territorial rule as exceptional when compared to elsewhere in the 

Empire.  Their lands received special considerations.  For instance, within the HRE, the 

Ecclesiastical Reservation had allowed the electoral-bishops to remain Catholic and 

implement their own policies.  Yet no Catholic model existed for secular territories to 
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support those princes, like the Habsburgs, who remained staunchly Catholic.  Even though 

the Catholic Church insisted on its universal application, no system had been formed yet to 

accommodate these Catholic princes and their secular territories. Luther and Brenz had 

established an Evangelical model that worked well in Protestant lands, but what of multi-

confessional lands?  Austria fell within this category and it is only natural to assume that 

the Habsburgs, not being clerical themselves, were intrigued by the Protestant territorial 

church model being implemented in other parts of the Empire.   

In a very basic way, however, the power of the Austrian archduke remained 

tempered in implementing his specific version of the territorial church.  The majority of his 

subjects worshiped differently from the way he did, taking communion in both forms (wine 

and bread), the Protestant way, as opposed to traditional Catholic way (just bread).  Such 

ceremonial differences identified greater divisions over faith and reform existing within 

the Austrian lands than the Habsburgs wished to admit.  Politically speaking, the different 

faiths within these lands (mostly Evangelical and Reformed) sought similar goals by 

shedding previously held notions of ecclesiastical authority and placing it in the hands of a 

territorial reformer backed by a prince.  If the prince was not able or willing to appoint a 

reformer, then matters could be taken into the hands by the local nobility.   

On a larger scale, the shift towards territorial reform indicated a shift away from 

the more complicated high medieval feudalistic structures to an early modern regional 

patronage system.80  This shift, in a very technical manner, moved from viewing rulers as 

                                                           
80 It mirrored an economic shift as well, away from the Ökonomie of "Das Ganze Haus" to the local 
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the primary agent of authority within the Ämter (domain) to the single, supreme authority 

of the region ("superioritas territorialis"), which necessitated a new power dynamic with 

the local nobility.81  The integrity of territorial rights and the protection of the 

Landesfrieden became more important to local rulers than the word of the king and the 

estates.82  Within the HRE, such a shift particularly affected policies in regions on the 

border of the Empire, but technically still in it.  This became truly evident first in 1552 and 

1555 in the Treaties at Passau and Augsburg, but also more abundantly so in the Reichstag 

from 1582 onwards, when representation to the Diet became based on historical 

principalities as opposed to specific noble or dynastic lineages, as Bernd Christian 

Schneider has shown in his legal historical works.83  Still, in matters of religious reform, 

while these changes instituted procedural and political change, they did not lead to the 

direct legal establishment of churches specific to territories until the 1620s.  Up until then, 

the right to reform churches remained awkwardly perched between the prince and the 

nobles under him. 

8. Regional movements and Territorial churches 

 In this study, we turn to regional models of reform in order to explain what 

occurred in the borderlands.  We see that religious change was as much about communal 

reformation as it was about political or religious reform.  While both of the latter 

processes were important in understanding the motivations of the princes and reformers, 

they do not explain the reception that the Evangelical movement received, particularly in 
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an area which had been predominantly Catholic, with few open signs of discontent until 

the advent of the Reformation.84  It is in this capacity that Peter Blickle’s study on the 

Communal Reformation holds value for the present study.  While mainly concerning 

peasant revolts in Swabia and Switzerland, his study benefits this one in its application to 

Hapsburg lands, many of which fell into the borderlands as the Ottomans advanced.   

Communal reform was not at odds with other types of reform underway during the 

same era.  Blickle is astute to point out that the delineation between rural and urban did 

not exist in the Reformation era in the same way it does today.  In fact, he argues that 

persons living in cities or the country were in many aspects identical, since most cities were 

usually 10,000 or less, and the majority of a population lived in the country in rural 

communes.85  Throughout the Reformation, both urban and rural communities relied on 

collective identities to survive, which only could be transformed through local means.   

Additionally, Blickle’s discussion of reform movements in Hapsburg lands is 

pertinent to this study since views of lordship in South German Hapsburg possessions were 

much like those along the borderlands.  What the Hapsburgs enforced in one part of their 

realm they often tried to enforce in the others.  The Hapsburgs had as much, or more, 

control over the borderlands as they did over some of their more rebellious Swiss-border 

and Swabian holdings, which were constantly a source of trouble.  Furthermore, Blickle’s 

                                                           
84 The Bogomils, still a viable force in the fifteenth century in Bosnia were among the first to convert to Islam 
there, however, it does not seem that the Bogomils had left any lasting impression on neighboring regions 
like  Slovenia, Croatia, or Krain. Géza David, “Limitations of Conversion: Muslims and Christians in the 
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2001), 149-156. 
85 Peter Blickle, Communal Reformation: The Quest for Salvation in Sixteenth Century Germany, Thomas 
Dunlap, trans., (New Jersey: Humanitarian Press, 1992), 4-6. 
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analysis of peasant revolts fits certain areas of the Hapsburg borderland, such as Tyrol and 

Carinola.86  Even as the Hapsburgs tried to dictate religious and political affairs within 

these regions at the communal level, their influence over meetings of diocese and 

communal councils was never complete.87  Cautious in challenging customs or traditions 

outright within a given area, the Hapsburgs were usually careful in allowing communities 

their accustomed say in how things should be done, even as they sought ways to impose 

Hapsburg policies upon them. 

 When it came to matters of religious reform, the Habsburgs also endeavored to 

proceed with caution.  Luther remained a popular figure throughout their lands, regardless 

of ethnic or regional differences, but this did not bridge the gap between the necessity for 

reform and Habsburg willingness to accept a specific form of it, which also depended 

upon the community and its receptiveness.  Among the leading figures in establishing a 

bridge between the theology of the Evangelical Protestants and the communal 

reformation was a student of Luther, Johannes Brenz.  Brenz’s life has largely been 

overshadowed by Luther, since his primary goal was not to supersede Luther's work, but to 

find ways to implement it in the daily organization and life of the church.  However, many 

of the ideas that became important in establishing the Evangelical church in Germany 

came as much from Brenz as from Luther.  Like Luther, Brenz respected the separation of 

religious and secular powers that characterized western Christian theology in the late 

medieval period, yet he became a leading voice in redefining the role of the prince in 

promoting virtue and the common good in society through religious means.  The idea of a 
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territorial church, then, developed over time and was influenced by Brenz’s commitment 

to solving the relationship between the religious and secular authorities.  His 

breakthrough first came in 1530 during a dispute over just how much religious freedom 

should be allowed by government officials.  Brenz adamantly interpreted Luther’s 

"Doctrine of the Two Kingdoms" as only allowing a certain level of freedom of worship, 

detailing in his treatise the role a prince should play in promoting true religion without 

interfering in theological discussions.88   

 Because of political events and uncertainties about the future of the Evangelical 

cause, Brenz was afraid that without proper direction, the church in Germany would lose 

its bearings.  As a church organizer, what Brenz attempted to do for the Evangelicals in 

Germany much resembled what Calvin would later build within the reformed church of 

Geneva.  As James Estes has shown, Brenz’s church organization along territorial lines 

relied on his belief that the church must be built around three pertinent elements: 

doctrine, ceremony, and moral living.89  Therefore, throughout the 1530s he developed his 

vision of church organization through conversations with Melanchthon, who had published 

similar ideas in a series of important writings in his Loci Communes and De Officio 

Principum.  Both men took their ideas of Christian governance from the Christian humanist 

tradition, of which Erasmus remained the most prominent proponent.90   

 The importance of German universities to the education of clergy who could 

implement the policies of Brenz's territorial church model should not be understated. The 
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trend towards university educated clergy included the growing influx of Eastern Europeans 

flocking to German universities, which were developing a reputation as the best in Europe.  

Most  of these graduates became clergymen, and were imperative to implementing 

territorial churches in territorial states.  As Brady says, “the success of Protestant territorial 

and civic churches depended absolutely on the formation of a clerical corps which, secure 

in its status, set its hand to the plows of admonition, discipline, and comfort to shepherd 

the formation of a devout laity conscious of its obligations to God, the temporal rulers, and 

the pastors.”91  The catechisms distributed by these educated clergy show that regional 

variations did develop, despite their common origins.  These variations reflected both the 

language and regional differences prevalent in a given area; they also reflected the 

influence of each reformer who used them as another tool in establishing specific cultures 

based upon established linguistics and vernacular intricacies.92  The specific catechisms 

they drafted also influenced the regions in which they were present by providing a literary 

basis for future vernacular literature.93   

 This same view of governance and religion prompted other Evangelical reformers 

in the borderlands to find ways to combine Christian reform with government, since both 

held a duty to promote the general well being of the people through the spread of the 

gospel.94  The line between what should remain within the realm of the spiritual kingdom 

and what belonged to the realm of the secular kingdom was drawn according to the type 
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of government that presided over the people.  If it was a heathen government, such as in 

Ottoman lands, then the role of Christians was defined as being separate, but respectful of 

such a government as long as it did not interfere with the spread of the gospel.  If, 

however, a Christian government presided, then the two kingdoms merged, and a certain 

propriety on the part of the Christian government required that it promote Christian virtue 

as much as possible.  Thus, the role of the prince was to promote moral living and support 

the Church in initiating proper ceremonies and doctrines, but without inhibiting the free 

debate on theological ideas surrounding these concepts. 95 

Brenz produced three catechisms in four editions for use within the territories of 

the HRE.96  His work remained among the most important of the early reformers, and was 

constantly praised by Melanchthon and others.  Nevertheless, his work followed on the 

heels of the first Evangelical catechisms finished by Martin Luther, fitting within a 

framework for what literature should be present in a territorial church.97  The first city 

outside of the HRE to implement these catechisms and reprint them was Kronstadt in 

Transylvania, where the Siebenbürgen "Saxons" had migrated in the twelfth century.98  

 Among these German-speakers, the German-educated reformer Johannes 

Honterus began printing and distributing German Protestant literature as early as the late 

1530s.  As an earlier model for Truber's work in Krain,  Johannes Honterus remained fixed 

on printing Biblical literature for the benefit of the common people, using Luther’s 
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German Bible translation as the basic biblical text. When looking at the catechisms printed 

by Honterus, we see that Brenz’s catechism was included, although it is missing a date.  

This makes it hard to pinpoint when Brenz’s catechism reached Siebenbürgen.99  It is clear, 

however, that Brenz’s work was known to Honterus and his fellow reformers, and the 

Kleine Katechismus of Luther became the first full catechism circulated in the 

Siebenbürgen by Honterus in 1545.100  The reason for this is that Honterus had established 

a school in Kronstadt, and Luther’s work was particularly geared towards children.  In any 

event, Honterus' use of Evangelical literature and his correspondence with reformers 

inside of Germany indicate his allegiance to the Evangelical efforts. 

Additional materials printed included not just the catechisms mentioned above, 

but various books of the New Testament with notes, poems, and chapter descriptions at 

the beginning of the books -a veritable potpourri of Evangelical literature.  Honterus 

printed this selection twice early on, once in 1541 and a second time in 1545.101  He also 

produced Evangelical songbooks and Biblical history books to be used by pastors in 

Kronstadt while teaching the people.  Books on Church order and the agenda of 

evangelism in the area ensured that the reformer’s movement had a basis for continual 

growth.102  This material was augmented by the printing of Luther’s Kleine Catechismus 

and even a larger Lutheran Catechism printed in Greek for use by other reformers in the 

area such as Valentin Wagner and Georg Haner.103  This literature was very similar in 
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content to that printed for the borderlands printing project in Urach, forming the 

foundations of confessional literature throughout the Siebenbürgen.104   

It was in the hands of these regional reformers that consolidations of religious 

belief occurred.  We are reminded that there was no viable Catholic confessional model 

until the conclusion of the Council of Trent in 1563, and that Evangelical and Catholic 

Church practices remained very similar in liturgy and most practices in decades leading up 

to it.  Both Evangelical and Catholic confessions, nascent in formation, were still seen as 

part of Christianity as a whole, and as the Religious Peace indicated, neither could be 

treated as anything other than “Christian, friendly, peaceful means and paths to a 

unanimous, Christian understanding and conciliation.”105   

Men like Honterus and Truber acted as motivators for requesting and initiating 

support from forces within the HRE for princely and imperial religious reforms among the 

people of the borderlands.  Naturally, the rulers were only too happy to accept these 

requests, playing off of the privilege-seeking patronage that came to them, and in turn 

fueling their own basis for favors and benefits.  “In this manner, early modern German 

historiography is now being rewritten in terms of evolving political, social, and cultural 

relations in the German-speaking parts of Central Europe that increasingly began to 
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reorganize themselves as part of a meaningful political unity and a jurisdictional legal 

entity.”106   

From a local perspective, the higher end of the forces at work in establishing 

reforms seemed distant and incommunicative.  How could those at the base level in the 

community interact with these higher elements?  In the example of the borderlands 

printing project, we see the newly cemented patronage networks in action.  The primary 

financiers of the printing press (Hans Ungnad, Duke Christoph and Maximilian II) exerted 

influence and power over what was printed, and even extended their control over 

dissemination, although the one thing they did not have control over was how well the 

materials would be received.  When it came to additional financial contributions, many 

Protestant burghers and some humanists and irenicists joined.  Impressively, among the 

foremost contributors in this category were the Viennese burghers.  However, any 

influence over the press had to pass through the correct channels, either Brenz, Maximilian 

II, or Ungnad himself.  As we shall see, complex dynamics arose concerning the separate 

factions within the Evangelical camp, which complicated matters.107   

Additional aspects of the patronage networks of Truber, Ungnad and Vergerio 

strengthen our understanding of the early territorial church in Krain.  Ungnad’s network of 

nobles and burghers was connected to the distribution of materials, while Truber's name 

remained popular both with the laity and clergy.  Thus, we can trace the origins of a 

territorial church in Krain through its formation by Evangelical literature and a vernacular 

Bible translation.  However, the church was short lived, doomed to a purgatory of being 
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conceptually present while lacking the necessary elements, most notably a resident 

reformer or supportive territorial prince, to stand on its own.108   

The network of financiers for the project also led to significant support for the 

territorial church from others in Austria, including particular people, like the Viennese 

magistrate Ambrosius Fröhlich, who expressed a general consensus in favor of the 

establishment of such an institution and hoped that the support of the Viennese burghers' 

contributions would further the cause.  Ungnad knew many of these nobles and burghers 

personally, and remained continually in correspondence with them, including Fröhlich, on 

the progress of the printing press.  It is through the figure of Fröhlich that Vienna’s role in 

the printing press is emphasized.109   

Acting as backers and middlemen, the Protestant burghers in Vienna sought to 

expand their vision of reform into Krain according to what they knew in their own 

provinces.  In this endeavor, they were joined by the burgeoning power of the Krain and 

Austrian Protestant nobility.110  Since they were closer to Krain, these nobles had a better 

understanding of the situation there, and sent letters to Ungnad expressing opinions on 

how distributions should be made, who should be doing what, etc.  But the printing press 

remained in the hands of Württemberg and Ungnad, tempering any control  the local elite 

might have wanted to extend over the press.  The Viennese burghers were forced to go 

through Ungnad, who remained their constant advocate, although his "exile" prevented 

him from making many visits to their city.  Certain members may have wished for more 
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borderlands influence over the project, and Matthias Flacius' name was included as a 

possible addition to the press.  However, his theological influence would only show up 

indirectly, and he personally remained far away from the borderlands printing press.111 

9. Borderlands 

This study would not be complete without a discussion of what exactly is meant by 

"borderlands".  The identification of Krain within the greater Habsburg/Ottoman 

borderlands also deserves comparative analysis.  Defining "borderlands" is about as easy as 

delineating exactly where they were.112  The difficulty pertains to the lack of discussion 

about borderlands, and the tendency of historians to attempt to categorize and fit areas 

neatly within specifically defined terms.113  Yet the idea of a borderland is more than 

simply a description of geographic lands between two empires ( although it is that as 

well).114  Certain developments in historiographical writing of the late twentieth century 

have set the terms, for better or worse, of our discussion on borderlands.115  Furthermore, 

we must appreciate the linguistic and ethnic components of an area where empires 

connected.  These were often mixed and intricately connected in ways that can help us to 
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better understand diversity and coexistence.116  Next, there are religious borderlands, as 

we have alluded to in our discussion of territorial churches: even among reformers in a 

given area, there was a give and take concerning matters of practical application of 

theological principles.117   Lastly, borderlands refers to a political and military situation 

often intertwined with the components above, but also influencing and sometimes 

reinforcing the views that certain areas are indeed borderlands.118  We are left, then, with 

borderlands as a conceptual, linguistic, political and military, religious, and geographic 

category: this multi-faceted definition is briefly examined below.  

9.1 Conceptual  

Conceptually, the idea of borderlands is not new, although the expression of the 

idea has taken different forms.119  On a grand scale, two works stand out in opposition to 

each other in their treatment of borderlands, even while both agree concerning the 

importance of the topic.  Edward Said in Orientalism identifies frontiers and borders as 

constructs meant to differentiate between us and them.  The concept of the “other” is 

indeed an integral part of understanding the concept of a borderland, because it claims to 

establish specific delineations between two groups that may live within close proximity to 

one another.  Through a process of interactions and exchanges the “other” becomes 
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knowable, yet in the process often defines the self, or “same” more sharply in such regions.  

The idea becomes something similar to the phrase “well, that’s all well and good for you, 

but for me that doesn’t work.”  In such instances the personalizing of belief provides 

sharper contrast between communities attempting to coexist.120  Samuel Huntington’s 

Clash of Civilizations seems to prove this point even as it argues for one side over the 

other.   Like Said, Huntington imposes distinctions between East and West even while 

acknowledging them as constructs of the modern era.  Did such distinctions exist along 

these frontiers in the early modern era?  To the extent that Said and Huntington are 

arguing about, no.121  However, the arguments raised in their books do specifically set up 

the points of debate about borderlands with which this study is concerned.122   

9.2 Linguistic groups and emerging ethnicities  

Diverse as they were, many of the borderlands communities in Europe featured a 

persistent, prevalent feeling of moderation when it came to discussion of reformation.  As 

one author has put it, “it strikes me that the Hungarian Reformation was characterized by 

a tendency to lampoon rather than resort to physical confrontation.”123  While one must 

be careful not to assume that the reason behind this "lampooning" was that religion did 

not matter to those in Hungary, this does suggest that many communities there critiqued 
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notions of orthodoxy when it came to disputes over religious reform.  Perhaps this speaks 

to the continued belief in a greater Christendom, which sought to unify everyone in belief 

and defend it against outsiders, like the Ottomans.  Even so, just as important to the lack of 

open conflict between the different faiths in the region was the tradition of the multi-

ethnic populations in that area.  Romanians, Germans (Siebenbürgen Saxons and others), 

Slovenians, Slovaks, Croatians, Serbians, Bosnians, Hungarians and Székely peoples (who 

traced their heritage back to Attila the Hun) had already lived side-by-side through most 

of the medieval era, making it a necessity for nobles to work within multiple customs and 

traditions to achieve any sort of political authority.   Simply attempting to understand the 

different languages within this given area produced misunderstanding or reinterpretations 

when explaining a confessional concept.124  Many communities and their leaders 

supported or rejected a reform model without believing their faith should be forced upon 

everyone.   

 The ability of a reformer to prove that he was a member of a given community was 

often among the deciding factors of whether a certain faith became entrenched in a 

region or not.  For instance, of great importance for the Siebenbürgen Saxons in 

Transylvanian was the leadership and direction that Honterus had among them.  As a 

member of the “hundred men” of Kronstadt, he is listed several times in the collection of 

state bills for Kronstadt.  This is significant because from 1532 forward, Honterus formally 

represented the city in his transactions on the lists of bills.  His children would later 

become respected members of the community as well, thereby leaving a legacy of being 
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an integral part of the community.125 The success of religious reform found its foundation 

by “embedding its message in the self-reproducing cultures of ordinary people.”126   

9.3 Religious 

 As Krista Zach notes in an article on the political motivation behind the 

confessional conversion of the Siebenbürgen, the political cannot be understood without 

the spiritual.127  Thus, while the spread of Evangelistic teachings to Germans in that area 

acted to stem the advance of the Ottomans, it was primarily accomplished on account of a 

religious understanding of the Gospel and the hope that converts would therefore transfer 

their allegiance.  Furthermore, Ottoman and Habsburg differences in interacting with the 

Protestant faiths led to greater tolerance, and a variety of faiths found roots within the 

borderlands, even to the extent that Islamic converts interacted with and imitated 

Protestant confessions of faith.128  As a result, the very boundaries of confessionalization 

were defined by the interactions occurring along the borderlands between the different 

faiths, a process that continued to find ethnic and regional limitations, even as it allowed 

for faiths not normally accepted in other areas.129  Religious expression found stronger 

definition when one was confronted by varying beliefs and had differentiate between 
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them.  This is an aspect of the borderlands that has been neglected in certain ways even as 

the framework for such study has been provided for us. 

9.4 Political and Military 

 One of the more recognizable features of the Habsburg/Ottoman borderlands was 

the fortress system erected by Ferdinand I to counter the Ottoman advance.  The military 

minds in the Habsburg court believed the fortress system to be the only way to protect 

Vienna and the surrounding area from the Turkish invasions.  It was connected to a greater 

Spanish and Austrian Habsburg  "frontier zone" that stretched from Northern Africa 

through the Mediterranean to Italy, Croatia, Hungary, Poland-Lithuania, and the Baltic.  

The operation of the border fortresses in Hungary has historically been divided into two 

major periods, each with minor divisions.  The first period lasted up to 1593, the start of 

the Long War.  It encompassed several divisions, including 1522-1578 (the period in which 

the Austrian War Council was formed and eventually took direct control of the Croatian 

and Slovenian border fortresses away from the Hungarian defense districts).  Once 

Hungary was defeated at Mohacs, a new line of fortresses needed to be created.  This 

occurred from the 1530s to 1570s.  1541-1556 saw the first attempt at establishing such a 

defensive system, but it failed.  The leadership in the borderlands remained divided on 

strategy and ultimately lacked sufficient troops to shore up these defenses.  

Disorganization and fighting between the Hungarian, Croatian, and Slovenian leaders 

(Bans), the Austrian commander in chief, and the Imperial War Council proved harmful to 

the cause.  Only  after Suleyman's 1566 invasion was a new system set up, which continued 

to be strengthened until 1578.  One of the great military minds in the borderlands, Lazarus 
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von Schwendi, participated in and led a great military conference on this in 1577,  

deciding upon an active defense in which constant attacks would be used to keep the 

enemy from building up the ability to attack with all its forces.  Subsequently, this war 

became a defensive war.130 

9.5 Geographic 

The military struggles over the borderlands precipitated the necessity for maps 

that defined the general areas of the borderland according to the Habsburg map-makers.  

With over 60 forts, large and small, this area was heavily fortified and in need of proper 

maps to identify them all.131  The Angielini Family and their map-making provided 

geographic definition of the borderlands for the Habsburgs in the 16th century.132  Printed 

in German and Hungarian, the maps encompassed several projects by the Angielini family 

from the late 1550s through 1582.  Subsequent cartography produced on the borderlands 

for the Habsburgs stemmed from these first maps.  In terms of Krain, Ferdinand I was the 

first to request that surveying be done of the fortresses in the area; he put the Protestant 

captain and noble, Jacob von Lamberg, in charge of assisting the Angielini in their work.  

Most interesting for this study are the maps commissioned by Maximilian II from the 

brothers Nicolo and Natale Angielini, who created a series of maps that included Krain 

and Inner Austria.  Beginning in 1557 and continuing until 1574, these brothers created 

the first well-defined maps, first of Inner Austria but then also Styria, and Krain in 1565.  

                                                           
130 Géza Pálffy, “The Origins and Development of the Border Defence System against the Ottoman Empire in 
Hungary up to the Early Eighteenth Century”, in David, Géza and Pál Fodor, eds. Ottomans, Hungarians, and 
Habsburgs in Central Europe. (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 3-70. 
131 Pálffy, Géza. Die Anfänge der Militärkartographie in der Habsburgermonarchie.  (Budapest: Archivum, 
2011). 
132ibid., 33-34. 
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Both Maximilian II and his younger brother Charles II Francis contributed to payment for 

these maps.133  The project continued into the 1570s, and included 40 forts in Croatia and 

20 forts in Slovenia; the process of surveying them included upgrading and fixing them as 

well as dealing with the invasions and incursions of the Ottomans.  Their work, immense as 

it was, remained incomplete and it was up to the irenicist intellectual and friend of 

Maximilian II, Johannes Sambucus, to complete portions of it in 1573.134  Names on the 

maps also vary by edition; Sambucus’ own work on the "Illyricum map" in 1573 established 

the names most commonly associated with each area today.  Interesting enough, Krain was 

connected with Nicolo’s work on Hungary, which was titled “Superior Ungaria” on a map 

made in the late 1560s. 135  Through these maps it was evident that the Habsburgs viewed 

the borderlands as a single, complete region, from the Adriatic to Transylvania. 

10. Chapter Analysis 

        The four chapters of this study represent the primary figures who were responsible for 

the construction of the territorial church in the borderlands.  The first chapter introduces 

the financier of the borderlands printing press, Ungnad.  The second and third chapters 

discuss the working relationship of each of the two reformers, Truber and Vergerio with 

each other and Ungnad, and one chapter is dedicated to the political impact their work 

                                                           
133 Palffy lists three payments coming in for his services in 1565, one from Maximilian of 50 Gulden 
(Rheinisch) in May and two from Charles Francis in December (32 Gulden) and January of 1566 (40 Gulden) 
for “past services”.  Thus, the payments for his services were not usually on time nor well organized. Pálffy, 
Die Anfänge der Militärkartographie, 16-23. 
134 This complaint allowed Natale’s son, Paolo, to take his father’s place and create a better map with many 
corrections in 1574.  (37) Thus, we are left with four map makers in the process, Natale from 1563-1572 in 
two editions both with many errors, Sambucus and Nicolo’s comments and help in a 1573 edition, and 
Paolo’s own two editions that were printed in 1574.  These final editions seem to be the ones that were most 
trustworthy and were used by the court hence.  ibid., 36-37. 
135 Illyricum is added, “Crabetischen und Windischen Gränitze” is changed to “Croatia et Sclavonia”, Latin 
was more official than German. ibid., 39. 
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had under the direction of their Emperor, Maximilian II.  Their loyalty to him, even under 

the extenuating circumstances caused by their different religious faiths and the 

emergence of the Catholic reforms of Trent signify their commitment to the ideals and 

beliefs prevalent in Central Europe during the sixteenth century.  The territorial church  

resulted from the efforts of these men and thus intricately connected to them.  Because 

their network of clients  created the structure of the territorial church, this study and its 

chapters reflect the foundation and framework around which the territorial church was 

built.  A later study could provide details on the substance of this church, yet for current 

purposes a brief analysis of this dissertation's structure reveals the contents of each 

chapter. 

The first chapter provides new analysis of Hans Ungnad, administrator of the 

Captain-Generalcy of Krain under Ferdinand I, who was the pivotal financier and director 

overseeing the press.  The chapter discusses his early service to Ferdinand I and the rift 

that formed between them, as well as his choice of the three primary translators, all 

priests-turned-preachers: the well-known Primus Truber, the very capable Stephan Consul 

and the soon to be famous Anton Jurij Dalmatin.136  Ungnad's financial contributions are 

considered as is his use of his network to spread support for the project with support from 

HRE electors and princes, such as Duke Christoph of Württemberg, Count Philipp of 

Hesse, Elector Albrecht of Prussia, and the future Emperor Maximilian II.137    Ungnad also 

                                                           
136 Anton Dalmatin is more well-known for using Truber's translation in his own complete Slovenian Bible 
translation in 1584 (The Dalmatin Bible), which included many books not in Truber translation.  Truber’s 
translation, because it targeted multiple languages, only translated the Gospels, Psalms, and select Pauline 
letters.  Pörtner, 47-51. 
137 A list of those involved in the project can be found in Schnurrer’s book, other notable financiers of the 
enterprise include Duke Johann Friedrich of Saxony, Counts Joachim and Wolfgang of Anhalt, and Electors 
Johann of Brandenburg and August I of Saxony. 55-63. 
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corresponded with burghers in the cities of Strasbourg, Nuremberg, Ulm, Frankfurt, 

Augsburg, and more.  Vienna also became a target for his supplications, it generous 

burghers donating to help the project.138  Finally, Ungnad continued to act as the primary 

contact for the Flacian (Gnesio-Lutheran) faction within Evangelical camp, uniting them 

with Württemberg and the Philippists.  But there were others connected to his network 

that remained interested in the oversight of the Slovenian printing press and Truber's 

translation process.   

 Chapter two begins with Truber’s idea to use his translation of the New Testament 

as a way to unify Slavic-speakers, particularly those who spoke Slovenian, around the 

gospel.  This point indicates his humanistic intentions as well as his evangelical ones, a 

characteristic shared with his friend Vergerio.139  His valuable contribution to the press 

consisted not only in his translation and correspondence with others involved, but in his 

belief that this endeavor would promote learning and knowledge among his people.  

Truber played an influential role in marshalling support for his translations, especially 

through his letters to Maximilian, Duke Christoph and leaders within the communities 

around where the materials were distributed.  Here, his patronage network and contacts in 

the borderlands proved useful: his travels included two trips to Krain, meeting with nobles 

and pastors there on two separate occasions (1561 and 1562-1564).  The printing press 

and its translations were a method by which Truber left a Protestant, yet humanist mark on 

                                                           
138 List of Imperial cities from Ibid., 60-61, Vienna’s inclusion is mentioned in Bernhard Hans Zimmermann, 
“Die Bedeutung Weins für die Reformation und Gegenreformation bei den Kroaten und Slowenen,” in 
Jahrbuch der Gesellschaft für die Geschichte des Protestantismus in Österreich, 65-66 (1944-1945), 21-53, 
26. 
139 Schnurrer describes the correspondence that occurred between Peter Paul Vergerius and Primus Truber, 
40-42; Also, Truber mentions his connection with Vergerius on several occasions in his letters, 69, 87, 105. 
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the cultural history of the region.140  While Truber oversaw all the translations, a conflict 

arose with Consul, who worked on the Croatian translation. Despite their conflict and 

differences, they continued to work together, mostly because of Ungnad's orders, creating 

and distributing the printed materials upon their completion into the border area.141   

 Significant historiographical work has been done recently on Primus Truber.  While 

this chapter stems from research begun in late 2007, an upswing in research on the 

reformer has occurred since his 500th birthday (traditionally June 9th, 1508).  Before the 

materials published surrounding his birthday, the most definitive recent study was a 

collection of articles edited by Rolf-Dieter Kluge, Ein Leben zwischen Laibach und 

Tübingen: Primus Truber und Seine Zeit.  The work was the culmination of several years of 

research by German and Slovenian scholars aiming to dispel the notion that Truber was a 

reformer of only minor importance, and seeking to establish his role as a national figure.  

German and Slovenian studies increased in these years, primarily because of the birth of 

the modern nation of Slovenia in June of 1991, but it is important to realize that most 

scholarly articles continued up through 1995 to be published in German.  In recent years 

there has been a shift in historiography to include more Slovenian-based scholarship, and 

rightfully so.  Consider the recent publication, Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator 

und Württemberg, edited by Lorenz Sönke, Anton Schindling and Wilfried Setzler, which 

is now the primary authority on this leading reformer.  This collection of articles features 

several in both Slovenian and German, and the authors include Germans, British, 

Slovenians, Hungarians, and Austrians.   Three other books that deserve mention both 
                                                           
140 Primoz Simoniti, “Humanismus in Slowenien”, in Primus Truber und Seine Zeit, Rolf-Dieter Kluge, 
Herausgegeben, (München: Verlag otto Sagner, 1995), 94. 
141Ibid., 54-55. 
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Slovenian titles, but multi-lingual articles.  They are: Kosić, Ivan, ed. Hrvatske 

protestantske knjige XVI. i XVII. stoljeća u Nacionalnoj i sveučilišnoj knjižnici. Zagreb, 

2005; Sošo, Uredil, ed. Vera in Hotenja: Studije o Primožu Trobarju in njegovem Času. 

Jerše: Sovenska Matica, 2009; and Bjelčevič, Aleksander, Hrsg. Reformacija na Slovenskem. 

Ljubljana: Center za Slovenščino Kot Drugi/Tuji Jezik pri Oddelku za Slovenistiko 

Filozofske Fakultete, 2010.  The recognition of Truber's importance in the writings of 

European academics continually increases, yet regrettably no Americans have yet 

published regarding Truber.  This dissertation endeavors to work towards remedying this 

lacuna. 

 Chapter  three describes Vergerio in the context of a man wearing many hats.  Each 

"persona" he applied to a given situation indicated his desire to use his vast amount of 

understanding and connections for the benefit of the Evangelical cause and the 

borderlands printing press.   “The early preachers of evangelical religion were mostly well-

educated Catholic clergymen from the towns.”142   This is especially true among the 

participants in the borderlands printing press.  The most compelling example of this is 

Peter Paul Vergerio, who like Truber had been born in the borderlands and remained an 

active participant in the funding of the borderlands printing press and in distributing its 

products.  He has been generally studied as an Italian reformer, and undoubtedly his 

contributions as such are enormous.  However, Vergerio also acted as a diplomat and 

borderlands reformer, leading him to take on multiple personas.  In this sense, chapter 3 

explores his career through his correspondance with princes in the HRE, culminating in his 

                                                           
142 Brady, German Histories, 277. 
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assignment as Maximilian II’s spy into Poland, where he acted as a liaison with Protestant 

forces there and attempted to assess the political temperature for a Habsburg invasion.  

While the invasion never occurred, Vergerio’s multiple personas (spy, diplomat, printing 

financier, and reformer) made him a vital contributor to the borderlands printing press, a 

role he played alongside Ungnad and Truber. 

 The main character of chapter four is Maximilian II, an enigmatic figure in some 

ways, yet impossible to ignore as his contribution and support of the borderland printing 

project remained vital.  The Evangelical movement within German lands sought to gain the 

upper hand and establish its validity far beyond the borders of the HRE, because its 

members believed (as others did as well) that their confession was the truth.  In the 

political realm, this translated to concerted support for missions endeavors directed 

toward those of any other confession, including the Helvetic or Zwinglian teachings.  The 

political atmosphere within the empire during these decades allowed for compromise 

between Catholics and Evangelicals not only because of the establishment of the Religious 

Peace of Augsburg, but also because of general agreement that a common Christian 

understanding and the defense of the Empire should be factors bringing the emperor, 

electors, and princes together, rather than allowing religious differences to overwhelm 

their fragile unity.  Moreover, the Religious Peace was integrated into the Imperial role of 

preserving the "public peace" as established at Worms in 1495.143  To this end Chapter 4 

will analyze the Habsburg policies of Maximilian II within the framework of family loyalty 

as well as the images of his imperial person that were presented to Protestant and 

                                                           
143 Brady, German Histories, 232. 
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Cathoics.144  Two things will become apparent about Maximilian II: 1) his attempts to 

emulate his great grandfather Maximilian I and his education as a Renaissance prince, and 

2) his use of imagery to convey his power and appropriate persona.145  Maximilian II's 

connection to the borderlands printing press fit within his attempts to present these two 

images to his subjects. 

Maximilian II, like his father before him, faced major challenges in his reign.  The 

largest challenge was the constant pressure by the Ottomans, who used raids into Royal 

Hungary to weaken Habsburg political and economic power.  The pressure mounted by 

Suleyman peaked in another full assault upon Habsburg lands in 1566. Because of limits in 

manpower, money, and machinery, the Habsburgs were hard pressed to match the 

centralized Ottoman military machine.  Significant numbers of military volunteers had to 

be brought in from Austria and other parts of the HRE; the structure of Austrian economic 

institutions also prevented the Hapsburgs from exploiting their full monetary potential.146  

As explained in a recent study on the financial structure of the Hapsburg domains in the 

sixteenth century, the rulers had to contend with multiple districts, each of which held 

their own financial councils.  Despite reform-minded policies by Ferdinand I and 

Maximilian II, these councils continued to wield power over the procurement of funds.  

They caused trouble for Ferdinand I and Maximilian II because they were often reluctant 

to contribute to causes beyond those of their city or area of influence.  In the 1540s and 

1550s, the Hapsburgs had created central financial councils, known as the Hofkammerrat 

                                                           
144 R. J. W. Evans, The Making of the Habsburg Monarchy, 1550-1700 : an interpretation, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1979). 
145 This will build off of studies that have discussed such ideas in other contexts, Paul Zanker and The power 
of images in the Age of Augustus. 
146 Rauscher, 138. 
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and the Hofkriegsrat, to regulate the multiple city and country finances, but these 

institutions did not gain the power needed to form a cohesive, centralized financial system 

like that which existed, for example, in the Ottoman Empire.  This inherent financial 

weakness in the Hapsburg system prevented Ferdinand I or Maximilian II from establishing 

a fully centralized government, which lessened their control over Austrian nobles. 147  

Nevertheless, one can say that these attempted fixes did add some oversight to the region.  

Religious reform, along with its promise of loyalty and increased tax base, provoked in the 

Habsburgs a very real belief that the borderlands printing project might help extend their 

control in borderland areas. 

Thus, on a personal and societal level, this study will shed light on the complex 

nature of the early modern world and the attempts of those within it to come to grips with 

a quickly changing world.  Questions about religion were often interwoven with all areas 

of people’s lives to the point that it was impossible in their minds to separate them.    

Understanding such things at a personal level raises our awareness and perceptions of the 

greater social and religious aspects of the early modern era. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
147 For more information on how these institutions irritated Hapsburg efforts to unify their lands see 
Rauscher, 130-138. 
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Chapter 1  

Hans Ungnad 

In September, 1564, three months before his death in, Hans Ungnad sent a letter 

to his overlord, Duke Christoph of Württemburg, explaining his recent communications 

with the city of Basel, along with copies of the printed Slovenian Bible translation he had 

sent them.   He concludes: 

And it is lamentable, as I have trustworthily recounted, that not in Basel alone but 
also other regions, that nothing has been printed in the foreign languages of the 
commands of God, and of its true and correct understanding according to the 
means of true perseverance and of the path of salvation.  This Your Princely Grace I 
also desired that, through obedient recounting, subserviently announce.  That 
thereby they should have a clear and gracious knowledge of it, and that [you], the 
highly enlightened Prince, as one illuminated by God have graciously and 
Christianly recommended this Christian Project on account of its fruitful work 
(Praise God), out of [your] Christian disposition towards God’s continually greater 
praise and the spreading of His all holy name, which has also been declared for the 
temporal and eternal benefit of our neighbors.  Here then, Your Princely Grace, is 
my subservient gathering of the entire work.148  

To his dying day Ungnad believed he was doing the will of God, and that the work of 

translating Biblical texts into other languages was a noble and Christian goal that 

transcended any doctrinal or political dispute.  One must, however, realize the extent to 

which these views permeated the reformers and nobility within sixteenth century 

Germany.  There was one Empire, one Church, and therefore one truth that governed all 

                                                           
148 “Vnnd ist Jhe zuerbarmenn, wie Jch glaubwürdig bericht [habe], das nit allein zue Basel, sonnder auch 
annderer orthenn von dem befelch Gottes [und] wahrer vnnd rechter erkanndtnuss desselben nach von dem 
rechten bestendigen mittel vnnd weeg der seligkhait Jnn wellscher sprach nichts getruckht wirdet.  Das E. F. 
g. Jch auch zue gehorsamen bericht vnderthenigclich anzeigen wöllen, damit die dessen ein genedigs wissen 
habenn vnnd als ein hochloblicher, vonn Gott hocherleüchten furst dises Christliche werckh umb dessen – 
Gott lob – fruchtbarer würckhung willenn aus Christlichem gemüet Jhe mehr zue Gottes lob vnnd 
auspraittung seines allerheiligstenn namens, auch zeittlicher vnnd Ewiger wolfart des negsten gnedigclich 
vnnd Christenlich befolhen haben.  Damit Euren F. gn. mich sambt dem gantzen werckh vnnderthenigclich.“ 
Treffenliche schöne Biecher, 71, Brackets are my addition. 
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things.  Ungnad’s conviction originated both from a sense of German brotherhood and a 

sense of unity in Christian faith that had followed him through his childhood and into his 

days commanding imperial forces in the Borderlands.     

 When considering the complexity of the political system in which Ungnad worked 

(customary feudal vassalage systems and emerging patronage networks), newly added 

dynamics following the beginnings of the Protestant Reformation demonstrated to 

Ungnad and other nobles the increased need for unity within a diversifying Holy Roman 

Empire.  The stakes were high since, in Ungnad’s view, the end times approached and the 

judgment of God was at hand.  Caught between strong convictions supporting Luther and 

the nascent Protestant faith, and concepts of loyalty to the God-ordained Emperor, 

Ungnad chose a middle path, walking a tightrope between distancing himself from the 

Roman Catholic Church and remaining committed to serving the family that acted as both 

his territorial overlords and champions of Early Modern Catholicism, the Habsburgs.  

Through it all, he maintained rare, personal relationships with both Ferdinand I and his 

son, Maximilian II, acting as a military and political advisor through the deep crises the 

Austrian Habsburgs faced after the defeat of Hungary by the Ottomans at Mohacs in 1526.    

Aside from some articles and indirect analysis, Ungnad's role in helping to establish 

Habsburg power in the Borderlands has yet to be thoroughly analyzed.149  In current 

scholarship this continues to be the case, as the complexity of his situation, his broad 

network of reformers, nobles, and burghers, and the lack of a definitive collection of his 

                                                           
149 This is not to say that those who have written about him are wrong, but that most mention him according 
to traditional historical divisions and popular trends.  An early secondary source that mentions him within a 
larger context, Johann Loserth, Die Reformation und Gegenreformation in den innerösterreichischen 
Ländern, (Suttgart: 1898), 105-114, focuses on his disagreement with Ferdinand I over the confessional 
status of Slovenia. 
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letters and correspondence stymies efforts to present a rounded historical notion of his 

role in the borderlands.150  One recent article on the history of the region completely 

neglects to mention him, even while mentioning everyone else around him.151  Several 

articles have been published about him by 20th century historians, two of them in the 

1930s who looked at him through the lens of German nationalism.152  One article from 

Rolf Vorndran in 1976 focuses on him as part of the book trade and the history of print.153  

Two additional articles, written by Bernd Zimmermann in the 1980s, focus on his role 

within the Slovenian printing press.  All of these works depend heavily, if not exclusively on 

the works of two nineteenth and one eighteenth century scholars who collected portions 

of Ungnad’s letters.154  No books or significant biographical works have been written 

about him.  No one has collected all his letters nor dealt with several of those used in this 

chapter.  No consensus exists as to the entirety of his role in the region. 

                                                           
150 He has been identified as a financier in the Slovenian Bible Printing Press by two particular articles in two 
books of collected articles concerning the Lutheran motivations of Primus Truber.  These sources discuss his 
support of the early Evangelical missionary movements as being tied to an apocalyptic view of Europe in the 
sixteenth century.  More detailed analysis of Ungnad’s regional and political connections is missing.  
Hermann Ehmer, “Der slawische Buchdruck des Hans Ungnad in Urach” in Ein Leben zwischen Laibach und 
Tübingen, Rolf-Dieter Kluge, ed. (München, 1995), 438-45; Rudolf Leeb, “Der Missionsgedanke und die 
Missionsmotivation bei Hans Ungnad von Sonneck, Primus Truber und in der lutherischen Reformation” in 
Vera in hotenja, Sašo Jerše, ed. (Ljubljana, 2009), 255-271; Hermann Ehmer, “Primus Truber, Hans Ungnad 
von Sonnegg und die Uracher Druckerei 1560-1564”,  in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und 
Württemberg. Sönke, Lorenz, Anton Schindling, Wilfried Setzler, eds. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011). 
151 Peter Vodopivec, “Reformation and Counter-Reformation in Inner Austria: A Crossroads of German and 
Italian Influences”, in Frontiers of Faith: Religious Exchange and the Constitution of Religious Identities, 
1400-1750, Andor, Eszter and István György Tóth, eds. (Budapest: Central European University, 2001), 203-
212. 
152 Ernst Benz, Hans von Ungnad und die Reformation unter den Südslawen, in: Zeitschrift für 
Kirchengeschichte, Jg. 58.1939, S. 387–475; Bernhard Hans Zimmermann, Hans Ungnad, Freiherr von 
Sonneck, als Förderer reformatorischer Bestrebungen bei den Südslawen, in: Südostdeutsche Forschungen, 
Jg. 2.1937, S. 36–58. 
153 Rolf Vorndran, Kurzer Überblick über die Drucke der Südslawischen Bibelanstalt in Urach, in: Gutenberg-
Jahrbuch, 1976, S. 291–297. 
154 Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven; Theodore Elze, Die 
Universität Tübingen und die Studenten aus Krain, (Tübingen, 1877); Chr. Frdr.  Schnurrer, Slavischer 
Bücherdruck in Württemberg im 16. Jahrh., (Tüb. 1799). 
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The picture of Ungnad is thus incomplete.  This chapter aims to look at Ungnad 

differently, as more than a printer, noble, German Nationalist, fighter, or Protestant.  

Bernd Zimmermann’s works are helpful in the context of Ungnad's literary and religious 

contributions to the foundations of Slovenia, but do not touch on his borderlands persona, 

a part of him yet to be uncovered.  His role in the Habsburg administration has not been 

fully clarified, and his life has not been looked at in the context of the Religious Peace or 

the emergence of bi-confessionalism in the HRE and the Borderlands.  This chapter lays 

the groundwork for understanding Ungnad better, not according to one of the many hats 

historians have given him to wear, but rather as how he was seen at his death.  Ungnad was 

first and foremost an Evangelical, Austrian nobleman who sought to unify the HRE by 

spreading the Gospel in the borderlands and by providing for the defense of the realm 

against both internal and external attacks. 

Dying in peace at the age of 71, Ungnad was buried in Tübingen; his eulogy was 

printed for us to read today.155  His eventful life left behind multiple letters scattered 

throughout Germany, Austria, Bohemia, Croatia and Slovenia.  His constant movement 

and travel made him one of the more active people involved in the early missionary 

activity of Evangelical faith.  His multiple contacts in Austrian Evangelical circles and the 

Habsburg courts as well as those in the borderlands also made him a pivotal player in the 

political arena.  Ungnad’s importance has too often been ignored or minimized, and this 

chapter provides strong evidence from his correspondence with King (and after 1556 

Emperor) Ferdinand I that Ungnad was personally responsible for maintaining imperial 

oversight of the Protestant majority in the Austrian nobility of Austria and Styria, and that 

                                                           
155 Andreä, Jacobus.  Leichpredig des Herrn H. Ungnad, Tübingen, 1565. 
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Ferdinand’s election as King of Hungary in 1526 was partially due to Ungnad’s influence 

over Croatian and Hungarian nobles.   

1. Ungnad's Life 

Born at Schloß Sonnegg in Jauntal, Kärnten (Carinthia) in 1493, Johannes III 

Ungnad remained tied to the lesser nobility into which he had been born.  The Ungnads, 

judging from their family chronicle, had staked their claim to landholding upon the rise of 

the Habsburgs: when the Habsburgs had assumed power, so had they.  Their lands in 

Kärnten(Carinthia) were modest yet important, including several key markets, castles, and 

crossroads in the region.  Hans, as he would later be known, showed promise early on and 

received a good education, being tutored in the court of Charles V in 1519, where he 

learned the finer points of fighting as well as politics.  Ungnad served on the frontier as 

early as 1520.  Under Ferdinand I, whose reign as Archduke of Austria officially began in 

1521 (despite having been granted governorship of those lands by his brother Charles V in 

1520), Ungnad was sent into Hungary to serve in a German detachment assisting the 

Hungarian King Louis II against the Ottomans in the south.  He was under Louis II’s 

command from 1523 onward, serving as Captain in Krain for imperial troops assisting the 

Hungarians.  He seems not to have been present at the Battle of Mohacs (1526), which 

probably saved his life.    

Two moments changed his life.  The first occurred in 1530 when he attended the 

Diet of Augsburg and joined the Protestant Estates in adhering to the Augsburg 

Confession.  It is unclear whether Ungnad was outspokenly in favor of the Protestant cause 

before this point, but 1530 marks the point from which Ungnad, along with many other 
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nobles, would forever after hold to and support the Evangelical Confession.  This split with 

the imperial Church did not mean that he ended his service to the Habsburgs.  Far from it: 

his service intensified as he returned to the battlefield as a commander of a detachment of 

troops following the Siege of Vienna.  The Habsburgs did not seem to have any problems 

with his Protestant beliefs during the 1530s, and as Ungnad reminded Ferdinand I later, his 

honesty in this matter from the start proved his loyalty.156   

In 1532 Ungnad beat back a marauding troop of Ottomans under the command of 

Pasha Ibrahim at the Battle of Kreuzer Felde.157  This victory was significant for a number 

of reasons.  First, from a tactical standpoint, it followed the Siege of Güns (where 700 

Croats under Nikola Jurisic held off the Ottoman force for 25 days until the autumn rains 

came) and ended with Ungnad and Hans Katzianer (a Krain nobleman and army 

commander) slaughtering the entire Turkish detachment (8000 strong according to one 

source).158   Also, it was probably the only outright victory for imperial forces in that 

campaign (Little War in Hungary, 1530-1552), in which Ferdinand I attempted to push 

back after the Siege of Vienna in 1529.  The Ottomans still had most of the 100,000 troop 

army from that siege in the area, so no territory was gained. 159  However, Ungnad’s victory 

catapulted him up the ranks of the Imperial Army, showing Ferdinand I that he was a 

                                                           
156 I saw no other desireable way to proceed but how I have hitherto publically stated my beliefs to Your 
Royal Majesty and have openly declared my beliefs to several of the lords, …” trans from: „sah ich auff 
khainen anderen weeg mich begeben mugen, alls wie ich bisher offentlich mein glaubens sachen Ir Kho: mt: 
bekhommt unnd ettlich der herr mich offentlich erkhlert hab,...“ Letter dated May of 1557 in Krain Karton 1, 
HHStA. 
157 Elze, Theodore. Die Universität Tübingen und die Studenten aus Krain. (Tübingen, 1877), 30-31. 
158 Ungnadische Chronika references the “Chronicle of Sebastian Franck” for the account of this battle, 40. 
159 In fact, the campaign went primarily against the Austrians as several castles were besieged by the 
Ottomans (Güns, Osijek, and Esztergom), who again threatened Vienna.  Austria did attack Buda and 
besieged it in 1541, but were severely beaten back and Ferdinand could not yet overthrow the Zápolya 
Dynasty to become undisputed King of Hungary.  At the 1551 Siege of Eger, though, the Ottomans were 
forced to retreat, which finally gave hope that part of Hungary (soon to be known as Royal Hungary) could 
become Habsburg land. 
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capable commander and one of the few who had defeated the “Scourge of God”, as the 

Ottomans were called.160  Third, this victory provided a basis for the establishment of Royal 

Hungary and legitimated Habsburg rule there, which was gained in the first favorable 

treaty for the Habsburgs with the Ottomans, one that was discussed in 1552 by Ogier 

Ghiselin de Busbecq in Constantinople and lasted until 1566 when Suleyman I again 

invaded.161 

Ungnad’s star was rising, despite his confessional allegiance.  He joined the 

Imperial Council from 1533 until 1537 and remained on Ferdinand's Secret Council after 

that.  He then returned to the battlefield, where he was made Captain-General of Krain, a 

position he held until 1541.  These years saw hardship and some setbacks, yet Ungnad 

generally held the line of fortresses against the Ottomans. It was during these years that he 

made acquaintances with many of the Slovenian and Croatian nobility who would later 

form the network distributing literature printed at his printing press.  Commanding a force 

recorded to be 8000 cavalry and 16,000 foot soldiers, he nominally became overlord of 

part of Krain during this time (He was known as “Ban von Kroatia”, i.e. Margrave of 

Croatia, in letters from this time), furthering his connections to the region.162  His 

experiences there left him certain of two things: the openness of the people to the 

                                                           
160 It should be noted that the fighting in the borderlands was probably the most ferocious fighting of the 
sixteenth century.  No quarter was given, and since both armies carried the latest, most modern versions of 
weaponry to that date, the slaughter in these battlefields was immense.  More will be said later about the 
armies and their armaments that produced such bloody battles. (see Chapter 4). 
161 Two previous treaties (1536 and 1543) had not only punished the Habsburgs by requiring they give the 
Ottomans exorbitant tributary payments and by failing to recognize Habsburg suzerainty over any part of 
Hungary, but had also led to the imprisonment of the previous Habsburg diplomat in a Constantinople 
dungeon.   
162 These numbers may be inflated, but nevertheless show his importance in the region. See Ungnadische 
Chronika, 40. 
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spreading the Gospel, and the threat that the Ottomans posed not only to Austria, but the 

rest of Christendom. 

As an advisor to Ferdinand I, Hans Ungnad repeatedly pressed for leniency towards 

the Protestant cause and the Evangelical princes of the realm.  He traveled to Prague in 

1541 to personally deliver an appeal on behalf of the Austrian Protestants to Ferdinand I, 

and conferred with him on the matter during that year.  The petition asked Ferdinand I for 

two concessions:  first, to allow Evangelical literature to be spread legally within Austrian 

lands (there was already a substantial illegal trade there),  and second, to allow priests in 

the service of Protestant nobles in Austria to serve both the bread and the wine during 

mass, since this remained a simple, yet important distinction between the Catholics and 

Protestants.   The lack of Catholic teachings against serving both elements (it was merely 

tradition that dictated that only the bread was served) allowed Ferdinand I to nominally 

accept the difference.  Undoubtedly, Ungnad also reminded Ferdinand I of his own 

impeccable service to the crown as well as that of thousands of other Protestants fighting 

in the Borderlands against the Ottomans.  Ungnad seems to have assured Ferdinand I 

during this period that the unity that existed within Christendom, and the brotherhood of 

the German nobility, was strong enough to maintain toleration for divergent beliefs, 

despite the rising power of the hostile Schmalkaldic League.  Ferdinand I listened to 

Ungnad because he represented many loyal Protestants who remained involved in the 

defense of the Empire against the common foe (Ottomans), yet differences in opinion over 
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the spread of Evangelical literature within Habsburg lands prevented these men from 

finding consensus on the first issue.163  

Remaining in Habsburg military service during the 1540s, Ungnad was again 

elevated to Captain-General of Krain in 1553, and continued actively in that capacity for 

about a year (he remained officially in the position until 1557).  The change in the frontier 

following the end of outright hostilities (1551) meant that his role had changed from 

guardian and protector of the border to one who was in charge of funding the building 

and maintenance of the fortress system protecting Vienna and other cities in the 

Borderlands.164  He traveled to Saxony in 1555, meeting with the Elector of Saxony and 

other important Protestant leaders, acting as a mediator between Ferdinand I and the 

Protestants during the peace negotiations following the Schmalkaldic Wars.  Thus, while it 

is not known (and unlikely) that Ungnad had a say in the establishment of the Peace of 

Augsburg, it is known that he, as the leading Austrian Protestant figure in the Habsburg 

imperial court, facilitated some of the diplomacy leading to it.  He would remain a 

proponent of the Peace, and moved to Württemburg of his own volition.  This “self-

imposed” exile, as evident from his correspondence, was meant to distance himself from 

the fighting along the border as well as to increase his cooperation with the Protestant 

princes, one of whom (Christoph of Württemburg) he took as his direct overlord.165  Yet he 

continued to be loyal to the Habsburgs, advising not only Ferdinand I, but his son, 

Maximilian II.  He continued to maintain lands and contacts in Kärnten and Krain, traveling 

                                                           
163 See Chapter 4. 
164 Geza Pálffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy in the Sixteenth Century, (New York: 
Columbia Press, 2009), 92-95. 
165 Elze, 30-31. 
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there occasionally and actively supporting the spread of Evangelicalism there (this would 

get him in some trouble around 1557).166   

In 1555, he joined with Primus Truber and decided to back his translation project.  

From the outset, Ungnad enthusiastically and energetically funded the project, writing 

letters to the Protestant nobility to send support and even energizing burghers in the 

major imperial free cities to support Truber’s endeavors.167  His own financial contribution 

to the project matched his enthusiasm: the exact amount, now lost to history, was 

somewhere above 1500 gulden, substantially larger than any donations promised or given 

by King Maximilian II (1000 gulden promised, 400 given) or any of the other 

contributors.168  Ungnad financed whatever the project needed in terms of the printing 

press itself and the materials upon which it was all printed.  As such, Ungnad’s 

contribution, going beyond simply money, was vital to the continued operation of the 

press.  It is no shock that when he died in December of 1564, the press soon shut down and 

the project ended.169     

Much about Ungnad’s personal life is uncertain.  It was rumored that he had 

between 26 and 32 children, 24 of which were with his first wife, Anna Maria Freiin von 

Thurn auf Friedrichstein.170  He corresponded with several important women, most 

                                                           
166 See below, page 30-31. 
167 See letters in Ivan Kostrenčič. Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven von 
1559—65, (Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874).  179-185. 
168 Hermann Ehmer, “Primus Truber, Hans Ungnad von Sonnegg und die Uracher Druckerei 1560-1564”,  in 
Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg. Sönke, Lorenz, Anton Schindling, Wilfried 
Setzler, eds. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011), 206. 
169 A few attempts by his sons Ludwig and Christoph to restart it occurred in the 1570s but within a few years 
the project was abandoned. Hermann Ehmer, 448-451.  
170 Some confusion exists to the exact numbers and whether he was married two or three times.  Assuming 
Bernhard Zimmerman’s totals are correct, 32 children was the total children born to Ungnad.  In total, at 
least ten of his children survived to adulthood.  Bernhard Zimmerman, “Hans Ungnad, Freiherr von Sonneck, 
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notably the Hungarian Queen Maria, Ferdinand I’s sister, whom he accompanied as they 

fled Hungary following Mohacs.171  Later he would correspond with Archduchess Anna, 

Ferdinand I’s daughter and wife of Albert V of Bavaria.172  He also frequently traveled to 

Prague to visit his sister, Countess Elizabeth von Schlick.  It was on just such a visit, for 

Christmas no less, that Ungnad died (December 27th).   

History has hitherto been unkind to Ungnad, who is a problematic figure for 

traditional narratives.  If we look at just those narratives that present Ungnad as a noble, 

printer, or fighter we see the problems that arise from such an incomplete portrait.  His 

position within the noblity was subject to the will of the Emperor, and his fortunes made 

during the wars in the borderlands were often subject to reassignment.173  Ungnad might 

also be presented as one in a long line of loyal Protestants in the service of the Habsburgs, 

but this would also be incomplete, since it would exclude the viewpoints of many of his 

closest acquaintances, those within his political and religious network that extended from 

Urach, in the heart of the HRE, to Krain in the borderlands.  Ungnad advocated unity 

within the Empire and precipitated the common goal of undermining its enemies by 

supporting Evangelical missions, proclaiming the truths present in the Word of God while 

remaining loyal to the Habsburgs.   

                                                                                                                                                                             
als Förderer reformatorische bestrebungen  bei dem Südslawen“ in Südostdeutsche Forschung, 2 (1939), 
Note 5 on pg 53.  
171In the source book: Die Korrespondenze Ferdinands I: Familienkorresondenz 1527-1528, II Band. Wilhelm 
Bauer und Robert Lacroix, eds. (Wien: Adolf Holzhausens NFG, 1937), Hans Ungnad is mentioned in several 
letters to Maria from Ferdinand I, dated 14th of March, 1527 he is mentioned raising money and men. (40)  
His service in Laibach is mentioned in a letter dated March 17th, 1527. (46)  Ferdinand mentions in a letter 
dated April 7th, 1527 that Ungnad’s (oddly spelled Honghenade) recommendations are well received. (51)  
He is mentioned again as accepting donated money in a letter dated May 23rd, 1527, “ses a savoir d’en paies 
Ungnad et les aultres de quy ay emprunte pour Bathiani.” (78)  He again is mentioned in connection with 
2100 florins (Hungarian, probably in the neighborhood of 300-500 gulden) payment for his good and 
agreeable service. June 25th, 1527 from Maria to Ferdinand (95).   
172 See letter to Princess Anna from Hans Ungnad dated August 22nd, 1559 in Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
173 Loserth, Die Reformation und Gegenreformation in den innerösterreichischen Ländern. 
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The cause which Ungnad fought for was fundamentally at odds with certain 

historical perspectives, such as those which view him as a German nationalist.174  His 

connections to the German nobility and his affinity for the “German nation” speak to his 

belief, known to be common in early modern times, that camaraderie among the nobles of 

the Holy Roman Empire sanctified them in both a spiritual and physical sense.  The bonds 

of brotherhood among the German nobles suggested a particular attitude towards life and 

politics that set them apart from the rest of Europe.  It regionalized a person’s connection 

to this idea, acting not as a unifier, as in the sense of nineteenth century nationalism; 

rather, it emphasized loyalty to certain princes within given regions of Germany, usually 

the Habsburgs or one of the electors.175  This disposition may more appropriately be 

termed territorialism rather than nationalism: it is in that sense that Ungnad sought to 

promote dialogue amongst the various territories of Germany, bringing them together in 

the hope that such unity would drive the Ottomans back and prevent further divisions 

within Christendom.   

Of course, the term “territorialism” itself refers to the Peace of Augsburg in 1555 

and the ensuing policy of cuius regio, eius religio that developed from the 1580s.  Yet the 

                                                           
174 These articles fail to see Ungnad as a Gospel first Evangelical seeking unity, they mention his connections 
to Luther’s teachings, but put it secondary to the context of fighting the Ottomans and searching for a way to 
destroy the "hoards of the East".  Undoubtedly, the Ottoman invasions did influence Ungnad, but only in the 
context of its motivations for unity within the HRE.  See, Zimmermann, Bernhard Hans. „Hans Ungnad, 
Freiherr von Sonneck, als Förderer reformatorische bestrebungen bei dem Südslawen.“ in Südostdeutsche 
Forschungen, Jg. 2 (1937), 36-58; Ernst Benz, „Hans von Ungnad und die Reformation unter den Südslawen“ 
in Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, 58 (1939), 387-475. 
175 See introduction of Kostrenčič, Ivan. Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der 
Südslaven von 1559—65, (Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874), i, for romantic description of this era according 
to Nationalist standards of the 19th century. Its historical imagery to 19th century Germans was akin to 
American ideas of the “Wild West”.  Reputations and fortunes were made fighting the Turks in a process that 
very similarly echoed the Ghazi tradition of the Ottoman frontier soldiers.  In the German case ruin was also a 
very real possibility and it was only a few individuals, like Ungnad, that forged their destinies in such a way 
that profit and fame awaited their remaining earthly lives. 
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concept of loyalty to a territorial prince is central in the writings of Ungnad, particularly 

his writings to the Habsburgs.  In several respects his attitude of cautiousness mirrored the 

Habsburgs' own stance when dealing with customary local power structures: a genuine 

desire on the part of the imperial court to foster common ground among the princes.  The 

effectiveness of the Habsburgs' endeavors to do so varied according to the local diets and 

assemblies, but the Emperor did not always act in an autocratic manner, particularly where 

custom and tradition ran strong.  Men who acted as insiders to these customs and 

traditions were necessary agents of the imperial cause, and Ungnad fulfilled this role for 

the Habsburgs.176  His most prominent correspondence with the crown centered around 

three people, as described above, important and influential persons who would shape the 

course of imperial policy throughout the rest of the sixteenth century.  

2. Ungnad and Ferdinand I 

Ferdinand I ruled the Holy Roman Empire and Hungary throughout the 1530s, 

1540s, and 1550s.  His brother, Emperor Charles V, rarely set foot within the Empire, and 

without Ferdinand as his agent he would not have had any influence over the electors and 

princes of Germany.  It was through the person of Ferdinand I that Habsburg power 

remained supreme, even if uneasily.  When it came to matters of imperial authority, 

Ungnad reported to the King of the Romans, Ferdinand I, not to Charles V.  Ferdinand I’s 

power was enhanced by his consort, Queen Anna of Bohemia and Hungary.  As the rightful 

heir to the crowns of Bohemia and Hungary, she was the primary reason that Ferdinand I 

secured those thrones.  Ferdinand I had been able to use her to bully the Bohemian 

                                                           
176 See Wim Blockmans, Andre Holenstein, and Jon Mathieu, eds., Empowering Interactions: Political 
Cultures and the Emergence of the State in Europe, 1300-1900, (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2009). 
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nobility into accepting him as their monarch.  The Hungarians, however, would prove to be 

much more difficult, and they did not immediately consent to Ferdinand I’s candidacy 

because the Hungarian crown was technically an elected crown, not hereditary, even 

though the elected candidate was usually the son of the previous king.  Ferdinand I had to 

accede to Hungarian traditions and emphasize the history of effective primogeniture to 

gain the support of some nobles.  A certain portion of the nobility, however, still did not 

feel that electing Ferdinand I was in the interests of the kingdom, and instead favored a 

candidate who was supported by the Ottomans and hostile to the Habsburgs, John I 

Zápolya, Voivode of Transylvania.  Two separate councils convened, the first influenced by 

Ottoman supporters and anti-Habsburg sentiment and the second influenced by those 

loyal to Queen Anna.  John Zápolya was elected by the first council on November 10th, 

1526, and Ferdinand I was elected by the second council in December.177  In the end, 

many who supported Ferdinand I did so because he made significant concessions, granting 

financial and institutional independence to the Hungarian realm.178    

Despite its disputed nature, Ferdinand I’s election had enormous consequences for 

the history of the Borderlands. Ferdinand I ruled in conjunction with Anna, making it vital 

to stress the loyalties that Hungarian nobles held to the sister of King Louis II.  Ferdinand’s 

relationship with his wife was pertinent to the establishment of his control over the region, 

                                                           
177 There is still significant dispute over whose claim (and the diet that elected him) was valid.  Historians 
continue to take sides.  We know that Zapolya had a sizeable following, including many minor nobles, those 
who had sworn fealty to the Ottomans after Mohacs, and Saxons and Szekleys from his territory of 
Transylvania.  Ferdinand maintained support from Slovaks, Croatians (as shown in the letter to Ungnad 
below), and Hungarians loyal to Ferdinand’s wife, Anna.  Pálffy, 84-88. 
178 The compromise that led to his kingship gave him direct control of the customs and mining duties of 
Hungary, which constituted only 40% of the Hungarian income.  The other 60% was controlled by a council 
of nobles headed by the Great Palatine of Hungary.  Ibid., 127-130. 
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and their marriage remained by all accounts amicable and happy for both persons.179    

Additionally, Ferdinand I was forced to depend on the assistance of several important 

nobles whose ties to the region lent him additional influence, particularly in the areas of 

defense and taxes.  His objectionable policies of encroaching on traditional rights of the 

Hungarian nobility in order to gain access to the Kingdom’s annual income of 400,000-

500,000 gulden under their control, and of using Hungarian lands and forces as a buffer to 

protect Vienna, meant that even those “loyal” to him implemented different strategies for 

ruling Hungary and defending the realm.180   

Ungnad was just one of several men who became instrumental in influencing the 

nobility in the border regions to side with Imperial policy rather than their own plans.181  

His contacts in the borderlands included nobles whose loyalty to Ferdinand I was vital in 

countering those who supported John I Zapolya.  One of these lords wrote to Ungnad in 

November of 1526 that the Siebenbürgen Saxon lords in Transylvania were playing an 

important role in opposing Ferdinand I’s election.   

Thus, we also have repeatedly heard that the Queen of Hungary and those here in 
the counties have set and appointed a territorial diet.  Markedly, that at 
henceforth proclaimed “haggle” diet, afterwards, one will be king after the 
commendable old political custom of election and ought to be one ordained by 
the assembly and through the delegates of the entire Kingdom of Hungary, to 
which also we have not spared to faithfully weigh our options between His Royal 
Majesty of Bohemia and the Voivode (thereby delaying his crowning until the 

                                                           
179 For more information on the power of Habsburg women and their relationship to the politics of their 
husbands see: Joseph F. Patrauch, Queen’s Apprentice: Archduke Elizabeth, Empress Maria, the Habsburgs, 
and the Holy Roman Empire, 1554-1569, (Leiden: Brill, 2010). 
180 Stated very plainly, the total annual income of all Austrian Habsburg lands remained somewhere around 
2.5 million gulden during this period, the cost of maintaining a 20,000 man standing army and border 
fortresses was much higher, at least 7 million gulden.  This incredible discrepancy made every gulden taken 
out of Hungary for its defense indispensible. Pálffy, 86-91. 
181 Ibid., 84-88. 
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aforementioned diet), who yet hinders the mentioned diet only through his 16 
lords and nobles and no more.  Some 16, from the Voivode of Siebenbürgen, want 
to see and crown a king against all territorial tradition and political customs.  
Namely, as they will today entomb at Stuhlweissenburg the highly commendable 
royal person, whether having been found and pulled up from among the bodies in 
the water, or buried together with his horse and armor, and so tomorrow will be 
the election and crowning of the Voivode as a new king by the sixteen so-called 
lords and nobles.182  

 Ungnad conveyed to Ferdinand I this condemnation of the council that had elected John I 

Zapolya, indicating his influence among Croatian and Hungarian lords who opposed the 

election of a monarch under the authority of the Ottomans and Transylvanian nobility.  

Ferdinand I responded by having himself elected at his own council at Preßburg, in part 

because of support from nobles expressing the reservations expressed in the 

correspondence to Ungnad.  Consequently, these letters, most between Ungnad and 

nobles in Slovenia and Croatia, were kept in Vienna among the records of Ferdinand I, 

showing that he had the support of diverse portions of the nobility.  The letter and its 

connection to Ferdinand I's election also indicates Ungnad’s own importance in 

establishing Ferdinand I as a viable alternative to the Ottoman candidate to the Hungarian 

throne. 

                                                           
182 “So sinde wir euch mer malls Züvernemen, das die khüngin von hüngarn und hier in dem Grafschaften, ein 
lanndtag bestümbt und geseizt ist. Beachtlichen auff dem Nachstkhunfftige fannd schacherüng tag, darauff 
mann einen khüng nach loblichen alden gewannhäyt Erwöllen unnd farhen soll auch einen mit versamlüng 
und dürch die gesannden des gannse khünigreichs zu Hungern, darzue wir auch unnserm getreue muglichen 
vleis nicht gespart haben zwischen der ku. Mt. zu Becham und des wejda damit sich die khronung auff 
Obemelte tag verzoge hat, welches aber Nuer durch Ir sachzecheun herrn und Edleuet und nicht mer 
berurte tag verhundern.  Wolhe sechtzehenn dem wejda von sjbennburge wider allenn lanndsprauch und 
gewannchajt zu ainem khunig khreunen und sehe wollen.  Namlichen alls heuet hat mann die hochlobliche 
khunigkslich wirt zu stolwejssennburg begrabe, die mann Aus Ain gewajsser, oder gemeß mit sambt dem 
gauell unnd khuruss, Ob Ainannder gefunden und Erhebt hat und alls morgen dar nach werden die 
sochzeche herr und Edleiet gedachten wejda Erwollen und khrounen zu ainen khunig“ Letter written to 
Ungnad from a count in Crain, Letter dated 9th of November, 1526, Hans Ungnad bundle, sheets 74-75, 
Krain Karton 1, HHSTA.   
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At this point many of the Croatian and Hungarian nobility were in fact Reformed 

Protestants, including the all-important Tamás Nádasdy, Great Palatine of Hungary.  Like 

Ungnad,  Nádasdy became a close confidant of Ferdinand I after his re-inclusion within 

the Habsburg imperial circle in 1533, which immensely boosted Ferdinand I's ability to 

navigate the complex and extremely decentralized political and military landscape of the 

borderlands.  Without these two men Ferdinand I would not have been able to gain a 

foothold in Hungary against the continual pressures by the Ottomans.  Ungnad and  

Nádasdy were invited to take up residence in Vienna beside the imperial court, and their 

time spent there brought them in contact with Ferdinand’s sons and daughters.  These men 

enjoyed good relations not only with Ferdinand I, then, but also with his entire family.  As 

time progressed, Ferdinand I’s insistence upon establishing a dynasty to rule this multi-

regional empire led to increasing exposure of his family, most notably his sons, to those 

who were most likely to support the Habsburg hold in the borderlands.  Ungnad 

corresponded with Ferdinand I’s children, revealing his continuing role as advisor within 

the imperial household.  His influence would help to establish two of Ferdinand I’s sons in 

their perspective positions of power in the 1550s (Maximilian II as Archduke of Austria, 

King of Bohemia, and King of Hungary; and Charles II Francis as Duke of Styria, Carinthia, 

and Krain).   

 Consequently, Ungnad’s correspondence with Ferdinand I over the borderlands 

covers a pivotal period in the history of the borderlands.  Since Ferdinand I’s rule over 

"Royal" Hungary, as it became known, did not truly begin until 1552, once he had 

established a series of forts to protect Vienna and Preßburg from the Ottomans, those who 

had served as captain-generals during the war remained a vital link with the borderland 
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nobles.  Ungnad, like the archetypical, stalwart Austrian, bore the brunt of responsibility in 

defending the Empire through some of the darkest years of the conflict.183   

Ungnad himself continued to write and contact the nobility in the borderlands 

(particularly in areas around Slovenia and Croatia) from his earliest command in the 1520s 

until his death.  As early as 1525, while serving as captain of imperial troops in the 

borderlands, Ungnad had expressed to one noble his desire to see a crusading force 

brought to bear upon the Ottomans, “that the royal king (Louis II) be allowed to dispose of 

the oppression of Turks, with the help of the Almighty and by the actions of the Roman 

Emperor and his Spanish royal majesty, our all gracious lord, also the other royalty and the 

princes of the Holy Roman Empire.”184   This was written in 1525 in the waning days of the 

united Hungarian Kingdom, and indicates that Hans Ungnad believed early on that a 

coalition of Christian leaders was needed to stop the Ottomans.  His language reminds us 

that the crusading ideal was still very strong in large portions of Europe, most notably in 

the East.  Still, drumming up support or money for such endeavors proved increasingly less 

possible, in part because the Pope and several monarchs found excuses not to give money 

for crusades.185  After the catastrophic defeat at Mohacs, Ungnad continued to advise 

Ferdinand I that a union of Christian princes was needed to crush the invaders. 186  He used 

                                                           
183 The Austrian contribution to the defense of the realm with only minimal assistance from the other parts of 
the Empire came from a regional understanding that support for the imperial cause meant security against 
the Ottoman invasions.  The dread of another siege of Vienna produced the cause among the nobility that 
every type of assistance, including large amounts of money and time was necessary to provide this security. 
Winfried Schulze, Reich und Türkengefahr im späten 16. Jahrhundert: Studien zu den politischen und 
gesellschaftlichen Auswirkungen einer äuβeren Bedrohung, (München: C. H. Beck, 1978), 67-69. 
184 “das sej der Ko: Mt mit hilf des almachtigen unnd zue thuen der Ro: Kaij: unnd hispanisthn Ko: mt: unnser 
aller genedigisten herrn auch dem heiligen Romischn reich anndern kunigen unnd fürstn von dem schworem 
laß des turken zue erledigen“ Hans Ungnad bundle, sheets 76-77, Krain Karton 1, HHSTA. 
185 See discussion below about Maximilian II’s attempts to get money from the Papacy for a crusade. Chapter 
4. 
186 Hans Ungnad bundle, sheets 78, Krain Karton 1, HHSTA. 
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language in other parts of his letters describing the Turks as uncouth, bestial opponents of 

Christian liberty who continued to ravage that great Roman capital, Constantinople.187    

Ungnad’s call for a crusade to reconquer the Balkans and Constantinople generally fell on 

deaf ears, but these letters do give a strong indication of the impression left on him by his 

decades of service in the borderlands.  That impression included the righteousness of the 

defending these lands from Ottoman aggression, and the need for unity within 

Christendom in order to turn the tide.   

But where was help to come from?  Who in Christendom could lead the charge?  

For Ungnad, it was to start in the HRE with the Habsburgs.  Letters written by Ungnad as 

acting Hauptman (Captain) and imperial authority in Krain to Ferdinand I dated 1529 

informed the king about Ottoman expansion into the Balkans.188  Ungnad explains in one 

letter that: 

He [the Ottoman Emperor] has also brought into his obedience and conquered a 
 notable part of the Kingdom of Hungary and Croatia and other large kingdoms, 
 countries, cities and strong fortresses in a few short years, through which many 
 thousand Christian people were driven out from their households, along with wives 
 and children, overcome and enslaved into the beastly service of the Turks.189   

The war in Hungary affected the entirety of the lands around it, including Croatia, as 

Ungnad says.  A victory in one area would therefore affect the entire borderlands, 

hopefully  leading to the conquest of a larger area.  Ungnad looked to Ferdinand I to fulfill 

his role as Hungarian monarch while also seeking the aid of those princes in Germany who 

                                                           
187 highly renowned, irradiated city, Constantinople, “hochberuembt erleucht stat, Constantinopl” ibid., 78. 
188 Hans Ungnad bundle, sheets 79-93, Krain Karton 1, HHSTA. 
189 „auch ain merklichen teil von dem konigreich Unngern stossen Krabatn unnd ander grosse konigreich, 
Lannd, Stat, unnd gewaltig befesstigung gar in kurzen Jaren in Seinr gehorsam p[b]racht unnd bezwungen, 
dar durch vill tausennt Cristen menschn von Iren wonungen mit weib unnd khindern vertribn unnd in die 
viehisch turkhisch dienst perkait gefuert unnd bezwungen...“ Hans Ungnad bundle, sheet 79, Krain Karton 1, 
HHSTA. 
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were willing to send money and troops.  The reality of the threat that the Ottomans posed 

to the HRE became Ungnad’s primary concern as he tried to convince others of the need 

for a union against the Ottomans.  If no other princes were willing to step forward to help, 

Ungnad hoped Ferdinand I would seek to lead the charge himself.  He argued later in the 

letter that the Habsburgs ultimately were the only ones who could capture and control the 

borderland region, and he supported the notion that Ferdinand I should become king of 

several, multiethnic, multinational and multiconfessional kingdoms.190   

While Ferdinand I’s policies mostly reflected a practical, defensive strategy, there 

are several areas where Ferdinand I followed Ungnad’s advice, particularly after Ungnad’s 

victory at Kreutzer Feld in 1532 and his addition to the imperial councils.  Vienna was 

opened to more Hungarian, Croatian, and Slovenian nobility, and housing was made 

available to them so as to incorporate them into the Habsburg court.  Ferdinand I added 

the Great Palatine Tamas Nádasdy and other prominent Hungarian nobles to his Secret 

Council.  Preßburg became the new capital of Royal Hungary, and the King traveled there 

to hold court according to Hungarian custom after 1536.  Ferdinand I’s son, Maximilian II, 

would further develop his father’s efforts to transform Vienna into a multi-national capital, 

attempting even to invade and conquer Poland at the end of his life. From Ungnad’s 

continual letters and reports on the necessity to quell the incessant raiding of the Turks 

and the need for Christian princes to act together, it seems that Ungnad’s emphasis on the 

borderlands as imperative to the overall strategy, centrality, and longevity of the 

Habsburg realm indicates the adaptive nature of  Ferdinand I’s policy to the suggestions of 

his commanders and the reality on the ground.   

                                                           
190 Hans Ungnad bundle, sheets 79-93, Krain Karton 1, HHSTA. 
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Ungnad remained a significant voice contributing to Ferdinand I’s policy within the 

HRE as well.  This impact was felt in two ways.  The first, as diplomat and go-between for 

Ferdinand with the Protestant electors, brought about greater connection and 

understanding between the electors and Ferdinand I.  In this respect, his correspondence 

acted to counter much of the distrust between the Protestant princes and Ferdinand I 

following the Treaty of Passau.  As Alfred Kohler has shown, Ferdinand’s authorship of the 

Religious Peace stemmed from him being the only Habsburg the princes were willing to 

talk to, and even then, it was mainly for maintaining peace in the Empire after the 

destructive Schmalkaldic Wars.191  In that instance, the political fragmentation of the 

Empire as Ferdinand I entered the Diet threatened to break it apart, or at least, away from 

the Habsburgs.  Even within those estates that were loyal Ferdinand I, a rift existed as 

burghers and nobles such as Dr. Felix Hornung, Cardinal Otto Truchseß von Waldburg, and 

Lazarus von Schwendi openly and loudly argued against Ferdinand I and his ideas for a 

religious peace.192  As this was going on, Ungnad remained loyal to Ferdinand I, raising 

funds for the war against the Ottomans and connecting with Protestant princes 

throughout the realm.   

The second way, the spread of Evangelical teachings in the Borderlands, led to 

broad, multi-confessional support for the election of Maximilian II to follow his father into 

power.  The historiographic tendency to judge sixteenth century Habsburgs  bytheir 

seventeenth century counterparts has often led to particular misconceptions about 

                                                           
191 Alfred Kohler, “Ferdinand I. Vater des Religionsfriedens” in Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden: 1555. 
Schilling and Smolinsky, eds. (Münster: Aschendorff, 2007), 17-23.  
192 Ibid., pg. 20. 
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Habsburg policy regarding their rise to absolutism and stance on religious confessions.193  

Yet, within early modernity we can identify serious shifts in thinking from one century to 

the next within this dynasty.  What might seem a contradiction, and incompatible with 

Ferdinand I’s Catholic policies (traditionally viewed as being anti-Protestant, like the 

Emperor), interestingly enough did not lead to Ungnad being forcefully ostracized from 

the Catholic Habsburg court.  This might be expected by conventional  modern 

understandings of early Habsburg policy, but it is important to remember that Ungnad had 

adhered to the Augsburg Confession at the moment of its proclamation in 1530 and still 

served the Habsburgs to great effect afterwards.  It cannot be argued that his victory in 

1532 kept him in Ferdinand I’s good graces either, since this happened two years after his 

public proclamation supporting Protestantism.  Rather, Ungnad was one of several 

Protestant persons of importance that continued in the service of Ferdinand I and 

successive Habsburgs, despite their religious leanings.194  Even more pertinent are the 

series of promotions that Ungnad received despite his confessional stance.  It is quite 

apparent that these promotions occurred because Ungnad remained loyal to the 

Ferdinand I and the Habsburgs.  Loyalty remained a key factor in his continual promotions 

                                                           
193 See Andrew Wheatcroft, The Habsburgs: Embodying Empire, (London: Penguin Books, 1995), for 
examples of this tendency. 
194 One may want to consider Lazarus von Schwendi, identified by Howard Louthan as a leading irenicist in 
Vienna, as another important example of a Protestant within the service of the Emperor, Quest for 
Compromise.  Many  Habsburg military generals sympathized with the Evangelicals, or were Evangelicals in 
the sixteenth century, see chapter 4.  This continued beyond Ungnad and Schwendi and into the Thirty Years 
War as the leading Habsburg general, Albrecht von Wallenstein’s Protestant background did not bar him 
from a position of immense power commanding the Catholic forces (he was raised Evangelical and Utraquist 
and joined the Bohemian Bretheren before his conversion to Catholicism in 1606).  The movement away from 
allowing the predominantly Protestant nobility in Austria to hold positions of authority within the imperial 
court was gradual, taking place particularly at the end of Rudolf II and throughout Matthias’ reign as the 
Jesuits converted increasingly more nobles to Early Modern Catholicism, see MacHardy, Karin. “The Rise of 
Absolutism and Noble Rebellion in Early Modern Habsburg Austria, 1570 to 1620,” in Comparative Studies in 
Society and History. Vol. 34, No. 3 (July 1992), 407-438. 
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since the Habsburgs of the sixteenth century were concerned with different matters than 

those of the seventeenth century.   The events that led up to the Thirty Years War and the 

eventual success of Catholic revival by Jesuits in certain areas of Austria initiated this 

change in Habsburg policy towards Protestants.  The events which allowed for Ungnad to 

remain close to the Habsburgs were the events surrounding the Peace of Augsburg in 

1555.   

3. Ungnad's loyalty to Ferdinand I 

When Ungnad’s second tenure as Captain-General came to an end after 1554, it 

did so because he had sent Ferdinand I confirmation of his completion of strengthening 

the borderland fortress system in Krain and solidifing Ferdinand’s position in the area, both 

militarily and politically.195  Support in Krain for the imperial cause was not simply 

confined to loyalty to the King, but also included monetary and military contributions, 

taxes, and expansion of imperial power through bureaucratic institutions.  Ungnad’s letters 

from 1554 point towards significant progress that had been made towards establishing 

imperial power in the region and placing a network of correspondents in place to relay 

messages from Vienna to the towns and fortresses at the local level.  This meant that 

Ungnad had privy knowledge from those individuals who were prominently involved in 

communities in the Borderlands.  These included nobles, priests, and burghers who looked 

to him for protection, but also hoped he would pass along their requests or complaints to 

the King of the Romans (Ferdinand I).196  Even his final letter as Captain-General in Krain, 

Ungnad, in the midst of asking Ferdinand to be removed from command for another 

                                                           
195 Letter is dated June the 30th of 1554 from Ferdinand to Ungnad, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
196 See below, pages 51-53. 
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position that would bring him closer to his family and other Protestants in Germany, 

stressed the importance of meeting the demands of the nobility in Krain.  

 A policy of including the local nobles as part of the general hierarchy of the 

Empire was proper not only because Ferdinand I was King of both the HRE and Hungary, 

but also because it bolstered the imperial cause.  There were several ways that this could 

be achieved, but Ungnad remained convinced that Ferdinand I had to gain the nobles' 

support by identifying with their concerns and causes, not simply by pursuing his own 

imperial policy.  Ungnad’s own actions in the borderlands indicated the commitment that 

he had had to keep these nobles loyal.   

But, moreover, not only a sizeable portion of my paternally bequeathed 
inheritance was also made use of, but also sizeable areas and wealth within the 
castles and hamlets of the dominion that was my late, dear wife’s abode.  Also, 
while I was in this my service, while Your Royal Majesty etc. also graciously and 
forcefully wrote to me to remain on the border and to commend to the Lord God 
my wife’s sickness, she passed on to death and died, of which I, alas, served to be 
not a little cause, since she fell ill not only from time, but because I had run myself 
ragged in the wars, as I accepted the office, and became grief-stricken.  Rather, 
she went insane since I abandoned her while still in Your Majesty’s service, for 
which I have earned not a little of the punishment of God.  Also, above all this, Your 
Royal Majesty took from me the pledged mortgaged sum, graciously received in 
my services with the former of late memory, your most beloved predecessor, King 
Louis, sizeable areas and wealth in the Slovenian lands, which alone truly, clearly 
and demonstrably bore for me 3,000 gulden yearly.  But it was to Your Majesty’s 
benefit as through the reception of it, several prestigious Hungarian and Croatian 
lords entirely and subserviently ceded Krain and Hungary to Your Majesty.  And 
therefore, now presently serving in my twenty-fifth year, knowing up to this 
moment how in my many years in such prestigious offices here (in particular the 
Captain-Generalship), I thusly and truly transferred three and up to four thousand 
gulden per year as well as other offices.197  

                                                           
197 Daneben aber auch nit allain ain guet thaill meines anersterbnen Vatterlichen Erbs sunder auch 
ansehenliche stuckh und gueter, darunter herschafften Schlösser unnd fleckhen, so Weilundt meiner Lieben 
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Ungnad had lost loved ones and right to valuable possessions in service to the crown in the 

borderlands, a point he was not shy to remind Ferdinand I of in his letter.  Ungnad 

accepted this loss on the basis of faith in God’s will as he did from clientage to Fredinand I.  

To read one without the other would not explain his willingness to give up so much in 

securing the loyalty of the nobility in that region without believing some compensation 

would be given.   

 In another letter, earlier in the same year, Ungnad had dutifully reported military 

actions in Krain, including Turkish raids as well as the spread of the plague, as causes for 

continued unrest and instability in the region.198  Ungnad’s attempts at stemming the 

advance of both enemy and rodent overwhelmed him, and he wrote the resignation letter 

quoted from above.  His service to the imperial crown had taken its toll, and yet Ungnad 

remained convinced that the cause was just even if his role in that cause needed to 

change.  Ungnad’s desire to end his tenure as Captain-General in Krain was not entirely 

accepted by Ferdinand I, who had him keep the title while granting his request to go to 

Germany.  This precipitated Ungnad’s connection with the Evangelical princes of the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
hausfrauen seligen gewest anwenden weliche ich auch in disen meinen diensten auch auf E. Khu. Mt etc. 
Ernstliche an mich genedigiste schreiben, an den granitzen zu plieben und meiner hausfraue schwachait gott 
den herren zubefelchen, verleren, und mit todt verschiden, darzue ich Ire, Leider nit Wenig Ursach geben, 
das ich so schwachen mich in die khriegs lauf then, darüber sij nit allain von stunden, wie ichs Ambt an 
genumen und gewiss ver Laidt erkranckht.  Sunder schier von Sinnen khunnen, das ich sij jetze in E. Mtp 
diennsten verlassen, daruber ich der staf gottes nicht wenige zusergen  hab. Über diss alles auch E. Khu Mtp 
meinen noch beij weilendt, deiselben hochloblichen vorfaren Khunig Ludwigens fälligen gedachtnis 
erdiendte undt zu gnaden erlangte ansehenlichen isturkh und gueter un dem Windisch Lanndt, so mier 
Jarlich in dreijtausendt gulden war hafftig offenwar und beweislich wol ertragen.  Allain gegen emphahung 
der plassen pfanndt suma zu sondern E. Mtp nutzen alls durch dieselben ettlich ansehenliche hungerische 
und crabatische herren in einganng der emphanngnen Cren hungern an E mtp zupringen ganntz 
unnderthenigist abgetretten unnd nach dar zue wie wisslich mich biß auf die Zeit in so ansehenlichen 
ambteren und vil Jar her sunderlich der lanndtß haubtmanschafft.  Alda ich nun paldt ins funfundzwanzigst 
Jar gedienndt unndt Warhafft alle Jar dreii und biß in viertausent gulden ein piesst unnd in andern 
Ambtern.“  Ungnad to Ferdinand, Letter dated October 12th, 1554, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
198 Letter dated June 30th of 1564 Ungnad to Ferdinand, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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Empire around the time of the Peace of Augsburg.  Thus, this juncture in his life is reflected 

in the change in service rendered to Ferdinand I; as he would never again be militarily 

involved in the borderlands, his focus became diplomatic and religious.   

Indeed, Ungnad 's actions attempted to atone for twenty-five years of bloodshed 

when he spent the last nine years of his life within the Empire dealing with the divide 

between the emperors and the electors.  His letters around 1555 reveal a connectedness 

to the process by which the Religious Peace came into being, and while it cannot be 

argued that Ungnad was integrally or personally involved in drafting the proposal that was 

discussed at the Augsburg Diet in 1555, it can be said that his view of the outcome 

reflected his belief in the Lutheran cause as well as his desire to work towards unity within 

the Empire.  Such unity, he later remarked, would spill over into the Borderlands since 15% 

of the troops that fought there came from both the Protestant and Catholic territories of 

the Empire.199 

4. Ungnad's dedication to his faith 

Ungnad’s territorial allegiances played an integral role in shaping his perspective 

on the Religious Peace, a point that led him to support, in principle, the Imperial role in 

enforcing it.  His support for imperial policy highlights the shift in the role the emperor 

played within the Empire that occurred with the Peace of Augsburg in 1555.  Recent 

historical works have reemphasized the important role that the Peace played in shaping 

Imperial policy, to the point that it became a primary mechanism for increasing imperial 

                                                           
199 The percentage from Pálffy, 112, Ungnad states this in letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad, Pages 10-
11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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power.200  Others have pointed out that the Peace was seen more as a victory for the 

Ferdinand I than for the Protestants, many of who felt that the Peace limited their power 

as well as the spread of the Gospel.201   What is more, the process that developed the 

Religious Peace, beginning in the Augsburg Diet of 1518 and continuing beyond the Diet 

of 1555, worked towards one goal, shared by both the King and those loyal to him: the 

unity of the Empire and the Church.202  This specific goal, unity, remained the rallying cry 

for most Protestants and Catholics within the Empire, creating what historian Thomas 

Brady Jr. has called, “a kind of politics of religious neutrality.”203  But the process did not 

end in 1555, meaning that the Religious Peace was not seen as the final, definitive 

conclusion of the matter, but rather a temporary decision to maintain order.  Imperial 

Diets after 1555 continued to debate the application of the Religious Peace in different 

regions continuing even into the 1580s, exposing deep rifts among the princes’ beliefs in 

what ways the Empire should be unified and which vision should unify the Church.204  

Despite espousing unity, Ungnad was not above involvement in the confusing 

political landscape in the diets.  Fully aware of the differences that existed among the 

princes, he participated and took sides with various princes on the issues at hand.  From his 

early adherence to Protestantism, from at least 1530, Ungnad set out to show his loyalty to 

                                                           
200 Axel Gotthard, Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, (Münster, 2006). 
201 One cannot argue with the fact that the Peace allowed for the Counter-Reformation in areas that would 
otherwise have been Protestant by sheer numbers.  Many of the Protestant princes, including Duke 
Christoph of Württemburg knew as soon as it was signed that Protestantism was doomed to confinement 
within a handful of northern and central Protestant territories.  They fought against the Peace as much as 
possible.  See Lewis Spitz, “Particularism and the Peace of Augsburg: 1555”, Church History, 25:2 (June 
1956), pg. 110-126. 
202 Ibid., 111. 
203 Brady, German Histories, 232. 
204 Axel Gottard, “Der Religionsfrieden und das politische System des Reiches” in Der Augsburger 
Religionsfrieden: 1555, Schilling and Smolinsky, eds., 43-57. 
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the Habsburgs while also justifying the Evangelical cause.  In 1541, as he presented a 

petition on behalf of the Austrian Protestants to Ferdinand I at Prague, Ungnad combined 

the interests of several Protestant groups into the petition in order to strengthen his 

argument.  Bohemian Protestants and others were represented to Ferdinand I as being 

loyally moved to support the Emperor despite the growing alliance of princes against him 

in the form of the Schmalkaldic League.  If Ferdinand I accepted the petition on behalf of 

his brother, the Emperor Charles V, then Ungnad guaranteed their cooperation as well as 

his own continued support for the Imperial cause.  From this moment, it became clear that 

the views of the two brothers did not match when it came to Protestants.  Ferdinand I 

continued to accept Protestants into his service as long as they followed Ungnad’s 

example and remained loyal.  Charles V’s increasingly anti-Protestant statements and the 

policies emerging alongside them, worked towards the reintegration of Protestants into 

the Catholic Church, forcefully if necessary.   

Even as the alliance against the Emperor grew, fueled by his absence from 

Germany and by French support for the alliance, Ungnad remained in the good graces of 

Ferdinand I.  The meeting in Prague, in which he had presented his petition to Ferdinand I, 

produced some success for both sides.  Ungnad (and through his network, the Austrian 

Protestant nobility) agreed to greater imperial oversight in matters of defense and taxes in 

return for their petitioned religious freedom.  The formation of several distinct and 

centralized bureaucracies in Vienna (among which the Reichshofrat was the most 

noticeable addition) in order to increase imperial oversight in the Lower Austrian region 

and prepare for Ottoman invasions, amounted to what one historian has identified as the 
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beginnings of “early absolutist trends” in the Habsburg monarchy.205   With the benefit of 

hindsight, this may be true.  However, for those involved in the process, it amounted to 

traditional give and take between the monarchy and the nobility that was further 

complicated by the threat of the Ottomans and the nascent Evangelical movement.   

There was genuine hope within the Protestant ranks that Ferdinand I would 

support their cause, either by converting to the Evangelical faith and adhering to the 

Augsburg Confession, or by practicing the concepts of unity, with Ferdinand I being an 

Emperor of all Germans, that the imperial court continued to espouse in the Reichstag.  

Ungnad suggested as much in a later letter to Amerbach:  

But as God, my gracious, almighty and compassionate Father, showed mercy to me 
and I comprehended the glorious holy Word of the Holy Gospel (there be eternal 
praise  to the everlasting God), I had quickly gained loosening from the grasp of 
the world and set myself against the harsh, idolatrous blasphemy and proclaimed 
that which a Christian is commanded to do and obligated by the Holy Baptism.  
This His Imperial Majesty (at the same time His Royal Majesty) did not want to 
have.  For several years now we have often debated about this. ... I had therefore 
sent from Prague my Confession to His Majesty and in detail revealed to His 
Majesty that I could not reside in the idolatrous, Papal church with a clear 
conscience and could not end my life within it.206    

And again in another passage,  

And because, then, Augsburg Diet [1559] (according to the Princes and my other 
good friends who write me) shows that there is no more hope that His Imperial 
Majesty will himself shift in his religion to the Augsburg Confession.  Rather, he 
remains directly within the Papal church supported by the devil, on account of 

                                                           
205 Palffy, 60. 
206 „Wie aber Gott, mein gnediger allmechtiger Barmhertziger Vatter, mich begnadet und ich das Heyllig 
Selligmachendt wortt, das Heyllig Evangelly, Verstannden – dem Ewigen Gott sey Ewigs lob -, hab ich der 
gschwinden wellt Hendl scheich gewunen Und wider der greissich abgottischen lesterungen mich gesetzt 
Unnd das geredt, das ein khristen zuthuen gepirdt, und mit der Heylligen Tauff Verpflichtett.  Das hatt die 
Khay. Mt. etc. – derselben zeyt Khu. Mt. etc. – nicht Haben wellen.  Haben nu ettlich Jar miteinander Vill 
Unnd offt Tisputtiert. ... Hab alssdann Ir Mt. etc. von Praag aus mein bekhandtnuss zuegeschikht unnd Ier Mt. 
etc. Ausfierlich anzaigt, das ich mit guetter gewissen In der Abgottischen Bebstischen Khirchen nicht wonnen 
und mein Leben Nicht darin schliessen khun.“  Letter to Amerbach dated 28th of July 1559, Pg 69 of 
Treffenliche Schöne Biecher. 
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which it can certainly and easily be expected, righteous, almighty God will send his 
retribution in many ways. 207 

The transformation of the relationship between Ungnad and Ferdinand I indicates the 

contention between the two on the matter of Ungnad’s longstanding adherence to the 

Evangelical faith, which led to this split between them over Papal authority and the 

confession to which the Empire should adhere.  Yet even at these rocky times there were 

never questions of Ungnad’s loyalty.  The underlying point of this chapter is that Ungnad’s 

continued importance and influence within the imperial family remained even after the 

firmly Catholic position of the Emperor of 1555.   

 As Ungnad wrote, successive diets increasingly pointed to Ferdinand I’s allegiance 

to the Catholic confession rather than as an Emperor of all Germans, regardless of their 

faith.  After 1555, Ungnad and the other princes grew increasingly worried at Ferdinand I’s 

resistance to the spread of the Gospel, and their shift in support to Maximilian II was 

already underway by 1557.  Ferdinand I became isolated for his unwillingness to further 

compromise on matters of religion.  His attitude contradicted the Protestant Princes’ view 

of what the Peace of Augsburg stood for and confirmed their fears that the Peace was 

simply meant to prevent the spread of their faith and increase the power of the Emperor at 

their expense.  Despite increasing concerns over the intentions of the Habsburgs, 

Ungnad’s loyalty to that family helped to placate the grievances of the Protestant nobility 

through the presentation of petitions such as the one in 1541 and afterwards, through his 

                                                           
207„Und dieweill dann nun diser Augsburger Reichstag – wie mir von Fursten und andern mein guettenn 
freundten zugeschriben – zeigt, das khain Hoffnung mer ist, das die Khay. Mt. etc. Mit nichten sich in der 
Relligion zu der Augspurgischen Confession bewegen Welle, Sunder strachkhs bey des babst khirch, die der 
Teuffl gestifft, bleiben, derhalben sich gewiss und billich zuversehenn, das der gerechte allmechtige Gott 
sein straff in menigerley weeg senden wird.“ Letter to Amerbach dated 28th of July 1559, Pg 69 of 
Treffenliche Schöne Biecher. 
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continual loyalty to Ferdinand I, even as imperial oversight in the region increased.  Their 

correspondence also reveals a deeper connection these two men shared that affected 

their relationship.   

At one point Ungnad boldly asked Ferdinand I for a position for his son Ludwig, to 

which the King had originally written this response, later superseded by another, less 

direct letter.  It starts off, “It was entirely known to you how you came to me several years 

ago and asked, that to your aforementioned son Ludwig should be allowed to come the 

Monastery M (the name escapes me).”208   From there Ferdinand then goes on to attempt 

to find a mutually beneficial solution for the income of the monastery to go to Ludwig 

even as his religious affiliation caused conflict in running it.  Ferdinand I, however, did not 

promote this solution without a level of reluctance, as this draftindicates.209  The 

negotiated resolution to the monastery problem for Ungnad’s son indicates a softening in 

position on the part of Ferdinand I, whose solution to Ungnad’s request for his son was 

again highlighted in the final draft.   Ferdinand I became frustrated at Ungnad upon 

occasion, despite their general admiration for one another, but the end result frequently 

led to some mutually agreeable solution.  Compromise remained the official policy of the 

imperial court working towards the inclusion of Protestants with new land grants in the 

administration intending to maintain loyalty and unity among powerful Protestants like 

Ungnad.  Usually the conflict over monasteries, and the administration of them, amongst 

                                                           
208 “Euch ist wol wissend wie ijr an mir von etlichen iaren angelangt und gebetten hatt, an ein hiegemeldten 
son Ludwig Ine des Gotshauss M (ist mir des name abgefallen) komen  gelassen am ort halben der erpieten, 
das er gaistlich sein solt, und sich würdig zumachen sollich am gotshauss von zue sein, wie dieselbig 
handlung mach der lang ist geschechen.“ Rough draft letter to Ungnad from Ferdinand dated 1545, sheet 
253 of Family Korrespondence A, Karton 3, HHSTA. 
209 “...  Wie auss alle man zaigung mit gleich sicht und diewil ich mit gern etwas handlen wolt, noch andern 
lanten gestatten zuethuen“ Ibid. 
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Catholic and Protestant nobles was not so easily overcome.  The give and take offered by 

Ferdinand I to Ungnad on this matter strongly indicates the respect and admiration the 

two men had for each other despite changing circumstances. 

Generational change did factor into the strain of maintaining unity within the HRE 

and the Church.210  Here we see the difficulties of a noble and a king looking to maintain 

loyalty while at the same time enduring the challenges and changes of their time.  For with 

the passing of each year, the divergence in confessional belief increasingly threatened the 

unity of the Church and of the Empire, as younger persons who had little to no knowledge 

of the era before 1517 came to accept at least the two confessions acknowledged in 1530 

and established by the Treaty of Passau in 1554.  This was an era of tremendous change 

that shook even stalwart companions.  

5. Ungnad’s position in the Evangelical camp 

Ungnad’s friendship and relationship with Ferdinand I is also connected to his time 

spent in Tübingen and Saxony after his return from Krain in 1554.  Ungnad remained 

influential enough among the Austrian Protestants, but he was now able to make inroads 

with the Evangelical lords in Germany, to the point that they began to show him favor.  

Ungnad corresponded with several Evangelical Protestant princes at this time, including 

Duke Christoph of Württemburg (himself a vassal of Ferdinand I since 1534), who granted 

him a castle and lands within his domain at the town of Urach.  It was also at this point that 

Ungnad first came into contact with Primus Truber and Peter Paul Vergerio.  Their first 

encounter proved fruitful in finding common cause in the need for a Bible translation in 

                                                           
210 Axel Gottard, “Der Religionsfrieden und das politische System des Reiches” in Der Augsburger 
Religionsfrieden: 1555, Schilling and Smolinsky, eds., 43-57. 
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Slovenian and Vergerio was hardly able to contain his own excitement. He wrote to Duke 

Christoph that Ungnad was delighted at Truber’s translation work and seemed excited at 

the opportunity to further Evangelical belief in the Borderlands by means of printing 

Truber’s translation at a press in Urach.  He stated that Lord Hans Ungnad very certainly 

was moved by the Glory of God.  Forwarding the copies of Truber's early translation 

materials to Christoph, Vergerio hoped that Christoph would deem the material worthy as 

Ungnad had found them highly commendable.  Knowing that Ungnad was still loyal to 

Ferdinand I, Vergerio's hope was that he would be able to advance their cause for the 

Bible Translations through his influence in Ferdinand I's court.211  Two days later Vergerio 

received a reply from Duke Christoph assuring him that Ungnad was a dear friend and that 

he was delighted in his promotion of the press, reminding Vergerio to offer Ungnad 

Christoph's support if he chose to help in the undertaking of the translation.212   

Ungnad’s support was key to the project already begun by Truber and Vergerius 

under the direction of Duke Christoph, not simply because of his ties to the Habsburgs, but 

also because of his network of vassals and patrons extending into the borderlands.  This 

network was so complex that we still do not know its full extent, nor have historians 

identified all its members.  It behooves us to identify as many of these persons as possible, 

                                                           
211 “D. Joannes Ungnod misit ad me nuntium et versionem quatuor evangelistarum; certe valde afficitur 
Gloria Dei bonus ille dominus.  Dignetur Sublimitas Vestra legere illius litteras ad me scriptas, praesertim 
quiase illi reverenter commendat.  Et tamen adhuc videtur timere suum regem, ita enim mihi ejus nuntius 
coram narrat.  Deus eum confirmet! Potest enim valde promovere evangelium sua autoritate, quod spero 
illum esse facturum.“ (Vergerius, Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius. Eduard von Kausler und Theodor Schott, Hgg., (Stuttgart, 1875), letter 33, Duke Christoph 
from Vergerio, dated 12th of November,1555. 
212 “Benevolentia, quam erga nos amicus noster d. Joannes Ungnad, liber baro in Sonnegg etc. in litteris ad 
vestram dominationem ostendit, pergrata nobis est perque jucunda; et precamur Deum, ut pium animum 
ejus in vera cognition evangelii filii Dei confirmet.  Petimus autem, ut si quando vestra domination per 
occasionem ad eum litteras dederit, salutem ei nostro nomine diligenter adscribat, et ei vicissim nostra, quae 
possumus, official deferat.  Bene ac feliciter valete.” Vergerius, Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph letter 34, 
dated 14th of November 1555. 
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since their loyalty to Ungnad and the Protestant cause played no small part in the success 

of the Slovenian printing press.  We can identify three overlapping groups within 

Ungnad’s correspondence that represent the full extent of his network: burghers and 

nobility within the HRE, burghers and nobility within Austria, and burghers and nobility 

within Krain and the surrounding area. 

Ungnad’s connections within the Holy Roman Empire in 1555 indicate the high 

standing he held with other Protestant lords and nobles and is referenced in the two 

critical letters between Vergerio and Duke Christoph above.  His agreeable relationship 

with the Lutheran nobility within the Empire reflected this high standing, which included 

correspondences with Duke Christoph of Württemburg, the Elector of Saxony, the Elector 

of Brandenburg, and Philip of Hesse.  The expressions of affection that Christoph indicates 

in his letter towards Ungnad originated from a desire to develop deeper connections 

between the Austrian nobility and the Evangelicals in German lands.  These connections 

included greater confessional unity as well as political unity for Evangelical concerns.   

Knowing full well the contacts Ungnad had within the Austrian Evangelical nobility 

facilitated a growing desire to unify these two branches of Evangelical Protestantism.   

For their part, the Austrian Protestant nobility and burghers seemed to have 

worked side by side in supporting Ungnad’s new endeavor.  In fact, both groups showed 

significant enthusiasm for the cause.   The Austrian Protestants also provided the most 

important connection between the Evangelical movement within the HRE and the 

movements in Krain.  Ungnad was the primary spokesman for the Protestants in Austria, 

and as such, his connections with other nobles and influential burghers in cities like Vienna 
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provided a gateway for supporting the spread of Evangelical materials into the 

borderlands.   

There are several key names and figures connected to Ungnad through letters and 

various other correspondence.  Besides Ambrosius Fröhlich, the Viennese magistrate who 

collected money for Ungnad in Lower Austria, the following persons were also significantly 

involved: Andreas Gail (Doctor and member of Imperial Council), Wolfgang Lazius 

(influential burgher, printer and scholar), Jacopo Strada, Georg Tanner (professor at the 

University of Vienna), Barbara von Zinzendorf (widowed noblewoman who financially 

supported the printing press), Johann Baptist Weber (Vice-chancellor to the Maximilian 

II), Gabriel Strein zu Schwarzenau (on the Imperial Council), Hugo Blotius (Reformed 

professor, jurist, and librarian at the University of Vienna), Johannes Crato (Evangelical 

humanist and Maximilian II’s personal physician), and many more.213  This list of important 

and influential Viennese is substantial proof of how well established Evangelical belief was 

within Vienna by the late 1550s, and it also speaks to their vision for missions that Vienna 

should be so influential in spreading the Gospel in the borderlands.  

 These names include just a few of the influential Protestants and irenicists 

remaining in the Imperial capital until the 1580s, surrounding Maximilian II as he 

ascended the throne and remaining there into the reign of Rudolf II.  Many of these men 

also enjoyed support from the military, particularly from Lazarus von Schwendi, now a 

victorious general who had added large parts of northern Transylvania to the Habsburg 

                                                           
213 See chart in Appendix 2. 
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domain in his battles against the Ottomans and their Transylvanian subjects.214  Ungnad 

remained in contact with several of these persons including Fröhlich and Schwendi, and 

also several individuals in Styria, closer to his homeland.215 

These connections were never understood to undermine the loyalty of the Austrian 

nobility to Ferdinand I or his heirs.  Ungnad’s personal loyalty was unquestionable.  As 

Vergerio makes plain in his letter, Ungnad sought out the permission of the King of the 

Romans (Ferdinand I) before confirming participation in this project, and Ungnad knew 

imperial approval would be tricky following the Treaty of Passau and the finalizing of the 

Peace of Augsburg.  Charles V abdicated the following year (1556) in favor of Ferdinand I, 

whose popularity among the nobles remained high throughout these events, and 

Ferdinand I was finally accepted as emperor by the princes.  Ferdinand I expressed to them 

the desire to remain united as a political force for the betterment of the HRE and 

Europe.216  This meant that Ungnad and the princes saw a chance to promote unity and 

cohesion around a project that they hoped would find general or even broad support 

                                                           
214 Fellow borderland general Lazarus von Schwendi remains a key leader in the irenicist movement.  Even 
though he at times identified with the Protestants, he persuaded Maximilian II to remain ambiguous on 
specific matters of religion so as not to upset the Protestant majority within Vienna, nor exacerbate the 
fanatical devotion some still held to the Old Church (Catholics).   In essence, he successfully convinced the 
Emperor to abide by his role as Emperor of the Religious Peace, Howard Louthan, Quest for Compromise. 
215 In Styria his main contacts remained Jobst von Gallenberg zum Gallenstain (also holding lands un Upper 
Austria as his name implies), Fabian Kirchberger (fellow noble of Jobst von Gallenberg and War Secretary in 
1560s in Krain), and Peter von Eberau (very influential fellow who was Captain of Metling, Ban of several 
Croatian holdings, and member of the Imperial Council) as seen in letters to them as late as 1563, a year 
before his death.  These persons were vital contacts between Ungnad and many of the Evangelicals in the 
borderlands. Kostrenčič, Ivan. Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven von 
1559—65, (Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874), pgs. 88-93, 108-109, 159-162. 
216 The threats of division within the Empire most princes believe was caused by outside forces wishing to 
tear apart the German Nation.  They pointed to Charles V’s wars for the enrichment of Spain, 
uncompromising nature, and inability to respect the territorial sovereignty of each prince to decide his faith 
as one of a myriad of foreigners attempting to weaken the Empire.  France and the Papacy were also seen as 
foreign influences deeply seeding division within the Empire.  They believed these forces to also be 
detrimental to the efforts against the Ottomans. Maximilian Lanzinner, Friedenssicherung und Politische 
Einheit des Reiches unter Kaiser Maximilian II. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993). 
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among most Germans regardless of confessional allegiance.  Because of the inclusion of 

Evangelicals within the accepted faiths of the Empire, they hoped that a return to a 

stronger, more amicable bond between the nobles would help to solve religious 

differences.  Evidence for this point originates primarily from the dialogue and debates in 

the 1558/1559 Augsburg Diet.  A particular mistrust of foreigners and especially papal 

legates dominated the political dialogue among the electors.  Loyalty to the HRE and its 

imperial office was stressed as imperative to maintaining the Religious Peace.  Ferdinand I, 

as the King and Emperor, was to be respected as purveyor of the peace and stability 

afforded by the Religious Peace.  The removal of the pope as the coronation figure for the 

Imperial crowning signified that outside influences deemed destructive to the unity of the 

realm no longer should influence the electors.  The regionalization of the Imperial 

coronation to include only elements of significance to the German Nation spoke to the 

increasing focus within the HRE on resolving disputes among one another without open 

conflict.  There was no desire to return to the days of the Schmalkaldic Wars, and 

Ungnad’s reputation for maintaining loyalty to the Emperor regardless of his own 

confessional allegiance became a powerful, prominent example to all.217    

                                                           
217 The Habsburgs reported to the Reichstag on the war against the Ottomans, "In addition, then his soldiers 
carried out attacks on up to 10,000 enemies along the whole border of Hungary, the region of Slovenian, 
and yet even now recently in Croatia."   (Darauf dann sein khriegß volckh an allen grenitzen in Hungern, 
windisch lannd und sonnderlich erst neulich in Crabaten biß in zehen tausendt starckh feindtliche uberfelle 
gethan.) and later, "Therefore, your Imperial Majesty very amicably and graciously desires, electoral princes, 
princes, and the several gathered estates, may rest without care, to speak and take counsel concerning this 
in the same form, to what extent these same enemies may be remedied, and also the often-discussed 
Execution and management of the general peace, may be put into force somewhat better and more 
correctly." (Derwegen ir ksl. Mt. ganntz freundtlich unnd gnedigclich begern, churfursten, fursten unnd 
gemaine stennd wöllen ires taills unbeschwerdt sein, von denselben gleicher gestallt notturfftigclich zureden 
und zuratschlagen, welchermassen denselben mengln entlich abzuhelffen unnd also di mergemellt 
exekution unnd hanndthabung des gemainen fridens etwas pesser unnd richtiger, dann bisheer beschehen, 
volzogen werden möge.)  Considerable compromise was requested by the imperial representatives in the 
Reichstag on the religious division until the power of the Ottomans could be crushed.  Quotes from 
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6. Ungnad’s loyalty comes into question 

Ungnad’s loyalty to the Emperor allowed him greater influence among the German 

princes following 1555, Ungnad took full advantage of his high position to request things 

of Ferdinand I.  His position between Protestants and Habsburgs meant that often 

requests from one party found their way to the other party through his pen.  As the 

correspondence with Vergerio and Duke Christoph indicated, the borderlands printing 

press was one such request.  Since correspondence naturally tended to move towards the 

Emperor, rather than away, Ungnad’s letter, requesting the permission and assistance of 

the Emperor in funding the borderlands printing press must have been strategically held 

until he knew Ferdinand I would be listening.  Reports from parishes and the continuing list 

of complaints leveled at the clergy (gravamina) eventually provided the backdrop Ungnad 

needed to write his request letter.  Above all, his letter had to be bold, but not pushy, 

assertive, not aggressive when addressing the new Emperor.   

His letter was exactly that, requesting only permission for Truber’s translations to 

be distributed, not the establishment of an Evangelical territorial church.  Moreover, 

Ungnad’s time in the Borderlands had given him an insider’s view on the issues at stake if 

religious reform of some sort was not undertaken in the churches there.  Significant decay 

and corruption among the Western churches in Slovenia resulted from a combination of 

Ottoman incursions (whoichdid three things to prevent growth of Western churches: 1) 

gave several poorly kept churches to Orthodox communities in the area, 2) prevented the 

building of new churches in regions they controlled, 3) prevented the building of bell 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Deutsches Reichstag. Deutsche Reichstagsakten. Reichsversammlungen 1556 - 1662 : [1],Der 
Kurfürstentag zu Frankfurt 1558 und der Reichstag zu Augsburg 1559 : 3 (Göttingen : Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht München : Oldenbourg 1999) vol. 2, pgs 540, 546, see also Chapter 4. 
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towers on churches and even tore down existing towers), rivalries between Franciscan and 

other orders in the area, and poor oversight leading to the expansion of radical and 

heretical religious beliefs.218  Ungnad mentioned related issues when he explained to the 

Emperor that he had already discussed his project with the Bishop of Laibach, who gave his 

approval for the project and acknowledged the necessity for some type of reform.219  

The political background surrounding the letter also provides a particularly vital 

clue to Ungnad’s motivations when it came to the Peace of Augsburg.  Written two years 

after the Peace (1557), his first request on behalf of the borderland printing press 

reflected his position on the Empire, the imperial Church, and the different confessions, all 

of which were embodied in his allegiance to the Habsburgs.  This letter, written to 

Ferdinand I, also signified the shift in the role of the Emperor from a keeper of the peace 

of the realm to a keeper of the Peace and both confessions allowed by it.  Ungnad was also 

aware that Ferdinand I had given certain concessions to the princes in order to secure his 

election as emperor.  One of them was the Ferdinandine Declaration, discussed in the 

fourth chapter, must be viewed alongside the Peace of Augsburg and the Gravamina as a 

trio dedicated to preserving the balance of power between the princes.  This balance 

benefitted territorialism, criticizing centralization as being corrupted by court intrigue and 

foreign influences.  The idea of foreign diplomats holding the ear of the monarch was 

particularly loathsome because, it was felt, foreign interests (particularly from Habsburg 

Spain in the West) advocated greater centralization, which would, according to the 

                                                           
218 Ivetic, Egidio, and Drago Roksandic eds. Tolerance and Intolerance on the Triplex Confinium: 
Approaching the “other” on the borderlands Eastern Adriatic and Beyond, 1500-1800. (Padova: CLEUP, 
2004). 
219 letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad writes to the King (Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain 
Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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princes, lead to control of the HRE through the western Habsburgs.  The very idea, that the 

Empire would be ruled by another Habsburg as foreign and autocratic as Charles V was 

odious and unacceptable.  Thus, a key provision to Ferdinand I’s election was the inclusion 

of his son, Maximilian II as his heir over the suggested foreigner, Philip II of Spain.   Since 

Maximilian II’s religious confession remained in doubt at this time, many Catholics (among 

whom the hardliners considered him a heretic) insisted that Ferdinand I remove him from 

his position as heir.220   

It should be noted, however, that Maximilian II played a pivotal role in having his 

father as Emperor (effective 1556, crowning 1558) since he remained popular with the 

Protestant princes (not only because of his Protestant leanings, but also because he was 

educated in Vienna and spoke German) as opposed to Phillip II.221   Politically, Maximilian 

II was the only choice, since the German princes, having already rejected Charles V, would 

not suffer another Spaniard (nor any foreigner for that matter) ascending to the imperial 

throne.  It was vital to the preservation of unity among the religious factions that 

Maximilian II not only be declared heir, but also that his confessional leanings be kept 

secret.  Even during his own reign, Maximilian II continued to present himself as above 

doctrinal disputes (very unlike his cousin or uncle), even to the point of refusing last rites 

                                                           
220 Heinrich Lutz, Das Ringen um deutsche Einheit und kirchliche Erneuerung. Von Maximilian I. bis zum 
Westfälischen Frieden 1490-1648, (Berlin: Propyläen, 1983), 354. 
221 The wariness that Ferdinand I felt in Maximilian II succeeding him also extended to his other sons, who 
made Maximilian II’s possible heretical beliefs seem not that bad.  Ferdinand II of Tyrol rebelled against his 
father’s wishes and had a secret marriage to a burgher’s daughter (who was reportedly the most beautiful girl 
in Austria), refusing to call off the marriage or marry anyone else when his father found out, and Charles II 
Francis of Inner Austria, was an impressive military commander, but not much of a politician, being more 
interested in collecting art and horses when he wasn’t fighting (his general lack of political understanding 
would lead to a major revolt by the burghers and nobles in Inner Austria that was placated only by his 
Libellum of Bruck and Pacifications of Graz in the 1570s).    Thus, Philip II was the next probable successor 
after Maximilian II. 
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upon his deathbed for fear that it would cause political issues for his sons.222  Thus, 

Ferdinand I’s election was predicated on the notion that Maximilian II would succeed him.   

During this time, Ungnad insisted on holding to his beliefs.  In his letter he may 

very well have been indirectly hoping that the father, like the son held favorable attitude 

towards his religious faith.  At this time, the Vienna court preacher, a moderate Catholic 

reported to be an Evangelical (or worse, a Zwinglianist!) by Catholic hardliners, named 

Sebastian Pfauser, came under fire from Ferdinand I, who wanted him removed from 

Vienna and Imperial service.  But Maximilian II, whose proclivity towards controversial 

figures was not limited to court preachers as much of his rule in Vienna (as Duke of Austria 

from 1550 onwards) consisted of the establishment of the irenicist faction there.  Resisting 

the calls to remove Pfauser, much of Maximilian's early regency seemed open to the 

possibility of greater cooperation between moderate Catholics and Evangelicals, which 

Ungnad hoped would lead to support for the borderland printing press.223   

All these things were taken into consideration by Ungnad as he wrote his request 

letter.  His understanding of the inner workings of the Empire and the Habsburg family 

gave him insight to what would move Ferdinand I to support the project.  He drew on his 

years of humble, loyal and silent service for Ferdinand I, the necessity for reform in an area 

bleeding men and money from the imperial treasury, and the establishment of the new, 

Evangelical confession as a legitimate faith within the realm.  His request came on the 

heels of years of obedient and committed service in support of the imperial person.  As 

                                                           
222 Incidently this is also why he kept his sons from receiving First Communion for several years early in their 
lives. Paula Sutter Fichtner, Maximilian II, 211-215. 
223 Maximilian finally gave into pressure in 1560 and removed Pfauser, who had become openly Evangelical 
by then, but this was well after the Slovenian printing press had begun its work. 
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Ungnad states in the second paragraph of this letter, some attacking him as disloyal after 

years of service, even though some time ago, particularly at the two recent territorial diets 

in Graz, which Ferdinand I had attended, very  distressing accusations were made 

concerning His Royal Majesty’s own person, which Ungnad found ungracious and unable 

to stand.  This led to his desire to distance himself from the politics of the region, to not 

have his loyalty called into question while also not being able to serve Ferdinand I directly 

anymore.224 Ungnad's constantly struggled between remaining true to his earthly overlord, 

Ferdinand I, and supporting the Evangelical faith he had joined through his convictions, 

yet somehow he managed. 

This loyalty did not come without a price.  Ungnad faced continual scrutiny from 

Ferdinand I but always referred back to his years of loyal service and his Godly principles.  

It was his attention to God's commands that made it impossible to stay within the false , 

Roman Church, which was not meant to distance himself from his responsibilities to his 

overlord, Ferdinand I, but his hope was that the monarch would take into account these 

principles of religious belief, upon which Ungnad would not abandon.225  Ungnad made 

sacrifices to remain loyal to Ferdinand I and Maximilian II, as is clear from this section.  His 

motivation to do so was his belief that the end result would be to the benefit of the 

                                                           
224"Wiewoll ein guette Zeit heer sunderlich un den Iungsten zwaien Landtagen zu Grez wie Ir Ro: Khi: Mt: p 
darauff gewest, gar Ernstliche ungnedige unnd mijr Armen dienner auffs hochst Enndtsezliche fur hallten von 
Ir Khon: mt. etc. aigen hochen khonigklichen Personn beschechen.  So hab ich doch wie herzlich gern ichs 
gethan hett hierin nicht gehorsamben unnd von dem absteen khonnen."  Letter dated third of May 1557 
Ungnad writes to the King (Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
225“Dieweill es aber die gebott des allmechtigen ewigen gottes die falsch oder Rom kirch auch mein 
selikheijt antroffen und ich aus gegrundten Ursach Reichlich gwis warhafftig und ewig bestendig befunden 
sas ich auff khainen anderen weeg mich begeben mugen, alls wie ich bisher offentlich mein glaubens sachen 
Ir Kho: ajt: bekhommt unnd ettlich der herr mich offentlich erkhlert hab ich gliechwoll verhofft die Rom: kho: 
mt:p mein allergnedigister herr wurden meinij ausfierlichen gegrundeten Ursachen mit gnaden erwegen 
haben.“ Letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad writes to the King (Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain 
Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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borderlands.  Politically speaking, the temporary peace established by Ogier Ghiselin de 

Busbecq by the treaty in Constantinople during the 1550s allowed some breathing room in 

which the Habsburgs could focus upon more than just the establishment of fortresses in 

the borderlands.  They could now turn towards consolidating power, but more importantly, 

they could address the deterioration of religion there (gravamina).  Priests could be 

reformed and educated according to imperial standards so that waste and corruption were 

limited and imperial control was strengthened.  Unity in the Empire inspired talk of unity 

in the Church, with the hope that the Emperor, as the Religious Peace indicated, would 

truly act as leader for the entire Empire, not simply the Catholic cause.  Thus, church 

reform could increase centralization of Habsburg domains, even as it tended to weaken 

their grip over the Empire at large.   

7. The First Request for the Press 

Ungnad’s insistence that he still held true to the Imperial cause, both in a civil and 

religious sense, indicates a steady movement among some Austrian nobles towards 

supporting a narrow version of how they believed the Emperor’s power should be used.  

Ferdinand I showed some resistance to the idea that he was merely an upholder of the 

Religious Peace, since he still held true to the old idea that there could be only one church 

and one empire.  However, the overwhelming Evangelical influence among the Protestant 

nobles in Austria tended to convince many that this old way of thinking was no longer 

possible, and a compromise that allowed for competing views of the church, while 

maintaining a single unity of purpose was necessary.  As Maximilian II assumed more 

authority, openly proclaimed King of Bohemia and Archduke of Austria by 1556, 
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Protestants hoped that he could act as a champion of this biconfessional cause in ways that 

his father refused to do.  Maximilian II’s confessional allegiance, still questioned by some 

within the Catholic circles, seems to have persuaded Ungnad, and maybe others, to seek 

the unity of the Church, that the Religious Peace could settle  matters of faith and 

belief.226  

Ungnad continued in his letters to express the necessity of holding true to both 

religious conviction and one’s territorial lord.  “Since I have made no representation and 

have taken no actions, except only as our gracious loving eternal God has laid upon me 

and all men most highly, and obligated most highly me and all Christians in holy Baptism.  

And I have never been able to do otherwise concerning the evident fundamental 

knowledge, which I, thusly, through God’s grace, have received.”227   While Ungnad 

continued to stress unity as important in a political sense for the Borderlands and the wars 

against the Ottomans, he also saw relations with other princes within the HRE being at 

stake.228  Correct understanding and better preaching in these regions would affect 

                                                           
226 While the majority of recent research has so far focused on Maximilian II and his role in maintaining the 
peace, little has been done on Ferdinand I and his policies.  The dissertation of  Anita Ziegerhofer is one 
exception in which she presents an overview of past literature on Ferdinand I and in her own analysis of his 
policies between 1530 and 1555 shows that Ferdinand I's unenviable position between Charles V's fanatical 
defense of the traditional Catholic doctrines  and a overwhelming Protestant majority in the estates of the 
nobility left him with few options even as he genuinely tried his best to solve disputes through meetings and 
diets.  Ferdinand I was viewed by Protestants as a moderate Catholic during this period and he also held the 
belief that to be Catholic did not require all his subservient lords to be of the same mind.  Hardliner 
Catholics believed this to be evidence of "Protestant tendencies" by Ferdinand I, and this was the same 
charge leveled at Maximilian II.  In the end it is evident that his beliefs led him much closer to belief that 
compromise could be made and he was willing to do so if it promoted unity among the German princes. 
Anita Ziegerhofer, Ferdinand I und die Steirischen Stände: Dargestellt anhand der Landtage von 1542-1556, 
(Graz: Dissertation, 1992), 79-84. 
227 „Dieweill ich dann nichtz Wertretten unnd nichtz gehandellt, dann allain das so mic unnd allen menschen 
unnser gnediger Lieber Ewiger gott beij hochsten auffgelegt unnd ich unnd all Kristen in der heijligen Tauff 
mit hochstem verphlichtet.  So hab ich je uber das offenbar grundtlich wissen, so ich durch die gnade gottes 
Emphangen nicht anderst thuen khomen.“ .“ Letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad writes to the King 
(Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
228 Ibid., 11. 
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uncounted thousands of persons who by coming to know God’s grace would also know 

that the Imperial family was responsible for such endeavors.  The word of what had 

happened through such unity and the pouring out of God’s justice and anger on his 

enemies would spread to other countries, lands and people.  The Imperial crown would be 

world-renowned for its help of God’s cause, a champion of righteousness against the 

infidel.  False priestly counsel and learning (“falschlich pfaffen Rath, lernen”) would be 

defeated as well, and the true Gospel advanced.229  

Ungnad's conviction that the Borderlands remained a spiritual frontier as well as 

political and military, gave him great confidence that the Bible translation could transcend 

doctrinal differences.   “There remains the little Godly book, the Holy Word,” through 

which it could be said that sincere Christian people would be able to overcome the lies of 

the world and resist the debasement of body and soul from carnal desires.230  Ungnad was 

convinced that God and His house would not fail in promoting this truth.  As he wrote, 

Ungnad found assurance in this truth and thus, believed and knowledge that God was just 

and redeemed the poor, true believing peoples out of his mercy by grace through Jesus 

Christ.231  In seeking to purify the church, particularly of the 'false teachings' of Rome, 

Ungnad appealed to Ferdinand I to reject foreign influence upon the establishment of a 

                                                           
229 Letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad writes to the King (Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain 
Karton 2, HHSTA. 
230“Es bleibe Gottlicher beuchli die heijllige schrifft, ...“ ibid. 
231 “... wo sij woll darzue das sij ehrlich Cristlich Personnen mit falsch verkhlagen unnd versagen an Leib unnd 
Sell [Seele] zuverderben Ieren Lust haben unnd wiewol ich weis das er unnd sein haussen mit warhaijt nichtz 
Verlegen oder widersprechen khan zu dem so wais ich gar gegrundt unnd gar gewiß wie ich geschriben das 
ich auch nur mit aller bescheidenheijt gethan das es dj warhaijgt ist unnd so war ich glaub unnd waiss das 
gott gerecht unnd unns armen rechtglaubige menschen aus gnaden durch Jesum Cristum erlost unnd zu 
genaden angenumen, also gewis aus gottlichen schrifft zuwissen das dieselben Waalßpfaffen ier khirchen 
unnd Lees der hochsten gottlichen mt:etc unnd der gottlichen khirch die unnd gottes Sohn Jesus Cristus 
selbs gelernndt gebredigt, unnd aus gottlichen wollgefallen sein heijlig khirch geordent hatt.“ Ibid.  
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territorial church in the borderlands.  On his side was truth and right, on the other division 

and corruption.  Thusly, Ungnad pitched the borderlands press as a missions project to 

spread the gospel to the betterment of the communities in the borderland and to the 

benefit of the Habsburgs, as through this endeavor Ferdinand I would gain greater control 

of income and loyalty of the nobility.   

 Ungnad believed that this would lead to spiritual gains first, then political and 

military ones.  "And so they should reflect on the daily punishment and past stories, and 

give credence to the just wrath of God, how kingdoms, lands, and peoples continually 

taken away, driven out by the Scourge of God, the Turks, and led into misery and 

destruction."232  Success in one area promised success in the others.  Reform in religion 

through the true Gospel was required to inspire people to crush the Turks.  Since these 

teachings had to come from the Scriptures, which had not been translated yet, it is 

apparent that Ungnad promoted the Evangelical project as the best hope for 

accomplishing the necessary reforms.  His insistence on the truth of God’s Word is also 

inherently connected to Luther’s teachings, but he would have been appealing to Catholic 

and Humanist traditions that were firmly established in Habsburg court at that time.  Case 

in point, Truber’s translation provided the obvious answer.   

 Ungnad’s candor in writing to Ferdinand I and expressing the need for missions in 

the Borderlands is not uncommon for him.  As we have seen previously, Ungnad often said 

what was on his mind without hesitation.  His condemnation of false teachings in the 

                                                           
232 so soll sij doch der teglichen straff unnd vergangnen gesichten bedenkn das gerechten zorn gottes 
glauben geben wie die khonnigreich Lanndt unnd Leuth Imerzugemach heigenumen durch die Gaisl gottes 
den Turkhen verjagt zerstordt die mensch Inns Ellennd gefuerdt." Letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad 
writes to the King (Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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Imperial Church harkened back to the Gravamina, the established tradition of complaints 

against the Church leveled by the nobility as far back as the late fourteenth century.  In this 

respect, the notion of disagreement with certain policies, even while seeking unity, found 

longstanding tradition within the HRE.  Even so, it is obvious from this letter that Ungnad’s 

concept of victory and the path toward it were significantly different in perspective from 

that of the older Habsburgs.  The question became which powers, when brought to bear 

upon the situation, would force the Habsburgs to concede and allow the spread of 

Evangelical teachings into the Borderlands?  

Reformation was already occurring within Hungary, Transylvania, even Bohemia, all 

without Habsburg permission or oversight.  In Austria, Slovenian and Croatia, Ungnad 

hoped that greater support from Evangelical princes in the Empire would bolster those 

already within that area.  The Peace of Augsburg, generally noted for being detrimental to 

the spread of the Gospel within the Empire, gave Ungnad an opening in which to insist 

that the spread of Evangelical teachings must be encouraged.  Most notably, Ungnad 

along with many Austrian and Slovenian nobles believed that the Peace applied 

individually to them, for two reasons.  First, the Peace of Augsburg allowed some 

individual free lords, at the discretion of the Emperor, to practice their faith regardless of 

their overlord’s faith.  It was unclear as to which lords were under the discretion of the 

Emperor, but Protestants hoped this would be applied to all those fighting in the 

Borderlands with the Imperial Army.233  This meant that all lords in Styria, Slovenia, and 

Austria would be covered.  Also, since each territory had its own customs and traditions, 

                                                           
233 Arno Strohmeyer, Konfessionskonflikt und Herrschaftsordnung: Das Widerstandsrecht bei den 
Ӧsterreichischen Ständen, 1550-1650.( Mainz: Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2006). 
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many believed that even though the ruler, in this case a Habsburg, might be of a certain 

faith, the burghers and nobles would be within their rights to keep their faith even if it 

contradicted the ruler’s faith.234  Ungnad stuck to this principle even as he argued for 

adherence and promulgation of Imperial authority through the Peace of Augsburg.  His 

hope was based on an interpretation of the Peace of Augsburg which both upheld it and 

ignored it at the same time.  Ungnad and others recognized the right of the prince to 

decide his subjects confession, but they believed tradition dictated that such decisions 

must account for the desires of those in the territory.  He also hoped that the Habsburgs 

would see themselves as rulers of many realms, each with their own traditions, allowing 

some to keep the Evangelical faith.  Within a given area, such as his own holding in the 

borderlands, Ungnad believed it to be now lawful to promote the Evangelical faith.  He 

writes, “Also, as your Imperial Royal Majesty reached an accord at the last Imperial Diet in 

1555, according to the two attached articles, I hoped, ever subserviently yours, that your 

Royal majesty, will no longer in this matter be ungracious to me, and will not let my 

enemies move me into disgrace with him and request this most humbly.”235    

His reasons for supporting the new faith lay within the need for reform among the 

churches in that region.  Since no orders for reform were forthcoming from Rome, as the 

Council of Trent would not be concluded until 1563, he saw little other choice for enacting 

                                                           
234 Arno Strohmeyer. “Religionsfrieden in den Habsburgischen Erbländern im 16. Und 17. Jahrhundert”, in 
Vera in Hotenja: Studije o Primožu Trubarju in njegovem času, Uredil Sašo Jerše, ed., (Ljubljana: Slovenska 
Matica: 2009), 104-123. 
235 „Wie auch dj Rom: Kho: Mt:p mit dem stenden, des Reichs am negsten Reichstag des 55 Jarh beschlossen 
Lautt beiligund zweijer artikhl hoff ich je unndterthenigist djn Kho: Mt werden hierin weitter mein 
Ungnedigister khonnig nit sein unnd meine widerwerttigen mich weijt zu Ungnaden nicht bewegen lassen 
Erbeutt mich aber des gannz undterthennigist“ Letter dated third of May 1557 Ungnad writes to the King 
(Ferdinand I) Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
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reform.236  So Ungnad presented his case as being within the reasonable bounds of one 

who served faithfully the Habsburgs while maintaining a separate confession within his 

own territories: 

I will stand with my wife and children from this hour to faithfully and honestly serve 
the Imperial Royal Majesty before all other lords, as I just now wrote to your Royal 
Majesty most obediently by my noble servants, and also sent your Majesty letters 
from the dear Electors, Saxony and Brandenburg, also from Your Royal Majesty’s 
lands, Styria, Kempten, and Krain subserviently and also humbly indicate to Your 
Majesty their own highest need and request and my most humble obedience and 
request that he should have  a little patience with me, his old servant, until God 
sends a better moment, and I should be able to carry out that which your Majesty 
approved, which was communicated to me by your Majesty, that my long conduct 
of service be graciously considered and that you would see and endorse the 
following copies, A and B.237   

In essence, then, Ungnad argued for Ferdinand I to become an Emperor of the Peace of 

Augsburg, laying aside preference for one faith or the other.  Ferdinand I was supposed to 

set the example that Ungnad hoped Maximilian II would follow. 

8. Ungnad’s shift to Maximilian II 

 It does not appear that Ungnad was successful in convincing Ferdinand I of the 

necessity of this project in the Borderlands.  In fact, after this Ferdinand I wrote two letters 

to officials in Krain prohibiting Truber or any of his works from being distributed.238  Also, 

                                                           
236 Pages 10-11 of bundle, Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
237,Will ich von stundt mit Weib unnd khindt mich erheben der Röm: Khon: Mt:p fur allen anderen herrn 
threulichist unnd auffrichtig diennen wie ich dann Jezt der Kho: mt:p Beij mein Edlen dienneren 
gehorsamblich geschriben, unnd danneben Ier Khn: Mt:p Furschrifften von beiden loblichen Churfursten, 
Sachsen unnd Brandenburg auch von Ier Kho: Mt:p erblannden, Steijr khemdten unnd Crain 
undterthennigkhlich zuegeschikht unnd Ier mt:p mein hochstij noth unnd obligen auch gehorsamist 
angeseigt unnd diemuettigist unnd gehorsamijst gebetten mit mir allten diennes ein khleine geduldt 
zutragen bis gott die Zeijt besser schikht unnd mir das Jenig so mir Ir Kho: Mt:p Zuegesagt unnd mir durch E. 
Khon: wuerde zuegeschriben, gnedigist voll ziech mich auch mein Lannggethanen diennst mit gnaden 
bedenkh wie E. Kho: wurde aus beij ligender Copeij mit A unnd B mit gnaden zuvernemen haben.“  Ibid. 
238 Two letters dated July 30th, 1562 from Ferdinand I to the Captain-General of Krain and the Mayor of 
Laibach, prohibit Truber’s translations from being distributed and demands the arrests of those involved.  
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Ungnad was officially removed from his title as Captain General of Krain, despite not 

being to the Borderlands for a few years.239  Ferdinand I remained rigid and unwilling to 

fully adopt the new imperial role his policies had helped to create.  This was not a result of 

cuius regio, euis religio, since that concept would not be completely worked out in the 

Reichstag until the 1580s.  It was the result of his inability to compromise with Protestant 

princes on their views on the Religious Peace and see past his particular notion of the role 

the Emperor played.  However, this letter does not mark the final correspondence 

between Ungnad and Ferdinand I.  A few letters went back and forth between them during 

the years 1557 and 1559.240   

Since correspondence continued between Ungnad and Ferdinand even after his 

“downfall”, it is probable that their relationship cooled, but was not severed.  Both men 

began to look at the other differently, and for Ungnad’s part he began to view Ferdinand I 

as a lost cause, someone too far gone to realize the inherent truth and right behind his 

cause.241  Ungnad certainly continued attending to Truber’s Slovenian Bible translation 

even after receiving an unfavorable answer.  His time and energy never slowed in this 

endeavor, and his influence within the Empire continued to grow, particularly with Duke 

                                                                                                                                                                             
These letters were ignored, again showing the limits of Ferdinand I’s power among the nobles and burghers.  
Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
239 Loserth, Die Reformation und Gegenreformation in den innerösterreichischen Ländern, 105-114. 
240 One such letter is undated, but probably from late 1557 in which Ungnad pleads for pardon from the 
Emperor and several times mentions that he has always weighed his decisions according to whether or not 
they were beneficial to the German peoples and the destruction of the Turks.  He uses strong words to 
describe the situation in the Borderlands as dire without any meaningful reform.  It is possible that this letter 
signifies a last ditch effort by Ungnad to make his case and keep his job. (Undated letter, 21-22 of bundle, 
Krain Karton, HHSTA)  This letter probably did save him a measure of service to the Emperor since his duties 
remained constrained to raising funding for the Imperial forces in the Borderlands as has been indicated 
above.   
241 Letter to Amerbach dated 28th of July 1559, Pg 69 of Treffenliche Schöne Biecher. 
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Christoph of Württemburg and the Electors of Saxony and Brandenburg.242  Within the 

Habsburg family, it is also obvious that Ungnad’s influence shifted towards the younger 

branch.  When it came to acceptance of his new printing press, Ungnad would wait to try 

again with Maximilian II a few years later. 

To reiterate, generational change was a main factor in the acceptance of the 

Slovenian printing press by the Habsburgs.  Ungnad’s shift in correspondence reveals 

particular points of understanding with certain members of the younger branch of the 

Habsburgs that did not exist between Ferdinand I and Ungnad.  A letter dated 1559, 

addressed to Anna, the sister of Maximilian II and at that time married to Albert V of 

Bavaria, speaks of her brother and the continued correspondence between them.  

Interestingly, Ungnad calls her queen at the beginning, perhaps in remembrance of her 

royal heritage, perhaps meant to flatter her.243  Two parts of the letter stand out.  In the 

first he bemoans his rejection from service in the Habsburg family:  

Merciful lady, your royal duchess may have partly and graciously learned what 
motives led me from my fatherland, so that I have now been traveling in foreign 
lands four years, this was because of the highest grounds (also the primary cause), 
that I was accused before His Royal Majasty etc., my gracious lord, by my enemies.  
And as I was by His Majesty etc., seriously reproached and reprimanded most 
ungraciously, I did it for most compelling reasons, even if it caused my worldly 
damage and detriment.  And still, I am deprived of all my offices and possessions, 
until the loving God bids the day of my innocence come to light, particularly 
before His Imperial Majesty, my all gracious Lord.244   

                                                           
242 Ivan Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven von 1559—65, 
(Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874), Letters XXXII-XXXVI, XLI. 
243 letter to Princess Anna from Hans Ungnad dated August 22nd, 1559 in Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
244 „Genedigist fraueenn E: Ko: W: mechten zeun thaill genedigist vernomen habenn, aus ursach ich aus mein 
Vatterlannden sehenn unnd nun vier Jar in der frembdt umb zeich, das ist aber nach der hochstenn ursach 
auch die fur nembist ursach ainij gewest das ich von mein widerwerttigenn folglich in die hochloblich 
Khunig: Mt: p mein allergenedigisten herren getragen worden bin.  Unnd wie ich Ir mt:p ernstlichen fur 
haltenn unnd grossen Ungnad gemerkht das ich aus vill beweglichen ursachenn, ob es gleich mein zeittlich 
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Ungnad’s pride for the loyalty that he had for the Emperor, even as he had been stripped 

of his title, remained strong.  The image he paints of himself as the sad, rejected servant is 

important, if somewhat exaggerated.  Its importance lies in the way it resonated with its 

audience, Duchess Anna.  She not only knew Ungnad, as he had been close to the family, 

but she also undoubtedly knew the situation.  The imagery of him seeking to be reconciled 

with his master was therefore purposeful.  It strongly spoke to his loyalty even in times 

where he was no longer officially in the service of the Emperor.  While he had lost his 

offices in the borderlands and the territories attached to them, Ungnad still held his 

hereditary lands in Austria, and the town and castle at Urach outside of Tübingen that had 

been given to him by Duke Christoph.  He was hardly the destitute person indicated by the 

passage.  What is more, he was still retained in the council of the Emperor and he was able 

to correspond with members of the Habsburg family, including the Emperor, so the 

genuine problem at hand was the pride and dignity that had been lost by his official 

ousting from the Imperial Army.245  Nevertheless, Ungnad’s letter to Anna attempts to 

portray the issue as catastrophic to his life. 

Ungnad firmly stood by his convictions.  Even as he faced political pressure, loss of 

prestige and position, his gripe was not that it had come but that he was suffering for his 

beliefs.  He states later in the same letter, "Yet even as it is now I still desire to do all that is 

                                                                                                                                                                             
schadenn unnd nachtaill generst.  Unnd nach ist mich aller Embter unnd sachen Zuendtschlachenn unnd 
abeszumachenn, bist der liebe gott die mir schikht das mein unschuldt an tag khum unnd furnemblich das 
Khaij: Ajt:p mein allergenedigister herr.“ letter to Princess Anna from Hans Ungnad dated August 22nd, 1559 
in Krain Karton 2, HHSTA. 
245 One such letter, from Ungnad to Ferdinand dated 22nd of August, 1559 indicates total pledges to support 
the war in the Borderlands at 19,000 Gulden from all over Austria.  Ungnad’s status with the Austrian 
Protestants and his ability to raise money for the war was too important for Ferdinand I not to remain on 
good terms with him. Letter, dated 22nd of August, 1559 from Hans Ungnad to the Emperor, page 29 of 
bundle, Krain Karton, HHSTA. 
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commanded by our Dear Gracious God."246  His desire for reconciliation with the Emperor 

did not include him surrendering his Evangelical leanings and he moved forward with 

supporting the printing press despite being in Ferdinand I's bad graces.  Ungnad was 

admired for this by many of the German princes, including those on both sides of the 

religious debate.  As he indicates in this letter to Duchess Anna, her husband, Duke Albert 

V of Bavaria, although staunchly Catholic and one of the only secular princes after the 

Augsburg Peace to promote Catholicism in his territory, had defended Ungnad's 

reputation to the Emperor. 247  This is further evidence of the bond many of the German 

princes felt superseded any religious differences they might have.   

The persistent mention of Ungnad's name by those around the Emperor probably 

alleviated the uneasiness of his influence, if not the tension of his rejection.  What 

Ferdinand I intended to do about the situation could not clearly be deciphered by 

Ungnad.  His decision to correspond more frequently with the children of Ferdinand I 

seems unsurprising when viewed in the context of the Habsburg pattern of succession.  

Ungnad knew the situation surrounding the acceptance of Maximilian II as heir to 

Ferdinand I.  Ingratiating himself with those around the Emperor allowed him significant 

say within the imperial court and set him up for better relations later.  Ungnad indicated as 

much in this letter to the Duchess, reminding her of his "old, long service" with the family,  

"which Your Royal Eminence’s dear brothers, King Maximilian II and Archduke Ferdinand 

II, my gracious lord also in writing have very graciously heard, also Archduke Charles II 

Francis, my gracious lord did very graciously consider it.  Only Your Royal Eminence, I 

                                                           
246 "Als seij nu aber wie es woll thue ich doch aales dem lieben gnadigen gott befelchenn. " letter to Princess 
Anna from Hans Ungnad dated August 22nd, 1559 in Krain Karton 2, HHSTA 
247 Ibid. 
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wanted to graciously convey to you, together with my children, our obedient service to 

Your Royal Eminence’s dear lord and father, my gracious lord and to you Your Royal 

Eminence."248  Ungnad’s attention had now turned towards the next generation of 

Habsburgs, seeing that Ferdinand I had rejected his plan.  

It is easy to misrepresent what had happened and conclude that Ferdinand I and 

Ungnad were estranged in some significant way.249  Undoubtedly fundamental differences 

had been unearthed, but these differences had always existed and if Ferdinand I had truly 

come to openly reject Ungnad’s counsel because he had suggested a Slovenian translation 

be distributed throughout the Borderlands, why had he not removed Ungnad from his 

service in 1530 (when Ungnad had declared himself Protestant), before he had become an 

asset to the Habsburgs, or again, in 1541 when he had presented a petition on behalf of 

the Austrian Protestants?  No, what occurred through this chain of events, and the 

rejection of Ungnad’s attempt to support the Reformation in Krain signified a fundamental 

difference in the way that Ungnad viewed the responsibilities of Ferdinand I as keeper of 

the Peace.  Ferdinand I still saw himself as Emperor first, to be obeyed in all things; the 

Peace of Augsburg, and his role in supporting both confessions did not extend into the 

borderlands in his opinion because he was territorial prince of all of it, thus, ensuring the 

rejection of Ungnad’s plan. 

                                                           
248 Damit Ir Khaij: mt:e  in meinen obglegnen sachenn, sunderlich meiner allten langen dienst halbeim sich 
genedikhlich wolltem mit gnaden Erzaigenn.  Welliches E: Ro: w: geliebten herr Brueder Khonnig 
Maximillian [Maximilian II] unnd Erzherzog Ferdinanndt [Ferdinand II of Tyrol] mein genedigst herrn auch 
schrifftlich gar genedigist gehorn auch Erzherzog Kharll [Charles II] mein genedigister herr sich auch gar 
genedigist zuthuen Erp[b]ottenn.  Sollich [page 2] E: Konig: Wuerdenn, genedigist befurderung will ich 
sambt mein khindenn umb Eur: Ko: W: geliegtenn herrn unnd vatter, mein allergenedigist herrn unnd umb E: 
K: W: hehorsamblich verdienn.“ letter to Princess Anna from Hans Ungnad dated August 22nd, 1559 in Krain 
Karton 2, HHSTA. 
249 see Bernhard Zimmerman, 42; Loserth, 105. 
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 Ungnad continued to work towards his idea of the Peace, one which, as we 

discussed in the introduction, was supported by Duke Christoph and other Protestant 

princes.  He found more sympathetic ears in the next generation of Habsburgs, 

particularly Maximilian II.  As the presumed heir to the Imperial crown, the latter was 

already an important figure in German politics.  He was titled a Duke of Austria from early 

on, even while apprenticing in the government of Spain between 1548 and 1550.  

Knowledgeable of the Spanish political system, yet rejecting its rigid orthodoxy, 

Maximilian II quickly gained standing among the German Protestant princes and, from his 

return to Austria in late 1550 until 1556, he worked alongside his father to secure his 

father’s Imperial coronation as well as his own status as heir apparent (being King of the 

Romans from 1556).  By 1557 his father put him in charge of Austria, and from then on he 

would be Archduke of Austria.  By 1559 he was effective King of Bohemia as well.250  It is 

still debatable the extent to which his moderate, tolerant views on religion affected his 

selection for these posts.  On the one hand it has been popular among historians to focus 

on the question of Imperial succession, which included a significant amount of 

correspondence between Philip II of Spain and Adam Dietrichstein as well as Ferdinand I 

and Pope Pius V.251  Yet the support Maximilian II gained among Protestants was enough 

to secure at least the titles mentioned above.  Also, Ferdinand I’s actual power to enforce 

                                                           
250 This is confirmed by his use (reciprocated by those he wrote to) of the terms “King of the Romans”, 
“Archduke of Austria” and “King of Bohemia “in letters from 1557, 1557, and 1559 respectively. 
251 Die Korrespondenz der Kaiser mit ihren Gesandten in Spanien. 1. Der Briefwechsel zwischen Ferdinand I., 
Maximilian II. und Adam von Dietrichstein : 1563 – 1565.  Strohmeyer, Arno Edelmayer, Friedrich Hrsg.  
Wien : Verl. für Geschichte u. Politik [u.a.] 1997. 
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his own decisions is somewhat questionable owing to his lack of finances and general ill 

health after 1558.252   

 Maximilian II’s transition into power happened gradually, over the course of about 

seven years (1557-1564).  It is, however, clear that by 1559 Maximilian II had a large 

amount of autonomy in decision-making, by which time Ungnad had advantageously 

made an impressionable hold on the young ruler.  The shift towards more autonomy for 

Maximilian II is evident in several sources.  The first is the change in the tone of the letters 

Maximilian II wrote before and after 1557.253  The second is the compromise reached at 

the Imperial Diet of 1558, which allowed Ferdinand I be officially crowned Emperor and 

openly acknowledged Maximilian II as his heir (King of the Romans).  This compromise will 

be discussed below in Chapter 4 at greater length.254  However, the critical point here is 

that the acceptance by the Habsburgs of the need for religious reformation in the 

Borderlands, which would begin primarily through the spread of materials printed in 

Truber’s Slovenian printing press under Ungnad’s supervision, could have factored as a 

bargaining chip used in the election of Ferdinand I to the imperial office in 1556.  This is 

bolstered by the fact that Ferdinand I’s power within the Empire actually lessened after 

                                                           
252 Ferdinand I’s later move against the unity he and Ungnad had wished to establish by promoting 
Catholicism over the Peace contributed to him becoming increasingly isolated, and when he died in 1564 in 
Vienna, he did so having squandered his power and standing among the nobles.  Brady, German Histories, 
246.  
253 A letter from January of 1557 from Maximilian II to Ferdinand I reveals his need to forward Ferdinand I a 
letter from Krain concerning stolen money, Maximilian II asks Ferdinand I for his advice. ( sheet 88 of bundle, 
Krain Karton 2, HHSTA), letters particularly in late 1557, and more frequently through 1558 and 1559, show 
Maximilian II using his titles as “king of Bohemia, and Archduke of Austria.” (see letter Letter 56a from 
Maximilian II to Vergerius thanking him for a book he sent, dated 4th of December, 1557, in Vergerius, 
Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph und Vergerius for the first such example of this and letter from Balthesar 
von Lamberg dated December 14th, 1557, Familie Korrespondence A, to Maximilian II, HHSTA).  It is clear 
that Ferdinand I had made up his mind before the 1558 Reichstag that Maximilian II would be his heir, 
changing his status within the Habsburg family. 
254 Some clues as to the roll that Ungnad may have played in influencing the princes on the matter of the 
Emperor’s election will undoubtedly be presented as well. See Chapter 4. 
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1558, once he had rejected outright Protestant reforms, while the power of Maximilian II 

increased.  Ungnad was aware of this, and his writings reflect this shift in patronage and 

loyalty.   

What then, were Maximilian II’s motivations for supporting this borderlands 

printing press?  Facing steep challenges in a string of offices to which he sought election, 

the printing press was one of several ways that he used to express his sympathies for the 

Protestant cause of spreading the Gospel in the borderlands.  Maximilian II’s carefully 

crafted image within the HRE as a moderate Catholic who was willing to work with the 

opposition could only be bolstered by such activities.  Furthermore, his election to the 

monarchy of Hungary required a show of good faith and certain concessions.  The key to 

his election was the support of the Hungarian Chancellor, of Slovenian and Croatian 

nobles in Royal Hungary, and the powerful Oláh family and its followers.  Among those 

concessions were certain provisions that guaranteed that any future member of the 

Habsburg family elected by the Hungarian nobility would be elected only after granting 

certain provisions acknowledging the sovereignty of the Hungarian Kingdom and its 

ability to govern itself.  This included a firm rejection of any attempt to write down or 

codify the Hungarian system of election.  Many powerful nobles in Hungary felt that these 

laws were to remain oral traditions, and to live in the hearts of the nobility.  Thus, the king 

gained support because concessions were made and Maximilian II was crowned in 1563 as 

King of Hungary and Croatia.  At the same time, Ungnad’s printing press showed the 

nobles visible proof that Maximilian II was indeed trying to be more than just protector of 

Austrian lands.  Primogeniture was never again used to try and make the Habsburg heir 
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the king, and from then on concessions always had to be made to the Hungarian noble 

estates.255  

 From 1560 onwards Ungnad’s primary activity would be the promotion of this 

printing press and the spread of the Gospel through Evangelical literature in the 

Borderlands.  The decision of the young King to allow and even support this endeavor 

speaks to the seriousness to which Ungnad and his network committed themselves to 

accomplishing it.  Furthermore, it is highly doubtful that Ungnad would have asked again 

for imperial support on this project if there was not already some larger consensus that 

assured him a chance of acceptance.  Thus, there is a sense of connection and shared 

purpose behind the letters written by Ungnad and his compatriots writing to Maximilian II 

between 1559 and 1561.  It is revealed first in the formality of the letters, which are 

written by several persons to influence the King’s decision.  Most notably, a bundle of 

letters from Ungnad, Primus Truber, and the nobles of Krain from 1560 came together to 

the imperial residence in Vienna within about a month’s time and reveal this conscious, 

broadly-unified movement towards spreading Evangelical literature into the 

Borderlands.256  In fact, it is only fair to surmise that these letters, far from being 

uncoordinated, show planning and foresight of a much bolder action than Ungnad’s single 

letter to Ferdinand I a few years previously.   

These critical years also saw the first materials published at the borderlands 

printing press in Urach, which Ungnad joyfully reported to Maximilian II and all the other 

                                                           
255 See Geza Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy in the Sixteenth Century, (New 
York: Columbia Press, 2009), 162-164 and 166-167. 
256 Letter in German to Maximilian II from the lords and people of Krain dated June 10th, 1560, Krain Karton 
2, HHSTA. 
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princes in Germany.257  Ungnad continued to correspond with members of his network in 

the borderlands as well as within the Empire.  A series of letters asking for donations was 

sent out, and Ungnad oversaw the collection of significant funds by ensuring that 

trustworthy friends would collect them within a given region and then transport them to 

Urach.   Bathasar Funk, the Bürgermeister of Memmingen, Ambrosius Fröhlich, Burgher in 

Vienna, and Landgrave Philip I of Hesse were the men he trusted with this collection 

within the Empire.  In Krain, his contacts were divided between those who collected 

money for the project and those responsible for distribution of the materials, once the first 

shipments reached them.  Those in charge of collecting money included Count Peter of 

Ebrau, Captain in Metling in Slovenia; Franz Barbo and Georg Zvečič in Laibach; Jobst von 

Gallenberg, who traveled throughout the Borderlands; and the Gnesio-Lutheran Matthias 

Khlombner in Slovenia and Hungary.  Those who distributed books, sometimes by selling 

but also through giving books away, included Fabian Kirchberger in Laibach, Nicolaus 

Drinovački and Gregor Vlahovič in Croatia, and Hans Lamella in Croatia and Bosnia.  None 

of these individuals were unimportant, and it speaks to the vision for missions among the 

burghers and nobility who had embraced the spread of Evangelical teachings that Ungnad 

was able to entrust these men with such important matters.258 

                                                           
257 The following letters were sent to announce the first printings in 1561: letters dated September 14th, 
1561 from Ungnad to various lords throughout the Empire, An update on the project was also sent to various 
lords, letter from Ungnand dated April 4th, 1563, in Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte 
Südslaven, pages 46-52, and 172-179. 
258 These names were all taken from letters to and from Ungnad printed in Kostrenčič, Ivan. Urkundliche 
Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven von 1559—65, (Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874); 
see also the chart of those within Ungnad and Truber’s confessional network, Appendix 2; for discussion of 
this project as an early form of Protestant missions see chapter 3. 
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In total, the press would print 26-30,000 copies of the Bible, Evangelical 

confessional literature and the Lutheran Catechism.259 Ungnad’s network included dozens 

of nobles, priests, burghers, imperial commanders, reformers, and book traders between 

Urach and the furthest reaches of the Borderlands.  Those who contributed to the press 

were mostly Lutheran, with a few moderate or irenicist Catholics.  Yet even among the 

Swiss, Ungnad found those willing to support this endeavor, including Heinrich Bullinger, 

the successor to Zwingli, and certain academics at the University of Basel like Professor 

Bonifacius Amerbach.260  Their contributions were substantial enough that Ungnad ended 

up sending them copies of the translated works, many of which still survive today within 

Basel’s university collection.  A recent volume dedicated to these exquisitely printed works 

shows us much more than the fine craftsmanship and superior print quality that decorated 

Ungnad’s work.  Just as important is the work of the translators, of whom Truber was the 

most senior.  Additionally, Ungnad’s correspondence with Amerbach, a member of the 

faculty at Basel reveals Ungnad’s purpose behind sending copies to Basel.    

Conclusion 

Ungnad, caught up in all the political movements of his time, still searched for a 

way to fund his printing press, something that became more important to the Habsburgs 

after 1558 as Ferdinand I’s power waned.  Ungnad’s support for the Slovenian printing 

                                                           
259These materials included New Testaments and Psalters, Abecedariums, Luther's Catechisms (large and 
small), Luther's letters to Melanchthon and Brenz, Melanchthon's Loci Communes, the Augsburg Confession, 
an Apology of the Augsburg Confession, Aonio Paleario's Beneficium Christi, Matthias Aulber's Ein Summa 
etlicher Predigten vom Hagel und Unholden, Songbooks, and Slovenian Church Regulations. Herm. Meyer, 
"Primus Truber, Hans Freiherr von Ungnad und Genossen" in Archiv für Geschichte des Deutschen 
Buchhandels, vol. 7 (Leipzig: Verlage des Vörsenvereins der Deutschen Büchhandler, 1882), 62-100. 
260 Vergerio and Truber both played a role in connecting Ungnad with Bullinger and Amerbach.  See 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
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press was his contribution to the political struggle.  His network of contacts within and 

outside the Empire not only proved useful in these endeavors, but it continued to grow 

until it included members of other Protestant faiths.  Such diversity in support mirrored the 

multiconfessional makeup of the borderlands as well as Ungnad’s primary cause, which 

was the spread of the Gospel.  His funeral sermon declared as much.  Using, of course, the 

1545 Luther translation of the Bible, the key verse was Matthew 16: 24-27 (“Jesus said to 

his disciples, ‘whoever will come after me must first deny himself,  pick up his cross and 

follow me.’“)261  After a lengthy exegesis the sermon proceeds to mention Ungnad.   

Thus, we have on this day, by the will and proclamation of the Almighty God, come 
to acknowledge the highborn noble, Lord Hans Ungnad, Freelord of Sonneck, etc., 
formerly councilor to His Imperial Roman Majesty, Captain-General of the 
Slovenian and Croatian Border Administrative District, Captain in Styria, Count of 
Cili and soon to be laid in the ground, who was also a right and truthful follower 
and disciple of our Lord Christ whom was the Lord’s beloved and who also helped 
him carry the cross.262 

 The sermon credits Ungnad with spreading the Gospel and Word of God to the court of 

the Emperor, and the borderland areas, doing so against great opposition and great 

adversaries.  The devil and the papacy, always in cahoots, had joined with a third force, the 

Turks, to stop Ungnad’s work.  Indeed, the region was described as “this devil’s garden“.263   

                                                           
261 „Jesus sprach zu seine Jüngern will mir jemand nachvolgen der verleügne sich selbst und neme sein 
Creütz auff sich und volgemir....“ 
262  „Also haben wir auch auff disen tag nach den willen und schickung des Allmechtigen Gottes des 
wolgebornen Herren Herrn Hansen Ungnad freyherren zu Sonneck, etc., weyland Röm. Key. Mt. Rhat, 
Oberster Feldhauptmann an den Wendischen und Crobatischen Gräntzen Landshauptmann in Steyr, 
Hauptmann unnd Vitzthumb zu Cili u. Allhie Leichnam zu der Erden bestätiget welcher auch ein rechter 
warhafftiger Nachvolger und Jünger unsers Herren Christi gewesen, den Herren geliebt und ime das Creütz 
auch helffen nachtragen.“ Andreä, Jacobus.  Leichpredig des Herrn H. Ungnad, (Tübingen, 1565.), 38. 
263 “And thusly manifested, that Devil, (as Christ the Lord called him) a prince of this world, craftily and 
ensnaringly stains all the gifts of God, by which the people of God must purge him.  In this the Devil’s Garden 
His mercies are for a long time walking around and they for many years allow these false fiends to circle 
around.” Translated from: „Und also augenscheinlich erfahren und greiffen müssen das der Teuffel (wie der 
Herr Christus sagt) ein fürst diser Welt seye, der alle Gaben Gottes besudelt, dardurch die Menschen von 
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The sermon applauds Ungnad for the efforts God had used him to promote true religion 

and spread it among different peoples.  His reward was an eternal reward far beyond 

anything imaginable in this world, “Therefore, having thus taken in hand the merciful 

teachings of our Lord Christ, since it still could not be desired by another, particularly as he 

says a serious reminder there.  That is no one but he who leaves his house or brother, or 

sister, or father or mother or wife or children or region for it, My will and for the Gospel, 

that will receive the eternal life a hundred-fold and in the future world.”264  Those who 

heard this sermon were in complete agreement.  Ungnad’s first calling had led him to 

questionable political positions, endangering his relationship with his feudal lord.  But he 

had forsaken all for an afterlife worth far more.  His reward for spreading the Gospel was 

not visible to the human eyes, it was something much more.  Truber and Vergerius, 

Ungnad’s helpers in the printing press, were present at his funeral.  While uncertain as to 

what the future held for the press after his death, these men did not give up, as they had 

wholeheartedly believed in this cause and had added their own expertise to the project. 

 

  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Gott abzuführen.  In disem Garten des Teuffels seyen ire Gnaden lange zeit umnspatzieret und sich disen 
arglistigen feind vil Jar umbführen lassen.“ Leichpredig des Herrn H. Ungnad., 39  
264 “Dieweil es dann nicht anderst sein kundt noch wollen, so haben ire Gnaden die Leer unsers Herren 
Christi an die Hand genommen, besonders aber die ernstliche erinnerung da er sagt.  Es ist niemand so er 
verlasset Hauß oder Brüder ider Schwester oder Vatter oder Mütter oder Weib oder Kinder oder Eckter umb 
meinen willen und umb des Evangelii willen der nicht hundertfeltig empfahe und in der zukunfftigen Welt, 
das ewig leben.“ ibid., 41 
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Chapter 2 

Primus Truber and Hans Ungnad  

 The following chapter demonstrates the functional relationship between the 

preacher and translator Primus Truber and his noble benefactor Hans Ungnad.265  These 

men enjoyed good relations with each other despite some significant theological 

differences between them.  Ultimately, it can be shown that Ungnad was the lynchpin that 

held the borderlands printing press and the Evangelical mission's effort in place.  Besides 

his efforts in gathering funding for the press, Ungnad’s network of contacts in Austrian 

lands granted the endeavor significant access through these land and support on a local 

level.  Truber would rely on this network in more than one way when the time came for the 

distribution of materials.  Ungnad's efforts to spread Evangelical literature into the 

                                                           
265 Supposedly born on June 8th, 1508, Truber, should be viewed as among the foremost reformers.  A 
studious priest in his early life, he attended the University of Vienna (1528), where his leanings towards 
humanism and reformation were awakened.  He took Latin classes but never graduated as the need for 
priests in Slovenia was great.  He returned to work for the Bishop of Trieste, the Italian Peter Bonomo, who 
transferred him to become preacher in Tüffer in 1530.  He preached well and was popular, being promoted 
to preacher in the larger Cathedral of St. Nicholas in Laibach in 1536.  Bonomo was a reform-minded bishop, 
who considered Truber trustworthy and the Bishop of Laibach, Christoph Rauber was also reform-minded, 
making Truber's ideas welcome and complimentary.  Rauber died in late 1536 and his successor, Franz 
Katzianer, was cautiously reform-minded.  However, Bonomo died in 1542 and Katzianer in 1543, leaving 
Truber alone among a new wave of hardliner Catholics including the Bishop of Istria, being also a Papal 
secretary and nuncio to the Habsburgs, Peter Paul Vergerio.  This man, ambitiously seeking the Cardinal's 
hat, sought to brand Truber's efforts heretical, finding among his books the writings of Schwenkfeld and John 
Calvin.  Truber was banished from Krain in 1547 and made his way slowly to Nurnberg, where, in 1548, he 
embraced the re-declaration of the Evangelical faith following the Augsburg Interim.  From then until his 
selection by Ungnad to be head of the translation project, Truber remained the Evangelical preacher of the 
Kempten congregation and began translating his Slovenian Bible.  Rolf-Dieter Kluge, "Primus Truber in 
Tübingen und Wüttemberg" in Ein Leben zwischen Laibach und Tuebingen: Primus Truber und seine Zeit, 
Rolf-Dieter Kluge, Hg., (München: Verlag Otto Sagner, 1995), 21-27;  the uncertainty surrounding his birth is 
contributed to the fact that that date is given on his baptism certificate meaning that he could have been 
born a week or two before the given date (if his parents held to the traditional time to baptize the infant, 
otherwise, he could be as much as a year or more older).  Only recently have historians unearthed 
information pertaining to his infancy and parentage since a recent study of tax records in Slovenia indicates 
that his father's name was actually Michael Malner (aka Miller) and that he took his mother's maiden name, 
"Trubar" (meaning "trumpet" in the bodily or character sense, not an occupation) later in life. Boris Golec, 
“Neue Erkenntnisse über die Herkunft und Identität von Primus Truber” in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische 
Reformator und Württemberg, 79-92. 
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borderlands deliberately targeted several areas where Truber's translations would have the 

greatest impact.     

 The borderlands printing project in Urach, as one of the first attempts at 

Evangelical missions in Europe, played a decisive role in the interactions between the 

Protestant Germanic princes and the inhabitants in Krain.  The significance of this printing 

endeavor is evident through the plethora of Biblical literature it produced.   The 

translators worked to translate and print the Bible into Slovenian, Croatian, and 

Hungarian, while other languages, such as Italian and Polish were considered (some Italian 

literature was eventually added).  The funding of a project that included such a diverse set 

of languages speaks to the princes, translators, and reformers unified vision in reaching 

the entire region, for the inclusion of each of these languages was meant to meet the 

majority of ethnic groups living in the region.  Moreover, for the Slovenians along the 

border with the Ottoman Empire, the Urach press' output formed the basis of the written 

Slovenian language and literature, but the borderlands printing project’s purpose grew to 

include an even greater Slavic audience, reaching, if possible, all those of Slavic ancestry 

all the way to Moscow and Constantinople.  Displaying the grand vision of Ungnad and the 

multiple abilities of Truber, these men built a broad coalition of support that extended 

into the HRE and included notable Catholic and Protestant princes as well as burghers and 

nobles from among many of the imperial free cities.   

While several printing presses worked in and around Württemberg, producing 

Bibles and Lutheran confessional materials for distribution on the outskirts of the Holy 

Roman Empire, Ungnad's press was the only one that developed into an inter-faith 
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endeavor.266  The support that Vienna, along with other Austrian cities and regions, 

provided Ungnad's printing press can rightly be said to have been vital to its success.  This 

chapter also highlights Ungnad's network in Austria, and both Ungnad and Truber's high 

reputations among the nobility and burghers.  The borderlands printing press in Urach, has 

often been overlooked as an example of cooperation and religious coexistence between 

the Hapsburgs and Protestant nobility, in part because Vienna has not always been 

remembered as a center for Reformation, although this chapter reiterates that it was.267 

However, divergence in opinion among those involved, not limited to Catholic and 

Protestant, existed even between the primary members of the coalition.  The split after 

Luther’s death between the compromising Philippists and the hardliner Gnesio-Lutherans 

had created two opposing camps within the Evangelical faith, both which attempted to 

influence the funding of the printing press and whose strife limited its ability to spread 

abroad.  This division of reforming forces presented a significant challenge for Truber and 

Ungnad.  What is evident in the relationship of Ungnad and Truber is a willingness to set 

aside, or compromise on certain religious matters without relinquishing one's beliefs.  This 

follows very closely Benjamin Kaplan's observation that, "Tolerance, then, was fully 

compatible with the belief that one knew the correct path to heaven.  It did not, as some 

scholars have suggested, require skepticism concerning the ability of humans to 

                                                           
266 A brief overview of the printing projects at Württemberg show that the Lutheran princes’ support of the 
Urach printing press amounted to an ambitious German mission project to spread “Evangelism” (early 
Lutheranism) and Reformation ideals.  Friedrich Christian Schnurrer, Slavischer Bucherdruck in Würtemberg 
im 16 Jahrhundert, München: Dr. Dr. Rudolf Trofenik, 1989), 22-71. 
267 See Karl Schwarz, "Wien - eine Stadt der Reformation?" in Die Reformation in Mitteleuropa, Vincenc 
Rajšp, Karl Scharz, Boguslaw Dybas and Christian Gastgeber, eds., (Wien: 2011), 7-9. 
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distinguish true Christianity from false."268   A higher purpose drove these men to set aside 

differences in order to see this mission completed.  More importantly, their tolerance 

highlights the apocalyptic vision of the world shared by Truber and Ungnad, which spurred 

on their enterprise.  

Truber, as a leading reformer and practical-minded theologian, represents a 

mediating figure within the Evangelical faith.  His role in the borderlands printing project, 

as primary Biblical literature translator and church reformer in Krain, also reveals several 

pertinent points concerning belief and practice in the borderlands.  Furthermore, his 

relationship with Ungnad reflects the diversity of belief that developed within the 

Evangelical camp during this era.  The borderlands printing press reiterates the challenge 

of tolerance and religious coexistence throughout Central Europe which originated 

because of specific circumstances in Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, Poland and 

Austria.269   

The divisions still existed, among Evangelicals even, alongside this tolerant 

behavior.  Following the teachings of Matthias Flacius Illyricus, the ardently Evangelical 

Austrian nobility supported Ungnad and pushed for more stringent measures on inclusion 

of printed materials and implementation of a territorial church in Krain.  On the other end, 

Ungnad had to contend with moderate Catholics such as the humanists and irenicists 

within the Habsburg court in Vienna, who also supported this endeavor, but had different 

ideas as to the type of reform and printed materials to be distributed.  Most notably, King 

and Archduke Maximilian II lent his support and money, but also sought certain 

                                                           
268 Benjamin Kaplan, "Coexistence, Conflict, and the Practice of Toleration", in A Companion to the 
Reformation World, R. Po-chia Hsia, ed., (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004), 490. 
269 See Introduction. 
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guarantees that he would remain in control of the territory, despite the formation of an 

Evangelical territorial church.  

 The borderlands therefore highlight the complexity of the confessional landscape 

in Europe -perhaps like very few other places in Europe.  Living with such diversity required 

a give and take of ideas, even as each side insisted upon their faith being correct.  What 

has been described as a liminal pattern of multiconfessional developed within Austrian 

lands, but along the borderlands, a hybrid pattern existed, sometimes moving between 

entrenched or concentric patterns. 270  The Hapsburg rulers soon faced an ardently 

Protestant nobility that held political and militarily powerful positions.  These powerful 

Protestants would remained so through the beginning of the seventeenth century even as 

the Habsburgs attempted to limit the number of Protestants serving them at court.271     

The success of the endeavor hinged on the coming together and cooperation of so 

many important pieces that it is a wonder it lasted as long as it did.  Highlighted in the 

introduction, the three stages the borderlands printing press (1556-1564) occured at the 

height of this Protestant power.  While the translation had actually begun in the early 

1550s, the process saw intensification and completion only after funds had been raised.  

Also, some disagreements about the proper translation of certain passages as well as the 

readability of the first distributed copies complicated this process.  The diversification of 

the press to include the other languages mentioned above also highlight the various 

editions prepared during those years.  Some of the setbacks indicated in the first chapter 

                                                           
270

 David M. Luebke, “A Multiconfessional Empire”, in A Companion to Multiconfessionalism in the Early 
Modern World. Thomas Max Safley, ed. Leiden: Brill, 2011, 129-154. 
271 Karin J. MacHardy, "Cultural Capital, Family Strategies and Noble Identity in Early Modern Habsburg 
Austria: 1579-1620" in Past and Present, 163 (1999), 36-75. 
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hindered this from being actually completed until about 1563.  Also, the distribution of the 

finished translations among the Croatian and Slovenian nobility in the borderlands, and 

the beginnings of a territorial church, required the full utilization of Ungnad’s network, 

which only occured as long as he was alive.   

Why has this printing press been ignored (outside of several important regional 

studies) for so long, if its products were instrumental in promoting tolerance between the 

Christian faiths, expanding imperial authority in the region, establishing the Evangelical 

territorial church in the area, and the foundations of the modern written languages of 

Slovenian and Croatian?  One possibility is that it has been misunderstood as an 

unsuccessful political move to counter the Ottoman advance and not as something 

religiously motivated.  Furthermore, the contribution that the translators gave to their 

respective languages has only recently extended into the historical field beyond 

biographers and linguists who looked at it from a humanist standpoint.272  A concise study 

of what these men contributed to the printing press delivers different answers as to their 

motivations as well as their vision for the press.   

1. Introducing Truber 

Primus Truber in particular stands out for several reasons, not the least because his 

correspondence, as lead translator and reformer, concerning the printing press has 

                                                           
272 Articles and books focusing on the language contributions include, but are not limited to: Ahicic, Kozma. 
“Musculus, Gwalther, Luther, Erasmus. Primus Truber as the First Slovenian Translator of Scriptural Texts” in 
Zwingliana. 36 (2009) and Elizabeth Seitz, Primus Truber: Schopfer der Slovenischen Schriftsprache, 
(Munchen: Otto Sagner, 1998).  Until recently no work had built upon the most scholarly collection of 
articles on Truber: Primus Truber und Seine Zeit, Rolf-Dieter Kluge, Herausgegeben, München: Verlag otto 
Sagner, 1995, since 2008 and several publications on Truber similar to: Sošo, Uredil, ed. Vera in Hotenja: 
Studije o Primožu Trobarju in njegovem Času. Jerše: Sovenska Matica, 2009, the collection of articles in 
Sönke, Lorenz, Anton Schindling, Wilfried Setzler. Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und 
Württemberg. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011 has become the foremost collected study on Truber.   
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survived, including letters to Maximilian, Duke Christoph, Hans Ungnad and other 

important participants of the Urach printing press.  The second reason is his devotion to 

his Slovenian homeland.273  His youth had been spent close to the land since his parents 

were of peasant stock.  He would continue to hold a connection to the land, which 

sometimes became visible through the language he used in his letters.  His concern for the 

Slovenian region and the influence of foreign, Catholic forces on the land is evident when 

he wrote to Maximilian about his appointment as reformer in Krain in a letter dated 15th of 

July 1560,  

And since this energetic calling is not mine alone, but rather much more from the 
estates, but since the Jesuits, bishops and monks, whom his Roman Imperial 
Majesty, etc. lends too much faith, being contrary to the true religion and had 
ordered that thirteen years ago that I should have been dragged into 
imprisonment, which still has not been annulled, and it would lead to completely 
dangerous and thereby unwise to desire this.  Thus, I cultivated counsel with his 
illustrious Christian Lord [Duke Christoph], and also with learned, prudent and 
God-fearing people.274   

 

Therefore, even his inclusion in the process required a significant amount of negotiation 

between the princes and the Imperial court in Vienna. 

Perhaps the most interesting question about the inclusion of Truber in the 

borderlands printing project is his religious belief.  He came into the project with some 

Lutherans believing he held Zwinglian doctrines and he was known to have had within his 

collection books by supposed radicals like Kaspar Schwenkfeld.  Yet astute analysis of 
                                                           
273 August Dimitz, Geschichte Krains: von der Ältesten Zeit bis auf das Jahr 1813, erster theil, (Laibach: Ign. V. 
Kleinmayr & Fed. Bamberg, 1874), 231. 
274"Unnd dieweil diser eifferiger beruf nicht allain mir, sonder vil mer der landtschafft von wegen daß die 
jhesuwiter, bischouen unnd münchen der waren religion zuwider sind, welchen die ro. Kay. Mt. etc. zuvil 
glaubt, unnd die bevelch, so sie vor 13 jarrn uber mich, das ich gefanglich einzogen solt worden sein, 
außgepracht, sein noch nicht cassiert, gancz gefarlich unnd darauß grosser unrath ervolgen möcht, hab ich 
deß wegen bey dem durchleuchtigen, christenlichen herrn, auch bey gelerten, verstendigen unnd 
gottsfürchtigen personnen raths pflegen." Primus Truber, Pisma Primoža Trubarja. Jože Rajhman, Hgg. 
(Llubljana, 1986), 67-68. 
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Truber’s correspondence with non-Evangelicals reveals his devotedness to the Evangelical 

cause even as he was willing to hear from and consider the viewpoints of others.  Truber 

was the most capable man for this work.  His broad vision for his translation extended 

beyond the parameters of the printing press, but he continued to remain true to the Urach 

press’ Evangelical objectives.   As he adamantly stated to Duke Christoph, “I have been and 

preach Lutheran”.275  Truber wished to see his fellow Slovenians accept Protestant 

teachings and recieve more education.  He accepted his role in translating for the printing 

press because he saw it as a first step towards igniting the entire region in religious zeal 

through the spread of the Bible, which he combined with a humanist desire to increase 

learning and knowledge.276     

The relationship of Primus Truber and Ungnad was complex and included other 

individuals with whom they interacted or included in their networks. Their shared vision -

for Slovenians to read the Bible in their own language- led to the translation that was 

produced, yet each man had distinct motivations.  Although he did not translate the entire 

Bible, Truber's translation of the New Testament and additional Evangelical literature was 

paramount to the success of the printing press, and, as has been noted by his biographers, 

defined parts of the written language of the Slovenians similarly to how Luther’s Bible 

standardized German.277  He wanted to make a lasting impact on his homeland and he 

did.  Thus, his work has traditionally been seen as particularly important for literary and 

humanist studies concerning Slovenia in the sixteenth century.  For this study, the 

                                                           
275 „ich sei und predige lutherisch,“ Truber, 63. 
276Ibid., 35-43. 
277 Seitz, 9.  
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particular interest has been his primary role in the translations and his ability to associate 

with various persons of different faiths involved in the project.   

The spread of biblical teaching, particularly into areas close to the Slovenian and 

Croatian borders, was just one step towards the ultimate goal of reaching those peoples 

beyond the borders, even to rulers wishing to reform religion outside the traditional 

bounds of the Hungarian Kingdom.  As he reiterated in the abovementioned letter to 

Maximilian II “And that these [princes] are responsible for other populations, because your 

subjects of these two languages, also the Turks, their neighbors, will make use of it, hence 

through it they obtain more peace from the Turks than with their pikes and musket, as I 

then about this matter wrote at length to Your Royal Majesty in the forward of the Letter 

to the Romans.”278 He strove for the success of this mission so that he could spread the 

gospel even further, and he remained in constant contact with several important financial 

members of the project, pressing them for funding and support when need arose.  As we 

have seen, there are several letters written to his patron Duke Christoph of Württemberg 

and to Maximilian II.279  Both men were interested in receiving regular updates from him, 

since it remained a primary way of keeping tabs on the project and its expenditures.  

While some of the letters dealt with monetary matters, Truber’s letters also dealt with: 

what was expected by the other donors, whether or not the translations were progressing 

on schedule, and the finished product's reception among the people.  He even offered 

                                                           
278 “ Unnd daß sein sie für anndere nationen schuldig, darumb daß ir underthanen diser beider sprachen, 
auch die Türckhen, ire nachpauern, sich geprauchen, dardurch sie vom Türchkhen mehrer frid dann mit iren 
spuessen und puchßen erlangen werden, wie ich dan von dißem handel in der vorred der epistel zun Römern 
an e. ku. mt. hab ain mehrers geschriben.“ Truber, 67-68. 
279 Truber also dedicated the introduction of the Gospel of Matthew to Maximilian II when it first came out. 
Primus Truber, “Deutsche Vorred.” In Biblia Slavica IV-3: Die Übersetzungen des Primož Trubar (1555-1582) 
und des Jurij Dalmatin (1575-1580). Jože Krašovec, Majda Merše, Hans Rothe, eds. Paderborn, Germany: 
Ferdinand Schöningh, 2006. 
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praise that the donations of the high-born princes would produce both spiritual and 

secular benefit, commending Maximilian II at one point for his substantial contribution to 

the project and encouraging him that the project would bear fruit by increasing his 

reputation.280    

Truber’s ties to the Slovenian land are obvious in many letters, as he uses 

terminology or grammar structures uncommon for a native German speaker.   As for many 

reformers of the era, it is easy to see his connection to the common folk as well, for his 

sermons and letters convey the language of someone whom they would understand and 

appreciate.  The metaphorical message of Truber’s terminology is evident in his letters and 

his success in translating the New Testament into Slovenian, which incorporated this 

ability to connect with the common people through their everyday language. 281  A recent 

study has confirmed these aspects of his theology.  Köpf shows that Truber's preaching had 

the following characteristics: 1) pastoral, 2) the importance of Moses, the prophets, and 

the Apostles, 3) the Gospel of Justification by Faith Alone (sola fide) accompanied by the 

grateful reactions by those sinners redeemed, 4) freeing people from the shackles of a 

false and erring clergy, 5) drum up resistance to the earthly enemies of God (the Pope and 

the Turks).282   

When he uses similar language in his letters to the princes, it indicates the genuine 

concern he had for the borderlands printing project and its success.  In many respects his 

letters attempted vigorously to keep the project going, knowing quite well the value 

correspondence played in maintaining his cause, particularly among those like Maximilian 

                                                           
280 Letter 27th of July 1560, HHStA Krain Karton 2. 
281  Truber., 67-68. 
282 Ulrich Köpf, “Primus Truber als Theologe”, in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und 
Württemberg on pages 93-101. 
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II who seemed to have various reasons for supporting this endeavor.  Thus, one of Truber's 

many roles was to convince these men that their support was integral to the success of the 

work.  Through his letters, he succeeded quite well. 

His letters indicate the multifaceted role he played in the printing project.  Facing 

multiple suggestions on how and what the press should focus on, it is a wonder he was able 

to accomplish as much as he did!  He tailored much of what he wrote to please the prince 

or person in the letter.  His correspondence with Bullinger and other theologians is 

personal but serious, while the letters to the nobles in Krain are formal and usually quick to 

the point.  When he speaks to Ungnad Truber addresses him flatteringly as “my gracious 

lord Ungnad.”283  Indeed,  Ungnad was his senior in age as well as position, and Truber 

maintained  respect and admiration for him.   Truber’s language when speaking to 

Maximilian II is even more formal.  For example he uses titles such as “your illustrious, 

almighty king,” and addresses him throughout his letters as “gracious lord”.284  Since these 

terms are often used in reference to titles that Maximilian II held only nominally (Such as 

king of Bohemia), these terms are anticipatory, meant to flatter but also express to 

Maximilian II that he realized he was the authority, next in line to the throne.  This does 

not mean that Truber is hesitant to express his opinions, but it is evident that he is careful 

to express things according to the prescribed means of the patron/clientage network.285 

2. Broad support for the press 

Demonstrating a unity of purpose by both imperial cities and the territorial princes 

within the HRE, the borderlands printing press brought together many of the major 

                                                           
283 “meinem gnedigen herren Ungnad,” Truber., 36. 
284 “Durchleuchtigster, großmächtigster konig,”and „gnädigster herr“, ibid, 67-68. 
285 Truber, 70-73. 
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Protestant rulers within the empire.  The main German princes that will be discussed in this 

chapter and the next are Christoph of Württemberg and Albrecht of Prussia, but there 

were others.286  Their commitment to this project signifies a solid Evangelical coalition that 

influenced the production of the printing press.287  Of the many notable cities within the 

HRE that contributed (Nürnburg, Augsburg, etc.), Vienna, as the Hapsburg capital, cannot 

be forgotten for its contribution since a significant number of burghers supported the 

borderlands printing press.  In fact, Vienna remained one of the highest financial givers 

despite the fact that it was neither thriving nor powerful (the Emperor, Ferdinand I, 

actually resided in Prague for fear of the Ottomans).  Certainly Vienna was a city very much 

within the borderlands.288  The support from burghers within and along the borders of the 

empire is intriguing since it indicates similarities in political goals with the German 

princes, endeavoring to maintain their traditional hold over their city’s affairs even as the 

Habsburgs worked to centralize their administration.  

The primary intent of the borderlands printing press was the evangelization of the 

Croatian and Slovenian people in the borderlands, but some have rightly recognized that 

the greater goal involved making inroads into Ottoman, and Russian lands.289  This 

correlates with our knowledge of Ungnad and his belief that the Ottoman incursions were 

apocalyptic in nature, and that only the spread of God’s Word could save these people 

                                                           
286 The following Protestant Princes were heavily involved in funding this endeavor: Christoph of 
Württemberg, Philipp of Hessen, Albrecht of Prussia, Johann Friedrich of Saxony, Joachim and Wolfgang of 
Anhalt, and Electors Johann of Brandenburg and August I of Saxony. See Friedrich Christian Schnurrer, 
Slavischer Bucherdruck in Würtemberg im 16 Jahrhundert, (München: Dr. Dr. Rudolf Trofenik, 1989), 55-63. 
287 Primus Truber, Truber Briefe, Theodor Elze, ed., (Tübingen: Literarischen Verein in Stuttgart, 1897), 55. 
288Louthan, 3. 
289 Pörtner, 55. 
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before the end.290  But it cannot be said that all those involved in the funding of the 

borderlands printing press agreed with this idea. From a Habsburg perspective, some 

historians have suggested that the printing press was related to Hapsburg attempts at 

undermining Ottoman advances into Central Europe.291  While this may have been one 

part of the Hapsburg scheme, it does not explain why such obviously “Lutheran” materials 

were allowed into “Catholic” lands.  Nor does it explain Hapsburg faith that funding this 

press would produce meaningful change against the Ottoman Turks, particularly during a 

time when Imperial finances were stretched precariously thin.  Turning a blind eye to the 

already widely proliferated Protestant materials being distributed within Austrian territory 

is one thing, to finance an operation that could be potentially subversive is another.  

Participating in this endeavor raised more political questions than answers, and in such a 

case it is important to consider additional political and some non-political reasons to 

explain why the borderlands printing press continued for as long as it did.  The diverse 

goals of the project should be considered within the context of the prescribed distribution 

of the materials over a variety of areas within the borderlands, as near as Krain and as far 

away as Moldavia, Romania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, and Constantinople.292  Greater 

considerations were at stake than what has been previously analysed. 

                                                           
290 see Chapter 1. 
291 The most famous study on this is part of a larger study on Primus Truber.  Its main assertion is that the 
purpose of this press was to test the waters on a possibly larger translation project for the whole Balkans 
Peninsula in an attempt to cause religious uprisings all the way to Constantinople.  Hermann Ehmer “Der 
Slawische Buchdruck des Hans Ungnad in Urach” in Ein Leben zwischen Laibach und Tuebingen, Rolf-Dieter 
Kluge, Herausgegeben, (München: Verlag otto Sagner, 1995) 438-451; since 2008 (the 500th anniversary of 
Truber’s birth, several publications about him have succinctly analyzed his contribution to the Reformation at 
large, although certain information about him remains debated, including his birth date and birth house, see 
Sönke, Lorenz, Anton Schindling, Wilfried Setzler. Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und 
Württemberg. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011.  
292 Zimmermann, “Die Bedeutung Weins für die Reformation und Gegenreformation bei den Kroaten und 
Slowenen,” 30-35. 
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Indeed, questions abound as to the social, financial, and religious nature of this 

endeavor and the inclusion of Austrian Habsburg support for the borderlands printing 

press cannot be simply dismissed as political in nature without first exploring other forces 

at work that motivated this project.  As we have seen in the example of Ungnad in the first 

chapter, the relationship between the Austrian nobles and the Habsburgs was contentious 

at times, and the nobles focused upon proving their loyalty even while maintaining their 

theological differences.  The reasons for cooperation in beginning and funding the 

printing press depended more upon the individuals involved and their own reasons for 

contributing to the press rather than a single reason, whether political, religious, social or 

economic.   

From an Evangelical standpoint, the printing press was ideally set up to print and 

distribute translated New Testaments and confessional literature to the nobility and 

people of learning in Krain in an attempt to convert them.  The Croatian and Slovenian 

nobility, many of whom knew German or Latin as their secondary language and agreed 

with Luther's call for reforms, became the target audience.  Consequently, this endeavor 

was chiefly magisterial in nature yet enjoyed the favor of a willing and receptive audience.  

Evangelicals felt a certain amount of oversight was required since this area was heavily 

influenced by competing ideas of reform.  Surrounding Krain were Reformed and Anti-

Trinitarian movements in Hungary, Catholic reform movements originating from Jesuits in 

Italy, and so-called radical literature, such as Schwenckfeld.  Primus Truber was 

particularly concerned with how his translations would be received in this area, as he 
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stated in his letters.  His continual communication with those higher up grant us some 

insight into these concerns.293     

Ungnad was Truber’s closest superior and their correspondence is particularly 

pertinent in identifying the multiple motivations behind the borderlands printing press.  

The relationship the two men had with each other was personable, but it was not 

completely analogous.  Substantial theological differences existed between Ungnad, the 

Gnesio-Lutheran and Truber, who fluttered between the Melanchthon and Flacian 

positions in the monergist debate, their unity of purpose did not fall within the realm of 

theology as much as around the utility of the borderlands printing press for the Evangelical 

cause.  Far from being theoretical or deeply theological, Truber remained fixed upon 

practical implications of salvation, and his theology was similarly structured.  This applied 

theology remained useful in the translating endeavors and in organizing the territorial 

church in Krain, but it meant that he also often did not care to partake in the particulars of 

theological debates over such things as monergism or the Eucharist.294 

3. Truber’s role in the press 

The pairing of Ungnad and Truber may seem at first unlikely and may never have 

happened had Ungnad not been in self-imposed “exile.”  Similarly, Truber had been 

banished from his homeland in 1547 when the Bishop of Laibach had identified him as the 

leader of a substantial Protestant movement among the Slovenian priests in Krain.  

Truber's exile had included his condemnation by one of the Bishop's fellow clergymen, 

                                                           
293 Truber, 102-103. 
294 Vekoslav Grmič, "Prinzipien von Trubers theologischem Denken", in Ein Leben zwischen Laibach und 
Tuebingen, 251-258. 
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former papal nuncio to Vienna and Bishop of Istria, Peter Paul Vergerio.295   From his exile 

until after the Peace of Augsburg, Truber had been a preacher at Kempten in Germany, 

preaching in German and making a name for himself as a solidly Evangelical reformer.  He 

began his Bible translation while in Kempten, but moved to Tübingen and then Urach 

when he met Ungnad.  Truber jumped at the opportunity to print his translation of the 

New Testament, because he saw it as a tool for the spread of Christian understanding and 

truth, as he saw it, according to the Evangelical catechism.   

Both men brought ample enthusiasm and support to the project.  Ungnad had 

become convinced of the usefulness of translating the Lutheran catechism into borderland 

languages because of his admiration of Luther’s German translation, and after meeting 

with him during a trip to Saxony in 1540.296  While Ungnad’s personal religious leanings 

tended towards the more hard-line teachings of Flacius (already with a significant 

influence in the borderlands), Truber had more humanist leanings, considering among his 

friends those in various Swiss and German cities including Swiss Reformed figures, 

Philippists and Flacians (Gnesio-Lutherans).  While this may have made Truber's reputation 

suspect to certain Evanglicals (some charged that he tended to lean more towards Zwingli 

on communion) his theology remained Evangelical and he could count among his 

qualifications his solid understanding of Slovenian as well as Latin and German.297 

                                                           
295 Their eventual reconciliation and pairing would lead to Truber, describing his new-found friendship with 
Vergerio while working on the printing press in 1560, that "Vergerio had been my Saul but has now become 
my Paul.", Sönke Lorenz “Von Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio”, in Primus 
Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg, 247-257. 
296 Loesche, 216. 
297 Truber was accused of being a follower of Zwingli but never dropped from the project because of it.  
Duke Christoph in Württemberg certainly had no problems with Truber as long as he followed the printing 
presses agenda; Zimmerman, “Die Bedeutung Wiens für die Reformation und Gegenreformation bei den 
Kroaten und Slowenen,” in JGGPÖ, 25; Truber, 6. 
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  Truber was considered a decent Latin grammarian, as revealed in his translations.  

In fact, several syntactical structures in Slovenian writing originate from Latin and were put 

in place by Truber through his translation.298  From Tübingen Truber was given the 

assistance of three individuals who were well respected in their scholarly abilities: Jakob 

Andreae, Martin Crusius, and Erhard Cellius.  These professors at Tübingen each 

contributed in their area of expertise to exert a significant amount of influence upon 

Truber’s translations.  In particular, the first two contributed in these ways: Andreas, who 

was also a printer with connections in the borderlands, ensured the quality of the books 

produced;   Martin Crusius, a renowned Greek scholar, introduced Truber to the necessary 

tools for translating out of the Greek and reviewed certain sections for Truber.  All three 

men oversaw and approved of Truber's translation from a scholarly standpoint, satisfying 

both Philippists and Flacians within the Evangelical camp.299   

Truber also came to be respected by many of those who funded the project, as well 

as several preachers and nobles in Slovenia, which made him the project's primary 

correspondent.  Initially, certain Flacian supporters and even his fellow translators, 

Dalmatin and Consul, viewed his translation work with uncertainty, but eventually they 

became impressed and inspired by his desire to spread the Bible in this area, and they 

continued to work at completing the task after Ungnad's death.   Particularly slow in the 

                                                           
298 Elizabeth Seitz, Primus Truber: Schopfer der Slovenischen Schriftsprache? (Munchen: Otto Sagner, 1998), 
10. 
299

 It seems probable, then, that these three men approved of Truber's translations and provided him with 
the necessary books to complete the task. Franz Brendle, “Vom Leben und Sterben Herr Primus Trubers”, in 
Sönke, Lorenz, Anton Schindling, Wilfried Setzler. Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und 
Württemberg. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011) , 13-21; Also, a recent article pin-points the primary Bible 
translations that Truber used in creating his Slovenian translation, all respected sources, Musculus' Latin 
translation of the Psalms, the two prevalent German translations of the Bible, Gwalther and Luther, and the 
Latin Translation of Erasmus.  Ahicic, Kozma. “Musculus, Gwalther, Luther, Erasmus. Primus Truber as the First 
Slovenian Translator of Scriptural Texts” in Zwingliana. 36 (2009). 
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translating process were the Croatian translations, in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic scripts, 

which were overshadowed by a dispute between Truber and Consul over the latter's 

abilities to translate into Croatian.300  Truber had already Latinized Slovenian while at 

Kempten, working out a system that would eventually be standardized by Adam Bohorić 

later in the sixteenth century.  Since Croatian continued to be written in the ancient 

Glagolitic and the medieval Cyrillic type, both were included early on in the printing press.  

Translating the Bible into two scripts was no small feat, but Consul nevertheless attempted 

to do so.  His efforts were not as successful as Truber's, but his work did form the basis for 

later translators.  Eventually, the Croatian translation would be taken up again by Bartol 

Kašić in 1604, converting Croatian to the modernized Latin alphabet.301   

Truber's roles as reformer and leading translator were clear.  Ungnad's role as 

financier of the project was also clear.302  However, his correspondence with Ungnad 

reveals that both men sometimes took on additional duties.  Truber specifically helped in 

the collecting of funds from many of those within Ungnad's network, indicating that once 

Ungnad had facilitated the connections between Truber and these men, he often stepped 

back.303  In two successive letters, April 1st of 1560 and July 17th of 1561, Truber wrote to 

Ungnad to complain to him of the slow progress of the project.  In the first letter he spoke 

of his hope that Maximilian II will continue to help the project.304  He also mentioned 

several large amounts collected for the borderlands printing press, which would help 

                                                           
300 Truber, 146-151. 
301 Dalmatin’s continuation of Truber’s work by translating the entire Bible into Slovenian would also find a 
later completion in 1584. 
302 See First Chapter. 
303 There are 14 known letters written by Truber to Ungnad (1560-1564).  Ungnad's responses to these 
letters have not been uncovered yet.   
304 "Und ich hab mich getröst, der künig Maximilian würd unß helffen, ist aber biß herr nit bechehen." 
Truber, 61-62. 
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speed up the project.305  He ended that letter with a hope in the eventual completion of 

the endeavor, "Christ the Lord, whose realm we commemorate, hoping such efforts as this 

Godly work expand and make known his Holy Name to the Turks as well, Your Grace and 

all who thusly to it advise and help, will reward each amply with eternal life."306  However, 

by his second letter, over a year later, Truber expressed to Ungnad his frustration with the 

slowness of the project.  "And I must already delay and wait another four to five weeks for 

what His Roman Imperial Majesty etc. will undertake against us, whereupon my project 

will again emerge, God willing, as Your Grace decreed."307  In particular, Truber refers to 

Ungnad's second attempt at receiving permission to distribute the literature in Krain.  The 

resistance that Ferdinand I (but not Maximilian II) had towards the project was side-

stepped, as discussed in chapter 1.  Yet even as Truber awaited Ungnad to complete his 

efforts, he continued to collect donations and correspond with the other translators.   

In one instance Truber mentioned his correspondence with Ambrosius Fröhlich to 

Ungnad, stating that Fröhlich was sending them a Serbian scholar to look over the 

translation in a few months.308   Fröhlich also provided funding from Vienna for Truber, 

who in all his resourcefulness did not wait upon Ungnad to collect funds from people 

within their network.  Truber traveled to Krain in early 1561 and spent most of the year 

near Laibach overseeing collections in that territory. Truber records, "I have received 100 

                                                           
305 "so wolten wir den crobatischen druckh inerhalb 10 oder 12 wochen anfahen, dan die buchstaben werden 
in 7 oder 8 wochen fertig." Truber, 61-62. 
306 "Solches wird Christus der herr, welches reich wir gedenkhen mit diser gottseligen arbeit zu erweitern 
und seinen heiligen namen auch den Tuerkhen bekhant zu machen, e. g. und allen denen, die darzu rathen 
und helffen, jm ewigen leben reichlichen belonen." ibid., 61-62. 
307 "Unnd ich mueß noch 4 oder 5 wochen alhie verziehen und wartten, was dj rom. khay. mt. etc. gegen unns 
wirdt furnemen.  Alßdann will mich wider hinauß, wills gott, zw e. g. verfuegen." ibid., #21, p. 89. 
308 "Der Ambrosy Fröllich schreibt unns, wie er unns ein gelertten Sirven in cyruliza uber zway monnatt geen 
Tubingen schikhen wölle."ibid., #21, p. 89. 
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thaler from the Carinthians at Villach and another that Your Grace ordered from Michellen 

Straussen through Claussen from the Lord Haugen of Augsburg.  Also, Fröhlich writes, Your 

Grace, that another [donation] has been sent from Vienna."309  In this case Truber acted as 

an accountant, tallying the amounts as they came in and recording for Ungnad the names 

of those that had promised him they would contribute.  Not only was it difficult to make 

sure that promised funds were delivered, but Truber had the difficulty of tracking the 

funds to ensure their safe arrival.  This added work to his already busy translating and 

printing schedule.  Ungnad's response to Truber was always to continue with the 

translating and printing and inform him of who had yet to send money so that he could 

inquire into the reason for its absence:  "In the meantime, as they wrote, sirs Anton and 

Stephan do their best and print the Gospel."310  

Even so, from time to time Truber's letters mention Ungnad's interventions, and we 

can in those instances see that Truber trusted his superior's decisions, even when they were 

at odds with what Truber wanted.  For instance, one could reference the original 

expansion of the project, which had indeed been Ungad’s doing, not Truber’s, but the 

greatest point of controversy between the two seemed to originate not over theology or 

expansion, but over the performance of Stephan Consul as a translator.  While Truber's 

initial interactions with Consul were positive, as the endeavor progressed, a rift formed 

over the Croatian translation, which is also mentioned in some of the letters from those in 

the borderlands complaining about the illegibility of the Glagolitic script.  By November of 

                                                           
309 "Die 100 taller von Kharnern/Khairnern hab ich zw Villach emphangen und e. g. beim Michellen 
Straussen/ Claussen durch dj herrn Haugen per Augspurg verordent; dj anderen von Wienn, schreibt 
Fröllich, habs auch e. g. geschikht." Truber. 
310 "In der zeyt sollen herr Anthonj und Steffan das besst thuen unnd di ewangelisten (wie innen schreib) 
drukhen." Ibid. 
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1561 Truber wrote to Ungnad to complain.  Truber, mindful of the pressures from the 

differing branches of the Evangelical world, remained fearful that Consul was not 

following his translation and would ruin his reputation.  "I told him he should translate as I 

have, from Luther and others who have translated correctly. ... If they do not follow my 

translation, then I will not be with them, since I know from whom I have taken my 

translation ... for I also take responsibility for it before all the righteous and learned."311  

Truber ended this letter with a formal complaint levied at Consul: “Finally, I could write a 

long list of complaints about sir Stephan's false, sinful ideas."312   

However, Ungnad did not necessarily see things Truber’s way and Ungnad instead 

focused on addressing his concerns to the other translators Consul, Dalmatin and their 

helper, Philip Gugger.  He warned them to focus on keeping their translation true to the 

Evangelical mission and not to focus on personal opinions about the scriptures.  

Although sir Truber at nearly all times has appeared to constantly demonstrate a 
private haughty spirit, so that he desired control of everything within the printing 
project and, either from or next to the Augsburg Confession, the writing of God's 
Holy Word should be set down according to his wishes; as even in Urach he took it 
upon himself to mix together three confessions into each other, and also wanted to 
blend in Illyricus and many needless pieces of these writings got in; and he also 
always praised most highly the writings of Bullinger, saying that no scholars in the 
Empire were more learned and much beneficial parts in his writings went 
unused.313  

                                                           
311 "Sprach ich, er soll dollmetschen, wie ichs dem Luthero unnd anndern [n]ach recht verdollmetscht hab. ... 
Wenn sie meiner dollmetschung nicht vollgen, so will ich bei inen nit sein, dann ich waiß, von wem ich mein 
tollmetschung genommen. ... dann ich waiß es auch zuveranntworten vor allen gottseligen unnd gelerten." 
Truber, #23, 97. 
312 "In summa, von des herrn Stephani walischen possen wisst ich ain ganncz libell zuschriben. " Ibid. 
313 "Wiewol her Primus alzeit seinen heimlichen hochfertigen geist hat imertzue scheinen lassen, das er alles 
wesen der truckherey drinnen möcht haben und die schrifften dess heiligen wort gottes, so mit und neben 
der augspurgischen confession aussgangen, seines gfallens hinzuzusezen, wie er dannen noch zue Urach sich 
understanden drei confessionen inn einander zu mischen und auch den Illiricus imertzue herein mischen 
wöllen und aus dessen schrifften vil taubenwerckh hinein seyen, wie er allweg auch dess Bullingers schrifften 
auffs höchste geruempt, das khein gelerterer inn reich sei und vil guets inn denselben schrifften 
ungeprauchen." Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, p. 130. 
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Ungnad obviously did not always agree with Truber on his discussions with others outside 

of Urach, and his judgment to include their material with the Bible literature remained 

questionable.  Still, too much was at stake for Ungnad to attempt to undermine Truber’s 

role as reformer, and ultimately Ungnad did not dismiss Consul and Dalmatin either.  

Instead, he ended the letter by telling them that their work must remain true to the 

Augsburg Confession and to continue with their translations according to Truber's 

direction since he was the senior translator.314     

Consul finished a partial translation of the Bible into both the Glagolitic and 

Cyrillic scripts.  While both saw distribution in the borderlands, the Cyrillic script proved 

more useful. However, the rift between him and Truber continued, Truber complaining in 

a letter the next year, "he cannot rightly do Croatian, he writes incorrectly, falsely and 

illegibly and to that end he is sick, diseased and to me insists that I should request and 

convince Your Grace that he be sent away with the Uskhoks [Croatians]."315  Historians 

have made note of this rift, although the extent to which it hurt the printing press has been 

identified as somewhere between slight and moderate.316  Ungnad's response to Truber 

did not grant his request to remove or transfer Consul, nor did he deal directly with Consul 

at this stage.  He continued to hold to the charge he had made in his 1561 letter to Truber: 

their only stipulation was that the works hold to the Augsburg Confession.   The dispute 

over translation was in Ungnad's opinion, not worth the disagreement, and he pushed 

                                                           
314 Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, 130-132. 
315 "er nicht recht crobatisch khan, schreibe unrecht, falsch und unleßlich, darzu sei er krangkh, vol 
frantzosen, und an mir angehalten, das ich e. g. sol erbiten und bewegen, das man in wegh mit Ußkoken 
widerumb abfertige." Truber, #27, p. 119. 
316 Benz, Ernst. „Hans von Ungnad und die Reformation unter den Südslawen,“ in Zeitschrift für 
kirchengeschichte. Jg. 58, 1939, 399-400. 
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forward with both translations, convinced that Consul's contribution was not as useless as 

Truber considered it to be.317   

Thus, the preliminary purpose of the project was fulfilled and the Slovenians and 

Croatians received Biblical and Evangelical literature in their own language.  The ultimate 

purpose of expanding the project throughout the region, even to the Turks in the area, 

and the establishment of the territorial church in Krain, remained elusive.   

4. Territorial Church in Krain 

As a region-wide project, the borderland printing press' existence indicates that 

those funding the press found the translations necessary for various reforms in the 

borderlands.  While the inclusion of vernacular translations was considered a powerful 

weapon in spreading gospel, one cannot lose sight of the fact that this project targeted 

these areas in order to reclaim them from corruption, ignorance, and even worse, 

rebellion.  In his letters, Truber spoke of the need for dire reform within the borderlands, 

striking home to the princes and the King of the Romans what the lack of oversight, and 

uneducated clergy had done to the region. In one such letter, to Duke Christoph, he spoke 

of the desire of the people of Krain for reform: 

 
Therefore my subservient request in God to your princely grace, in the name of and 
on account of the above-listed lords and the entire church in Krain, is that those 
most learned and experienced theologians and the most wise Christian counselors 
should assess and judge whether by my abovementioned appointment that I should 
return to the land of Krain against the will and prohibition of the Roman Imperial 
Majesty, etc., to preach the Gospel, to properly and frequently distribute the Holy 
Sacrament , and that it is taking place properly and in an orderly fashion. 

                                                           
317 Ernst Benz, „Hans von Ungnad und die Reformation unter den Südslawen,“ 400-401. 
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And again, later in the same paragraph Truber mentions his commitment to the 

"enhancement of the Christian Church and for the betterment of my dear fatherland."318  

His focus on the sacraments, particularly the Eucharist, indicates his understanding of the 

territory's need for Evangelical reform according to the desires of the nobles and people of 

Krain.  But the request he refers to, a letter written by the nobles in Krain to Maximilian II 

and Truber, demanded that he be made their reformer in such matters and speaks strongly 

to the desire for reform originating among the local leadership.  Besides ensuring the 

correct partaking of the Eucharist (i.e. distributing both the wine and bread to the laity) 

the nobles were concerned about the collection of tithes among the people for the 

upkeep of churches in the area, discipline and level of education among the clergy, and 

the spread of true belief to overcome disagreements in belief.319  This amounted to a tall 

order for anyone, and it speaks to the fact that these were legitimate concerns expressed 

by a regional, communal reformation movement within the borderlands.  This was indeed 

the type of reform, Truber and those in Tübingen believed would solve many of the 

spiritual and secular problems currently facing the territory.   

 However, fearing that reform without imperial support might foment uprisings, the 

Evangelicals did not meet all of the requests of the nobility, instead attempting to create a 

system in which the reforms could be implemented through the territorial prince.  It was in 

                                                           
318 “Derhalben ist an e. f. g. jm namen unnd von wegen der obgemelten herrn unnd der ganczen 
creinerischen kirchen mein underthänigist durch gott pitten, welle derselben hochgelerten erfarnen 
theologen unnd die hochverstendigen christlichen räth woll erwegen unnd urthailen lassen, ob obgemelter 
mein beruf, daß ich widerumb im landt Crein wider willen und verpott der ro. Kay. Mt. etc. evangelium 
predigen, die hailige sacrament recht unnd offentlich außtailen solt, recht unnd ordenlich beschicht ... 
erweiterung der cristlichen khirchen und meinem lieben vatterlandt zu gutt," Letter 14 to Christoph by 
Truber in Truber, 63-64.  
319 German letter to Maximilian II from the lords and landholders of Krain dated June 10th, 1560, HHStA, 
Krain Karton 2. 
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quick order that Truber responded to the desires of the nobility in Krain for him to be their 

reformer.  In a letter dated July 25th of 1560, only a little over a month after the noble's 

request had been sent to Maximilian II, Truber expressed to the nobles his reasoning for 

being unable to join them at that time.   

The advice of the prince of Württemberg and his theologians, sir Brenz and his 
spiritual council, are of this opinion, you should in religious matters foment 
nothing yourselves without the advice and foreknowledge of the king, Maximilian 
II, and that you continue your reforms only with your imperial royal Majesty's 
support, that the Slovenian and Croatian translations of the Bible and the finished 
printed materials be distributed in Laibach and where your imperial majesty etc., 
does not bestow them, thusly it is better and securer for you and for me that you 
find another preacher to nominate in my place;  for then His Majesty etc., would 
take me for and condemn me as one who sought to defy and despise His Majesty, 
not only on the account of the Gospel, but also as a private person, who was 
already under condemnation and imperial ban.320     

  

He even went so far as to seek the advice of Vergerio and others concerning this matter.  

"The theologians and professors of Tübingen, even Vergerio, say that this call is not 

appropriate and I am not obliged to obey it.  I shall remain at my position in Kempten, in 

so doing I certainly hope that I thereby accomplish what is right.  The other work of yours is 

unwise and hopeless, that I may in so doing accomplish what is fruitful and useful, rather 

than counter-acting that." 321 The immediate answer was no, bound as he was to finish his 

translation and fearful that the nobles meant to act against the wishes of their territorial 

                                                           
320 "Deß fursten von Wuerttemberg, seiner theologen, herrn Brentii unnd der geistlichen räth ist dise 
mainung, ir sollet ohne rath unnd vorwissen deß kinigs Maximilian in religions sachen nichts von euch selbst 
anfachen, unnd daß ir durch ire ku. w. bey der ro. kay. mt. etc. anhaltet, daß die windische unnd crabatsche 
dolmetschung der bibel und der druckh zu Labach vergunt werde anzurichten; unnd wo ir kay. mt. etc. daß 
nicht zugibt, so ist besser und sicherer fur euch und fur mich, daß ir ainen anndern predicannten an meiner 
statt aufstellet, dann ir mt. etc. wurde mich nich allein von wegen deß evangelii, sonnder als ain privat 
personen, der suvor in ire acht und band ist, und als den, der ir mt. truczen unnd verachten wölt, lassen 
annemmen und urthailen." Truber, 71. 
321 "Die Theologen unnd professors zu Thübingen, auch der Vergerius, sage, diser beruf sey nicht ordenlich, 
ich sey ime zugehorsamen nicht schuldig.  Ich soll bei meinem beruf zu Kempten, dabei gewiss hofnung, das 
ich dabey waß gutts ausrichte, bebleiben; der annder ewer beruf ist ungewiß unnd kain hoffnung, daß ich 
dabei waß frucht oder nutz mag schaffen, sonnder daß widerspill.", Ibid. 
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prince, yet the persistence of the nobility forced Truber to eventually work towards 

establishing some type of reform movement in Krain.322 

 Mentioned within the context of reform, then, the distribution of Truber's 

translation in Krain culminated with the beginnings of a territorial church founded upon 

the Slovenian based reformation movement with oversight from Evangelical theologians in 

Württemberg and moderate Catholics in the irenicist faction of the Habsburg court.   

Eventually the Slovenische Kirchenordnung, or "Slovenian church regulations" that Truber 

published in late 1564, followed, solidifying the existence of the territorial church there.323  

This is further supported by the letters sent by members of Ungnad's network that stated 

that the original Bible and catechism translations were well received upon their 

distribution in Krain and that an immediate impact had been made.324   

Naturally, the success of this church, modeled as it was upon the Evangelical model 

created and supported by Brenz, has been questioned heavily by historians.  Even with the 

advertized support for it that came from the nobles and burghers in those letters, the 

evidence that such a territorial church permeated an area still legally within the bounds of 

the Catholic Church is sporadic, and it seems more likely that the Ordninga, as it was 

called, continued to be harassed by certain hostile secular authorities and also by Jesuit 

and secular priests emerging from the Council of Trent to reestablish Catholic dominance 

                                                           
322 A further letter was sent by the nobility again insisting on Truber to be their reformer, to which the 

eventual outcome was the Kirchenordnung. dated August 21, 1562, Krain Karton 2, HHStA. 
323 For a copy of the actual document see France Kidrič, Die Protestantische Kirchenordnung der Slovenen 
im XVI Jahrhundert. Eine literarisch-kulturhistorisch-philologische Untersuchung. (Heidelberg, 1919). 
324 Mathias Khlombner writes to Ungnad in the same month and states that the translations have already 
converted many to the Evangelical faith, letter dated January 25th from Laibach, #102, p. 169; Nicholas 
Drinovački, a native of Bosnia, and the Croatian Chaplain Gregor Vlahvić both wrote in January of 1563 to 
confirm the usefulness of Consul's Croatian translation. Letters dated January 19th, to Ungnad, Kostrenčič, 
Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, #98 and 99, p. 162-167. 
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in the region.  Eventually, the odds would work against the nascent church, with Ungnad's 

death in 1564 and Truber's inability to remain in Krain left only a handful of Slovenian 

priests and churches attempting to closely follow the territorial church regulated from 

Württemberg.  No means existed to actually enforce its commands upon the clergy.  

Ecclesiastical and educational leadership also suffered, leaving the Evangelical church in 

Slovenia with a weak foundation that made it unable to stand against the renewed 

Catholic Church after Trent.325  In essence, there was no one to direct the movement 

because it produced a territorial church with a reformer who could not reside there and 

without a Protestant territorial prince.   

 For the time being, however, it seemed possible that this mission might succeed.  

Truber and Ungnad's relationships with the authorities in Krain presented them with the 

initial contacts necessary to promote the early growth of this territorial church.  In 

particular, their network included both the regent of Krain, Jobst von Gallenberg, and the 

new Captain-General of Krain, Jacob von Lamberg.  Truber corresponded with both in 

January of 1560, updating them on the printing process and collection of funds that 

continued up to that point.  Truber extoled Ungnad for his efforts financing the endeavor 

saying, "the aforementioned Christian prince [Christoph] and Lord Ungnad have expressed 

to me, if it was reported correctly, that my books are acceptable and understandable and 

that they wish to counsel and support me not only on their own behalf, but also to move 

other electors and princes, so that the translation of the Bible into Slovenian and Croatian 

                                                           
325Lilijana Žnidaršič Golec, “Die ‘Slowenische Kirchenordnung’ von 1564 zwischen Wunsch and 
Wirklichkeit”, in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg. Sönke, Lorenz, Anton 
Schindling, Wilfried Setzler. (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011). 
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languages shall make progress."326  Truber's mention of Ungnad along with his translations 

further reveals the esteem these men held for Ungnad, since Truber ends the letter by 

requesting that they also contribute to the project through their mutual acquaintance.327   

 Truber mentions Ungnad prevalently in his correspondence with several 

individuals, all who played an important role in funding the press.  In letters to Maximilian 

II, Brenz and Bullinger, Truber mentions not only Ungnad's role as his overlord and 

financier, but also emphasizes their mutual commitment to the project.328  Ungnad's 

person was always mentioned in the highest regards in Truber's letters, yet one cannot 

help but wonder as to whether some discomfort existed since Truber also contended with 

oversight from Brenz and Melanchthon, putting him at odds with the coalition of Gnesio-

Lutherans that were among the primary benefactors from the Austrian fundraisers.  Truber 

found himself in some ways trapped between the two, since, while it seems probable that 

he agreed with aspects of the Flacian viewpoint when it came to the spread of the Gospel 

and his translations Truber seemed more inclined to accept the oversight of Tübingen.  

Most notably through Ungnad's correspondence with two other Austrian borderlands 

                                                           
326 " Unnd ewer g. unnd herr., auch ain gancze ersame landtschafft sollen hiebey wissen, das offtgemelte 
urkundt nit allain zu meiner endtschuldigung, sonder dem ganczen windischen unnd fursten bewegen 
wöllen zu rathen unnd zuhelffen, das die tolmetschung gemelter christlicher furst unnd herr Ungnad haben 
sich gegen mir vernemen laßen, wen sie glaubwurdig bericht werden, das meine buecher recht unnd 
verstendig sind, das sie nicht allain fr ire personn, sonder auch andere chur unnd fursten bewegen wöllen zu 
rathen unnd zuhelffen" Letter to Jacob Lamberg and Jobst Gallenberg 12th of January, 1560 in Pisma 
Trubarja, 52-53. 
327"Therefore, I ask your Graces and Lords, and all God-fearing inhabitants of Krain, that they should not in 
any way deny or withhold the aforementioned document, which is owed to me on account of the truth and 
for the wellbeing of the entire fatherland. Christ the Lord, whose work this is, will soon richly reward you with 
his appearance." From:  "Derhalben so bith ich e.g. unnd herr.  Unnd alle gottsällige Crainer, was standt sy 
sind, die offtgemelte urkundt, welche mir schuldig seit der warhait unnd dem ganczen vatterlandt zu gutt 
zugeben, wollen mir kains wegs abschlagen noch versagen.  Sollches wiert Christus der herr, welches dißer 
handl ist, in seiner ehrlicher erscheinung bald reichlich belonnen."ibid. 
328ibid. 
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figures, Mathes Khlombner, and Franz Barbo, we can see this competing interests of the 

Gnesio-Lutherans and Philippists.   

 The prevalence of Flacian's followers in the project revealed an interesting power 

dynamic for the oversight of Truber's translation.  Austrian and Slovenian nobles often 

took to Flacian's teachings because they could identify with him and his borderlands 

background as well as his theology, which probably made sense in an area where warfare 

and ferocious behavior was constant.329  The wealthy Franz Barbo, an Austrian from Tyrol 

with lands throughout the borderlands, would more importantly help resolve the 

abovementioned dispute between Stephan Consul and Truber in his later correspondence, 

but early in the formation of the printing press, he wrote to Ungnad confirming the trust 

that several borderlands lords, including Barbo and Khlombner had formed with Truber.330  

 It is safe to assume, then, that Truber's translations faced close scrutiny.  In another 

letter to Ungnad from Khlombner in April of 1562, Truber's credentials were confirmed, 

adding that as long as he remained true to translating Luther's catechism and writings 

alongside the gospel then the project would be successful.  However, Khlombner believed 

that Truber must and should treat the gospel rightly, according to proper teachings, like 

those of Flacius, who knew God’s word better than anyone.  Khlombner also added that 

Flacius had been born 20 miles from there in Istria and had good command of Croatian, 

both Glagolitic and Cyrillic.331  Khlombner added a month later in another letter that 

                                                           
329 Flacian’s view on monergism was that man had been so corrupted by Adam’s Fall that he had lost his 
ability to bear the image of God and so was more akin to the devil.  This belief was rejected by most Lutheran 
theologians at the Formula of Concord in 1577. 
330 Letter dated January 3rd, 1563 from Barbo to Ungnad, in Ivan Kostrenčič, LXXXVII, pg 138-139.  
331 "Herr Primuss muss und soll das lebentig wort treiben, will er bei eern und der seel heyl pleiben.  Zw dem 
schrifftlichen wort ist niemants tauglicher derzeit als Illiricus.  Er ist 20 meil von da in Ysterreich purtig, khan 
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Primus had a copy of Spangenberg's work with him, confirming his connections to the 

Gnesio-Lutherans.332  For the Austrians who contributed to the project, it was particularly 

important that his translation include the work of Flacius, even though he was not in good 

standing with the theologians in Tübingen.  However, the influence of Brenz, mentioned in 

the introduction, remained the single most important influence over Truber.  This is 

particularly true in his emphasis on the establishment of a territorial church according to 

Brenz's model, which had lead to Truber's publishing of the Ordninga mentioned above.   

 Yet there were still some that disproved of the translation, or at least refused to 

accept it until Truber met their stringent demands.333  Truber was forced to meet the 

expectation of both Evangelical branches in his translation, and he seems to have balanced 

these demands quite well.  Eventually, the translation that he produced satisfied the 

majority, though not all who had expressed interest or supported the project.  In another 

letter, Khlombner commends Truber's progress in the translations, "sir Primus has been 

well-helped," and goes on to express his desire for Truber to visit the borderlands 

whenever possible.334  This desire for Truber to travel back to his homeland signifies the 

reality of the situations, that the borderlands printing press and Truber remained the 

primary means of connecting with and controlling the territorial church in Krain. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
guet khrobatisch, die glagula und tschurulikha." Letter dated April 4th, 1562 from Khlombner to Ungnad in 
Ivan Kostrenčič, XLV, pg 72. 
332 Letter dated May 7th, 1562 from Khlombner to Ungnad, ibid., 73. 
333 One monk in Laibach criticized the entire translation, but never revealed himself when inquirers were 
sent to visit him.  Another man named Anthonius called Truber "godless" (gottlosen) after reading it.  A third 
man, Zvečić, wanted his translation to be just of the New Testament without Revelation.  There were several 
other complaints listed by Khlombner, including Flacius, who wanted to see Truber translate the entire Bible, 
not just  the books he had translated. Letter to Ungnad from Khlombner dated July 28th, 1563. ibid., 184-
185. 
334 "herr Primus guet gehilffen haben wirdt," Letter dated May 7th, 1562 from Khlombner to Ungnad,  ibid., 
73. 
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5. Competing interests 

 This leads us to the very complicated question of whose printing press this was, 

Evangelical (and within it, Gnesio-Lutheran or Philippist), irenicist, or Reformed?  

Undoubtedly with its close proximity to Tübingen, the borderlands printing press at Urach 

held a distinctly Evangelical basis.  Yet, the trail of money suggests that input was received 

from each group involved and with so many competing interests, it is remarkable that no 

significant disagreements occurred between the various groups.  Credit for such 

temperance can be given to a certain extent to both Ungnad and Truber, but it was Truber 

who masterfully kept the focus among the contributors on the united purpose of 

spreading the gospel throughout the borderlands.   

Examples in his letters with Bullinger exhibit Truber's talent for ensuring certain 

issues remained secondary to the project at hand.   Truber's admiration for Bullinger went 

back to his years as a priest in Krain when he had included the writings of Zwingli and his 

successor, Bullinger, in his personal library.335  As early as 1555 the two had been in 

correspondence and Truber's focus on spreading reform to his own homeland was 

welcomed by Bullinger, who became an early supporter of the project.  Bullinger 

supported the project by monetary means, but his true desire was to be included in its 

theological and doctrinal writings next to the catechism and Luther's letters.  Truber's 

connections to Bullinger included Peter Paul Vergerio, who had facilitated the meeting of 

Ungnad and Truber and continued to be a primary influence upon Truber's translation 

work.  Vergerio was well known to Bullinger, who had had contact with him while Vergerio 

spent time in the Swiss Grisons, visiting Zurich upon occasion.  What can be taken from 

                                                           
335 They had also been used as proof against him in his trial and expulsion from Laibach., see Chapter 3. 
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Truber's correspondence with Bullinger, then, is particularly pertinent to our 

understanding of the relationships among Truber, Vergerio and Ungnad, since this 

correspondence expresses fundamental understandings among these leaders in this 

mission’s effort, and Truber’s ability to tactfully deal with non-evangelical contributors.  

While chapter 3 will focus primarily on Vergerio's role and motivations for supporting the 

printing press, here we can establish a sustained effort at maintaining unity of purpose 

throughout this project even among the varying motivations and beliefs of its members. 

   Thus, when Truber began his correspondence with Bullinger in 1555, he was not 

ashamed to admit that Vergerio had once been his enemy and chief critic, even being 

primarily responsible for having him removed from his homeland!  In this letter, dated 13th 

of September, 1555, Truber, in what has become a well known phrase among Truber 

scholars, stated:   

Sir Vergerio, my lord and countryman, who twelve years ago was my 'Saul', 
but he has now become my 'Paul' (God be praised!).  He has many times this 
year urged me that I should dare translate the New Testament from Latin 
and German into the Slovenian language, which I denied him,  after 
recognizing I am not suitable, since I do not know Greek or Hebrew), until 
it was laid upon me by the entire church of my fatherland.336    

                                                           
336 "Der herr Vergerius, mein herr und landsman, welher vor 12 jaren auch mein Saulus, aber yezund, gott 
lob, Paulus worden, der hat dits jar mit mir vill gehandelt, damit mich unterstuende aus latein und teutsch 
das neu testament in die windisch sprach zuuerdolmetschen, welches jme, nachdem mich untüglich, dieweil 
grieschisch noch hebraisch nicht khan, erkhen, abgeschlagen, bis mir von der ganzen khirchen meines 
vatterlands ist afferlegt" letter to Bullinger, Pisma Trubarja, 23-24; this sentence has become the focus of 
two things.  First, as Sönke Lorenz has recently noted in his article, “Von Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem 
Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio” in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg, it signifies 
the close connection that Vergerio had with Truber's translation, so much so that any study of it must include 
Vergerio alongside Truber since the two not only remained close, but, being from the same area, expressed 
similar interests in overseeing its successfulness, if motivated differently., 247-257.  Also, it is one of the most 
scrutinized passages when dissecting Truber's capabilities and limitations in translating the Bible.  As is 
shown through much research and the two articles mentioned here, Truber was surrounded by those whose 
input is now considered instrumental to the completion of the project, yet this should not detract from 
Truber's own abilities, which, despite his self-depreciating attitude in this letter, was considerable.  This is 
particularly true when he was discerning between different German and Latin texts.  Franz Brendle, “Vom 
Leben und Sterben Herr Primus Trubers” in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg 
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Truber's modesty served to illustrate the attachment he had developed to Vergerio by 

1555 and the level of his influence on the project.  Beyond this, Vergerio as a known figure 

in Swiss circles represented a substantial connection between certain persons within the 

Reformed camp and the printing press.337    

 It is remarkable that Truber would wish to discuss theological points with Bullinger 

in these letters, since many in the Evangelical camp distrusted the churches in Zurich, seen 

by some to be radicals.  Truber undoubtedly wished to clear his own name, rumored as it 

was that he held Zwinglianist tendencies, and so he stated very clearly to Bullinger where 

he stood on issues such as communion.  However, in a letter written by Truber to Bullinger 

in 1557 Truber goes particularly in depth in his beliefs and it is there that we find some 

clues as to where he stood concerning Zwingli's doctrines.   

 I thank you, with greatest respect towards Your Eminence, that you, despite my 
 boldness, have so much as written to me and have honored me with the 
 aforementioned booklet, which I have thoroughly read and bound together with 
 Philip Melanchthon's Commentaries on the book of Romans (which he had passed 
 to me when it was printed in 1556).  It is precious to me and useful.  Also, I cannot, 
 as far as I can tell, find nor detect discrepancies or heresies within it.338    

Truber's respect for Bullinger included allowing him to critique the materials being 

included in the printing project, and he kept him aware of its publications at this early, 

crucial stage of development.  Undoubtedly Bullinger had jumped at the opportunity to be 

                                                                                                                                                                             
and Kozma Ahicic, “Musculus, Gwalther, Luther, Erasmus. Primus Truber as the First Slovenian Translator of 
Scriptural Texts” in Zwingliana. 36 (2009). 
337 It is uncertain if Vergerio knew Bonifacius Amerbach, Truber and Ungnad's acquaintance in the University 
of Basel, so there were probably two distinct connections between the Evangelical and Reformed groups, 
One through Amerbach and the other through Zwingli’s successor, Bullinger. 
338 "Ich bedangkh mich mit dem höchsten gegen e.e., das sich dermaßen gegen mir gediemutiget hat mir 
zuschreiben und verhört hat mit dem obgemelten büechlein, welches ich durchgelesen und neben P. 
Melanchtons Comentarijs super epistolam ad Romanos, die er in verschinen 56 jar hat ausgehen, einpinten 
lassen; ist mir lieb und werd, kan auch nichts, als vil ich urtails hab, unrechts oder ketzerisch darin finden 
noch vermerchen.“  Truber, 25. 
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included in the project since he, unlike his predecessor, Zwingli, attempted on several 

occasions to find common ground between the Evangelicals and Swiss Reformed.  

 Despite this attempt at producing common ground, issues of division inevitably 

came to the forefront.  Truber addressed the Eucharist and its distribution and meaning in 

this letter to Bullinger, stating that the division over this issue has become odious to his 

senses.  He blamed the devil.339  The debate back and forth over, in his mind so trivial a 

matter caused division that had no reason to exist among Protestants.  Truber's final 

pronouncement over the matter of the Eucharist was that, "it is a mystery.  In this mindset I, 

where I have preached, have spoken for 27 years and praise God, one has in my preaching 

concerning the sacrament nor other articles of faith found neither on the part of any 

Zwinglian nor any Lutheran, as far as I know, no cause for disunity or disagreement has 

been mine."340 

 In another letter to Bullinger, dated July 10th, 1557, Truber bemoaned the fact 

that this issue has become a stumbling block among the two faiths.  He even expressed 

approval of the Philippists' position over the Eucharist, signifying his disagreement with 

more radical groups on the issue.   

And sir Brenz said to me that you and not the Lutherans had begun this battle over 
the sacrament anew, which I did not previously believe.  I had thought that 
Westphal had carried out that first exchange.  God bring peace and unity into the 
Church!  Even Gribaldi's opinion in On the Divine Essence you have previously 

                                                           
339 Since, interjecting an exclamation against the devil, that only separate customs and disagreement due to 
these articles has unjustly worked in the Christian church to the great hindrance of the Gospel." from  "da 
thet ein exclamation wider den teuffl, der solhe zwitracht und uneinigkheit von dises artickls wegen in der 
christlichen kirchen zum großen hindernus des evangelii lauffs het angericht."  Truber, 26. 
340 "Es ist ein mysterium.  Auff dise meinung hab ich, wo ich geprediget hab, in 27 jaren gered, und Gott lob, 
man hat an meinen predigen vom sacrament noch anderen articulen kein zvinglischer noch lutherischer, alls 
vilich hab verstanden, kein mißfallen gehabt oder uneins mit mir worden." Ibid. 
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heard about, I cannot understand his opinion.  I will remain and die within the 
conventional Triune.341 

 
Here we see Truber's concern for the unity of the church.  Just as Ungnad had expressed 

his desire for unity among Christians, primarily for the defense of the borderlands, so 

Truber also saw extreme positions as threats to everyone, yet he espoused not hatred 

towards these individuals as much as astonishment that such extremes could actually be 

held.  Truber's exclamations of desires for unity here were both attempts to dissuade 

others from following such destructive paths as well as a desire to see unity remain and 

extreme positions avoided.  Truber could only imagine a specific amount of Christian 

freedom towards an individual and his beliefs.  Tolerant thinking, then, had its limits, which 

is a point made by even those who championed tolerance during the Enlightenment.  

 Ungnad and Truber's connections with Protestants in Switzerland added weight to 

their cause and their desire to see the project fulfilled across all of Christendom.  The 

gospel illuminated all and it drove away ignorance and falsities.   The inclusion of such a 

wide array of persons in the project meant that their call did not fall on deaf ears.  There 

were other voices speaking similarly in defense of the unity of Christians.  The challenges 

                                                           
341"Und der herr Brentius saget zu mir, das ir und nicht die lutherischen haben disen krieg vom sacrament 
vom newen angefangen, welhes ich zuvor nicht vermaint.  Ich hab gedacht, der Westhaullus het den handl 
widerumb am ersten furpracht, Gott gebe frid und ainigkheit in der kirchen!  Von der opinion Gribaldi de 
essentia diuina habt ir zuvor gehört.  Ich kan sein meinung nicht versteen.  Ich wil bei den 3 symbolis bleiben 
und sterben." Truber, 30.  Here Truber makes reference to two individuals seen in 1557 as moving towards 
the extremes.  The first, Gnesio-Lutheran Joachim Westphal von Hamburg, had debated Calvin in writing 
over the Real Presence of Christ in the bread and wine of the Eucharist.  As Truber correctly remembers in 
this letter, Westphal wrote his treatise attacking Bullinger and Calvin (among others) in 1552, Calvin's 
response, which Bullinger backed, came in 1555.  Also, Matteo Gribaldi Moffa, a close friend of Vergerio and 
Truber, was an Italian immigrant and had gained a professor position at Tübingen in 1555 primarily because 
like Vergerio he espoused unity within the church and condemned Calvin burning Servetus (also a friend of 
Gribaldi) as being intolerant.  However, by 1557 he had gone too far in his thinking, gravitating towards an 
anti-Trinitarian view of God, which shared some, but not all, common characteristics with Servetus, whom he 
began to idolize as a martyr.  He was ousted from Tübingen later in that year, fleeing to Poland. See George 
Huntston Williams, The Radical Reformation (3rd ed. 2000). 
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that did present themselves came from unexpected places.  Some within their own camp 

had stirred up trouble (Westphal) or created disturbingly heretical positions (Gribaldi).  

Some had doubted the abilities of Truber, but in the end his perseverance and hard work 

convinced many of his doubters that his cause was just and his motives sincere.  In the end, 

the greatest concern came not from the Evangelical or Reform camps, but rather from the 

Habsburgs and whether or not Maximilian II would attempt to censure the materials being 

printed.  To be sure, the king had consented to allow the materials to be distributed, but 

the extent to which he would want control over the endeavor was not yet clear to Truber 

and Ungnad.  

6. Maximilian II’s influence over the press 

Maximilian II is also a key figure in this study because his presence among those 

who contributed to the project shows that there was strong support for this printing press 

among the members of the Austrian court.  He is prevalent in the correspondence of both 

Truber and Ungnad and as such remained an integral patron to those in both men's 

networks.  Maximilian II, as his correspondence with his brothers indicates, was decidedly 

Catholic, but his views on Christianity did not partake in the confessional divide that was 

beginning to unfold during these decades, nor was he particularly partial towards the 

spread of one faith over the other within and around the HRE.  His influence as a ruler and 

also a force of toleration within the Hapsburg realm cannot be overstated.  The tolerant 

attitude of Maximilian II has been studied and dissected by historians along with the 

similar policies advocated by his father Ferdinand I (once he was out of his brother Charles 

V’s shadow) and Maximilian II’s son Rudolf II.  The main conclusion is that these men 

followed good politics in allowing the Protestants concessions, since the majority of the 
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Austrian nobility accepted Protestant teachings and Vienna, his capital, remained mostly 

Protestant.342  Despite the political limitations that this situation posed on a Catholic ruler, 

Maximilian II was known to have shunned open religious assertion for personal reasons.  

He tended to think independently, swayed by neither hardliner Catholic nor the various 

Protestant movements.  His imperial role, caught up in Renaissance ideals of a "Christian 

prince", judged it to be beneath a ruler to search for anything other than truth, wisdom, 

and knowledge.343  His education at the university in Vienna impressed upon him that the 

very core of Viennese culture was tolerance of varying opinions.344  This position caused 

him to accept both Protestants (mainly, but not exclusively Evangelicals) and Catholics 

within his realm.   

In the decade preceding the end of the Council of Trent, Maximilian II’s position 

was peculiar, but not unique.  Like-minded men tend to group together, and this is exactly 

what happened at his court.  Voices of tolerance and compromise arose in the courts of 

Vienna beginning during the reign of his father Ferdinand I and continuing, primarily 

because of Maximilian II's influence, into the late sixteenth century.  As indicated in the 

previous chapter, this "irenicist" faction included many Protestant contacts, including 

Sebastian Pfauser, Primus Truber, and Lazarus von Schwendi.345     

 Each of these men advised or interacted with Maximilian II in a way that allowed 

the tolerance of Protestants to continue.  For instance, Maximilian II first knew Pfauser as a 

                                                           
342 Paula Sutter Fichtner, Emperor Maximilian II, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001) , 224; Jochen 
Birkenmeier, Via regia. Religiöse Haltung und Konfessionspolitik Kaiser Maximilians II. (1527-1576). 
dissertation.de, Berlin 2008; Louthan, 5. 
343 See Erasmus, The Education of a Christian Prince. 
344 Viktor Bibl, “Die Kulturblüte Wiens und seiner Umgebung unter Kaiser Maximilian II”, in Monatsblatt des 
Vereins für Landeskunde von Niederösterreich, vol. IX, (1918), 139-151. 
345 See Louthan, Quest for Compromise. 
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teacher and advisor in his father’s court.  Despite protests from hardliner Catholics in the 

court, and even the Pope, Maximilian II continued to be influenced by “questionable” 

teachers such as Pfauser.346  On many occasions Ferdinand I questioned and even watch 

Pfauser while he interacted with Maximilian II, but it was not until Pfauser’s connections 

with Melanchthon became public that he was questioned concerning his religious 

position.  As Otto Hopfen put it, “Pfauser was now not only kept under surveillance during 

his preaching, but his past was inspected and his private life observed as well.” 347  Pfauser 

was finally forced from his mentoring position alongside Maximilian II in 1560, four short 

years before he became emperor, an attempt by hardliner Catholics and Ferdinand I to 

leave Maximilian II with less moderate advisors.   

However, Truber’s correspondence with Maximilian II reveals several important 

points about Maximilian II that continued even after Pfauser's departure.  For Maximilian 

II’s part, his relationship with Pfauser indicated his tendency to find those who sought to 

find middle ground between Catholics and Protestants -the same idea would lead him to 

his interaction with Primus Truber and the Urach printing projects.  Therefore, Maximilian 

II’s correspondence with Truber is not as unusual as it may seem, as the Habsburg prince’s 

ongoing search for individuals to join his faction led him to correspond with many within 

the Evangelical camp.   

First, in every letter Truber addresses him as King Maximilian of Bohemia far before 

he was crowned such, but this was not uncommon and traditionally applied to those who 

were being groomed for such positions.  Since he was not officially crowned until 1562, 

                                                           
346 Fichtner, 36-37. 
347 “Pfauser wurde nun nicht nur in seinen Predigten überwacht, auch seine vergangenheit wurde 
durchforscht und sein Privatleben beobachtet.” from Otto Helmut Hopfen, Kaiser Maximilian II und der 
Kompromißkatholizmus, (München: E. Mühlthaler’s Fgl. Hof=Buchdruckerei, 1895), 27. 
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the use of the term in the letters indicates the transition of power that took place as 

Ferdinand I attempted to secure the German and Hungarian succession for his son.  

Groomed though he was for the royal position, Maximilian II had to face two competing 

ends of the political and religious spectrum; hardliner Catholics and Calvinists.  Hence, his 

moderate, irenicist position continued an imperial policy of accepting certain Evangelical 

Lutherans, like Ungnad and Truber, who existed between those extreme positions.  

Although there were substantial differences between how far Maximilian II and Ferdinand 

I were willing to compromise in order to placate the Protestants within their territories, 

the similar goal was to solidify Hapsburg power.348   

Secondly, Truber's correspondence supports the notion that Maximilian II had 

been given control of Vienna, Hungary, and Bohemia in spite of his “questionable” 

religious beliefs.  Ferdinand I respected Maximilian II’s ability to think like a Habsburg and 

not be subservient to the will of Rome and its Italian pope.349  The intended consequence, 

as discussed above, of Maximilian II distancing himself from Rome was to ingratiate 

himself with the Protestant princes and electors of the Holy Roman Empire.350  Because 

Maximilian II was the primary candidate for the position, he wanted to express his loyalty 

to the German princes and their causes over that of a foreign pope.  Maximilian II was 

willing to do this in as many ways as possible if it would secure him their vote come time 

                                                           
348 In addition to the three Protestants already mentioned both Ferdinand and Maximilian kept what was 
known as the “Hofakademie,” a group of scholars at the Viennese court that were primarily Protestant 
including another voice of moderation, Johannes Crato; Elaine Fulton, “Wolves and Weathervanes: 
Confessional Moderation at the Hapsburg Court of Vienna” in Moderate Voices in the European 
Reformation, Luc Racaut and Alec Ryrie, ed., (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 150-151. 
349 Family first, this is a core theme of the book, R J Evans, The Making of the Habsburg Monarchy: An 
Interpretation, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979). 
350 See Chapter 4. 
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for his election.351  For those nobles who were not directly involved in the election it still 

would have been a powerful gesture by Maximilian II to prove his concern for evangelical 

matters.  Undoubtedly, one of the methods he used to convince them was the contribution 

of money to this new, borderlands printing press. 

Maximilian II focused on proving his concern for the press to the electors and 

Austrian Evangelicals.  Their theological inclinations towards Flacian's teachings had led 

them to desire certain securities towards the type of churches created in the borderlands.  

Yet here again, we can see through a series of letters between Brenz and Truber that the 

focus on the Lutheran Catechism was meant to interpret its teachings in a specific manner 

to the Croatians and Slovenians.  Brenz, his loyalties much closer to Melanchthon than any 

other Lutheran theologian, remained in charge of overseeing the printing press in order to 

influence the language in the published tracts towards a more moderate, Philippist 

perspective.  One could argue that one reason for this was to ensure that the quality of 

literature produced matched that of Württemberg’s other printing projects, but 

undoubtedly the primary reason was to make sure that the translators adhered to sound, 

doctrine.  Here we can see not only Melanchthon's influence, but also that of Maximilian II 

since he was continually updated by Truber and others on the progress of the translations 

and even received a copy of the finished works, confirming that he knew the extent to 

which Luther's teachings were being included in the publications.352  Furthermore, he even 

expressed his support for it when he wrote to Duke Christoph in Württemberg stating 

that, “and then, because we willingly promote such work, thus, we desire to promote the 

                                                           
351Fichtner, 46. 
352 Kohler, Walther, Bibliographisches Verzeichnis der Gedruckten und Ungedruckten Schriften und Briefe 
des Reformators Johannes Brenz, (Berlin: C. A. Schwetschke, 1904), 81, 133, 175, 187-188. 
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booklet, just as Your Most-esteemed suggested, that also through the Slovenian language 

the Holy Scriptures would be communicated." 353 

However, Maximilian II’s influence over the project extended to both financial and 

theological means.  He remained in contact with Primus Truber, Duke Christoph, and also 

Hans Ungnad throughout the project, but it was Duke Christoph, residing close by in 

Württemberg, that was able to exert the most direct control on the translations and the 

theological direction of the press.  Following the traditional lines of authority, Maximilian 

II addressed correspondence to Duke Christoph concerning the theological direction of 

the project.  If he corresponded with Truber and Ungnad it was usually according to the 

financial concerns of the printing press.  Remembering what Truber wrote to the nobles 

and priests in Krain, it becomes apparent that Maximilian II's input was taken quite 

seriously.  “The advice of the prince of Württemberg and his theologians, sir Brenz and his 

spiritual council, are of this opinion, you should in religious matters foment nothing 

yourselves without the advice and foreknowledge of the king, Maximilian II.”354  It is 

evident from this that Maximilian II, as the territorial prince, held some say in religious 

matters through the mediums of Duke Christoph and the theologian Brenz.355   His 

importance in the decision making for the territory correlated with his funding and 

oversight of the borderlands printing press.  Nothing was to be done behind his back, or 

without his approval, signifying the willingness of both the Catholic imperial court and 

                                                           
353 “Und weil wir dann ein solches werk su fördern wol geneigt, so wollen wir angeregt büchlein, solchem e. 
L. Begehren nach, durch der windischen sprache auch heiligen schrift verständige...“, Truber, 55. 
354also stated above as part of note 44,  “Des fürsten von Wirtemberg seiner Theologen, herrn Brentii und 
der geistlichen räth ist diese meinung, ir sollet ohne rath und vorwissen des königs Maximilian in 
religionssachen nichts von euch selbst anfahen“, ibid., 71. 
355 More will be said in chapter 4 about Maximlian II's distrust of Calvinists and other reformed groups, which 
he was certain, were inflitrating the Evangelical faith through the extremists, like the Gnesio-Lutherans.  He 
trusted the Philipists much more.  see Chapter 4. 
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Protestant princes to work together on this project towards the establishment of the 

territorial church.   

Further evidence for this arrangement is also found in certain Protestant 

correspondence.  For instance, Johannes Brenz discussed with Duke Albrecht of Prussia the 

importance of establishing common ground with Catholics as long as the Protestants stood 

their ground when it came to the divisive issues.356  Since he had stated his opinion thusly, 

Brenz was clearly the right man for the oversight of the printing press since he could 

tolerate the inclusion of Maximilian II, his views, and his money into the project without 

giving in on doctrinal issues so strongly felt by Protestants.   

In connection with -not against- Evangelical influences in the press Maximilian II 

actively participated in both financial and theological issues in the project, continually 

offering his assistance and guidance.357  Maximilian II’s funding of the borderlands 

printing press also helped him find favor with the Austrian burghers. Among the 

Evangelical Austrians, his contribution was on par with the combined contributions of the 

wealthier Viennese burghers.  If we look at the accounts, Maximilian II contributed 400 

gulden almost immediately, a sizeable amount to be spent on a printing press by any 

prince or sovereign.358 While he promised a further 600 gulden for the project, which did 

not materialize right away, Maximilian II certainly proved his worth to the Protestant 

residents of Vienna who, after their own fundraising efforts collectively produced 600 

                                                           
356 Brenz apparently found some common ground with the Polish bishop Stanislaus Hosius and related this to 
Duke Albrecht, but cautioned later on that until the Catholics could disprove Lutheran doctrines from 
scripture (which would never happen), there could be no compromise on certain issues.  Johannes Voigt, 
Briefwechsel der Berümtesten Gelehrten of the Zeitalters der Reformation mit Herzog Albrecht von 
Preussen, (Königsberg: Gebrüder Vornträger, 1841), 64-65, 70-71. 
357 Truber, 55-57. 
358 Schnurrer, 55. 
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gulden.  Ungnad and Fröhlich were disappointed that Maximilian had not delivered the 

full 1000 gulden, but his contribution nonetheless amounted to one of the largest single 

contributions to the entire project.  This donation was combined with several hundred 

more gulden from various donors in Styria and Carinthia in an impressive display of 

support for the endeavor by Austrian Protestants. 359  As Regina Pörtner states, “the fact 

that the burghers and magistrates of Vienna were among the most generous supporters of 

the press testifies to their broad vision of Protestantization.”360  

The politics between the burghers and nobility on one side, and Maximilian II and 

the Habsburgs on the other was further complicated by the resurgence of Catholicism by 

hardliners and the influx of Jesuits into the Austrian territories starting in the late 1550s.  It 

has been sufficient for us to view Maximilian II's financial contributions to the Slovenian 

printing press and his correspondence with Truber as evidence of his monetary 

contributions and theological positioning on the materials within the translation.  Chapter 

4 will deal more with the political policies of Maximilian II and his imperial image, as 

presented to and viewed by the Protestants in Austria.   

Conclusion 

Truber did not work without a cause.  He continued to hold the grand idea that his 

work would set these people free from the oppression of the Ottomans despite the limited 

scope of the press.  He states on several occasions that he has a burden to see his work 

move beyond the border regions.  To Maximilian, he states that he wishes his translation 

will, by the grace of God, spread and grow into a movement not only in Krain, but also 

                                                           
359 Zimmermann, 29-30. 
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within the Ottoman Empire as well.   In another letter, this time to Hans Ungnad, Truber 

wrote that he hoped his translation “would be greatly useful not only in Croatia and 

Dalmatia, but also in Turkey, going even unto Constantinople, producing and causing 

unrest and war among the Turks.” 361  For Truber the Christian concept that “The truth shall 

set you free” implied that the spread of the gospel would inspire people to be rid of their 

Muslim rulers. 362  A weakening of the Ottoman hold on the Balkan Peninsula would be a 

happy consequence of the spread of the gospel through these translations, but not its 

overall purpose.  The purpose extended all the way to the Sultan and his court.   

Maximilian II and Ungnad were happy to hear such optimism, and they agreed in 

principle.  However, could it be that these influential men believed the consequence of 

one small printing press would be the complete dismantling of Turkish power in the 

Balkans?   To be sure, wars had been started for less in Medieval Europe, but Maximilian II 

was more pragmatic than that.  He knew that many Christians on the peninsula supported 

the Ottomans.  The most notable of them would have been his rival to the throne of 

Hungary, John Sigismund Zápolya.363  Thus, it is highly unlikely that Maximilian II would 

have used the Urach printing press to  ultimately help his cause against the Turks.  More 

probably he saw it as expedient in establishing rapport among the Protestant nobility.364 

 Hans Ungnad, on the other hand, believed it was possible.  He was convinced that 

Truber’s work was monumental and that it would have a lasting impact on the region.  

Ungnad wrote to Landgrave Philip von Hessen thoroughly convinced that the impact of 

                                                           
361 “werden grossen nutz nicht allein in Croatien und Dalmatien, sonder auch in der Turkhey bis gen 
Constantinopel schaffen und ein rumor und krieg unter den Türkhen anrichten.” Pörtner, 71. 
362 John 8:32. 
363 Fichtner 119-120. 
364 Ulinka Rublack, Reformation Europe, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 102. 
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the press would bring about political as well as religious benefits.365  While Ungnad had 

for a time worked under the Hapsburgs, he had come to the belief that the renewed 

pressure of the Ottomans in Hungary could not be stopped by force alone.  Many Austrian 

and Krain nobles were in agreement with him.366  The Ottoman support for the pretender 

Zápolya had been significantly altered by the late 1550s and early 1560s.  Opportunity 

existed for the Habsburgs and their Protestant allies to gain ground among those unhappy 

with the Zápolya family.  A precarious peace existed and it was challenged daily by the fact 

that support for the Ottoman candidate Zápolya pitted Christian against Christian as the 

Ottomans tried to undermine Maximilian’s bid for the Hungarian throne.   

What Ungnad was expressing, however, was a genuine desire that many at that 

time expressed concerning the initiation of a spiritual crusade against the Muslims.  This 

crusade reminds us of Ungnad's early calls for a crusade in the 1520s.367  More particularly 

it describe the hopes that these men  had in the cause of unity among Christians against 

non-Christians.  While many princes within the HRE were aware of the threat the 

Ottomans posed to Central Europe, there was very little successful talk of an actual 

crusade, which was the result of disunity.  The militant terminology used by Ungnad and 

Truber should therefore not be viewed as a call to an actual crusade against the Turks.  

Instead, the printing press and its translations should be seen as a reaction by the culture 

and persons in Central Europe that were constantly reminded of the threat of invasion by 

the infidel.  The printing press had no military value, since those to whom it was directed 

already resided within the Austrian domain.  However, Truber’s wishes that it might 

                                                           
365 Ehmer, “Der Slawische Buchdruck des Hans Ungnad in Urach” in Primus Truber und Seine Zeit, 450-451. 
366 Georg Loesche, Geschichte des Protestantismusim vormaligen und im neuen Österreich, (Wein: Julius 
Klinkhardt, 1930), 216-220. 
367 see Chapter 1. 
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produce a mighty uproar reveals the hope that in the Balkans the Gospel would facilitate a 

clamor for Christian rule.   

 Truber and Ungnad produced an impact through their press in a much more 

pragmatic and specific way.  The fact that the Evangelical mission had appealed to 

Maximilian II when it produced no military or political value against the Ottomans speaks 

volumes to their efforts in convincing him that it was worthwhile.  Because its main 

political attraction was as a concession to the Protestants in his realm, Maximilian would 

continue to pursue such policies through the rest of his reign, allowing the Protestants to 

build schools and attend the University of Vienna.368   The irenicist faction in Vienna 

remained strong up into the 1580s and Jesuit efforts were partially stymied.  But it is not 

safe to assume that he participated in the printing press for merely political reasons.  His 

correspondence with Truber and other members of the Urach printing press indicate that 

Maximilian was intricately involved in the theological aspects as well.  Maximilian’s 

tolerant position stemmed from a desire to see cooperation between Catholics and 

Protestants within his realm.  His court of moderate advisors continued to validate his 

attempts at compromise between Protestants and Catholics within his realm, and his 

personal involvement in the printing press, through his relationships with Truber and 

Ungnad indicated his continual push for unity within his realm.  Rublack states that 

Maximilian “genuinely sought compromises in Austrian and Bohemian religious matters, 
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while maintaining the goal of preserving a united Western church.”369  It is in this vein that 

the printing press held true potential for Austria. 
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Chapter 3 

Vergerio, Truber and Ungnad 

 

  Primus Truber is one of the great reformers of the Protestant Reformation.  In the 

final analysis of his translation work and efforts to establish a territorial church in Krain, 

one cannot judge his fervor for reform to be any less than that of the other great 

reformers.  If, as has been famously declared, it was Martin Luther that taught the Germans 

how to speak through his German Bible translation, then the same should and has been 

applied to Truber with his Slovenian Bible translation.370    Both men left a lasting 

impression upon their perspective cultures, languages, and traditions.  For instance, 

Truber's translation had a similar effect on the culture of the region as well as its church, 

stretching beyond the Counter-Reformation.371  So while Truber's territorial church may 

not have lasted as long as Luther's Evangelical vision for  the HRE, there is reason to 

believe that his legacy not only for Slovenia, but also for the entire borderlands, was 

similar in longevity to that of the more well-known names like Luther or Calvin.   Indeed, 

we are hard pressed to find another Protestant reformer so well-liked today in a 

predominantly Catholic country (as Slovenia now is) as Primus Truber.   

                                                           
370 Walter Sparn, "Preaching and the Course of the Reformation", in The Transmission of Ideas in the 
Lutheran Reformation, (Worcester: Irish Academic Press, 1989), 173-183; Janko Kos, "Trubers Begründung 
des slowenischen Schrifttums und die metaphysische Wende in der Theologie Luthers" in Ein Leben 
Zwischen Laibach und Tübingen, 258-267 . 
371 Truber's translation of the Bible gained acceptance for use by Catholic Priests in Slovenian in 1610.  It was 
in a limited form, but the Pope's blessing on its use speaks to the significant and tireless efforts of the 
seventeenth century Slovenian Catholic reformer, Bishop Hren of Laibach, France M. Dolinar, „Politiche 
Rekatholisierung und Katholische Reform in Innerösterreich am beispiel des Laibacher Bischofs Tomaž Hren 
(1597/99-1630)“ in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg, 341-351. 
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 However, in the analysis of both Truber and Luther, significant contributions by the 

men who worked next to them must be considered and acknowledged as essential to their 

success.  As Luther had Melanchthon and  Brenz, among many others, so Truber had his 

translators, Dalmatin and Consul, as well as Ungnad and Vergerio.  Vergerio has played a 

primarily supportive and facilitative role so far in our study, appearing in the first chapter 

as an informant for Duke Christoph as to Ungnad's willingness to support their endeavor, 

and in the second chapter as Truber's assistant in financing and promoting the translation 

for Protestants in Central Europe.  Here we turn to him again as an crucial part of the 

distribution project.  He was there at the core for a variety of reasons extending far 

beyond his ethnic connection with Truber (Vergerio may have been part Slovenian on his 

mother's side). 372  In fact, recent historians have begun to view him as integral to studying 

Truber as a reformer, and thus, to the borderlands printing press.373   

                                                           
372 Born in Koper (1498), at that time under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Venice, Peter Paul Vergerio 
was raised in a wealthy family whose father, Girolamo, was an Italian related to the famous Renaissance 
Humanist (Vergerio's namesake), Peter Paul Vergerio the Elder.  His mother is quite unknown but is believed 
to be a local of mixed Italian and Croatian/Slovenian descent since Vergerio knew Italian, Croatian, and  
Slovenian at an early age.  He studied law at Padua (1517-1524) and after graduation, Vergerio married 
(1526), but his wife died within the year.  He eventually became helper to the papal legate, Cardinal Lorenzo 
Campaneggi in Augsburg in 1530.  In 1533 he became papal nuncio to Ferdinand I in Vienna and developed 
a friendly relationship with the Emperor.  During his tenure as nuncio, he briefly met Martin Luther, coming 
away from the meeting convinced that Luther did not know Latin and was possessed by a demon.  Returning 
to Italy in 1535, he served as a papal scribe for a council in Mantova but in 1536 he became Bishop of Istria 
(Capodistria) by command of the pope and blessing of his friend Ferdinand I.  The impoverished state he 
found the bishopric to be in, combined with Rome refusing to address his calls for promotion caused 
Vergerio to seek reforms for Istria.  There he would stay, often disappointed at the lack of promotion 
connected with his bishopric, broke and unable to enact any viable reform, evangelical or otherwise until he 
resigned and fled the area in 1549 after being found guilty of conspiring with Evangelicals against Rome by 
the Venetian Inquisition. 
373While mentioned in a supporting role to Truber by Hermann Ehmer and Rolf-Dieter Kluge in their articles 
in Ein Leben Zwischen Laibach und Tübingen, it was not argued that Truber was integral to the translation 
and reform-oriented work of the Slovenian Bible translation until more recently.  See, Sönke Lorenz “Von 
Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio” in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische 
Reformator und Württemberg; Rudolf Leeb. “Der Missionsgedanke bei Hans Ungnad von Sonneck, Primus 
Truber und der lutherischen Reformation”, 255-272 in Vera in Hotenja. 
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 Traditionally, Vergerio has been viewed primarily as an Italian reformer, one of the 

numerous talented Italian Protestants who fled to Switzerland and Germany as the Italian 

Reformation faced extinction at the hands of the Venetian and Roman Inquisitions in the 

1540s and 1550s.  Like Vergerio, Italians such as Girolamo Zanchi, Giovanni Diodati, and 

Pietro Vermigli were also central to the general theological and intellectual development 

of Protestantism in Northern and Central Europe.  However, Vergerio stands apart from 

these men, not fitting the traditional model for an Italian reformer.  Indeed, his very 

birthplace (Koper, outside of Trieste) makes him as much a borderlands person as an 

Italian reformer.  Here, we will discuss and revise his traditional role as an Italian reformer 

and suggest an extended persona for him that will encompass his entire life's work.   

 The notion that Vergerio was simply an Italian reformer must yield to the fact that 

he spent his last sixteen years outside of Italy.  Historiographically, both German and 

Italian influences have been identified in the Protestant Reformation in the borderlands, 

yet outside of Vergerio's actions, the Italian influences were severely restricted after about 

1555.374  Other Italian reformers retreated further as the Catholic Counter-Reformation 

occurred and Vergerio's attempts at reaching Italians became increasingly focused on 

Evangelical missions in Krain and the borderlands.  The borderlands printing press held a 

position in this undertaking, in addition to its previously stated target of reaching those 

                                                           
374Rajšp, Vincenc, Karl Scharz, Boguslaw Dybas, and Christian Gastgeber, eds. Die Reformation in 
Mitteleuropa. (Wien, Ljubljana 2011);  Bjelčevič, Aleksander, Hrsg. Reformacija na Slovenskem. (Ljubljana: 
Center za Slovenščino Kot Drugi/Tuji Jezik pri Oddelku za Slovenistiko Filozofske Fakultete, 2010); Keul, 
István. Early Modern Religious Communities in East-Central Europe. (Brill: Leiden, 2009); ); Rublack, Ulinka. 
Reformation Europe. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Crăciun, Maria and OvidiuGhitta, eds. 
Ethnicity and Religion in Central and Eastern Europe. (Cluj: Cluj University Press, 1995); Rajhman, Jože “Jurij 
Dalmatin and his Bible in the Light of Literary History and Theology,” in Slovene Studies, 6/1-2 (1984); Benz, 
Ernst. „Hans von Ungnad und die Reformation unter den Südslawen,“ in Zeitschrift für kirchengeschichte. Jg. 
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under Ottoman suzerainty.  This effort to reach Italian-speakers in the borderlands 

signified Vergerio's final attempt at spreading the Reformation among Italians.   

 Vergerio stands alongside Truber and Ungnad as a major supporter of the broad 

application of the borderlands printing press.  His resourceful and diplomatic abilities 

served him well in facilitating political support for the project.  While Vergerio initially 

focused on returning to Italy, he increasingly became concerned with Central Europe and 

Slovenia.  The conclusion of the Council of Trent forced him to reconsider his future goals 

for an Italian church, and he began searching for ways of targeting Slavic groups as well.  

Yet even after 1563, Vergerio remained open to finding ways to spread Evangelical reform 

among Italian-speakers in the borderlands.  He identified strongly with his Italian heritage, 

real or imaginary as it may have been.   Underlying his support for the printing press was 

his sense that it could be extended towards Italy, as he mentions in his letters, and he 

continually maintained a hope that many in the Italian church would be brought to the 

realization of the need for reform and the destruction of the papacy.   

 Vergerio's connections to Ungnad began, as discussed in the first chapter, in the 

1550s.  Both had been involved in the court of Ferdinand I in the 1530s (Vergerio as papal 

nuncio and Ungnad in his capacity as captain-general), yet it is entirely plausible that they 

did not know or see each other until their primary interactions following the Peace of 

Augsburg.  During the 1530s Vergerio’s interests, while tinted with a desire to bring about 

reform within Slovenia, revolved around seeking promotion and becoming a leader for 

reforms among the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.  He had no interest interacting with 

Germans or the Evangelicals until after his expulsion from the church.  While seeking 
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further promotion from his financially ruinous and politically inconsequential role as 

Bishop of Istria, Vergerio wrote numerous pamphlets attacking corruption in the Italian 

church and calling for reform.375  Only when he was excommunicated from the Catholic 

Church in 1549 did Vergerio join the Evangelicals, continuing to write polemical 

pamphlets primarily in Italian until 1551.376  After that date his focus turned east towards 

Venetian cities like Trieste and Koper in the borderlands as well as expanding his 

diplomatic duties within the HRE.   

 Ambition never left Vergerio, who after being denied upward mobility within the 

Catholic Church, sensed a growing need among the territorial princes of the HRE for 

greater cohesion within the Protestant cause.  Here he found his purpose,  promoting 

bonds and commonalities among Protestants from very early on, extending his work titled 

De unitate et pace Ecclesiae (1542) to include all princes within the Empire.  Vergerio and 

Ungnad’s relationship remained limited because of the language barrier (Vergerio knew 

no German at first, and Ungnad never learned Italian), yet because of Vergerio’s work 

within the Empire, the two became closely linked, particularly through the borderlands 

printing press.  Vergerio now became increasingly intertwined with the Evangelical cause 

outside of Italy working for Duke Christoph.    

 Truber and Vergerio's history has been related in the second chapter, but it has 

often been left out of the traditional narratives of his life because historians since the 

nineteenth century have generally written about him as an Italian reformer.  These early 

accounts, following the nationalist impulse emerging in the nineteenth century, made 
                                                           
375 Anne Schutte, Pier Paolo Vergerio: the Making of an Italian Reformer, (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1977). 
376 Fulvio Tomizza, Das Böse kommt vom Norden. Die Geschichte des Pier Paolo Vergerio, Bischof, Ketzer, 
Reformator. (Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1988). 
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Vergerio a significant "Italian" figure since he grew up and resided for many years in an 

area Italy sought to incorporate (accordingly, Trieste is still contentiously held by Italy in 

relation to its Slovenian neighbor).377  It is still popular to view Vergerio as an Italian 

reformer and here we do not dismiss his Italian heritage as something cheap, but rather 

only part of several roles this reformer performed.  He put on diverse "personas," playing 

many active roles within different Evangelical communities particularly over the final 16 

years of his life.  These personas, as diplomat, propagandist, reformer, and even translator, 

all took place outside of Italy.378 

1. Propagandist and Polemicist 

 The vast majority of Vergerio's correspondence and printed works are in either 

Latin or Italian.  Vergerio himself maintained connections with many reform-minded 

Italians in Venice and northern Italy up to his death, even as his distance from Italy made it 

difficult to do so.  The difficulty was compounded by the fact that after his banishment in 

1549, Vergerio only crossed into Italy once and never crossed into Istria again.  Thus, in 

addition to his history of being snubbed for higher positions within the Catholic hierarchy, 

it is appropriate to attribute much of Vergerio's vehemence against the Papacy in his 

                                                           
377 Ludwig Theodor Elze: Vergerius, Peter Paul. In: Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB). Band 39, Duncker 
& Humblot, Leipzig 1895, S. 617–621; Sixt, Christian Heinrich. Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Päpstlicher Nuntius, 
Katholischer Bischof und Vorkämpfer der Evangeliums. Eine Reformationsgeschichte Monographie. 
(Braunschweig: Schetschke, 1855). For discussion on Trieste and Isteria as a borderland see: Alessandra 
Miklavcic, "Diverse Minorities in the Italio-Slovene borderland: 'historical' and 'new' minorities meet at the 
market", presented at Memory and Narrative Symposium at UC, Berkeley, November 2006, which discusses 
how imagined communities of both Slovenians and Italians created division and violence beginning in the 
nineteenth century but culminating during the 1930s and into World War II with Italian fascists attempting 
to destroy Slavic identities of the local population and create a distinctly Italian one in its place.  Such 
division and violence increased tensions between Slovenes and Italians after World War II as seen in the 
Foibe Massacres (1945-1949) and even as late as the 1990s.  Control of Trieste and Isteria remains to this day 
a contentious issue for some. 
378 Robert Pierce, Pier Paolo Vergerio the Propagandist, (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 2003), 
Friedrich H. Hubert: Vergerios publizistische Thätigkeit. Nebst einer bibliographischen Übersicht. (Graß, 
Breslau 1983). 
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polemical writings to his frustration at being banished.  His role as a "propagandist" is 

particularly prone to being broadly applied across the entirety of his life and works, yet, as 

historian Robert Pierce warns, we view Vergerio through the lens of his printed materials 

since their distribution and reception dictate the way he was seen by his audience.379  

Although his intent had been to spread his writings throughout Italy as well as the 

borderlands, they were received primarily in Venice, Trieste, and Istria.  Despite the limits 

in its dissemination, his propaganda may have even convinced him that he was not only an 

Italian reformer, but the last Italian Reformer.380  Since many of the other reformers who 

had come from Italy had abandoned any idea at re-entering its borders, Vergerio often 

wrote as if he was the only one left.  Yet Vergerio's audience was not limited to only those 

within Italy and he had other projects underway that were not connected to the Italian 

Reformation.     

 Becoming only one facet of several other projects, Vergerio's role in Italy lessened 

over time.  Increasingly, his condemnations of the papacy became condemnations of the 

entire Catholic Church and the Council of Trent from which its renewal sprung.  In his early 

correspondence with Duke Christoph, even as his new employer sought financial backing 

for the borderlands printing press as a source of unity between Protestants and Catholics, 

Vergerio harshly condemned what was occurring at Trent.  After a brief career preaching 

in the Grisons and traveling around the northern Swiss provinces, Vergerio's first 

correspondence with Duke Christoph in the summer of 1553 was a series of letters that 

directly led to his employment with the Duke.  His subject, the current workings of the 

                                                           
379 Pierce, 204. 
380 Ibid., 51-54. 
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Council of Trent, which Vergerio had watched closely, yet safely, from the Grisons, ensured 

him of an interested patron.  He maintained significant connections made during his 

tenure as papal nuncio and secretary in the 1530s, using them to his advantage by 

providing the Duke with a close account of events as they unfolded.   

 The council itself was beset by various problems including disputing factions, the 

military victories of Protestant princes in Tyrol, reversals in papal policy, and continual 

pressure from those like Vergerio to allow for Protestants to be present at the council.  

Vergerio wrote, "I strongly desire to see the King of France's protest at the Council of 

Trent. ... I think an example of it is in your collection and Professor Brenz confirmed that it 

is certainly there, I plead with your Highness, give the order to find it that it be sent to me 

directly, so that I can use it now for the Glory of God."381  Vergerio wished to add validity 

to his polemical pieces, turning to the Evangelicals for agreement on his thoughts on the 

Council.  He hoped those closer to the Duke and Evangelical thinking, like Brenz, would 

have been able to identify the validity of his arguments, signifying to the duke that he was 

in agreement with those at the head of his territorial church.  In his analysis of the council 

and papal documents Vergerio made it clear that his knowledge of such things came from 

his time as papal secretary and nuncio.382  However, Vergerio was quick to assure 

Christoph that he had not switched sides for political reasons.  "Yet I can say along with St. 

                                                           
381 "Vehementer cupio habere protestationem regis galliarum factum in concilio tridentino. .. Ejus exemplum 
puto esse in Vestro archivo, quin affirmavit mihi d. Brentius, omnino illic esse; quapropter supplico, Vestrae 
Celsitudini, ut jubeat quaeri et ad me statim mitti, ut possim uti nunc ad laudem Dei."  Vergerius, Peter Paul. 
Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius. Eduard von Kausler 
und Theodor Schott, Hgg. (Stuttgart, 1875), Letter #1. 
382 Si ergo tunc ego affuissem, potuissem indicare et manifestare omnes illas astutias et dolos; fateor enim 
me illismet fuisse aliquando usum, quum essem legatus paparum, et prosequerer ecclesiam Dei" Ibid. 
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Paul that, 'I acted so in ignorance, thus I have been shown mercy.'”383 Certainly Vergerio 

embraced the persona of one who had been within the camp of the enemy but left when 

the opportunity was given, which made him more useful to Christoph for a variety of 

reasons.     

  Some speculation exists as to exactly what role he played in Truber's banishment 

from Krain in 1547, since Vergerio was moving towards a Protestant position by that point 

and his own banishment by the Venetian Inquisition came only two years later.384  In these 

letters he presented his time in the Catholic Church as ignorantly opposing the gospel, 

prior to specific revelation from God.  This opposition may have included his 

condemnations of Truber while Bishop in Istria.  In 1542 he had referred to Truber in his 

writings as "that preacher from Laibach who publically preaches Lutheranism."385  It is 

clear that he was present and active in certain elements of the proceedings against Truber, 

but the idea that Vergerio was the primary force (the ‘Saul’ as he was called) behind 

condemning Truber is not true.   Vergerio had been advocating change following Luther's 

writings for several years, including his anti-Inquisitional pamphlet published in early 

1547: Della afflittione et persecutione fatta sopra quei di Capodistria.386  Officially, he 

wrote in his correspondence that 1548 was a year of change in his thinking, but he 

neglected to mention that the Inquisition in Venice had been conducting investigations 

                                                           
383 "Sed possum cum Paulo dicere: Ignorans feci, ideo misericordiam sum consecutus", Eduard von Kausler 
und Theodor Schott, Hgg., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus 
Vergerius.; referencing 1st Timothy 1:13. 
384 Schutte, 105-188. 
385 Sönke Lorenz “Von Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio”, 249. 
386 Fulvio Tomizza,  Das Böse kommt vom Norden. Die Geschichte des Pier Paolo Vergerio, Bischof, Ketzer, 
Reformator, (Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1988). 
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against him and others in Istria throughout 1547 and 1548.387  If anything, then, it seems 

probable that Vergerio condemned Truber in 1547 to shift blame away from his own 

reform activities in Istria, a move which ultimately failed.    

 His second letter to Christoph (dated 27th of July, 1553), consisted of international 

news Vergerio had collected on his travels and from various sources, meant to further 

prove his usefulness to the Duke.  He explained the happenings in England, where Mary's 

reign had renewed the Catholic cause there.  Additional news of Turkish raids on Sicily and 

southern Italy are reported by Vergerio's informants, indicating their placement across 

various parts of Europe.388  The usefulness of this letter to Duke Christoph lay in Vergerio's 

willingness to act diplomatically, if necessary, between the Duke and other princes and 

rulers who supported the Reformation.  Certainly Vergerio's connections in Graubünden, 

France (Huguenots with connections to Swiss lands), northern Italy (including Duke Ercole 

II of Ferrara), and within the German Empire, including Duke Albert of Prussia, indicated 

the extent to which Vergerio's diplomatic talents had so far been used for the Protestant 

cause.  For instance, Ercole II, who was married to a known Huguenot, Renée of France 

(the daughter of King Louis XII) and a significant supporter in Italy of Protestant ideas 

during the 1540s and early 1550s corresponded with Duke Christoph about a possible 

marriage and diplomatic alliance through Vergerio.389   

                                                           
387 Pierce, 50. 
388 Eduard von Kausler und Theodor Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, 
und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 2, pgs. 50-51.  
389 This Protestant support, which originated from Renee's influence over Ercole II, kept Protestant hopes for 
Reformation in northern Italy alive, but eventually papal pressures forced Ercole, who needed the pope for 
political reasons, to put his wife under house arrest in 1554, reversing his support, or at the very least 
tolerance, of Protestants.  Up until that time, however, the connections between reformers in Swiss lands, 
including Vergerio and Calvin, and the city of Ferrara remained strong and included visits by Calvin in 1536 
and Vergerius in 1553. 
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 What Vergerio keenly promoted in this letter to Duke Christoph was the 

reintroduction of the gospel into Italy.  He mentions at the end of this letter his desire to 

obtain copies of a new Italian translation of the Bible (probably Massimo Teofilo's 1552 

version) and send them into Italy.390   Vergerio's ingratiating attitude towards Duke 

Christoph in these letters indicates his clear desire to have the prince fund his endeavors 

into Italy.  In many ways this echoes his historical persona as an ambitious propagandist 

and reformer.  However, here again we must consider him within the context of his 

intended audience: Vergerio, as many others in this era, was using the patronage networks 

and political systems available to reestablish himself after his banishment from Italy and 

sojourn in the Swiss lands.  As Vergerio became more useful to Duke Christoph, he could 

expect an offer of permanent service and income.   

 A critical mind, far removed from mere cynicism, should consider such approaches 

as part of the structure of early modern society, and the sincerity of ones' beliefs were 

often intertwined with the pragmatic, to the point that neither can be separated nor 

distinguished in any meaningful way.  Vergerio himself, seeking work, sought also to 

further the cause in which he now believed.  One was as much a cause as the other for a 

man whose ambitions and faith had caused his premature departure from the Catholic 

Church.  Skepticism aside, then, Vergerio's desire to ingratiate himself with Duke 

Christoph, and his desire to see Evangelism spread into Italy via Brenz's territorial church 

model, served a common goal.  Vergerio's new found lord desired that Vergerio write to 

                                                           
390 Eduard von Kausler und Theodor Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, 
und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 2, pg. 51. 
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him and be of service for just as pragmatic a reason:  politically speaking, Vergerio was a 

valuable asset to Duke Christoph.     

 Among his connections with several nobles in Italy and the Holy Roman Empire, 

Vergerio's experiences within the Catholic hierarchy remained a key asset in gaining this 

patron who desired his deciphering of the enigmatic political events surrounding the 

Council of Trent.  In a letter dated 10th of October,1553, Christoph requests that Vergerio 

relocate to Tübingen, where he can be of more use to the Duke and the Evangelical cause.  

This was, of course, exactly what Vergerio had wanted and indicates the rapid success with 

which his letters had proved his worth.  Duke Christoph explained his reasoning for 

bringing Vergerio to his court, which revolved around using Vergerio first and foremost as 

a diplomat within German lands and northern Italy.  In particular, he desired Vergerio to 

use his connections in Italy to build a network between the Italian and German princes, 

countering those forces in Italy that had hindered political connections between the two, 

including matrimonial pairings.  “These things are no less pleasing , which you report in 

your last correspondence to us,  especially indeed that which pertains to the upcoming 

marriage, if Christ wills it, between the most senior of the sons of the Duke of Saxony and 

the former daughter of Farrara.  And we shall rejoice at the opportunity given us whereby 

our friend Hercules [Ercole II] may look upon us in the same light.”391  Vergerio astutely 

adapted himself to the Duke’s calling to facilitate such connections, as seen in his trip in 

1553 to Ferrara.  By including one another into their networks, these two men had much to 

                                                           
391 "Nec minus grata sunt, quae ex illorum collocutione nobis refers, maxime vero, quae ad sponsalia, sic 
Christo volente, inter maximum natu filium duccis Saxoniae et Ferrariensis filiam olim futura pertinent. Et 
gaudebimus occasionem nobis dari, unde promptum erga se animum nostrum Hercules ille noster perspicere 
possit”  von Kausler und Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, Letter 7, 62-63. 
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gain for their causes and for themselves, which at that time included the extension of the 

Evangelical movement into Italy, regardless of whatever the Council of Trent decreed.  

Duke Christoph certainly saw the addition of Vergerio and his contacts in Italy as 

increasing the possibility of this diplomacy’s success.  

 By early 1554 Vergerio had relocated to Tübingen, fully in the service of Duke 

Christoph.  It was there that he met Truber again.  The two reconciled quickly and found 

that they had much in common.  In particular, their combined interest in a Slovenian Bible 

led to the first attempts at setting up the printing press.  As Pierce indicates, Vergerio had 

from very early on in his career been interested in a Slovenian translation of the Bible.392  

His re-connection with Truber allowed  renewed discussion of such a project illustrating 

his shift towards his homeland and away from north-central Italy.  Vergerio remained a 

mentor figure to Truber, and in this case, Truber’s reference to Vergerio as his “Paul” is 

entirely accurate as the two conspired (as Paul and Barnabus had during the early Christian 

missions) to expand the Evangelical effort into the borderlands.   AsTruber scholars have 

recognized, Vergerio was an integral part of Truber’s efforts and one who must be 

mentioned in conjunction with his translation work and network of contacts in the 

borderlands.393  This shift in priorities for Vergerio is also evident in his correspondence 

with Duke Christoph.  He had previously acted in a diplomatic fashion for the Duke, 

traveling around the HRE and continuing to write about events in northern Italy 

(particularly between 1553 and 1555 when two Austrian Evangelicals had been imprisoned 

by the Venetian Inquisition and Vergerio worked to free them, or at least save their lives), 

                                                           
392 Pierce, 82-85. 
393 Sönke Lorenz “Von Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio”, 247-257.  
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but he now wrote specifically about the Slovenian translation and the progress that was 

being made by Truber.394  

 Vergerio seemed to have been caught during these years between a desire to 

return to Italy and to work for the Duke, which led to increased travel throughout the HRE 

and efforts promoting the borderlands printing press.  Here, Pierce’s analysis of Vergerio’s 

publications again comes in handy: as we can deduce from his graph of these publications, 

these years saw a sharp decrease in the number of Italian pamphlets he published.  In 

contrast, the number of Latin publication by Vergerio increased, indicating that his 

audience had shifted to nobility within the HRE and to the East.395     

As the Council of Trent neared its final stages in 1561, Vergerio again focused his 

efforts on Italy, even changing his previous aversion to that council by expressing to Duke 

Christoph that he was curious and desirous to know what was going on there.  “Certainly I 

expect to be summoned by the representatives at the Council of Trent, though all things 

are doubtful and full of plots, which are expected of papists, yet in the end I would take 

another trip abroad, this time to France (if need be), but let the Lord’s will be done.”396  He 

hoped to be recognized by the council as still involved in legitimate reform that might 

lead to reasonable inclusion within a broadly defined Christendom, one where Evangelical 

interests for reform were included in the discussions at Trent.  Viewed in this way, Vergerio 

was a friend to irenicist interests in Central Europe, seeking reconciliation between the 

                                                           
394 von Kausler und Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius. 
395 Pierce, Appendix D, 249-253. 
396 “Exspecto quidem vocationem a legatis Tridentini concilii, quamquam dubia sunt omnia et insidiis plena, 
quae a papistis exspectantur; se nihilo secius aliam susciperem peregrinationem, in Gallias scilicet (si opus 
fuerit), sed fiat voluntas Domini” von Kausler und Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von 
Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 127, page 291. 
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Evangelicals and Catholics and believing even as the council of Trent came to an end that 

a slim hope some compromise could be achieved among those who wished to work with 

him.   

 This hope seems to have been fleeting, for in the next letter, written only a month 

later, he explains to Christoph that he no longer desired to go to Trent.  Vergerio had 

evidently learned that his hope of inclusion had been rejected, and at this point his mood 

turned sour.  Vehemently, he attacked the papacy and, with more vigor than was usual for 

him, he discussed his belief that the whole council had been turned towards prohibitive, 

anti-reform measures.  He saw the outcome of this council as being nothing but evil; 

reconciliation with Rome was no longer a priority for him.397   Pierce has noticed that this 

period saw an upswing in Vergerio's polemical works against the Papacy, including a slight 

increase in Vergerio's Italian pamphlets published.  This is undoubtedly to counter what 

Vergerio knew at this point to be a council bent on suppressing the Reformation in Italy 

and Germany.   

 Vergerio also emphasized his support for a response to Trent that Johannes Brenz 

in Tübingen produced in 1561.  This document, which Vergerio had a hand in creating, and 

which Truber and Ungnad also supported, condemned the proceedings of the council and 

focused on its lack of validation particularly within the boundaries of the HRE.  Brenz, 

reiterated to Duke Christoph Vergerio's observation on the widespread disapproval of 

Trent,  “So Your Princely Grace knows well, that the princes protest against the Council of 

Trent was that it had not been certified by all the estates, nor sent to the Imperial majesty 

                                                           
397 von Kausler und Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, Letter 134. 
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or to the Council.”398  Judging Vergerio's suggestion that Protestant princes issue their 

own, joint statement concerning the Council of Trent, Brenz stated that he did not believe 

Vergerio's advice to be improper, even implying its necessity when countering the 

proceedings of Trent.399  Vergerio's role within the Evangelical camp as an informant and 

consultant grew particularly useful, if still under scrutiny by Brenz and others.  However, 

his primary goal of forming a cohesive political resistance to the decrees of Trent led to a 

Protestant repudiation of Trent, which severed any chance at finding common ground with 

the Papacy.   

 The increase of Vergerio's own polemical pamphlets against Trent and the Papacy 

at this time endeavored to stir up hatred against the formation of any early modern 

Catholic rebuke of the Protestant movement.  Here we can see that Vergerio's Italian 

network, as mapped out by Robert Pierce in his study of Vergerio's tracts, remained 

primarily within the Venetian and Istyrian territories.  In fact, of the fifty-seven contacts 

mentioned, fifteen were scattered throughout Istria (over one quarter of them), thirty-one 

were within Venetian territory (over half), and five were in Ferrara (including Renée of 

France).400  Thus, with the loss of Ferrara to the Inquisition in 1554 and the increasing 

pressure in Venice to support the Catholic reforms flowing from Trent, there is no doubt 

that Vergerio became more isolated from Italy and increasingly geared towards 

                                                           
398 “So weiß E. F. G. woll, das die protestation principium contra Tridentinum concilium noch nicht von allen 
stenden approbirt, noch keyserlicher Majestät oder dem concilio überschickt worden ist.“ Brenz letter to 
Christoph ,dated December of 1561, Letter 139, von Kausler und Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen 
Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius. 
399 “Es seindt auch in den andern scriptis, darin malae artes ich darvon nicht judiciren.  Gedencke auch, da 
das concilium Tridentinum sollt fortfarn, und ir conclusion mit gwallt defendiren ein vorradt unaußgebreitet 
behallten werden, damit die chur- und fürsten dem unbillichen fürnemen des concilii nicht allein armis, 
sonder auch scriptis, in quibus malae artes et doli adversariorum detegerentur, widerstandt thun möchten.  
Jedoch möchten söllich scripta allein schrifftlich und vertraulich dem könig Navarrae und ettlichen andern 
mitgeteillt werden.“ ibid. 
400 Pierce, Appendix D, 249-252. 
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Evangelical efforts in the borderlands.  If one were to add his contacts in Laibach, Vienna 

and Croatia, one would find several additional clients within the borderlands, making this 

shift in his contacts after 1555 even more dramatic.401 

 If one considers the shift in use of languages in his pamphlets during these years 

(more Latin and less Italian), his loss of correspondents in Italy, and his increasing 

correspondence with Truber and others, it seems clear that Vergerio had left behind his 

strictly Italian focus as a reformer.  Since he supported the borderlands printing press, he 

believed this area to be connected to attempts at regaining ground lost in northern Italy 

(particularly Trieste and Venice)after the emergence of anti-Protestant reforms at Trent, 

yet this remained a project for the future.  His focus moved towards northern and eastern 

Europe.    

2. Vergerio's shift to the Evangelical cause 

 Vergerio's conversion to the Protestant, more particularly the Evangelical faith was 

not instantaneous.  Truber had hinted at his " regenerationem " a Latin term often used to 

indicate conversion and/or baptism.  But it remains  questionable as to what moment he 

completely accepted the Augsburg Confession.  Of his time in the Swiss lands, one can 

safely say that his religious identity shifted away from the Catholic Church.402  Nothing 

else is certain, even his whereabouts.403  Often traveling from place to place, at times in 

                                                           
401 See Appendix 2. 
402 All that can definitively be said about that time is that Vergerio became firmly convinced that the Pope 
was the Antichrist, which he stated in his correspondence with Rudolf Gwalther, see Emidio Campi, "Ein 
Italienischer Briefwechsel, Pier Paolo Vergerio an Rudolf Gwalther" in Von Cyprian zur Walzenprägung: 
Streiflichter auf Zürcher Geist und Kulture der Bullingerzeit, Prof. Dr. Rudolf Schnyder zum 70. Geburtstag, 
(2001), 41-70. 
403 Vergerio was a pastor of a small Swiss community called Vicosoprano in the Val Bregaglia lands of the 
Republic of Rhaetia and its capital, Chur.  Constantly printing his polemical pamphlets at a number of 
printers throughout the Swiss lands, Vergerio took frequent trips to Basel and Zurich, even traveling to 
Tübingen when printers in the Swiss lands failed to meet his standards of printing in Latin and Italian.  For the 
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the Grisons or Basel and often elsewhere, Vergerio had experienced a serious personality 

conflict with Bullinger as well as other Swiss pastors.  Even as he wrote to Duke Christoph, 

his conversion was in the act of occurring.  No specific moment presents itself as 

characteristic of the entire process.  However, once he was in the service of Duke 

Christoph, Vergerio wasted no time in assuring those present that he was truly an adherent 

to Luther's cause, not wanting to fall into the way of heresy.  Like other immigrants into the 

north (esp. Gribaldi or Servetus, both whom he knew), he remained vulnerable to 

accusations of unorthodoxy stemming from his days among the Swiss reformers and from 

his numerous Huguenot contacts. Several letters point to his continual insistence upon the 

Evangelical faith, adhering constantly to the Augsburg Confession and minimizing 

discussion on the others.   

  When Duke Christoph asked which reformer he followed,  "But truthfully I 

answered, 'I agree and consent so, that I certainly know to be truthful those things which 

Luther has taught and subscribe to him and I added this reason, because the articles of 

faith having been retained and those things, which are among the prophets are also 

contained in the Gospels and the Apostles' teachings, but he has rejected the rest that are 

conflicting with these."404  This rather diplomatic response seems to have impressed 

Christoph, since it avoided any language unfavorable to the Lutheran cause, Vergerio 

stressed his reliance on scripture since no proper theologian or reformer would accept any 

                                                                                                                                                                             
period between 1550 and 1553 this meant frequent absences from his parish and its duties as he traveled 
between these cities.  Pierce, 56-75. 
404 "Ego vero respondi: Sic consentio et certo scio esse verissima, quae Lutherus docuit et subscribo illi 
addebamque rationem, quia retentis articulis fidei et his, quae in propheticis, evangelicis atque apostolicis 
scriptis continentur, reliqua cum his pugnantia repudiavit." von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel 
zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, dated 15th of February, 1555 to 
Christoph, Letter 21, p. 97. 
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teaching if it was contrary to scripture.  Throughout his travels, into France, northern 

Germany, and even Poland, Vergerio faithfully reported to Duke Christoph the extent to 

which the Augsburg Confession was being accepted.  He noticed that the Helvetic 

confession was particularly strong in certain areas in the west.  Not only in France, he 

mentions that England and the Netherlands also held many adherents to the Helvetic 

Confession.405    

 The exact moment when Vergerio recognized the Augsburg Confession may have 

occurred shortly before his diplomatic efforts supporting the Religious Peace of Augsburg 

and promoting its conclusion that any prince within the Empire could adhere to the 

Augsburg Confession by choice.  After 1555, there is a change in Vergerio's writing, 

representing an attempt to apply the Augsburg Confession as broadly as he could, even 

across all of Europe.406  Perhaps he briefly saw a glimmer of hope that the spread of 

Evangelical territorial churches might include sections of northern Italy, since certain 

territories were still considered part of the HRE at that time (Trent and Tyrol being two 

examples).  Two successive letters between Vergerio and Duke Christoph related 

Vergerio’s travels abroad and included his push among the Protestant rulers he 

encountered to accept this confession as their own.  Yet, Vergerio did not personalize his 

appeal to these princes.  Instead, he outlined the political sides that were developing, one 

in opposition to the spread of the gospel according to Lutheran ideals, and the other in 

favor of it.  Those against it included: the German Elector and Archbishop of Lotharingen 

(Trier); Johann V von der Leyen; Henry II of France; Cardinal Charles Guise, archbishop of 

                                                           
405 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius; Sixt, 577-578. 
406 ibid., letter 41a to Brenz. 
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Rheims, who supported counter-reformation in France; as well as the queen, Catherine di 

Medici and through her, her son, the future Francis II.  Definitely, the cards were stacked in 

favor of the Catholic faction in France and along the Rhine, but Vergerius was looking at 

things from a broader perspective.  He noted that those who supported the Reformation 

included several important people in Paris itself, a wealthy Italian named Julius of Thiene, 

and a few others among the burghers and nobility in western Germany.   

 As he described where things stood in each country, he focused on the political 

mechanisms at work within each kingdom, informing Duke Christoph on any progress in 

promoting not only the gospel, but also the Augsburg Confession in such areas.407  In a 

brief and succinct response to Duke Christoph’s concern about the French and Italians, 

related to their presence in the Empire, he seemed increasingly less concerned about 

affairs to the west.408  Vergerio perceived that western Europe held little promise for the 

Protestant Prince and the Evangelical cause.  Since most of the resistance to their cause 

came from the west (Spain, France and the spiritual electors of the HRE) any substantial 

expansion and success in establishing an Evangelical front for expanding the gospel, as 

well as any political clout, must be found elsewhere, particularly further north and east.   

 The spread of the Reformed confession into the west also discouraged the 

Evangelicals from any substantial missions efforts there.  France, the Swiss lands, and the 

Low Countries seemed particularly inaccessible, but there was a glimmer of hope for 

England, where Vergerio hoped to journey to in one of his successive diplomatic 

endeavors.  However, Duke Christoph and the other German princes needed his services 

                                                           
407 von Kausler und Schott, ed.,Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus 
Vergerius, letter 81, 205-207. 
408 ibid., letter 82, 208-209. 
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to the east in Poland, whence he lamented being stuck in unfamiliar lands.  Yet, he did 

send a letter to Queen Elizabeth in England on the 30th of January, 1559, advocating 

against the influence of papists and for the Augsburg Confession.  In a letter to Duke 

Christoph he related this specific letter, while also lamenting his inability to visit in person 

because of his continued trips into eastern Europe. “I hear there was a great and fierce 

dispute, some argued that papism still be retained, others proposed the Augsburg 

Confession, others that the Helvetic Confession be received. ”409  Since he could not 

attend, Vergerio was forced to send a letter through his nephew to the Queen.  It is 

therefore evident that by this point Vergerio, in advising Queen Elizabeth that the 

Augsburg Confession was superior to the Helvetic Confession, had certainly come to 

believe that it was the most suitable confession for all Protestants.     

 While adhering to the Augsburg Confession also explains his support and advocacy 

for the borderlands printing press, his end game continued to be a return to the Italian 

lands.  Hoping that this project might reach many Italians who had fled Venice’s inquisition 

into Slovenia, Vergerio advocated from very early on that Italian literature be included in 

the printing project.410  In fact, it has been argued that Vergerio’s work in the borderlands 

printing press, including both the Slavic and Italian literature which came from it, was “one 

of his most enduring legacies.”411  As early as 1555, he asked Brenz to include Italian 

                                                           
409 “Audio illic magnas et acres esse concertationes, aliis scilicet suadentibus, ut papismus adhuc retineatur; 
aliis, ut eo projecto confession Augustana, aliis, ut Helvetica suscipiatur;” von Kausler und Schott, ed., 
Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 73, 187. 
410 Pierce, 83-89. 
411 ibid., 85. 
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translations of the Lutheran catechisms, but it was not until Truber’s publication he 

actually succeeded in including them.412    

 The borderlands printing press became an important project for Vergerio as early 

as 1555, as evident from a string of letters late in that year between Vergerio and Duke 

Christoph.  The first letter informed Duke Christoph about the choice of typographic 

letters for the Slovenian New Testament translation.  He lauds the chosen printer and his 

array of type-sets: "In any event, Your Highness' printer now has elegant characters, not 

only in the German mode (as one can see in this book), but also Latin ones."413  Vergerio, 

assuming a temporary position as "quality controller" for the press, found his natural 

talents for publishing being put to good use.  His expertise certainly paid off, for as was 

relayed to Maximilian II once the first edition was made, the quality of the printed 

materials was of the highest level.414  Such praise was not unfounded, as can be seen from 

the several beautiful copies that have been preserved in collections in Basel and Laibach.   

 With all he had learned while printing his polemical pamphlets, Vergerio now 

attempted to include his Italian pamphlets in the project.415  As Vergerio mentions, "I 

prepare a catechism in the same language, but I can hardly be believed how much the 

good brothers urged me through letters and messengers, so that I will send all this to them 

                                                           
412 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius., Letter 41a. 
413 "certe typographus Celsitudinis Vestrae habet nunc elegantissimos caracteres ac non modo germanicos 
(ut in hoc libello videre est) sed etiam latinos." ibid., dated August 8th, 1555, Letter 31. 
414 Maximilian II described it as both a "commendable Christian work" and "a truly legal operation and stands 
in good order." Letters dated, 5th of May, 1561 and May 10th, 1562, Maximilians Korrespondenz Karton, 
HHStA. 
415 Vergerio’s earlier print quality can be seen in a study of one Swiss press, Remo Bornatico, L’arte 
tipografica nelle Tre Leghe (1547-1803) e nei Grigioni (1803-1975), (Chur: Gasser & Eggerling, 1976),  41-
55. 
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among whom seems most ardent that lord, Johannes called Ungnad."416  At this early stage 

in their relationship Ungnad supported Vergerio's work and its inclusion in the 

borderlands printing press.  Vergerio was confident that this endeavor would be expanded 

to provide not only Evangelical literature for Slavic groups in the borderlands, but also for 

Italians who lived there, and Ungnad’s support was key in giving the approval for its 

inclusion in the project.   

 Vergerio was certain that his Italian work and those of the theologians in Tübingen 

would have an impact among Italian speakers in the borderlands, and he ensured the 

others that Italian translations of these works would be beneficial to the borderlands 

printing press.   These works, as with the other materials, ranged from Lutheran catechisms 

to sermons and books defending the Evangelicals from attacks by radical groups.  Here, 

Vergerio played an integral role in several positions in the press: printing, translating, even 

adding materials and promoting their inclusion in the Italian print items.  "I have 

translated the book of Lord Brenz, Against the Libertines, and printed it with care.  I send 

you the first three sheets.  I am assured that this will be very useful and almost a necessity 

for the future of Italy. "417  The particular inclusion of this piece against the libertines also 

indicated that Vergerio was worried about those who might believe that his faith 

promoted too much freedom or a break with traditional authority.   

 Vergerio also wanted to ensure that this printing press produced only those 

materials that would help to build community, not promote division as the Catholics 

                                                           
416 "Adorno una catechismum in eadem lingua; vix autem credi potest, quantopere urgeant me litteris et 
nuntiis boni illi fratres, ut cito mittam haec omnia ad eos, inter quos maxime videtur ardere d. Joannes ille 
Ungnot." von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und 
Petrus Paulus Vergerius., dated August 16th, 1555, Letter 32. 
417Verti librum d. Brentii contra Asotum, et curo excudi.  Mitto tria prima folia.  Affirmo futurum Italiae valde 
utilem ac fere necessarim, Ibid, dated 12th of November, Letter 33. 
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claimed Protestants did.  "We have begun to turn the confession of faith into the Slavic 

language, Your Highness."418  Vergerio continued by informing Duke Christoph that its 

introduction would help to bring a fuller understanding of the Christian Faith to the 

people of those lands in which it was distributed.419  The Duke seems to have been very 

pleased with this progress since he continued to provide Vergerio and the borderlands 

printing press with money.   In this early stage of the press, Vergerio remained stationed in 

Württemburg, moving back and forth between Tübingen and Urach and hoping that this 

project would eventually lead to his return to Trieste and the borderlands.  As we now 

know, this never happened, yet Vergerio's inclusion of the Italian literature, which 

eventually amounted to about 5-6,000 of the imprints, signifies that he continued to direct 

reform efforts for Italy and Slovenia during the late 1550s.   

 While he did not want to sacrifice the main goals of the press for this more 

personal goal, the Italian literature that was produced is a testament to his skills at 

convincing those in Tübingen and Urach that these materials would be useful alongside 

the main project.  There are three letters in particular in which Vergerio's mention of Italy 

reveals his continuing interest in sending materials there, if possible.  The first two, written 

in 1555, show that he remained in contact with several persons in Venice and the 

surrounding area, including the Venetian ambassador, who Vergerio spoke to at that time.  

This reveals his continued efforts at fostering understanding and good relations between 

Venice and the German princes.  After a meeting with the Venetian ambassador, Vergerio 

wrote to Duke Christoph to confirm that Venice wished to maintain good relations with 

                                                           
418"Coepimus vertere in linguam Slavicam confessionem fidei Celsitudinis Vestrae." von Kausler und Schott, 
ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, dated 
November 23rd, Letter 35, 115-116. 
419 ibid. 
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the Protestant princes in Germany and promote good relations with them.  Vergerio's 

response had been to ask them not to partake any formal persecution of Evangelicals in 

their realm, as he was all too familiar with the Roman Inquisition held considerable power 

there.420 

 
 Indeed, Vergerio attempted to separate the feelings of northern Italy from those 

of Rome and the Curia there, insisting in another letter that word had reached a friend 

near the Papacy of the Slovenian Bible translation, "A Friend of him who resides in purple 

robes in Rome", had heard of his "toils in turning the New Testament into the Slovenian 

language."421  This was a miracle of God (miraculum), for, even within the depths of the 

domain of the Antichrist, Vergerio had found a friend to help him.  As he states, God had 

called even people who resided within the "abomination" to assist in the very work 

countering the Pope's influence.422 

 Yet throughout the 1560s, as the materials began to be distributed, and his fellow 

translator, Truber, took his own trip into Krain to help in this process, Vergerio remained 

elsewhere, exiled from his home and unable to return.  As he stated in a later letter to 

Duke Christoph, One lord, called "Georgius a Turci",  was a generous count, "one greatly 

zealous for the gospel,"  who warned him in his letters to remain in German lands, not to 

                                                           
420 Postremo cum me rogaret, ut ubicunque essem futures, conarer persuadere hic in Germania, d. Venetos 
valde amare hanc nationem, et cupere perpetuam concordiam cum ea servare, respondi, me non defuturum, 
(quan tulus cunque sim) sed hortari, ut interim abstineant a persecution contra Christianos, nam hac via 
conservabunt sibi benevolentiam bonorum principum et Dei etiam; et prmisit, se hoc in senatu 
renuntiaturum. von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und 
Petrus Paulus Vergerius, to Christoph dated January 6th, 1555, Letter 15. 
421 " Amicus ille purpuratus scilicet, qui Romae degit, (augiat Celsitudo Vestra aliud miraculum) significant 
mihi, se audivisse me nunc laborare in Novo Testamento in linguam Slavonicam vertendo;..." ibid., Letter 27. 
422 "Mox addit, se quoque velle particem esse tam boni operis et conferre aliquam partem pecuniae; proh 
Dei omnipotentiam, qui cgit eos etiam, qui versantur in abominatione, ut juvent tale opus contra ipsam 
abominationem."  ibid. 
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attempt travel into the borderlands unless someone like the Emperor or King Maximilian II 

grant a letter of safe conduct.423  Vergerio still searched for ways to get back to his 

homeland, yet the war and the threat of Catholic inquisition prevented him from doing 

anything but hoping.  Interestingly as well, his connections to this "Turkish count", possibly 

from Siebenbürgen or the Dalmatian lands, indicates the extent to which Vergerio's 

contacts in the borderlands had grown.  Most of these contacts remained active for him 

through the borderlands printing press, and it was through such contacts that he learned 

of the presence of Protestant Italian refugees.424   

 Vergerio's commitment to the borderlands printing press must also be measured in 

terms of financial expenditures.  As noted in the previous chapter, he had made a sizeable 

individual contribution to the press, one that had stretched his already tight money supply.   

In a letter to Duke Christoph in 1559 he again reiterated the costs, much of which he 

would try to gather while in Vienna with Fröhlich and the other Protestant burghers there 

(see above).  He reminded the Duke that up to that point, "perhaps even thousands of 

florins have been used."425  A sizeable portion of this had been his, and the continual cost 

became a primary concern for Vergerio.  His actions in support of the printing press 

ensured it in a time when the uncertainty of not having enough money to print the Italian 

and Slovenian materials would almost certainly have led to its shut down.  Vergerio did not 

seek to lessen the quality or reduce the quantity, again indicating that expenses were well 

                                                           
423 "Generosus dominus Georgius a Turci comes, vir magni zeli in evangelio, me monet suis litteris, ut 
caveam, ne Labacum accedam, nisi sint mihi litterae seu salvus conductus a Caesare sive Maximiliano." von 
Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus 
Vergerius., dated 24th of October, 1563, letter 189. 
424 Pierce, 84. 
425 "Vix fortasse millibus florenis factum fuisset", von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen 
Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, dated 11th of May, 1559, Letter 85. 
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taken care of by the immediate contributors.  In such matters Vergerio looked to confirm 

his trust in God (and the local aristocracy to provide for their mission).  Vergerio hoped 

that the most would be made of the opportunity provided by the press, he even stated that 

it was a Godsend, if only the nobles would have the courage to support it!426   

 We see throughout his letters this continual longing to return to his homeland, or 

to use the printing press as a means to spread reform among Italians in the borderlands, 

some who might have ended up there in exile.  In this sense, the borderlands printing press 

was a means of reaching those in the areas surrounding Italy, countering the growth of a 

Catholic movement coming out of northern Italy.  Yet Vergerio's attempts to include the 

Italian catechism and other translated material  should not be viewed according to this 

sole objective.  As we have seen, he tempered his urges to return to his homeland with the 

warnings of those that indicated to him the danger in his returning.  Furthermore, 

evidence in this dissertation has made it abundantly clear that his work through Duke 

Christoph and Vergerio's own personal connections to Krain convinced him of the need for 

a missions endeavor that reached as many of the diverse populations of Eastern Europe as 

possible.  Not only Slovenia, Hungary, Croatia were to be targeted by the Bible 

translations and Catechism literature, but he considered even areas as far away as Poland, 

Lithuania, Russia, and Constantinople.  Vergerio bought into this expanded role of the 

press and was a driving force behind it.     

                                                           
426 "Deus, inquam, misit hanc occasionem, quae sine ejus injuria non potest negligi, tanto magis, quod 
nullum credo principem esse futurum, qui tam sanctum opus amplectetur, nisi Vestra Illustrissima Dominatio 
amplectatur, quod, ne amplecti praetermittat, etiam atque etiam per jesum Christum rogo."  von Kausler 
und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, 
dated 11th of May, 1559, Letter 85. 
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 By the 1560s it was clear that support for any reform movement in Italy had 

evaporated for Vergerio.  His only recourse when it came to Italy was to try the 

borderlands and to send his relatives there.  He attempted to procure study position for his 

nephew Ludovico in the borderlands, so he also tried with another nephew named 

Aurelius, whom he wished to study in Padua, or if that failed, to have him study in Vienna, 

somewhere within or near Italy.427  His concerted efforts to see these relatives educated in 

the best facilities close to his homeland indicates his continued desire to see his family 

connected with Italy.  Far from being an immigrant who took up residency in Germany, 

Vergerio saw himself and his family as Italians who should reside nearby, in the 

borderlands if necessary. 

 

3. Vergerio shifts East 

 Vergerio's diplomatic correspondence after 1555 indicates an increasing 

preoccupation with the Evangelical cause in the north and east.  Following the direction of 

Duke Christoph, Vergerio looked to establish connections and dialogue among the various 

Protestant princes.  In a rare German letter to the Duchess Anna Maria of Prussia, 

Vergerio, sending with the letter a copy of the Dialogues of St. Gregory the Great, attests 

to this shift, the hope being to further the Evangelical cause among the younger 

generation of nobles, echoing Ungnad's efforts.428  As his reputation was beginning to 

solidify around his opposition to Trent and his connections with Brenz and the territorial 

                                                           
427 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, to Christoph, dated May 1560, Letter 91. 
428 "Es Wirdtt aber gnedige Furstin und Fraw, fornemblich in der sachenn gehandeltt, Vonn der befurderung 
unnd erbreitung der Ehren Gottis, Darnach auch E. f. g. unnd derselben Durchleuchten herrn sohnns hohen 
und furstlichen nahmens erleuchtung, nitt durchs Deutschlandtt allein, sonndern (wie verhoff) andern orten 
mehr." Sixt, IX, pg. 539. 
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church model, Vergerio became increasingly pivotal in the promotion of this model.  Thus, 

his position within the Evangelical camp revolved around whether or not he could 

successfully convince princes that Luther's ideas provided the best way to establish a broad 

union between secular and religious authorities.   

 Truber had mentioned Vergerio's importance as a learned humanist and religious 

scholar to several people in his own letters.  For instance, in his correspondence with 

Bullinger he mentioned Vergerio over a dozen times, focusing primarily on his connections 

to the borderlands as well as his knowledge of the inner workings of the papacy.429  In 

another letter, Truber mentions that Vergerio acted as a voice of understanding between 

the different branches of Protestantism, but that his constant traveling made it hard for 

him to deal with theological issues.430  Yet his humanist learning made him invaluable to 

the Evangelical cause.  In particular, Truber thought highly of Vergerio for his knowledge 

of Latin, stating to Bullinger, "And to you and like-minded most-learned men I do not write 

Latin freely, unless compelled by necessity (as example, I am always writing to sir Vergerio 

in Latin since he does not understand the German language), yet I am afraid to write in 

Latin, wanting to commit no grammatical errors and prevent wrong to Priscian’s style."431   

 Vergerio's support of Truber's translation continued unabated from the beginning 

of their new-found relationship.  As Truber had also written to Bullinger that  Vergerio 

                                                           
429 Letters to Bullinger from Truber dated, 13th of September, 1555, 10th of July 1557, 20th of December, 
1557, 1st of February, 1559, in Truber, 30.  
430 "Sir Vergerius would be useful, if he was not already gone again, fully engaged abroad" from "Herr 
Vergerius wird gwißlich, ob er schon nicht ist, widerumb gen pollen verreiten." 10th of July 1557, letter to 
Bullinger, ibid.. 
431 "Vobis et huiusmodi eruditissimis viris Latine haud libenter scribo, nisi necessitate compulsus, sicuti d. 
Vergerio semper latine scriber cogor, postquam Germanicam linguam non intelligit, nam vereor in scribendo 
latine ne committam aliquem soloecismum et ne peccem in Priscianum." Letter from Truber to Bullinger, 
13th of March, 1557 ibid., pg 27. 
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truly gave this small printing press a large sum of money, on account of which the printing 

press at Urach almost led to his economic ruin.432  His contributions in terms of effort, 

time, and translation work amounted to as much as either Truber or Ungnad had 

contributed.  All three combined, their accomplishments led to the firm placement of the 

press within the bounds of Tübingen's social, political and religious community and 

expanded Württemburg's role to being pivotal to Evangelical efforts throughout the HRE 

and into the borderlands.  Furthermore, Vergerio's diplomatic talents found multiple uses 

even as his attention moved to support new Evangelical efforts.   

  Vergerio's talents lead some to charge him with vain wishes and pride.   Old habits 

seemed to have died hard, since many of his actions while bishop in Istria had been 

directed to increasing his chances at receiving promotion.  Those within the Swiss camp 

certainly noticed these vestiges of his former ambition with Truber defending Vergerio's 

actions on at least one occasion to Bullinger: 

I observed from certain conjectures that a small rivalry was once between you and 
Vergerio, yet Vergerio has never spoken anything specifically evil about you in my 
presence.  Therefore, I respectfully request and warn you that when you are 
troubled, you should wish to subdue your humanly- depraved emotions, and 
Vergerio assures me that he will do the same.  I know that Vergerio is still 
burdened with one or more vices, just as before his regeneration, but this most evil 
remark -that he is a hypocrite or secretly Papist- is falsely fastened to him.433     

                                                           
432 "Es gestet den herrn Vergerium diser kleiner druckh warlich vill geldts, von wegen das er die druckherei 
von Tibingen sterbs halben auff sein aigen khosten hie er gen Reütlingen hat Fueren laßen."  Letters to 
Henrich Bullinger: 13th of September, 1555, Truber, 23. 
433 "Animaduerti aliquantulum ex quisbusdam coniecturis quondam simultatem esse inter te et Vergerium, 
licet ipse Vergerius quodcumque mali me praesente de te nunquam sit locutus.  Rogo itaque atque moneo 
velis et tu humanos pravos affectus domare, quod et Vergerius facturus mihi pollicitus est.  Scio Vergerium 
uno vel altero vitio adhuc, sicuti ante regenerationem laborare, quod autem esset hypocrita vel clancularius 
papista, hec pesima nota sibi falso impungitur. " ibid., 32-33. 
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Truber knew of and was worried about certain criticisms that had surrounded several 

members of the faculty at Tübingen.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, individuals 

who had known Servetus were under particular scrutiny following his burning in Geneva in 

1553.  One, the Italian Matteo Gribaldi Moffa, was already falling under suspicion for his 

writings, and Vergerio, as another of these Mediterranean individuals to have moved into 

the German lands around the same time, remained a questionable figure.  Concerned 

reformers such as Bullinger wondered at Vergerio's personal motivations for joining the 

movement.  Truber addressed these concerns, adamantly denying that Vergerio's behavior 

matched the accusations.  Truber did however, note at one point that Vergerio held 

himself aloof from time to time, often refusing to respond to correspondence.  When 

asked the reasons for this behavior Truber admitted that they were probably  boastfulness 

and vain pride.434  Even so, Truber preferred to focus  on the positive contributions of 

Vergerio to the Evangelical cause.435 

 While ambition or pride were factors motivating Vergerio at a personal level, his 

theological leanings provided evidence of additional motivations for supporting the press.  

Those who questioned his motivations did not delve into the debates between the Gnesio-

Lutherans and Philippists.  Vergerio's actual leanings towards either of these factions is not 

mentioned.  His interactions with Truber and Ungnad indicate that while many of his 

friends and acquaintances were Gnesio-Lutherans, he did not lessen his contacts with the 

Philippists, which may indicate a practical neutrality on his part on certain divisive issues.  

Truber seemed to indicate this when he stated that Vergerio's frequent absence kept him 

                                                           
434 "He cannot let go of his boastfulness and vain pride" from "Er khann sein thrasonicum et inanem fastum 
nicht ablegen" 1st of February, 1559, Truber letter to Bullinger, Truber, 34. 
435 Ibid. 
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from expressing opinions on theological issues.  Nevertheless, it should be noted that 

internal squabbling between these groups caused little change to the output of the 

borderlands printing press, which showed signs of growth during this period. 

 Vergerio also focused his diplomatic energies on assuring the Protestant princes 

that the efforts of the borderlands printing press  were supported by those within the 

imperial administration.  Most notably he made it clear that the catechism and biblical 

literature being disseminated were by those attempting to provide stability within the 

HRE.  Vergerio mentions in a letter to Duke Albrecht of Prussia in 1561 that the success of 

the press was primarily due to Ungnad's involvement in the Habsburg court with King 

Maximilian II.  Vergerio relayed to Duke Albrecht the extent to which Ungnad's family still 

served the king, since Ungnad knew Maximilian II well, writing to him often even from his 

place of voluntary exile, which Vergerio was quick to note, was on account of the Gospel.  

He also has six sons in the King's service, of whom the senior is close to Maximilian, King of 

Bohemia, being his chamberlain.436  Vergerio's mention of Ungnad to Albrecht is not to 

introduce Ungnad to him, since the two already had been in contact.437  Rather, the letter 

refers to Ungnad's contacts with the Habsburgs to confirm that the distribution of the 

borderlands printing press materials was going forward with the blessing of Maximilian II.   

 Intently Vergerio set about indicating that the Evangelicals were not divided over 

countering the Council of Trent, spending a particularly large part of his letter to Albrecht 

discussing the effects that Tridentine policies would have on German lands.   "One of my 

                                                           
436 "Quisnam sit Generosus Dominus Joannes Ungnad Baro in Soneck, Va C. novit, imo ad illum scripsit, cum 
huc venirem.  Exul est voluntarius ex terris Caesaris propter Evangeluim, est n. omnino pius, praeterquam 
quod magna pollet sapientia.  Is bene sex habet liberos masculos, maior natu est intimus Maximiliani 
Bohemorum Regis cubicularius," . Letter dated August 25th, 1561 to Albert of Prussia from Vergerio, Sixt, 
XXXI, page 574. 
437ibid., Letter XXXI, 572-575. 
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greatest fears (I say as it is "would that it were not so"), that Germany thus appears to exist 

securely and to neglect so great a gift of God, that is, this religious reform, so that 

something ought to be feared from God in this name.438  Directing fears towards the 

upcoming conclusion of Trent, Vergerio specifically targeted the structure of the Council 

as it attempted to spread Catholic reform and anti-Protestant teachings into Germany.  

Vergerio warned that those, like himself, who had been chosen by the German princes to 

represent them in the final stages of the council were being replaced against their will.439  

In such cases he warned that the proceedings of the council and its outcome could not be 

accepted, since it contradicted the territorial sovereignty of the Protestant princes.  This 

was, in Vergerio's mind, further proof as to the meddling of the papacy with regional 

affairs of the HRE.  Beyond any personal feelings of betrayal on his part (and it must be said 

that his forced absence from Trent by the Papacy irked him greatly) his legal justifications 

for denying the validity of Trent rested in the Religious Peace of Augsburg, cemented just 

a few years prior, which guaranteed the Protestant princes that the integrity of their 

territorial rule would not be forfeit to the whims of foreign dignitaries, including the 

Papacy and its legates.   

 Vergerio's correspondence with Duke Albrecht reveals concerted efforts on behalf 

of Duke Christoph and Ungnad to create a solid coalition of princes supporting 

Evangelical efforts, such as the borderlands printing press.  By 1562 Vergerio sensed that 

opposition to the Evangelical cause within Trent had reached a critical level.  Any 

                                                           
438 "Unum tantum me terret, quod Germania (ut dicam quod est, utinam non ita sit) ita secure videtur vivere 
et ferme negligere tantum Dei donum hoc est renovationem religionis, ut aliquid a Deo metuendum sit hoc 
nomine." Sixt, XXXI, 572. 
439 "Cum Legato n. Papae, qui nuper in Germania fuit, his de rebus diligentissime contuli, qua de re pluribus 
aget meus nepos." ibid., XXI, 574. 
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conciliatory forces at the Council had been replaced by hardliners who, directed by certain 

powerful princes like Johanne von der Leyen, the Elector of Trier, were nearing completion 

of its endeavor.  Vergerio's work turned towards bringing the Protestant princes together 

by shifting their energies to meet this new threat.  Ungnad is again mentioned to Albrecht 

as "the generous lord" and a benefactor of his endeavors.440     

 Vergerio attacked Trent as an illegitimate council with no basis of support among 

the German princes.  His fear was that the German princes' territorial privileges would be 

compromised, and the spread of Luther's materials stymied.  Such things he had already 

seen in Italy.  He lamented: 

There is no news from Trent as one waits [to see] as to what end the Cardinal 
(Elector) of Trier's arrival will turn out (over which I wrote about), namely, if he 
desires to boldly carry himself, that is, to oppose or indeed withdraw from a council 
assembled and created out of so little legitimacy , to me all appears dependent on 
him.  Today, an exile on account of the Gospel, sir Peter Martyr [Vermigli] from 
Italy, a most learned man, died, scarcely was there any man like him.441   

 
The loss of Vermigli, who died in Strasbourg the month before, along with the concluding 

acts of Trent brought finality to Vergerio’s efforts to bring reform to Italy, while he 

continued to criticize the policies emerging from Trent, mirroring in his letters what he 

published in his polemical tracts, little remained for him to direct in Italy.   

 He continued to bemoan the actions of the papacy in Italy and those that 

prevented his works from spreading there.  At his most critical, Vergerio echoed concerns 

of Luther and others that the papacy was, or had become, the Antichrist.  It could not be 

                                                           
440 "Generosum Dnum Baronem Ungnadium" Sixt, XLII, 591. 
441  "Tridento nihil allatum, expectatur quorsum evasurus sit Cardinalis Lotheringiae (de quo scripsi) 
adventus, si scilicet mascule se volerit gerere, hoc est, concilio tamquam minus legitime congregato et facto 
obiicere an vero cedere: in eo mihi videntur sita omnia.  Diem suum obiit D. Petrus Martyr Italus propter 
Evangelium exul, vir doctissimus, vix fuit similis." ibid., XLII, 591. 
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trusted and was only known to spread lies.442  Within the context of the letter, Vergerio's 

lambasting of both Trent and the papacy figured within both religious and political 

context.  His mention of theological issues is often overshadowed by the intrigue and 

crafty maneuvering he saw as evidence of the devil's doings within the curia.  Even the 

royalty of Europe were caught up in it, either by association or as a victim of its nefarious 

schemes.  The attacks against the Evangelical cause came from several areas, but most 

notably it was the papacy using political means to counter them that constituted the 

greatest continual threat.  Vergerio insisted along with the theologians in Tübingen that 

what they needed was a group of princes that could play the political game and counter 

the shrewd movements of those forces that sought to limit the Reformation's expansion.  

But Trent and the political movements of the Catholic kings in France and Spain limited 

the scope and direction in which the Protestants could look for support, and it was 

primarily to the east that they saw potential converts.  In Vergerio's estimation, the east 

might have to deal with the Turks, but that was not as great a threat to the gospel as the 

Roman Curia.  Thus, the borderlands, Poland, and Lithuania still remained available if they 

moved quickly. 

 It is to this end that Vergerio's diplomatic role must be considered as an extension 

of the same Evangelical endeavor as the borderlands printing press.  Vergerio actively 

continued to support and add his expertise to the project in addition to his 

correspondence and diplomatic missions to Brandenburg and other Protestant territories 

in the HRE, Poland and Krain, and even further abroad (such as England).  This diplomacy, 

                                                           
442 "Verum quid? Supervenit non multo post nuncium, quo significabatur mihi Antichristum perfecisse, ut 
pensio, quae erat mihi abe Rege Gallorum constituta, iam negaretur." Sixt, XLII. 
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along with continual financial support from various groups, indicates a coordinated 

movement on the part of the Evangelicals to expand their efforts abroad.  This mission had 

practical as well as theological implications.   

 

4. Vergerio as Evangelical diplomat and Habsburg councilor in Poland 

 To further exemplify the complex intertwining of politics and religion in the early 

modern era we must overview the extent to which Vergerio's diplomatic endeavors 

influenced his support of the borderlands printing press.  In particular, connections and 

acquaintances that were made in his diplomatic endeavors often led to these same 

individuals being useful in supporting the printing press.  Vergerio, looking to expand the 

vision and reach of the Evangelical movement, actively wrote to several high profile 

leaders across Europe.  Within the Empire his primary correspondent outside of 

Württemburg was Elector Albrecht of Brandenburg.  Outside the Empire his 

correspondence reached Huguenots, English reformers, and many others.  But more 

importantly, when it came to relations with the Habsburgs, Vergerio's primary contact was 

Maximilian II.  It is of worthy note just how much Maximilian II was involved with all three 

key members of the borderlands printing project, yet Vergerio's correspondence with 

Maximilian II has not been collected or included in studies on it.  From a few known letters 

it is evident that each held the other in high regard.  Vergerio's relationship with 

Maximilian II would be central to allowing him one final trip into the borderlands, where 

Vergerio's time in Vienna and the surrounding area will later provide us with a more 

specific view of his role in spreading the gospel there.   
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 Maximilian II's designs on Poland have been mentioned in the introduction, but 

Vergerio's presence within these plans deserves attention in order to clarify the 

relationship the two had and how it affected the borderlands printing press.  In addition to 

his previous diplomatic efforts on behalf of the Evangelicals, Vergerio now gained a 

coveted and influential role as an informant for the Habsburgs.  Maximilian II wrote to 

Vergerio that hence forth any correspondence they had over Poland would be direct, that 

the previous arrangement of having Vergerio write to Ungnad who then forwarded 

information to Maximilian II was no longer necessary.  Furthermore, Maximilian II also 

requested Vergerio join him at his court in Vienna by Christmas so as to advise and 

converse with him over his knowledge of the situation in Poland.443  This position was a 

significant reversal in Vergerio's treatment by the Habsburgs, who for all intents and 

purposes had been severed when Vergerio's tenure as papal nuncio in Vienna had ended 

in the late 1530s.  His banishment from the Catholic Church made Vergerio's likelihood of 

serving in Vienna even more remote.  Yet, the resurrection of his dealings with the 

Habsburgs does reveal the importance that Maximilian II put on his desire to inherit the 

Polish throne.  It also reveals that the influence Hans Ungnad and his family had in the 

imperial court remained significant since they acted as the primary liaisons between 

Vergerio and the Habsburgs before his tenure as informant.  This further solidifies 

                                                           
443 "Soviel dann die polnische handlung belangt, ist nicht ohne, daßuns hievor durch den Ungnaden wuer 
schreiben zugekommen, dieweil aber dieselbige handlung an ihr selbst wichtig und guter vorbetrachtung 
wohl würdig, so haben wir darinn nicht eilen wollen.  So Ihr dann in Jetzigem eurem schreiben selbst zu uns 
zu kommen und euch mit uns zu bereden begehrt, seyn wir dessen gantz wohl zufrieden und möget euch 
derhalben auf nächstkünftige weihnachten hieher verfügen, dann die römisch königliche majestät, unser 
gnädigster liebster herr und vater, innerhalb 14 tagen in die krone Böhmen verruchen wird, daß also solche 
eure herkunft zur selbigen zeit ganz wohl und füglich beschehen mag, und alsdann wollen wir uns dieser 
sachen halben allerdings mit euch nothdürftiglich berathschagen und unterreden, euch auch wiederum an 
eure gewarsame und sicherheit befördern." Eduard von Kausler und Theodor Schott, Briefwechsel zwischen 
Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, 56a. 
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Ungnad's importance as a leading contact between its leaders and the Habsburgs in 

various aspects of the borderlands printing press and Evangelical matters.444   

 While assisting Maximilian II, Vergerio continued his involvement in the 

distribution of the Bible translations  and their funding while in Vienna.  Vergerio wrote to 

Fröhlich and other Austria Protestants, and he also prepared to deliver some materials 

pertaining to Truber's translation to Maximilian II.   He continued his role as consultant 

and  learned client of Maximilian II, conversing over scholarly topics and the latest 

materials to be printed.  In the post script to this letter, Maximilian II adds details as to 

materials and books he had in his keeping for Vergerio, further emphasizing his role as 

patron to Vergerio.445  The exchange of books and letters, often a sign of close ties and a 

common Renaissance friendship model reveals the learned connections between this ruler 

and reformer.  These bonds reinforced humanist tendencies,  superseding differences in 

faith and religion with common bonds of humanity and a common search for knowledge 

and truth.  Maximilian II also wanted Vergerio at his court, because it improved the 

reputation and standing of his court at Vienna, a point that all early modern rulers strove 

for in some form or other.  In this we see Maximilian II fulfilling his role as a Renaissance 

prince.446 

 Vergerio accepted the offer to come to Vienna, and did so in the winter of 1558.  

This was only his first trip at the invitation of Maximilian II, since at least one other trip 

would occur over the next several years.  As a diplomat following the network of early 

                                                           
444 see Chapter 1. 
445 "Übersenden wir euch hierinn ein verzeichnis dieser bücher, so uns von euch zugekommen, damit ihr 
euch zu ersehen, ob es dieselben alle oder aber deren noch mehr gewesen seyen, dann wir wollen euch 
gliechwol nicht verhalten, daß das paquet etwas übel verwahrt gewesen." von Kausler und Theodor Schott, 
Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, 56a. 
446 see Chapter 4. 
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modern patronage, Vergerio moved around frequently, shifting from court to court and 

sending back to Duke Christoph information in his letters while also asking occasionally for 

more money and support.447  Concerning his trip to Vienna in 1558, Vergerio explained to 

Duke Christoph, "Our most serene king has recently, holding me in high regard, taken me 

on as his councilor."448  What Vergerio modestly hoped would be evident through such 

endeavors was his flexibility talents, great prudence, but even more importantly, his 

personal piety and a life of integrity.449   Vergerio proved himself to Maximilian II to be a 

man of good moral character, which all within the humanist tradition could agree as 

necessary in an advisor and friend.   His first trip to Vienna ended at the beginning of 

March, and, as his correspondence indicates, this visit to Maximilian II's court 

reestablished Vergerio's Evangelical connections within the Habsburg city.  As we shall 

return to this a bit later, his later diplomatic work there coincided with fund collecting for 

the borderlands printing press.450 

 Networking among the elite of Europe required the poise and virtue that Vergerio 

discussed in his letters to Duke Christoph.  Preparation for his new persona as imperial 

informant in Vienna was connected with his greater diplomatic endeavors for the 

Evangelical cause.  His earlier correspondence with Albrecht of Prussia had strengthened 

the bonds between German Protestants and his letters with Albrecht almost outnumber his 

letters with Christoph, indicating the importance that both saw in this connection.  After 

                                                           
447 His success in obtaining funds from Duke Christoph was not always successful and it has been noted that 
he was often denied money for which his letters asked.  Nevertheless, he did receive enough funding from 
Duke Christoph to continue his travels.  Pierce indicates that these funds were in the neighborhood of 300 
florins per year as well as four horses, a house in Tübingen, and a food and clothing pension.  Pierce, 73-74. 
448 "Serenissimus rex nuper ascivit eum in consiliarium et valde carum habet." von Kausler und Theodor 
Schott, eds., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, 58. 
449 ibid. 
450 See below, page 207. 
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1554 Vergerio had regularly corresponded with Albrecht regularly, which now came in 

handy when dealing with Poland.  Over forty letters were written between them and their 

correspondence continues to highlight the importance that the Evangelicals put on 

expanding their message to the east. 451  In particular, underlining Maximilian II’s 

dependence on Vergerio as an advisor, a significant push into Poland was already 

underway through Brandenburg and Prussia.   In fact, much of Vergerio's correspondence 

indicates a continually growing influence of Brandenburg and Prussian princes over 

Evangelicals in Poland.  While the Reformation in Poland is not the subject of this study, it 

is sufficient for our purposes to realize the magnitude of the Evangelical push into the east.   

 Several letters to Duke Christoph track his initial travel to Poland in 1556.  In 

addition, his letters from Poland during his trip in 1558 indicate the extent to which 

Vergerio had already met and communicated with the Protestants in Poland.  In 1556 his 

correspondence was primarily with Albrecht of Prussia, indicating that the initial contacts 

he made among Protestants went  through the northern German prince.  Very quickly, 

Vergerio acclimated himself not only to the cold, but to the desires of Albrecht to 

facilitate connections with Protestants in the Polish lands.  Several of these connections 

were made through people working in the courts of German princes.  A secretary in 

Prussia, one Timotheus, had connections to the Polish court, and another person, Gasparus 

a Nidbruck, a scribe who worked for Maximilian II in Bohemia, also had connections to 

pastors in the east.452  Many of Vergerio's additional connections were among the knights 

in the area who were connected to the old Teutonic Order, which Albrecht had technically 

                                                           
451 Sixt, Letters I-XLIII. 
452 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, from Vergerius to Christoph dated May 20th, 1556, letter 42, 128. 
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disbanded upon the founding of his dynastic territory.  Writing from Taplack Castle, on the 

banks of the Pregel River, Vergerio discussed the rejection of the Catholic orders by some 

nobles in that area.453  Vergerio keenly observed when and in what ways the gospel could 

be spread, as well as those areas in which the devil worked to prevent its spread.  His time 

in Poland proved difficult, however, as expenses grew and Vergerio saw little progress in 

this early excursion abroad.  In one case, he indicated his frustration with money that had 

been lost to a corrupt knight.  Such persons, under the direction of Satan, disturbed his 

labor for the gospel.454  Despite the hardships, Vergerio did makes certain contacts that 

would prove useful in his later travels to Polish lands. 

 Continually, Vergerio stressed  Albrecht's position of authority and influence over 

the Polish and Prussian regions. Vergerio advocated the spread of his own literature to 

counter the spread of other confessions, "I consider (as I often have said) reprinting four 

copies of my ‘Dialogues against the Revered Varmesiensem‘  whereby it could be spread 

throughout Poland and Prussia,...“455  Throughout his letters to Albrecht, many of which 

came from places he visited while in Poland, Vergerio sought to emphasize the strength of 

Prussian efforts to support Evangelical groups within Poland as Albrecht's policy continued 

to assist the Evangelicals in that region.  Brandenburg, as an Electorate of the HRE and a 

related branch to Prussia’s Hohenzollern family remained closely tied to these endeavors.  

                                                           
453 Vergerio also identified an attendant of a local lord, Lord Lismanini, called Stanislaw, who had once been 
a Franciscan monk, but now was a true Christian. from "Audio esse istic quendam Stanislaum famulum D. 
Lismanini illius qui erat Franciscanus monachus nunc vero christianus est." dated November 16th, 1556, Sixt, 
II, 534. 
454 "Sathan pertales, cum aliud non possit, trubare nititur quietem eorum qui laborant in Evangelio filii Dei, 
meam certe perturbavit, non quidem propter pecuniam absit, eam non curo cum Deum habeam in Patrem 
sed propter indignos modos quibus mecum usus est: ignoscat illi Deus." dated January 7th, 1557, Ibid., V, 
535-536. 
455 „Constitueram (ut saepe dixi) dare recudendos quatuor meos contra Hosium Varmiensem Dialogos, ut 
scilicet per Poloniam atque Prussiam dono spargerem,...“ ibid., VIII, 538. 
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Vergerio reminded Albrecht at one point, “Now, your Highness, to the business at hand.  I 

found in the baths at Göppingen your Illustriousness‘ two Brandenburg siblings, the Elector 

and the other, I am with your Illustriousness‘   brother’s three Saxon dukes, the Elector’s 

sons, ... who were bathing only three or four miles from here.“456  This coalition of princes 

represented the core Evangelical powers supporting this movement into Poland, giving 

Vegerio and Albert a significant political vehicle in this endeavor.457  These efforts also 

benefitted Duke Christoph and other German princes hoping to find additional Protestant 

allies abroad.   

 It is a testament to Vergerio’s prodigious ability to travel and communicate that 

these efforts impressed Maximilian II enough to bring him to his court as a counselor.  A 

large record of correspondence on these matters has left behind and deserves further 

study at some future point.  Vergerio, however, continued his work on the borderlands 

printing press, where his perseverance and seemingly unending energy in achieving its 

goals was not forgotten even as he served Maximilian II. 

5. Vergerio in the borderlands 

   As it is to the borderlands in the south that we are primarily concerned, Vergerio’s 

Polish endeavors are of some significance to the printing press's overall purpose in the 

borderlands.  Krain existed as one of these crossroads from which Evangelical missions 

                                                           
456 „Nunc ad proprium Cnis Vae negotium.  Egi de eo cum Illmis duobis fratribus Brandenburgensibus, 
electore et alio, egi cum Illmis tribus fratribus Saxoniae ducibus, electoris filiis, ... [several other are 
mentioned including the Elector of the Palatinate], inveni in thermis Goeppingensibus, quae sunt longe hinc 
tribus aut quatuor milliaribus, lavabat enim.“ Sixt, XX, 551. 
457 Albrecht, whose court preacher, Andreas Osiander, represents a third faction, the mystics (Johann Funck 
would have joined him in his theology), within the evangelical camp.  He gave money to the Slovenian 
printing press and may have supported the desired to see it expanded to include Polish works as well.   The 
Augsburg Interim led him to revolt against Emperor Charles V in 1552, and it is from that moment forward 
that his inclusion among the other Protestant princes was assured.  With his newly founded University at 
Königsberg, Albrecht worked to support German Protestants in Polish lands.  N. Davies, God's Playground: a 
History of Poland, vol 1, (Oxford, 1981) and Kloczowski, A History of Polish Christianity, (Cambridge, 2000).  
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would spread into Poland and Slavic lands.   Cities like Laibach, Trieste and Koper existed 

at important junctures between the German/Italian lands and the Slavic peoples in the 

east.  This pivotal placement augmented Vergerio’s desire to see propagate these printed 

materials  within the Slovenian area, hoping to initiate a larger movement.  As Vergerio 

increasingly visited the borderlands after 1558, Vienna being a repeated destination (he 

was continually warned not to go any further south than this), he showed continual interest 

not only in the Slovenian aspects of the  printing project, but also in the surrounding 

borderlands.  From his initial trip to meet with Maximilian II in Vienna, he headed back to 

Poland, writing to Duke Christoph a series of letters about what he found there.  In this 

second trip we can see that Vergerio's network was by that point rather well developed, 

and included several contacts in these eastern lands.  As Prussia was legally connected to 

Poland at this time, Vergerio was able to connect with many of Duke Albert's 

acquaintances, primarily for the purpose of spreading Lutheran and Evangelical ideas.  

Hidden beneath his diplomatic efforts was the set of missions at the behest of Maximilian 

II to spy out the lands for a possible future invasion. 

 Of utmost interest to Vergerio was the use of the so-called Waldensian Confession 

by certain Polish Protestants with whom he came into contact during his visit there in 

1558.458  This Confession proved to be a basic, yet effective tool to unite Protestants in the 

eastern lands, despite early opposition to it in the Polish court.  Vergerio himself seems to 

have been partially torn as to its usefulness, and was particularly worried as to whether or 

                                                           
458 That a confession from western and southern Europe had reached this far north is indeed notable.  Its 
association with the Waldensians is somewhat misleading, since the actual publication of this confession did 
not occur until after the beginning of the Reformation.  In fact, it was not officially communicated in any 
effective form until the 1544 version, although an earlier version, with roots going back into the twelfth 
century may have formed the basis of the 1544 publication. 
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not it corresponded with the Augsburg Confession.  However, as he relayed to Duke 

Christoph in February of 1558, the Polish king had moved away from accepting the 

Waldensian Confession, which limited Evangelical options. While some Evangelicals there 

had thought to align themselves with the Waldensian supporters, Vergerius confirmed 

that such a strategy would not work.459   

 It now became apparent  that a Polish translation of Luther's Catechism  and 

Augsburg Confession was in order.   Yet when he returned from Poland via the imperial 

court at Vienna, Vergerio wrote in his assessment of the situation that he had made a 

significant, yet ultimately unsuccessful attempt at presenting the Augsburg Confession 

articles on the Eucharist to the Polish Protestants, hoping that they would not reject it in 

favor of Zwingli’s one.460  His fear that the Swiss (in this case Zwinglians) would gain their 

ear was foremost in his mind as he compared the situation in Poland with that in Bohemia 

(where Vergerius believed certain elements of the Polish Reformed were being supported) 

as well as from within the Empire, such as Frankfurt.461   The controversy was, as may be 

expected, over the wording in the confession surrounding the Eucharist and the partaking 

of the elements, which had always divided the Lutherans and Reformed groups. 

One brief note should be made of Vergerio’s mention of Jan a Lasco and other 

leaders in the Polish camp.  He sought to inform the German Evangelical princes who the 

                                                           
459 "Volo aperire mysterium: serenissimus rex male sentit de confessione Valdensium [Waldensian], ideo non 
putat illam promovendam aut tolerandam, et tamen Vestra Celsitudo eam vidit in venatione et probavit, et 
multi praeterea doctissimi viri probant.  Sic res est.  Sua serenitas male de illa confessione sentit, nec possum 
abstrahere ab hac sententia.", von Kausler und Schott, ed. Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von 
Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius., letter 59 is dated 20th of February, 160. 
460 "In summa laboravi pro virili, ut sua regia celsitudo intelligeret, eandem revera doctrinam esse, quae 
continetur in Valdensium confessione, exhibita serenissimo Romano regi anno 1535, que est in Augustana 
praesertim in articulo de eucharistia, et omnibus nervis enitendum, ne d. Poloni illa confessione deserta 
adjungant se Zwinglianae"ibid., Letter 60 to Christoph, dated February 29th, 1558, 163-164. 
461 ibid., Letter61a 
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primary Polish leaders were and where their confessional loyalties lay.  In this matter also, 

Vergerio sought to identify who was prohibiting his efforts.  Jan a Lasco had ties to this 

group and also had ties to Calvinist and Zwinglian teachings when it came to the Eucharist.  

Vergerio was forced to be rather cautious when dealing with him.  Lasco's position as the 

Polish King Sigismund II's leading reformer had begun upon his return to Poland from 

England in 1557; he solidified his authority among some Protestant nobles there, including 

the powerful Radizwill family (made up of the military commanders, Jerzy and Mikolaj, and 

a royal consort, Sigismund II's Queen, Barabara Radizwill).  Vergerio did find that some 

nobles were leaning towards Evangelical models of reform, but a Lasco's attempts at 

winning them over to Sigismund II's reform ideas complicated Vergerio's efforts.  As a 

Lasco's ideas became increasingly connected to the Helvetic and Zwinglian confessions, 

Vergerio wrote that a Lasco remained the greatest obstacle to the evangelical cause since 

he had a desire to press for the Zwinglian confession over all others.462 

 Vergerio had hoped that his efforts in Poland would be straightforward and 

produce immediate results, but he ended up stuck there for several weeks longer than he 

originally intended.  Also, he faced the necessity of receiving an imperial letter to return to 

Vienna, since otherwise he could be captured by his enemies.  "I would have carried myself 

from here in Poland, and I was disposed to go down directly to Vienna, but I was not 

obligated to go into that kingdom as an entirely private citizen without specific written 

permission, since there would have been grave danger of me being subdued by the 

                                                           
462 "Interea amici inde ad me scribunt, d. a Lascho non desistere urgere, ut confessio Zwingliana, ejecta 
Valdensium atque contempta Augustana, ab universe regno suscipiatur." von Kausler und Schott, ed. 
Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 60. 
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powerful papists."463  Nevertheless, he looked to put pressure upon those in Poland to 

accept the Augsburg and/or the Waldensian confession over the Helvetic ones.  Multiple 

confessions from the west were placing pressure upon those in Poland to convert, and 

Vergerio hoped his side would come out on top.  In these letters, Vergerio's tone indicates 

that the time was short and action was needed soon. 

 These examples associate the Evangelical movement as a primary (but not solitary) 

impetus behind an organized Protestant movement into the borderlands.  Yet, it came into 

contact with Polish and Slovenian communities already seeking to decipher between the 

multiple confessional movements.  It is apparent, then, that these movements were 

organic in nature, solidifying around communities that sought reform and were willing to 

listen to whatever confession presented itself as congenial to that area.  Vergerio’s role 

was to organize or support those communities that seemed ready to embrace Evangelical 

teachings and Luther’s Catechism.  He did not outright condemn other confessions, but as 

in the case of the Waldensian Confession, he accepted those that were considered close 

enough to the Augsburg Confession and looked to disparage those teachings (such as 

Zwingli's ideas on the Eucharist) that did not fit within that model. 

6. Vergerio's contribution to the Borderlands Printing Press 

 Vergerio continued to correspond about Poland off and on for the rest of his life.  

However, Vienna, Austria, and Krain increasingly became his concern after 1558.  This 

corresponds directly with the completion and printing of Truber's first Slovenian Bible and 

                                                           
463 "Ego hinc recta me in Poloniam contulissem, atque eo prorsus animo Viennam descenderam, sed non 
debui in illud regnum sine glypeo alicujus legationis atque omnino privates ingredi; nam summum periculum 
fuisset, ne potentes Papistae me oppressissent.” von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen 
Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius Letter 60 to Christoph, dated February 
29th, 1558, 163-164. 
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Lutheran Catechism.464  Vergerio’s time in Vienna, specifically in 1558, indicates the 

extent of his work for and breadth of his commitment to this endeavor.   Here, as in most 

of his writings, interesting observations may be considered concerning Maximilian II and 

his role in the borderlands printing press.  As Vergerio's trip to Vienna in 1558 had been 

ordered by Maximilian II, he consequently came under the protected of the crown.   

 Vergerio soon found himself in the midst of the aforementioned dispute over 

preacher Sebastian Pfauser's position within the court.  Vergerio relates that Ferdinand I 

and Maximilian II remained estranged because of this issue.465  He also indicates that 

Maximilian II had so far resisted all efforts to bring him within the influence of hardliner 

Catholics at the court.  As Vergerio related in his letters to Duke Christoph, "I explained 

how his Majesty attempted to place the sons of Maximilian II under the institution and 

discipline of some Jesuit, which Maximilian II had very strongly resisted."466  Since 

Maximilian II's power had by 1558 developed enough that he could make decisions apart 

from his father's orders, Vergerio's visit was the fortuitous opportunity Ungnad, Truber, 

and Duke Christoph had been looking for to present their plan for the Slovenian Bible 

translation.  Vergerio related his discussion of this matter with Maximilian II stating that 

Austria, Styria, Carinthia and Carniola (Krain) all stood united in supporting the gospel and 

that the New Testament, having been translated into the Slovenian language was only the 

beginning of the endeavors they supported.  The preparation of an Old Testament 

                                                           
464 see chapter 2. 
465 "...which His Majesty views Maximilian (whom it can be said his father loves above all save the matter of 
religion)..." from "... quod sua Majestas videat Maximilianum (quem pater excepta religionis causa plus quam 
dici possit, amat,)..., von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, 
und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 61a, 166. 
466 "Dixi, quomodo sua Majestas tentaverit collocare filios Maximiliani sub institutione et disciplina alicujus 
jesuitae, maximilianum vero viriliter restitisse." ibid. 
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translation as well as Protestant literature was already underway.467  This conversation with 

Maximilian II formed the basis of Vergerio's plea for the distribution of the Slovenian 

translation.  Truber's work built off of sentiment that was already strong among Slavic 

speakers in Austrian lands.  Vergerio presented the project as the continuation of what was 

already present within the imperial territory.  The Evangelical movement was tapping into 

these local interests.   

 Later in 1558, Vergerio sent another letter to Duke Christoph that expressed 

clearly the amount of pressure that was being applied on Maximilian II by several Austrian 

groups. The territories of Styria, Carinthia and Krain, desired to urge Maximilian II and 

even the electors in Germany to intercede and allow them to reform the churches in 

accordance with the gospel.  Furthermore, a public decree had been issued to collect 

money for the translation of the Bible into the Slavic language.468  Vergerio identifies the 

convents as an added element to the increasing force of the reform movement in the 

Austrian territories.  The convents' desire for reform indicated the continual impact that 

Luther's writings had, not dying down, but in fact, increasing since the 1530s.  Within the 

Habsburg court in Vienna, these calls for reform were enhanced by persons such as the 

                                                           
467 "Dixi ergo, tum regem tum reliquos, qui illic videntur amare evangelium, esse juvandos, regemque ipsum 
et reliquos, qui sunt in ipsa Austria, Stiria, Carinthia et Carniola, qui gratissimam habuere versionem Novi 
Testamenti in linguam Slavicam, petuntque sibi adornari versionem Veteris Testamenti et alios selectos 
aliquot libros mitti, quibus possint proficere.” von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen 
Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Letter 61a. 
468 "Celebratus fuit conventus provinciarum Stiriae, Carinthiae, Carniolae etc. ubi communibus omnium votis 
statutum est de iterum urgendo et supplicando apud Caesarem et de adjungenda etiam sibi in eare 
illustrissimorum Germaniae principum intercession, ut liceat illis reformare ad normam evangelii eorum 
ecclesias.  Praeterea public decreto statuerunt de conferenda pecunia in versionem bibliorum in linguam 
Slavicam" in ibid., dated 16th of June 1558 to Duke Christoph, letter 66, p. 179. 
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preacher Pfauser, whom Vergerio identifies as encouraging members of the court to give 

an additional 300 gulden to the borderlands printing project.469 

More importantly, the extent to which the Viennese burghers led the way in 

collecting funds for the borderlands printing press made them collectively the greatest 

contributors to the press, beyond Ungnad's own contributions.  Vienna’s significant 

contribution to the endeavor illustrates the desire to spread the gospel along specifically 

Evangelical lines, belief in the endeavor’s ability to reverse fortunes in the borderlands, 

and Vienna's role as a capital within the borderlands.  That Vienna’s Protestants were not 

deterred may seem surprising, because of their amount of commitment for a project that 

was controlled by Württemberg.  Their contribution certainly mirrored the enthusiasm 

shown by several other major imperial cities, including Ulm, Strasburg, Frankfurt, and 

Augsburg.470  Intriguingly, then, Vienna proved crucial to the financial interests of the 

printing press even though it was in a period of insecurity created by the constant 

harassment by the Ottomans and religious uncertainty.471   

The chief fundraiser for the borderlands printing press among the Viennese 

burghers, Ambrosius Fröhlich, was a member of the city assembly on foreign affairs, and 

influential in the Protestant community. He had connections to both Ungnad's and 

Truber’s networks, and his efforts are comparable to those of the newly arriving Jesuits, 

since his other projects in Vienna included building a Protestant school for the burghers' 

youth.  Thus, the printing press was just one of multiple outreaches the Viennese 

                                                           
469 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, letter 66. 
470 Schnurrer, 60-61. 
471 Louthan, 5-6. 
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Protestants were funding.  The enthusiasm expressed through the contributions of the 

Viennese burghers for the project represents the high interest among the burghers for the 

Evangelical cause, although many of the people who contributed to it, including the  

widowed noble woman Barbara von Zinzendorf mentioned in Chapter 1, pushed for 

reforms according to Gnesio-Lutheran theology.472   

By 1561, three years after the proclamation allowing for the collection of money 

for the press, Fröhlich, with Vergerio by his side, reported to Ungnad that burghers 

continued to offer funding.  In two successive letters (the second actually a post script of 

the first) Fröhlich identified several prominent donors who were flooding him with 

promises of money for the press.  Interesting to note here is that the amounts promised 

often differed greatly from what was given.   At the end of his first letter he discussed that 

the funds were slow to materialize.  “Thus, I have only gained 73 thaller from the 

abovementioned, God-blessed Christian people."473  One donator who is mentioned, the 

learned Demetrio Sirffn, promised 100 florins, a sizeable amount for a private citizen.474  

The widowed "highborn lady, Barbara von Zinzendorf", pledged another 50 thaller, and 

then a week later gave an additional 73 thaller.475  Other individuals mentioned were 

                                                           
472 Zimmermann, 27.  It is interesting that a noblewoman played such a major role in financing the printing 
press primarily because there were very few women participating in their own right.  It is also interesting to 
note that Barbara von Zinzendorf's efforts to support Lutheran missions was the first, and possibly the 
encouraging example around which several of her descendants would follow.  The most famous one being 
Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf, who would direct a strong Moravian missions effort to Native Americans in 
the New World. Being one of the first European nobles to do so, this Lutheran count traveled to the colony 
of Pennsylvania in 1741 reaching an agreement with the Iriquois leaders in the New York area to allow safe 
passage for his missionaries prosyletizing among their peoples. A. J. Lewis, Zinzendorf the Ecumenical 
Pioneer. (London: SCM Press, 1962). 
473 "Idem so habe ich zuvor durch gottsellige christliche leut erlangt 73 thaller." Kostrenčič, Urkundliche 
Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, letter dated 16th of June, 1561. 
474ibid., 24th of June, 1561, this letter is to Hans Ungnad. 
475 "die wolegeporne fraw Barbara vonn Zinzendorff" ibid in letter dated 16th of June, 1561. 
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nobles, scholars and burghers: Petter Haller the Pfennigmeister promised 150 thaller, but 

gave only 125 thaller,  Hanns von Weyspach promised 50 thaller and gave that exact 

amount, Lord Wolfgang Paller of Augsburg brought 400 thaller.  Fröhlich also declared 

miscellaneous sums had been added, some 23 thaller.  Also mentioned were those who 

were his helpers in this collection, fellow burghers in Vienna: Guttman Hertfuss, brothers 

Ulrich and Oswald von Eytzing, and Petter Haller (mentioned above as personally 

contributing as well).476   

 The amount of money contributed by a particular group could also provide 

significant influence, as is the case with the abovementioned contributors to the press.  

These contributors happened to also be the eyes and ears of the project close to the 

border, often sending word to Ungnad when news of the translation's reception in Krain 

reached them.  Since the Philippists continued to fear that this project may be derailed by 

other teachings, Ungnad and the Gnesio-Evangelicals significant contribution to the 

project did not match their control of it.  Brenz and Maximilian II remained committed to 

overseeing the majority of the project's affairs and Vergerio’s presence in Vienna boosted 

the oversight that Württemburg had over the entire process. 477  Doctrinal matters 

remained at the very core of their argument with Rome, which caused these reformers to 

be very sensitive as to what was printed and who controlled it.  The Evangelical materials 

included such things as the Augsburg Confession and other parts of the Lutheran 

Catechism only because they were acceptable to all involved.478  Such material was seen as 

vital to teaching the people what the New Testament said, and the Gnesio-Lutherans 
                                                           
476 Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven. 
477 Reformed and Anabaptists still had many converts in Styria and Krain.  Portner, 46. 
478 Truber, 8. 
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could not argue against its circulation, although Flacius himself remained slightly 

perturbed over his exclusion from the translation process.  

 Support for this project went beyond the boundaries of the city of Vienna to those 

who had come to the city from Hungary and Krain.  Fröhlich also mentioned that there 

were important Hungarians (Herrn Botjane und grosgrauen in Hungern") that are 

monetarily supporting the project as well as distributing newly printed copies of Truber's 

Slovenian Bible translations.  Another 100 thaller had been collected from Lords in Graz 

and Carniola.  In Laibach the leading figure, the burgher Georgen Seyrl, had collected a 

similar amount. 479  A doctor named Sigmunden Tordoy from Siebenburgen said he would 

return in two months with a collected sum.480     

 The process of moving these printed materials slowed its distribution. The interest 

of nobles in the borderlands precipitated the financing of its distribution.  When requests 

from Lords Seruari and Hans von Teuffenbach, lords in Styria and Krain, came, booksellers 

were sent to distribute copies in their lands. 481  Georgen Willer and Antonii Wasserman, 

well-known booksellers and tradesmen, were mentioned as integral to the efforts of 

spreading these printed items.482   There were even rumors and discussion of nobles 

beyond the Serbian border wanting to obtain copies, although whether these men ever 

came to Vienna (or sent envoys to get them) is not known.483   

Fröhlich confirmed that the proposed destinations of these materials went far 

beyond the borders of Krain.  "The same materials, as I truly relate, were to go, with God's 

                                                           
479 Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven. 
480 ibid., 24th of June, 1561. 
481 ibid., in letter dated 16th of June, 1561 
482 ibid., 24th of June, 1561. 
483 ibid. 
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help and blessing of very great accomplishment, through Lithuania, Russia, Moscow, 

Moldavia, Wallachia, Serbia, Dalmatia, Constantinople, and also to the Turkish imperial 

palace."484  It was certainly the wish of Truber and Vergerio that this project would have 

such a broad application and success.  Yet there was a clear distinction between the two as 

to how this would be accomplished.  Vergerius encouraged the idea that a Croatian 

translation of the Bible be composed and Truber, not knowing if the Croatian translation 

was sufficient without more help, added that he must include two Croatians, who spoke 

excellent Dalmatian and Bosnian, to assist.485  Truber again, held to the idea that the 

Croatian translation was the most problematic, and needed additional help as it was sent 

off.  Fröhlich's earlier observation that booksellers were also willing to travel as far as they 

could in spreading these materials signified that the expansion of the mission over the 

entire borderlands included broad and strong support (financial and otherwise) by those in 

Vienna and throughout the Austrian territories.   

 It is also evident from Fröhlich's correspondence with Ungnad that Vergerio had 

been instrumental in leading the effort to Evangelize eastern Europe.  As the materials 

made their way from the printing press to the borderlands the expressed need for them as 

well as the level of financial support collected seemed to indicate that the initial success 

should be followed up by expanding the format.  Desires to include Polish and Lithuanian 

                                                           
484 "Dieselb, wie ich gewisslich erinndert, geet durch Littaw, Reyssen, Moscovittern, Moldaw, Walachia, 
Sirfei, Dalmatien, Constantinopl und auch an des turkhischen khaiserhoff wurd mit gottes hilff und segen vill 
guets schaffen." Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, 24th of 
June, 1561. 
485"Vergerius hatte ebenfalls die Idee angeregt, eine kroatische Uebersetzung der Bibel zu veranstalten.  
Truber, der des Kroatischen nicht mächtig genug war, machte zur Bedingung, das ihm zwei Kroaten, die gut 
Dalmatinisch und bosnarisch sprächen, als Gehilfen beigegeben würden." , quote on page 72 of Herm. 
Meyer, "Primus Truber, Hans Freiherr von Ungnad und Genossen" in Archiv für Geschichte des Deutschen 
Buchhandels, vol. 7 (Leipzig: Verlage des Vörsenvereins der Deutschen Büchhandler, 1882), 62-100. 
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in the translated materials spoke to Ungnad and Vergerio's unity in envisioning this 

mission project’s continual expansion.  As Fröhlich relates to Ungnad, there was a 

possibility among the Poles to establish a printing press for translations into Polish and 

Lithuanian using the Cyrillic alphabet.  While the initial cost would be substantial, and it 

would overall delay the borderlands printing press to incorporate it, such an expansion 

would indeed fit the wishes of Vergerio and Ungnad to push further east.  Vergerio 

ultimately suggested that it be allowed incorporation into a later printing, not the current 

distribution.486      

 Vergerio's participation in and contributions to the borderlands printing press 

were integral to the financing as well.  His trips to Vienna, Poland, Prussia, and other 

places all anticipated this push by the Evangelicals into Eastern Europe with the expressed 

purpose of expanding the reach of the gospel and the territorial church around which the 

evangelical ideals were centered.  While these goals were purposefully intent upon the 

spread of a Protestant Christian model, it cannot be said that they in any way preferred 

one language or set of customs over the other.  Rather, they molded themselves to what 

was found in that area: whether those present in a certain region adhered to one language 

over the other was ultimately of little interest to Vergerio, since he saw his cause 

according to the single purpose of uniting Christendom.   

                                                           
486 "Ich hab dergliechen seiner schrifften auch etwas auf Laibach geschickht.  Ich vernimb con etlichen 
Pollacken, wie herr kardinal fürst in der Littaw auch die bibl und andere buecher in der cirulica hab truckhen 
lassen.  Des mag sich e. g. bey dem herrn Vergerio errindern, dan sich disses grossen werckhs oben bey euch 
zu tollmetschen und truckhen zu undtersteen, bedarff es ainer fürstlichen verlag, darzue ich nit ratt in 
anderer gestalt last es sich nit thuen; wurd entlich stockhen bleiben.  Das mag e. g. alls ein hochverstendiger 
selbst bedenckhen.“ Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven, 24th 
of June, 1561. 
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 Vergerio's contribution to the project was imperative to its success.  Towards the 

end of his life, as it became evident that he would not be able to return to his homeland, 

Vergerio instead requested that  Duke Christoph allow his nephew Ludovico to serve in his 

place at his court.487  He probably sent this request in late 1564 in the last year of his life 

(he died October 4th of 1565).  It is apparent from this letter that Vergerio hoped that his 

nephew, who had been born in Krain, would further his interests in overseeing further 

reform in that area.  Ludovico did serve in that capacity throughout 1565, being the one 

who eventually brought news of Vergerio's death to Truber and others who knew him.  Yet, 

it was apparent that the loss of Vergerio was a serious blow to the project, and one that, 

coupled with Ungnad's death in 1564, signaled the end to the practical implementation of 

Evangelizing to the east.  His desires for this end may have been personal in some respects, 

yet it is inaccurate to state that Vergerio acted purely according to personal ambition.   His 

desire was to return to Italy, yet he was impeded from doing so and his diplomatic work 

opened opportunity elsewhere, advancing the Evangelical cause into the borderlands.  As 

he saw it, the gospel and the future unity of the church rested in the success of this mission 

and so, as it has been thus far described, when it came to the printing press, his 

contribution was immense.   

 

Conclusion:  Vergerio's Legacy 

 By looking at the plethora of letters pamphlets, essays, tracts, and correspondence 

that Vergerio left behind, one can imagine the level of understanding and analysis it would 

                                                           
487 von Kausler und Schott, ed., Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus 
Paulus Vergerius, dated 1564, Letter 253, p. 478. 
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take to include all his writings in one giant biographical work.  Current scholars have tried 

to delve into certain portions of Vergerio's life, believing that opening a chapter on this 

enigmatic man will give us enough of an understanding of his importance for the 

Reformation.  What has been argued here within the context of the borderlands printing 

press is that Vergerio's work was connected with multiple projects of imperative value to 

the Evangelical cause in the 1550s and 1560s.  If one were an astrologer, one might say 

that Vergerio's star lined up perfectly with Truber's and Ungnad's at just the right time to 

allow for the borderlands printing press to find the preliminary success that it did.  

Similarly, it can be said to be unlucky that Vergerio perished when he did, around the same 

time as Ungnad, leaving the mission's project to the east with a significant shortage of 

leadership.   

 Vergerio's earlier work in condemning the papacy and the Council of Trent derived 

from his frustration at being excluded and rejected from the Italian church and its 

proceedings.  His polemical pieces directed at the papacy represented the 

insurmountable divide between the Evangelical camp and the Papacy.  Yet it cannot be 

claimed that Vergerio was a divisive figure.  For even as he villanized the papacy, he 

showed himself willing to work with those who were Catholic, including Maximilian II and 

other princes, for the success of his Evangelical mission.   

 Four specific translated works of Truber's bear Vergerius’ mark: the Lutheran 

Catechism, the Abecedarium, The Gospel of Matthew in the Biblia Slavia, and another 

work known as “Oratione de perseguitati e forusciti per lo euangelio, e per Giesu 
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Cristo”.488   These works are a testament to his translating abilities and his knowledge of 

multiple languages.  Yet in Truber's Leichpredigt, at his funeral, Vergerio was not 

mentioned.  It is true that Vergerio had died twenty years before, but so had Ungnad, who 

was mentioned several times in it.489  Perhaps the explanation for this resides in the 

ignorance of those who came after him of his exact importance.  Whatever it is, it does not 

detract from the fact that Vergerio's writings and letters reveal a man intimately 

connected to the labors of Truber's translations and the borderlands printing press.  While 

many of his ultimate goals, including reinstituting reforms in Italy, did not see completion, 

Vergerio's services to the printing press included dangerous trips into Austrian territories 

he knew could lead to his capture and extraction to Venice.  Enigmatic though he may 

have been in his exact beliefs, Vergerio did his job well and according to the designs of the 

lords for whom he worked.  While having to live his whole life in the shadow of his 

namesake, the Renaissance figure Peter Paul Vergerio the Elder, he instituted his own 

legacy that indelibly marked the Evangelical movement in the east. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
488 Sönke Lorenz, “Von Primus Trubers Saulus zu seinem Paulus: Pietro Paulo Vergerio”, 252-253. 
489 Christliche Leichpredigt,  in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg. Sönke, 
Schindling, Setzler, Hsg . 
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Chapter 4 The Politics of Religion: 

Peace of Augsburg, Maximilian II, and the Protestant Princes 
 

 The borderlands printing press had failed to impress Ferdinand I, but it certainly 

left an impression on Maximilian II, signifying that the politics of the Empire changed with 

the generational shift.  Both the new mindset of the younger generation, unfamiliar with a 

world in which the unity of the Empire had existed in tandem with the unity of the church, 

and the newly amicable relations between Maximilian II and the German princes 

prompted this political atmosphere advocating compromise.  It came at just the right time.  

Ottoman pressure in the borderlands increased in the early 1560s,  leading to renewed 

hostilities and straining already stretched Habsburg resources.  The Habsburg need for 

cooperation from nobles both within the HRE and along the border had never been 

greater, and in the HRE, imperial policies reflected those enacted in the borderlands. 

There remained, however, fundamental differences in the way local nobles resisted 

imperial power.  Maximilian II, through his positions as both King of Hungary and King of 

the Romans, highlighted this important struggle for authority.  

 Seeking to consolidate his base while ingratiating himself to those who would 

eventually vote for him to become emperor, Maximilian II followed a pragmatically and  

politically sensible policy: he presented several images of himself to the different factions 

within the Empire.  The tradition of imperial imagery as a projection of power stretched as 

far back as the Romans and Augustus (a very probable model for a Renaissance prince such 

as Maximilian II) and continued more recently with his namesake and great-grandfather, 

Maximilian I.  The way in which the monarch presented himself to his subjects  conveyed 
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the idea of imperial power through specific and well choreographed  imagery.490   Such 

image-projection was particularly effective through the new medium of printing, since 

increasing literacy rates allowed the emerging burgher and educated classes to visualize 

the monarch through the added mediums of poetry and literature.   

 This chapter deals primarily with the political ramifications of Maximilian II's 

policies within the HRE, which relied on obtaining the Protestant princes' trust, many of 

whom had come to believe he was either a crypto-Protestant or at least sympathetic to 

their cause.  His allowance and support of the borderlands printing press did seem to 

indicate that he had Protestant leanings, and as we shall see, the Protestants remained 

hopeful this was true.  Their hope was a direct result of his masterfully portrayed imperial 

imagery, which purposefully presented Maximilian II in a manner designed to gain traction 

among the German and Austrian Protestants.   

 As discussed in the introduction, political leaders in the HRE practiced printing 

censorship with sporadic and varying effect.491  However, within Vienna and Austria, 

imperial control over printing remained impressively effective.   This ban on printing, 

however, did not stop the massive influx of central and northern German imprints that 

infiltrated Habsburg lands throughout the sixteenth century.  Imperial officials were at a 

loss as to how to control the book trade flowing through their lands, and it is well known 

                                                           
490 Paul Zanker's enduring work on the imperial image of Augustus is of course, Augustus und die Macht der 
Bilder, (München: Beck, 1987) or its English equivalent, The Power of Images in the Age of Augustus, Alan 
Shapiro, trans., (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1988).  On Maximilian I and his attempts at 
demonstrating power through print and engraved images see Larry Silver, Marketing Maximilian: The Visual 
Ideology of a Holy Roman Emperor, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008). 
491 See Introduction. 
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that Protestant literature abounded in Austria.492  We do have some examples of Austrian 

Protestant work as well, albeit not overtly anti-papal or anti-Catholic.  One in particular is 

preserved in the form of an acrostic poem celebrating Maximilian II as a ruler in a similar 

vein to the Biblical reformer kings David, Hezekiah, and Josiah.  This publication gives 

evidence of both Protestant hopes for Maximilian II's reign as well as his often 

contradicting public images.  According to Protestants, he was the longed-after leader of 

a Protestant reform movement in Austria; in another image, for hardliner Catholics (whom 

he only partially convinced),  he was surely a good Catholic who was surrounded by bad 

advisors.  As his reign wore on, Maximilian II's image would change, particularly among 

Catholics, yet through it all, he attempted to  present himself as a ruler above religious 

discord, one who sought to be an king and emperor of all those under the Augsburg 

Religious Peace.493  

 For practical reasons, the Habsburgs had often juggled opposing factions and 

different faiths for the singular purpose of maintaining their control over an ever-

expanding territory.494  Such was the political reality for a family who sought to rule 

multiple ethnic, various religious, and several linguistic groups from within the walls of 

their capital at Vienna.  The rise of Vienna to a multi-ethnic capital of what Maximilian II 

envisioned to be a grand eastern European empire, including German, Slovenian, 

Slovakian, Hungarian, Croatian, Transylvanian, Moldavian, Polish and Lithuanian lands, 

                                                           
492 As early as 1528, Visitations in a monastery in Tyrol found Lutheran literature in virtually every monk's cell.  
This continued  into the 1530s by which time both the laity and the clergy had absorbed Luther's teachings. 
Very quickly Austrian lands became a center for Reformation thinking.  Leeb, Österreichische Geschichte, 
162-165. 
493 Fichtner, Maximilian II, 44; Gotthard, Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, 560-568; Maximilian Lanzinner, 
Friedenssicherung und Politische Einheit des Reiches unter Kaiser Maximilian II. (1564-1576), (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993), 24-71. 
494 R. J. Evans, The Making of the Habsburg Monarchy 1550-1700, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979). 
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promised the gathering of an army strong enough to re-conquer (or conquer, depending 

on the point of view) the borderlands and reach the gates of Constantinople.  This goal 

also included the spread of true religion, which the borderlands printing press avowedly 

claimed to be doing.  Maximilian II's goals included enacting reforms and facilitating the 

changes needed to fund and muster an army for the conquests he envisioned.  Although 

Maximilian II's grandiose dreams never completely materialized, his political policies both 

within and outside the HRE did directly affect the success of the borderlands printing 

press.   

 This practice of tolerance kept Vienna and Austria loyal to Maximilian II, who 

became increasingly reliant on the irenicist faction there.495  The primary impetus for the 

irenicist's influence was the Ottoman invasions into Royal Hungary.496  It is indisputable 

that Maximilian II needed the Protestant princes within the Empire, as well as the nobles in 

Austria, to fund the borderland fortresses that kept the Ottomans at bay.  The threat was 

so intense that Maximilian II was also forced to give even more concessions to the Austrian 

Protestants in order to maintain the order needed to fight off his Turkish enemy.497  

However, this is not the exclusive reason for Maximilian II's toleration of Protestants in his 

lands: additional pressures put on him by the Protestants in Austria led to two major 

concessions, the Religious Concession of 1568 and the Religious Assurance of 1571.  The 

irenicists and humanists within the court and the university encouraged Maximilian II to 

                                                           
495 Louthan, 19. 
496 Famously stated by a contemporary as „Der Türk ist der Lutheraner Glück” in Vacha, Brigitte (Hrsg.). Die 
Habsburger. Eine europäische Familiengeschichte. Wien, 1992. 
497 Winkelbauer, Ständefreiheit und Fürstenmacht, 56-60. 
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accept these, even as he resisted efforts to completely allow open expression of 

Protestantism.     

 One speaks of the “selling of religion” that led to Maximilain II’s Patent of 
 Tolerance , the so-called Religions-Assekuration of January 14, 1571, which came 
 about after long negotiations and the articulation of a Protestant agenda by the 
 Rostock professor David Chyrtaeus (1531-1600).  So as to prevent princely towns 
 and markets from enjoying religious liberties, Maximilian had in a timely fashion 
 forbidden burghers from seeking to cooperate with the nobility, as had previously 
 been the case.498  

By  maintaining Catholicism as the only faith allowed within cities and markets, Maximilian 

II successfully prevented a concentration of Protestants in both the cities and markets.  

Even so, this was the furthest extent to which the Catholicism was given any protection in a 

territory that was nominally Catholic.  The majority of concessions and compromises 

worked in favor of the Protestants, owing in no small part to three factions: the irenicists, 

the humanist University scholars, and the multi-ethnic nobility, each of which worked with 

and encouraged Maximilian II to promote a tolerant attitude in the capital throughout the 

late 1550s and 1560s.    Their hope, that he would eventually admit more religious 

freedoms was anticipated by the condition most often remembered as "the Auslauf."499 

 

 

                                                           
498"Man spricht vom “Verkauf der Religion”, der nach langwierigen Verhandlungen und der Ausarbeitung 
einer protestantischen Kirchenagende durch den Rostocker Professor David Chytraeus (1531-1600) zum 
“Toleranzpatent” Maximilians II., der sogenannten „Religions-Assekuration“ vom 14. Jänner 1571, fürhte.  
Um zu verhindern, daß auch die landesfürstlichen Städte und Märkte in den Genuß der Religionsfreiheiten 
kommen könnten, hatte Maximilian den Bürgern rechtzeitig verboten, in Konfessionsfragen wie bisher eine 
Zusammenarbeit mit dem Adel zu suchen.“ in Mühlberger, “Bildung und Wissenschaft", 210. 
499 The Sunday habit of Protestant burghers in Austrian cities of visiting the Protestant nobility's country 
estates in order to hear Protestant teachings and take the Eucharist in the Protestant way.  This was done to 
circumvent the laws prohibiting Protestant teachings within cities and markets and Catholic authorities were 
perfectly fine with allowing it.  See Mecenseffy, 140-141. 
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1. The Habsburg Policy of Tolerance 

 Germans, Italians, Slovenians, Slovakians, Hungarians, Szekelys, Serbians, 

Croatians, Romanians, Ruthenians, Polish and Lithuanians: the expansion of Vienna and the 

Habsburg court there to include such a diverse group has only recently received attention 

among Central and Eastern European historians.  Only since the late 90s has the study of 

the irenicist faction in the Habsburg court revealed one of the largest contingents 

supporting this expansion.  Howard Louthan's book, The Quest for Compromise, and the 

works of Antonio Leopold discuss the connections between irenicists like the general 

Lazarus von Schwendi, Hugo Blotius, and Johnannes Crato and the international group of 

nobles in the Habsburg court, forming the basis for present scholarship on cooperative 

relationships between nobles and burghers from different ethnicities and religious 

affiliations.500  Many Germans supported Schwendi (who was responsible for the 

significant addition to Royal Hungary of the seventh Captain-Generalcy, Szatmár, held 

from 1565-ca.1580) and the irenicist faction at the Habsburg court. This included some of 

the most capable military commanders in the Habsburg service, like Reinhard Graf zu 

Solms (who besieged and captured Münster from the Anabaptist coalition that held it in 

1535) and the Evangelical Leonhart Fronsperger (a Habsburg military tactician who wrote 

several books and fought against the Schmalkaldic League).501  Leopold's work confirms 

that the nobles and soldiers who fought against the Turks and other enemies of the 

                                                           
500

 Antonio Leopold, Wider den Erbfeind Christlichen Glaubens: Die Rolle des niederen Adels in den 
Türkenkriegen des 16. Jahrhunderts. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1998.  This work has now spread to 
include irenicists as an international organization representing not only the different ethnicities within 
central and eastern Europe but also sympathizers in western Europe.  See Nicholas Thompson, "The Long 
Reach of Continental Irenicism: The Considerationes Modestae et Pacificae of William Forbes," 1-21. 
501 In tandem, their tactical guides and experience in war shaped the early modern German military.   
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Habsburgs did so for the loyalty they held for the Habsburg family, not any specific 

religious affiliation.   

 Their military endeavors deeply enriched the Habsburg reputation as fighters, 

while their political views incorporated humanist notions of a greater Christendom, to 

argue convincingly for unity among German nobles during military struggles like those 

they had experienced.502  Indeed, a territorial church in the borderlands would have been 

attractive to Maximilian II since it combined religious, political and military goals by 

establishing a populace loyal to a territorial church, and thus, to its prince (Maximilian 

II).503 

Vienna, the de facto capital of the Habsburg domain, often contended with Prague 

and Innsbruck to be the actual residence of the Emperor, but its geographic placement 

and its traditional position as seat of the Archdukes of Austria (since Rudolf IV the 

Founder) gave it sufficient cause to become the new, multi-ethnic capital of an eastern 

European empire that Maximilian II desired.  He envisioned many palaces and residences 

for the high noble families of Austria, Eastern Germany, Bohemia, Slovenia, Slovakia, 

Hungary, Poland, Transylvania, Croatia, and Lithuania.  The city would also have to 

accommodate the diversity in linguistic and customs that these families would bring with 

them.  With this vision in mind, Maximilian II sought to present Vienna as open and diverse 

as possible for that era.  Several important families had already joined his court by 1560, 

including prominent and powerful Hungarian families such as the Forgách (including the 

                                                           
502 Leopold, Wider den Erbfeind Christlichen Glaubens. 
503 James Estes, Christian Magistrate and Territorial Church: Johannes Brenz and the German Reformation. 
Toronto: Center for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2007. 
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Bishop of Várad), Thurzó, and the Nádasdy, forming a solid Hungarian contingent.504  

Others who had come to this "supranational Aristocracy", included the Salm family of 

Tyrol, the Pernštejn family of Bohemia, and the Ungnad family (particularly Hans' sons, 

Ludwig and Christopher).505  Throughout the 1560s several other borderland nobles either 

visited or joined those living in Vienna.  These included: the Arco family, the Lobkovic 

family, the Rožmberk family, the Kolovrat family, the Székely family, and the Zrínyi family.  

As Geza Palffy puts it, "this aristocratic network, linked tightly to the Habsburg court, 

represented not only serious political and economic powers but was also the supporter of 

the late Renaissance humanism and reformation, thus becoming the principal motivation 

behind the Habsburg Monarchy’s cultural connections."506   

Electing Ferdinand as king of Hungary had been controversial, and many 

Hungarians had not joined in the election process.  Many did not accept his son 

Maximilian II, either.  Among those who did accept him, the many of the most powerful 

Hungarian nobility resisted direct Habsburg control of the entire territory known as Royal 

Hungary. They maintained their own power in some military and legal affairs and often 

acted in unison for the preservation of their separate, traditional identity, working to 

counter the plans of the Habsburgs whenever those plans would have centralized revenue 

and increased Austrian military presence in Hungary.  Ultimately, this also prevented any 

unified military efforts against the Ottomans.  They were truly stuck in a late medieval 

mindset that had led to the collapse of Hungary in the first place, as was shown in the fact 

                                                           
504 This contingent also was primarily Protestant and part of the irenicist faction. 
505 Geza Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy in the Sixteenth Century, (New York: 
Columbia Press, 2009), 88. 
506 Ibid. 
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that many of the Hungarian councilors and representatives in the Viennese court 

remained limited in their abilities and powerless to suggest larger structural changes 

among the Hungarian nobility.  The Hungarians stubbornly refused to seek any sort of 

centralization, because they rightly believed that Ferdinand I planned to use their lands as 

a buffer against the Ottomans to protect his Austrian lands.  They even resisted sending 

Hungarian advisors to the emperor, although this changed under Maximilian II and his 

brother Charles II Francis, who were both able to persuade the abovementioned 

Hungarians to join their courts in Vienna and Graz.507    

 These representatives were paid handsomely to remain in Vienna, as their salaries 

ranged from 400 to 600 Hungarian Florins, which ranked just below the highest paid 

courtiers.508  One of these key representatives also prevented the Habsburgs from 

extending their power into Hungary, the Hungarian Palatine.509  One in particular, Tamás 

Nádasdy (see Chapter 1) was Palatine from 1554-1562.  Besides wielding considerable 

power that equaled (and sometimes countered) the Austrian military leadership, he was 

also a Protestant and advocated religious tolerance.510  During his tenure as Palatine, 

Nádasdy directly and completely controlled all forces along the north and south side of 

                                                           
507 Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy, 170. 
508 A German Rhineland “Rhenish” Gulden was equivalent to an Italian Florin, but the Hungarian Florin was 
closely tied to the Italian Florin, which had originally been printed on Hungarian-mined gold imported to 
Florence in the 13th century.  By the 16th century, however, the Hungarian Florin did drop to about half of an 
Italian Florin and a German Gulden.  By the1550s it may have been a little more than a 2 to 1 exchange 
because Austrian courtiers were being paid 125-200 Gulden as salary.  See JJ McCusker, Money and 
Exchange in Europe and America, 1600-1775: A Handbook, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1978). 
509 A higher honor in Hungary than in Germany, the Palatine was in charge of the Hungarian armed forces as 
well as levying taxes to pay for them.  This gave them immense power, sometimes eclipsing that of the king 
himself. 
510 Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy, 173. 
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the Danube.511  His power was so extensive that after his death the Habsburgs feared to 

appoint a new Palatine until 1608.512   He was granted through his position and authority 

"among the most important privileges of the Hungarian nobility who paid no taxes to the 

ruler other than their service and blood.”513  Tamás, along with the rest of the Nádasdy 

family, used his levies and monetary income (probably 120,000 Florins of the total income 

of Hungary) as leverage against the Habsburgs as well.514  This wealth certainly tempered 

Imperial power, and increased their desire to cooperate with such powerful families.   

 Maximilian II could not directly counter the power of such powerful families, yet 

fairly new noble families, like the Nádasdy, were also part of the younger generation that 

knew little of Hungary before 1526, and so began to accept calls to participate in the 

Habsburg court.  Many old families had died out from the fighting or lack of heirs, and 

these new families saw further opportunities for advancement in the Habsburg arena.  

                                                           
511 Born in 1498, he was educated in Bologna and Rome and acted as interpreter for Cardinal Thomas 
Cajetan in 1521 when he came to Hungary and preached a crusade against the Turks.  In 1525 he was sent to 
the Diet of Speyer to ask assistance from the HRE against the Turks, but on his way back in 1526 he heard of 
the catastrophe at Mohacs and quickly joined the Habsburg side, accompanying the widowed Queen Mary 
of Hungary back to Pressburg (Bratislava).  He brought and offered the crown of Hungary to Ferdinand who 
was crowned on the 3rd of November 1527 and he was made royal secretary and castellan of Buda 
(commander of Buda’s defenses) as reward.  Buda fell to Suleyman and Tamas defected to the Ottomans, 
supporting King John I Zápolya instead of imprisonment.  In 1530 he actually repulsed Ferdinand’s force sent 
to recapture Buda but he defected back to Ferdinand after 1533 because of the political intrigue that had 
sidelined him at the court of Zápolya.  He married into the Kanizsia family, one of the wealthiest families in 
Hungary.  From 1537 onwards he was Ferdinand I’s most influential Hungarian counselor and received 
extensive landed holdings from him.  He founded a school and printing press and was friends with 
Melanchthon, with whom he shared Evangelical beliefs.  
512 Consequently this was done as a tool of Counter-Reformation since Bishop Olah was made regent of 
Hungary while the Palatine position was free and used this position to promote Catholicism. 
513 Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg Monarchy, 97. 
514 ibid., 182. 
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Slowly, they took on more important political roles in Vienna, away from Hungary.  This 

also meant acceptance of the Habsburgs as rulers of Hungary.515   

 There was, however, still the issue of religious faith.  “With the spread of 

Protestantism the medieval right of the estates to resist the throne [centralization of 

power] guaranteed by Article 31 of the Golden Bull and the 'Werbőczy Tripartitum,' was 

further strengthened and given a new interpretation by the various Lutheran and Calvinist 

theories of resistance.”516  Such concessions were only temporary, though, as the Austrians 

demanded more power and military positions as they spent money and men supporting 

the Hungarians against the Ottomans.  Eventually, the Habsburgs gained trump cards, with 

the Austrian military personnel taking command of the Captain Generalcies, and this 

military control proved crucial.  As the final avenue of complaint then, the Hungarians 

often returned to the religious issues in resisting Habsburg attempts at centralizing power.  

“Similar to the Austrian, German, and Bohemian estates, by the middle of the century, the 

Hungarians raised the matter of religious freedom to become one of their most constant 

complaints.”517  The imperial court listened to these complaints only as long as there was a 

willingness in the court to compromise.  Yet the final verdict is that the Hungarians were 

very influential and willing to make their voices heard to preserve their freedoms, and 

were not afraid during this period to threaten the withdrawal of support from military 

                                                           
515 Highlighting this change was Rudolf II’s ceremony at Pressburg in 1572, which was the last time that 
specifically Hungarian nobility was invited to a coronation by the Habsburgs.  From then on they had to be 
court officials to become part of the ceremonies., Palffy, The Kingdom of Hungary and the Habsburg 
Monarchy, 179. 
516Ibid., 180-181. 
517 ibid., 184. 
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operations, monetary or otherwise, if the Habsburgs did not support Evangelical efforts in 

the borderlands.  

 Here we see that tolerance contributed to diversity of the capital as it reflected the 

diversity of the Eastern and Central European regions, but it must be remembered that the 

Habsburgs followed a regional role as a tolerant ruler -one reflected in other monarchies 

around them.  Most notably, Poland and Transylvania, not to mention the Ottoman millet 

system, were imitated by the Habsburg domains allowing diverse religious opinions to 

coexist and interact within their public spheres.518  Certainly, Habsburg policies in 

establishing a multi-ethnic nobility from the borderlands in Vienna followed these 

regional trends.  Whenever possible, however, the imperial court continued to stress 

uniformity and singleness of purpose on account of the Emperor being the leader of 

Christendom and the only one capable of countering the Ottoman threat.  In essence, the 

emperor was the one thing that kept it all together.  His power was founded in the 

                                                           
518Thomas Bremer, “Religion and the Conceptual Boundary in Central and Eastern Europe: Introductory 
Remarks”, in Religion and the Conceptual Boundary in Central and Eastern Europe, (New York: Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2008), 1-15; Liliya Berezhnaya, “Ruthenian Lands and the Early Modern Multiple Borderlands of 
Europe: Ethno-confessional Aspect”, in Religion and the Conceptual Boundary in Central and Eastern Europe: 
Encounters of Faiths, Bremer, Thomas, ed., 40-65; Ludwig Binder, „Darstellung“, Johannes Honterus: 
Schriften,Briefe, Zeugnisse, (Bukarest: Kriterion Verlage, 1996); Ernst Petritsch, “Das Osmanische Reich und 
Siebenbürgen in Reformationszeitalter”; Ulrich A. Wien, „Die Formierung des konfessionellen Raums in 
Siebenbürgen: Zur Wahrnehmung der Reformation durch die Siebenbürgisch-sächsischen Evangelischen im 
16. und 17. Jahrhundert“ in Calvin und Reformiertentum in Ungarn und Siebenbürgen, Fata, Márta, 
Schindling, Anton eds., (Münster: Aschendorff, 2010); Maria Cráciun, “Superstition and Religious Differences 
in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Transylvania”, in Andor, Eszter and István György Tóth, eds. Frontiers 
of Faith: Religious Exchange and the Constitution of Religious Identities, 1400-1750. Budapest: Central 
European University, 2001); Gottfried Schramm, Der Polnische Adel und die Reformation, 1548-1607, 
(Weisbaden, 1965); Suraiya Faroqhi, “Coping with the Central State, Coping with Local Power: Ottoman 
Regions and Notables from the Sixteenth to the Early Nineteenth Century” in The Ottomans and the Balkans: 
A Discussion of Historiography. Adanir, Fikret and Suraiya Faroqhi, eds., (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 351-381. 
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authority of the Church and his role as keeper of the peace.  Once the Reformation had 

questioned the unity of the church, his role as peace keeper also fell under scrutiny.   

 Thus, even in the borderlands, "multiconfessional states were built on grudging 

and hard-fought compromises.”519  A mixture of Renaissance notions of human liberty and 

measures that in the West might have been described as "unattractive" permitted multiple 

confessions, both Protestant and Catholic, even though rulers always had a “favored” or 

dominant church.  The best comparative case is Transylvania, which was traditionally part 

of the Kingdom of Hungary and therefore under Habsburg rule, although the wars with 

the Ottomans and the Zapolya family made it virtually impossible for the Habsburgs to 

control Transylvania directly.  In the case of Transylvania, its lords and burghers tolerated 

Catholics, Evangelicals, and Orthodox faiths, culminating in the Edict of Turda in 1568.  

While on the surface the edict seems to allow for a general toleration of all religions, the 

majority of nobles preferred Calvinism, and sided with and promoted it whenever disputes 

between the confessions arose.520  Attempts at reaching consensus were frequent, but 

ultimately failed.  The implementation of such edicts pointed towards one purpose: to 

prevent further disintegration in the unity of the church and the rise of new heresies.  The 

Transylvanian princes often protected groups that were marginalized, such as moderate 

Catholics or Anti-Trinitarians, while at the same time remaining suspicious of foreigners 

                                                           
519 Graeme Murdock, “Multiconfessionalism in Transylvania”, in A Companion to Multiconfessionalism in the 
Early Modern World, Safley, Thomas Max., ed., (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 394. 
520 Volker Leppin, “Siebenbürgen: ein kirchenhistorischer Sonderfall von allgemeiner Bedeutung” in 
Konfessionsbildung und Konfessionskultur in Siebenbürgen in der Frühen Neuzeit, Volker Leppin und Ulrich 
A. Wein Hg., (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2005), 12; Murdock, "Multiconfessionalism in Transylvania", 
405. 
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like the Jesuits, and those who pushed more radical agendas.521  We must remember, then, 

that  "the stability of multiconfessional societies did not rely on any mutual respect 

between adherents of different faiths.  Rather, detailed regulations about the rights that 

were being extended to religious communities were thought necessary precisely in order 

to prevent social disturbances and outbreaks of violence."522 

 Areas around Hungary experienced a similar delineation of religious groups into 

different camps, but the going was slow and uncertain.  Local pressures and various 

regional customs led to irregular application of each overlord's power to exercise his 

authority in promoting one confession over another.  In comparison to the Habsburgs, the 

Ottoman method of conquest had enacted quite a different policy of religion, often 

leaving it up to the local rulers.523  What would normally occur in newly incorporated areas 

of the empire (the establishment of a millet system and the adoption of a legal code, 

kanuni, to govern interactions between different faiths) did not find its way into the 

Hungarian, Croatian and Slovenian lands because Ottoman authorities judged Hungary to 

be subordinate to the needs and safety of the more profitable areas of the empire.  No 

serious attempts were ever made to permanently integrate Hungary into the empire.524 

 Among the Christian officials left in the borderlands, many local officials and 

regional lords, whether subservient to the Habsburgs or Ottomans, interpreted vague or, 

                                                           
521 This culminated in the ruling Báthory family expelling the Jesuits in 1610, Murdock, 
"Multiconfessionalism in Transylvania", 403-404. 
522Ibid., 415. 
523 See Daniel Goffman, "Negotiating with the Renaissance State" in The Early Modern Ottomans: 
Remapping the Empire, Virginia H. Aksan and Daniel Goffman, eds., (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2007). 
524 Halil Inalcik “Ottoman Methods of Conquest,” in Studia Islamica, No. 2 (1954), 103-129; Rhoads 
Murphey, “Süleyman I and the Conquest of Hungary: Ottoman Manifest Destiny or a delayed reaction to 
Charles V’s Universalist Vision”, in Journal of Early Modern History 5:3 (2001), 197-221. 
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in their mind, inconsequential orders from bishops or princes to abide within the old 

church and obey infrequent visitations and missions of Catholic officials to mean that they 

had license to enact reforms in their home parishes as they saw fit.  Often these officials 

connected with Evangelical or Reformed teachings infiltrating into the area, because these 

offered the clearest path to meaningful reform.  Once a new faith was established within 

the protection of a specific regional lord, it was next to impossible for visitation officials or 

others to make any headway in assuring compliance with Rome's wishes without a 

territorial prince who would support their endeavors.  Ottoman officials also worked 

against Catholic missions and encouraged conversions to Orthodoxy or, to a lesser extent, 

Protestantism.525  We must, therefore, look to figures that separated themselves from the 

partisan religious policies of the day in order to gain a full understanding of how 

efficacious this tolerant attitude was.   

2. Habsburg Diplomacy in the Borderlands 

 Like his namesake and great-grandfather, Maximilian I, Maximilian II continued 

the tradition of actively promoting higher learning through the incorporation of new 

concepts and ideas into the curriculum.  At the University of Vienna, teachers and scholars 

represented the cutting edge of academia and continued to encourage debate and 

dialogue among students along humanist and Renaissance lines of thinking.  The 

University of Vienna was designed to match its city.  It was and is the oldest German-

speaking university in the world, and the second oldest university in the HRE.  

Undoubtedly, its prestige as an institution of long-held traditions for learning and new 
                                                           
525 István György Tóth, "Old and New Faith in Hungary, Turkish Hungary and Transylvania", in A Companion 
to the Reformation World, Ronald Po-chia Hsia, ed., (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004). 
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ways of thinking was meant to echo the city's status as a multi-ethnic capital in the 

borderlands.  The university's student population was equally diverse, drawing classmen 

from Italy, Germany, Poland, Slovenia, Hungary, Transylvania, Croatia, the Swiss lands, 

Bohemia, and Slovakia.   It remained at this time the most likely destination for would-be 

priests and religious leaders as well as lawyers and doctors from the borderlands.  

Maximilian II was keenly aware of this, and it suited his efforts to increase the importance 

of Vienna that the University should continue to grow along similarly diverse and open 

multi-cultural lines.    

 Most faculty in 1550s and 1560s remained immensely interested in the writings of 

Luther.  Also, many Evangelicals like Primus Truber were attracted to the University of 

Vienna during this era from the areas to the east and south of Vienna.  Recently opened to 

a flood of vernacular and Latin printing coming out of Germany, Protestant materials were 

present and commonly available by the time of Truber's education there in the late 

1520s.526  Many of the University of Vienna's scholars embraced Luther's critiques of the 

church, and this was extended further in  the 1550s and 1560s as the university saw an 

increase in the Protestants studying the natural sciences and faculty dedicated to new 

advances in biology and astronomy.527  Several important members of this faculty became 

close with Maximlian II: Johannes Crato (personal physician to Maximilian II, a Lutheran 

and later Calvinist), Hugo Blotius (jurist, librarian and professor, Calvinist), Johann Aicholtz 

(Dean of the University, Lutheran), Andreas Gail (doctor and professor on the imperial 

                                                           
526 Two individuals in the 1520s distributed materials in the city and surrounding lands including the Austrian 
born Protestant printer, Hieronymous Viëtor (eventually moved to Krakow) and a Protestant Viennese 
bookseller, Lucas Alantee. John Fudge, Commerce and Print, 36, 138.   
527Kurt Mühlberger, “Bildung und Wissenschaft: Kaiser Maximilian II und die Universität Wien“ in Edelmayer, 
Hrsg. Kaiser Maximilian II, 203-230. 
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council, Lutheran), and the humanist professors Jacopo Strada, George Tanner and Carolus 

Clusius.  They were "the principal agents disseminating the formal language of the 

Renaissance in Central Europe.”528  

 The extent to which these men and their close associates influenced Maximilian II's 

decisions is best seen in the context of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq (the Ambassador to 

Constantinople) and the formation of the borderlands as a geographic and political entity.  

As a humanist, de Busbecq was inclined to admire certain aspects about the Ottoman 

government, particularly its cohesive and autocratic nature, even while insisting on the 

need for exchange between the two empires.  Sultan Suleyman I the Magnificent (also 

known as Lawgiver) had effectively centralized administration in Constantinople, and his 

controls were admirable to de Busbecq, who found himself being constantly watched, 

somewhere between ambassador and prisoner.529  His movements were always scrutinized 

and he rarely received allowance to leave his chambers.  Those Turks whom he could trust 

represented, to him, the admirable qualities that were present among a new breed of 

Ottoman, qualities which could be emulated in the Habsburg court.  Yet more prevalent in 

his writings is the representation of the stereotypical “Turk” of the barbaric past, more akin 

to the plains of central Asia than the streets of the Second Rome.  Such enemies could 

never be trusted and represented a deep threat to all of Christendom.  This emphasis on 

the traditional model of the Turk, embedded within de Busbecq’s travel account, would 

                                                           
528 This quote applies particularly to a study of Strada, but the article clearly states that his company, 
including the figures mentioned in this paragraph provided the basis for a Renaissance movement within 
Vienna.  Page 202 of Dirk Jacob Jansen, “The Instruments of Patronage: Jacopo Strada at the Court of 
Maximilian II: a Case Study” in Edelmayer, Hrsg. Kaiser Maximilian II, 182-202. 
529 The Turkish Letters of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq Imperial Ambassador at Constantinople 1554-1562, 
Translated by Edward Seymour Forster from the Latin of Elzevir Edition of 1633, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 2005), 183. 
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continue to influence European outlooks on Ottoman government and culture for 

centuries.530  His description is emblematic of the strong push by irenicists to paint the 

Turk as the true enemy in the region, minimizing conflicts between Protestant and 

Catholic.   

 As the Habsburg Imperial Ambassador to Constantinople, de Busbecq figured into 

part of the larger network of supporters for reform discussed in this dissertation, and 

affiliated himself with the irenicists and humanists  in the Habsburg court.  Receiving the 

best humanist education possible from Bologna, Padua, and Venice, his service for the 

Habsburgs began under Ferdinand I and continued until his death under Rudolf II.  His 

primary service under Ferdinand I had been in his role as ambassador to Sultan Suleyman I 

in Constantinople, a role that was extremely dangerous.531    After his return from a 

successful agreement on a treaty in 1562, lavished with praise and presents from 

Ferdinand I, he joined the service of Maximilian II, entrusted with accompanying his sons 

Rudolf and Ernst to Spain for their training in the Spanish court.532  Additionally, he 

                                                           
530 Besides the traditional model of Turks as barbarians other models are visible both in Busbecq’s writings 
and in the situation along the border.  In particular, it is possible to see the Turks as accommodating and 
tolerant of other religions within their realm. This may seem in contrast with the situation that Christians and 
Muslims found themselves facing during the seventeenth century as both sides looked to expand their 
borders at the expense of the other.  Busbecq saw in people like Ali Pasha a commonality that reached across 
religious lines.  Ali was apparently a Muslim convert from Dalmatia that rose to a position of power under 
Süleyman because of his success on Turkish raids in Hungary.  Busbecq still considered him a Turk though, 
but one that was emblematic of the "good qualities" of the Turks. Busbecq., 121. 
531 The previous ambassador, John Maria Malvezzi, had been thrown into a Turkish prison for over two years 
for spying, although the primary reason was probably Ferdinand I's seizure of lands in Hungary.  When he 
was finally released Malvezzi was never the same again.  Back in Vienna, his ill health and successive nervous 
break downs led Ferdinand I to believe he was over-exaggerating his condition, leading to his dismissal from 
court. ibid., 55. 
532

 He was well taken care of during this time, including salaries of 800 and 600 florins annually (the first 
from Spain and the second from Vienna), constantly lavished with gifts of between 2,000 and 3,000 crowns, 
and because he spoke seven languages (French, Flemish, Latin, Italian, German, Spanish and Croatian) 
considered by many to be “one of the principal men from the Low Country”. Zweder von Martels, „On His 
majesty’s Service: Augerius Busbequius, Courtier and Diplomat of Maximilian II“ (169-181) in Kaiser 
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remained on the list of “councilors” to Emperor Maximilian II, but was also sought after by 

Philip II, from whom he rejected two requests to join his “secret council”.533   

 His close irenicist friends at the Vienna court, whom he saw regularly after 

returning there in 1566, included those involved in supporting the borderlands printing 

press as well as general irenicist attempts at compromise: Hugo Blotius, Corolus Clusius, 

Jacopo Strada, Johannes Crato, Johannes Sambucus, and Justus Lipsius, who was probably 

his closest friend.534  Their friendships continued beyond his tenure as ambassador in 

Constantinople.  The Ottoman peace treaty that he brokered in 1564 guaranteed that the 

borderlands would remain split between the Ottomans and Habsburgs.  One should not 

overlook his contribution to the Habsburg and irenicist cause, for he was particularly 

responsible for establishing this area as a borderlands region.   

 Busbecq's ability to keep negotiation ongoing for eight years allowed the situation 

along the borderlands to work in the favor of the Habsburgs, and coincidentally the 

borderlands printing press.  For, the reality on the ground of “ongoing negotiations” 

meant that any action that did not lead to outright war could be used to increase one's 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Maximilian II. : Kultur und Politik im 16. Jahrhundert, Edelmayer, Friedrich, Hrsg., (Wien [u.a.] : Verl. für 
Geschichte u. Politik : Oldenbourg 1992), 178. 
533 In accompanying Rudolf and Ernst to Spain and assisting in their training, his service was actually 
contradictory to the boys' official learning of Spanish Court manner and style.  This included his dislike for 
the Spanish (possibly stemming from the violence within his own country) and he regarded Spain as his 
“exile”. He taught Rudolf and Ernst (as well as Maximilian’s other sons upon his return to Vienna) to be 
attentive to all viewpoints within one's court and to seek inclusion on matters of governance and reform.  
Criticized by many in the Spanish court for allowing the boys to read the Bible in vernacular (German), he still 
maintained close relations with Philip II in an advisory capacity. Zweder von Martels, 176-177. 
534 Also important to note, he was among those who carried Maximilian II in his casket when he died in 1576.  
And yet, he often expressed a longing for the Low Countries, his home, but only ever stayed there for a few 
months at a time.   his final diplomatic charge was to go to France where he acted as the main Habsburg 
diplomat there in full or limited capacity until 1591.  He was officially retired by 1587 but traveled back and 
forth between Paris and his home after that regularly.  In September,1591 he was kidnapped and held for 
ransom by brigands.  Eventually freed, his health never recovered and he died in October. ibid., 179. 
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position there.  Not only raiding parties, but also priests and officials could be sent into 

regions that were essentially still being negotiated over.  An interesting exchange took 

place between Busbecq and the Pasha, called Ali, demonstrates a certain "memo of 

understanding" between them to leave Hungary and Croatia as contested territory until 

peace had been signed.  Ali said: 

Have you heard that your Germans have marched into Moldavia?  “Into Moldavia?” 
I said, “no indeed; and it seems to me most improbable.  What would the Germans 
be doing in so distant a country as Moldavia? ...  And indeed,” I added, “if I may say 
what I think, I do not see that they can be blamed, if, after having been so 
frequently provoked and hounded on, they have remembered that they are men 
and have made up their mind to exact vengeance.  Is there anything which your 
soldiers have not, for many years past, regarded themselves free to do in 
Hungary?” … “So be it” replied Ali, “let them make the best use of it they can, 
provided they keep within the bounds of Hungary and the neighborhood; but that 
they should actually invade Moldavia, which is only a few days’ journey from 
Adrianople, is quite intolerable.”535 

Thus, Slovenia, Croatia, and Hungary were allowed to remain a frontier between the 

Hapsburgs and Ottomans until a peace was settled.  Both sides were supposed to keep the 

conflict within the established border region until a definitive arrangement could be 

made.  While this territory remained "up for grabs" in a very literal sense, the complex 

diplomatic situation that existed in the mid-sixteenth century contributed to the 

atmosphere of uncertain political oversight that enabled religious coexistence and 

pluralism within the borderlands of East Central Europe.   

The apparent uncertainty over who controlled the area has led some to call 

Hungary and Transylvania during the mid to late sixteenth century a “frontier” rather than 

                                                           
535 Busbecq, 196-197. 
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designating a specific border, and such a term may well be justified.536   De Busbecq’s 

peace was not permanent, primarily because the official crowning of Maximilian II as King 

of Hungary in 1564 renewed hostilities.  Yet the precedent it set, which included lowered 

annual payments to the Sultan, formed the basis for future treaties, including 1568, 1606, 

and 1699.  Busbecq’s main goal had been to give the Hapsburgs time to gain support from 

local nobles as well as collect money and resources, which he successfully stretched over 

eight years of negotiations and diplomatic gestures.  In addition, he helped to ensure that 

a permanent border was not established in Hungary, permitting that area to remain a 

frontier for decades to come.   

 The Ottomans and the Habsburgs had their own particular reasons for allowing 

such an ambiguous region to exist on the periphery of their empires, yet neither side 

wished to maintain the status quo for very long.537  Despite de Busbecq's peace treaty, 

both Ferdinand I and Maximilian II attempted numerous times to  remove the Ottoman-

backed Transylvanian claimant to the Hungarian throne because the Zápolya family 

continued to challenge Habsburg dominion in Hungary, and remained the primary 

Ottoman supporters in the region.538  Hoping to delegitimize the crowning of an infant as 

king of Hungary (John Sigismund), Ferdinand I had in 1551 invaded Hungary, briefly 

capturing Buda.  Despite this ephemeral conquest, Ferdinand I had brilliantly illustrated 

                                                           
536 Mark Stein, Guarding the Frontier: Ottoman Border Forts and Garrisons in Europe, (London: Tauris 
Academic Studies, 2007). 
537 See Zweder von Martels for his comments on the treaty Busbecq negotiated, ”On His Majesty’s Service", 
169-181. 
538 As related in the intro and first chapter, Ferdinand I had successfully drawn away the support of several 
prominent Hungarian nobles from the first Zápolya king, John, but now the Transylvanians and a shrinking 
group of Hungarians supported his infant son, John Sigismund, whose mother also pledged tribute to 
procure Ottoman support. 
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the powerlessness of the Zápolya family in any region outside of Transylvania.539  From a 

political standpoint, these events also demonstrated deep divisions among the nobility in 

the region, which loyalty alone to either Habsburgs or Zápolya could not effectively 

control.  Thus, politically and diplomatically, the creation of this area as a borderland 

temporarily benefited both sides.   

 Seemingly limited in his options to encourage support against the Ottomans, it was 

through continuing long-held imperial policy  that Maximilian II sought the unity of the 

Empire and the borderlands along church concordance.540  As Maximilian II began to 

assume power, first in Austria and then Bohemia, he tackled the problem of religious 

division by resisting calls for centralization and unity.  As king of Bohemia, Maximilian II 

tried to lessen the political tensions from the Protestant and Utraquist factions' significant 

presence.  Their attempts to push for more rights (or less interference) from the emperor 

were tempered only by those hardliner Catholics who expected Maximilian II to be like 

Charles V and carry out immediate imperial punishment against any group that did not 

accept papal supremacy.  Echoing his policies elsewhere, Maximilian II instead presented 

himself to the Bohemian people quite successfully as a monarch who desired peace and 

order, law, piety, and nobility, and who advocated true religion above divisive opinions. 541 

                                                           
539 Only the movement of Ottoman troops to counter this push evicted the Austrians from central Hungary.  
This was probably a significant reason why the Ottomans never integrated Central Hungary into their 
empire.  The area was supposed to be ruled by the Zápolya, but continual Habsburg incursions proved to the 
Ottomans that they could not hold the territory on their own.  A permanent garrison of 20-30,000 Ottomans 
soldiers in Buda was necessary from the mid-1550s onward to keep the Habsburgs out.   
540 Even before the Reformation such reforms had been central to the imperial policies of the Habsburgs and 
Luxemburgs before them.  More recently and vividly in Maximilian II’s memory would have been his father’s 
attempt to call general councils to compromise on the matter during the 1540s and 1550s, none of which 
availed him much in his attempt to find compromise. Brady, German Histories, 80-88, 114-121. 
541 Friedrich Edelmayer, Hrsg., Kaiser Maximilian II. : Kultur und Politik im 16. Jahrhundert. (Wien [u.a.] : 
Verl. für Geschichte u. Politik : Oldenbourg 1992). 
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Bohemia was an early test for him as a monarch, but it would not be his last, and what he 

learned there he applied elsewhere.542 

 In Vienna, like Bohemia, Maximilian II looked to promote the same unity.  The 

loyalty and dedication of men like Busbecq and other irenicists, who held different faiths, 

to the imperial cause encouraged Maximilian II to trust them and also those in the 

university.  He considered them colleagues and academic friends with whom he could 

share knowledge and books.543 Learning and scholarly activities were marks of the 

Renaissance and as a patron of such, Maximilian II supported free thinking and education.  

Through two figures in particular, his tutor August Wolfgang Schiefer, who was Lutheran, 

and the court-preacher Johann Sebastian Pfauser, he decided from very early on to 

promote diverse opinions in university education.544  Throughout his reign, he remained 

unprejudiced towards faculty as long as their research was original and improved the 

reputation of the university.   

 The University of Vienna did have to compete for students with the Jesuit College 

founded in Vienna in the 1560s on Ferdinand I's orders.  This rivalry, signaling the growing 

importance of Tridentine Catholicism and the reaction against the Protestant majority in 

Vienna during Maximilian II's reign, remained intact until the decision to merge the two 

universities in 1623, an event that led to the expulsion of many of the humanist faculty.  

But for the remainder of the sixteenth century, the University remained intact and 

                                                           
542Jaroslav Panek, “Maximilian II als König von Böhmen” in Edelmayer, Hrsg. Kaiser Maximilian II, 55-69. 
543 This very much mirrors Italian patronage networks as in Florence where Lorenzo d'Medici estaablished his 
rule through such close friendships and personal connections. See Dale Kent, Cosimo De' Medici and the 
Florentine Renaissance: The patron's oeuvre. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). 
544Fichtner,  Maximilian II, 44. 
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functioned with only minor interference from the imperial court.  As one historian put it, 

"The emperor's confessional tolerance was particularly beneficial for the circle of 

academics and the university, yet on the surface, the Catholic character of the university 

would be preserved because of political concerns. The confessional polarization was 

defined specifically according to emerging 'parties'."545   

 A strong current of counter-reformation that existed in Vienna alongside the 

Protestants, which revealed itself not only in the university, but also in the streets.   

Catholics there resisted concessions that had been made to the Protestants, and instead 

called for tough measures to counter the growing wave of Lutheranism.  George Eder was 

one such burgher who expressed his dislike of Protestants in Vienna; he proved 

problematic for Maximilian II during this period.546    Vienna remained divided between 

these two camps, but during the 1550s and 1560s it is apparent that the Protestants held 

the upperhand, not only through their multiple representatives within the palace, but also 

in the university and even Protestant schools that were being constructed to teach their 

youth according to the Augsburg Confession.547   

Raids and clashes with Ottoman forces along the border also weakened attempts 

at controlling religious disputes as imperial resources were used for military purposes 
                                                           
545 "Die konfessionelle Toleranz des Kaisers war dem Kreis der Gelehrten und der Universität in besonders 
hohem Maße zugute gekommen, doch sollte aus politischen Rücksichten der Katholische Charakter der 
Universität nach außen hin gewahrt bleiben.  Der konfessionellen Polarisierung entsprechend entstanden 
‚Parteien‘ an bestimmt war.“ from Mühlberger, “Bildung und Wissenschaft", 229. 
546 Mühlberger, “Bildung und Wissenschaft, 224, the defining work on the troublemaker Georg Eder is Elain 
Fulton's Catholic Belief and Survival in Late Sixteenth-Century Vienna: The Case of Georg Eder, 1523-1587, 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), which highlights a rare case of the Imperial Book Commission targeting a 
Catholic (Georg Eder) for his hardliner Catholic writings that attacked the Protestants and blamed 
Maximilian II for allowing them into the capital.  He was, for a time, silenced and temporarily banished from 
Vienna, but this Catholic burgher represented a growing movement countering the strong Protestant 
majority in the city.   
547 Ulinka Rublack, Reformation Europe, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 102. 
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instead.  Such was the price for tolerant policies between opposing factions.  As a frontier 

and borderland, huge portions of Austria, Croatia, Slovenia, Hungary and Transylvania 

became sparsely populated because of the fighting, and trade routes were disrupted.  

Even double taxation (From Habsburg/Hungarian and Ottoman officials) occurred in 

certain areas.548  The lack of stability and minimal direct influence by either major power 

on the region further enhanced the spread of new religious faiths often in opposition to 

one another.  Maximilian II thus administered a borderlands that saw religious faith 

multiply to include communities of Anti-Trinitarians, Lutherans, Calvinists, Catholics, and 

Orthodox Christians. 

3. Liminal Patterns of Multiconfessionalism 

 As we have seen the establishment of the borderlands through diplomatic 

negotiations and practical application of continuous fighting between the Ottomans and 

Habsburgs, political instability had allowed several confessional groups developing within 

the borderlands.  Dependent upon the region's nobility, the three areas of Hungary, Royal 

Hungary (also encompassing elements of Slovenia and Croatia), Central Hungary 

(including the cities of Buda and Pest), and East Hungary (also known as Transylvania), 

were now open to religious diversity.  Accordingly, each area experienced different 

methods of legally tolerating the diverse groups within a particular prince's territory.  This 

variety contributed to the success of various confessions in their expansion, though, as has 

been noted, regional and ethnic preference also played important roles in encouraging or 

limiting the prince's control over certain religions.  This situation has been identified by 

                                                           
548 Geza Palffy,  „Der Preis für die Verteidigung  der Habsburgermonarchie: Die Kosten der Türkenabwehr in 
der zweiten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts“,  In Finanzen und Herrschaft, Friedrich Edelmayer, Hrsg., (Wien, 
2003). 
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confessional scholars as "entrenched" and "concentric" confessional attitudes leading 

towards a "liminal" form of multiconfessionalism.549  In other words, local resistance to and 

inability on the part of the Habsburgs to impose orthodoxy  led to arranged compromises 

between different confessions.    

 Hungary, Krain and Transylvania all contained nobles and burghers who expressed 

their desire for the territorial lord to enact some type of religious reform, they often 

included their own recommendations or preferences.   In each of these areas local nobles 

and burghers found ways of enacting or reinterpreting their prince's desires to match their 

own.  The Habsburg policy of toleration in Royal Hungary, mirroring their treatment of the 

vital county of Krain, was meant to establishing trust and rapport with the nobles there.  

Their motivations for this included their desire to continue their line of succession and to 

solidify their tenuous hold over the Hungarian crown.  Establishing their position as a 

territorial prince would not only assist in gathering military resources and countering their 

rivals, but would also allow the Habsburgs greater share of control over religious and 

social reforms in the area.  Slowly, then, the Habsburgs increased their allies among the 

Hungarian nobles, while attempting to promote their own generals over Hungarians and 

to establish a border fortress system to shore up their minimal military gains.550   

 The majority of Hungary, however, remained within the sphere of the Zápolya 

family, since several prominent Hungarian nobles initially approved of their Ottoman 

support.  In opposing the Ottoman candidate, the Habsburgs used their status as territorial 

                                                           
549 Luebke, 140-147. 
550 Géza Pálffy, “The Origins and Development of the Border Defence System against the Ottoman Empire in 
Hungary up to the Early Eighteenth Century”, in David, Géza and Pál Fodor, eds. Ottomans, Hungarians, and 
Habsburgs in Central Europe. (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 3-70. 
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princes within the HRE to coerce several nobles in the borderlands to join them.  This was 

primarily done through a process of legitimating their right to be the ruler of a given 

region along hereditary and legal lines.  In essence, they fashioned a system of political 

and legal precedents that gave them increasing clout in winning over more Hungarian 

nobles.   

 The establishment of support from various nobles in Slovenia, Croatia, Slovakia, 

and Northern Hungary resulted from specific, power-sharing compromises between them 

and the Habsburgs.  The Habsburgs presented themselves as benevolent monarchs in 

order to alleviate concerns that such authority could lead to an erosion of traditional 

customs or religious faith.  As long as it was acknowledged that a territory's religious 

preference depended upon the good graces of the territorial prince, then the Habsburgs 

were willing to allow various confessions to exist.  Allowing multiple confessions showed 

Habsburg good intentions to the populace even while it trained them to accept the 

prince's sovereign power to take those privileges away if he deemed fit.  Thus, the imperial 

ratification of privileges superseded the notion that such things were the result of 

specified customs and traditions that each region had developed over the Middle Ages.    

 In Royal Hungary the impact of this policy was particularly felt because the 

majority of people adhered to Evangelical practices.   

 Until the end of the century, the majority of people in the royal territorial zones 
 were Protestant.  The Viennese Peace in 1606 established confessional freedom for 
 both confessions.  Only afterwards was the new organization of the Catholic 
 Church initiated, its  yield was first apparent only in the work of the Archbishop 
 Peter Pazmany at the end of the first third of the 17th Century.  At this time, the 
 multiconfessionalism of the territory and the development of the separate church's 
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 institutions around one confession was irreversible, which was, however, a new 
 chapter for the church history of the Hungarian kingdom. 551 

The results were the same everywhere along the borderlands where the Habsburgs had 

effectively established their control.   Within the framework of traditional give-and-take 

between the nobility/burghers and the King/Archduke, the Habsburg borderlands 

adhered to the ruler in Vienna as their territorial overlord as long as he listened to their 

concerns and did not override their customary arrangements of power.  In this context the 

establishment of an Evangelical territorial church as in Krain was acceptable to the 

monarch (Maximilian II) and remained an important step in improving the loyalty of the 

populace there. 

 Croatia similarly sought the protection of the Habsburgs from Ottoman incursions 

and also demanded the ability to practice its own faith.  Unlike in Slovenian and Royal 

Hungary, however, many of the Croatian lords turned to the Reformed Catechisms for 

guidance.  This was ultimately unacceptable to Habsburg policies; yet for most of the 

1550s and 1560s, a truce existed between the Croatian lords and the Habsburgs on 

matters of religion, leaving the nobles' personal parish churches free from any major 

restrictions.  Croatian lords generally began to turn back to Catholicism in the 1570s after 

                                                           
551Bis zum Ende des Jahrhunderts war die Mehrheit der Bevölkerung des königlichen Landesteiles 
protestantisch, der Wiener Frieden beschloss im Jahre 1606 die Glaubensfreiheit für beide Konfessionen.  
Erst danach begann man mit der Neuorganisierung der katholischen Kirche, deren Früchte aber erst durch 
die Arbeit des Erzbischofs Peter Pazmany Ende des ersten Drittles des 17 Jahrhunderts sichtbar wurden.  Zu 
diesem Zeitpunt wurden die Multikonfessionalität der Region und der Ausbau der Institutionen der 
einzelnen Konfessionen endgültig, was in der Kirchengeschichte des Ungarischen Königtums aber schon 
wieder ein neus Kapitel ist.  István Bitskey, „Die Verbreitung der Reformation in Westungarn“, in Die 
Reformation in Mitteleuropa. Rajšp, Vincenc, Karl Scharz, Boguslaw Dybas, and Christian Gastgeber, eds. 
(Wien: Ljubljana 2011), 115-126. 
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an edict from the Croatian Diet in 1567 allowed only Catholics to hold public offices or 

gain additional land grants.552 

 The established territorial church in Krain also lasted in conjunction with the edicts 

allowing Protestants to exist within the borderlands throughout the rest of that century.553  

The tide of Protestantism slowly waned and by 1610, when Ferdinand II, acting as 

Archduke of Austria since 1602 (after a brief and highly unpopular stint as Archduke by his 

cousin, Albert VII of Austria), began to categorically move towards re-Catholicizing Styria 

and Krain.  A series of letters from 1608-1609 show that the final touches on his plan were 

being laid.  A "Reformation Commission" for Krain and Styria was established, priests who 

were married were targeted for discipline, and those who did not accept Catholic 

teachings were punished or expelled.554   

 Krain was technically part of the HRE, and the nobility there had been told to 

accept Maximilian II's sovereignty by those in Tübingen and according to the previously 

mentioned agreements.  The resulting compromise had ensured their cooperation on the 

promise that he would seek church reform in their lands.  The Evangelical territorial church 

of Krain existed according to such a compromise, by the good graces of Maximilian II.  

After his death in1576, there was no certainty that this status would continue.  Indeed, by 

the time of Bishop Tomaž Hren (1597-1630), who was installed to oversee changes in 

Slovenia.  This Bishop of Laibach became the primary Re-Catholicizing agent in the 

                                                           
552 Tóth, "Hungary, Turkish Hungary, and Transylvania", 209. 
553

 Lilijana Žnidaršič Golec, “Die ‘Slowenische Kirchenordnung’ von 1564 zwischen Wunsch and 
Wirklichkeit” in Primus Truber: Der Slawenische Reformator und Württemberg, Sönke, Lorenz, Anton 
Schindling, Wilfried Setzler Hsg., (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2011). 
554 Pörtner, 200. 
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Habsburg monarchy's hands, in essence, dismanteling the territorial church Truber had set 

up.  In a series of letters, Ferdinand II sent repeated orders supporting Hren's authority via 

archducal authority and that of the Reformation Commission established in Vienna.555  

These letters were directed to leading burghers and nobles on the city and local councils -

those known to support Catholic reform there.  

  As interesting a person as Hren is, one who delicately balanced efforts to re-

Catholicize of Krain with the necessity to work within established customs (he successfully 

petitioned Rome to keep Truber's Bible translation for use among the clergy), his tenure 

marked the turning point of Protestantism in Krain.  After the implementation of the 

commands of these letters, Evangelicals could no longer claim imperial support for their 

territorial church in Krain, since the new ruler, Ferdinand II, had successfully initiated his 

own, Catholic plan of reform.  However, as in Royal Hungary, this area saw continued 

crypto-Protestant activity well into the Thirty Years War.  Thus, the foundations for re-

Catholization came half a century after the original power sharing agreements were put in 

place. 

4. Habsburg diplomacy in the Empire 

 The situation in the HRE reflected what was essentially occurring in the 

borderlands, presenting similar challenges for Maximilian II.  For, among the Empire's 

German-speaking peoples, long-held traditions maintained distinct regions stemming 

                                                           
555  Decree dated November 12th 1609 concerning the new Bishop of Laibach, Thomas Chroen concerning 
the commission set up by him to reform the church as indicated by Archduke Ferdinand also, letter dated 
November 16th 1609 concerning the new Bishop of Laibach, Thomas Chroen as head of the commission set 
up by him to reform the church as indicated by Archduke Ferdinand.  Addressed to the Burgermaister in 
Laibach and city council, Letter to the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria from the Archbishop of Laibach, 
Thomas Chroen, dated 21st of November 1609., Krain Karton 3, HHStA. 
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from early medieval tribal and regional delineations such as Saxon, Swabian, Franconian, 

and Bavarian.  These older regions were joined by emerging cities and territorial entities 

such as Hesse, Brandenburg, the Swiss, Austria, Nuremberg, Ulm, Cologne, Leipzig, and 

many others, each with competing interests, separate German dialects and unique 

customs.556  Even more ethnic distinctions existed in various other lands connected to or 

part of the Holy Roman Empire including Italians, Czechs, Hungarians, Croatians, 

Slovenians, and French.  Without the institution of the Church, the emperor could no 

longer control these diverse groups.  The very fabric of the Empire was at stake.   

 A comparison of the HRE with territories to the west, such as Spain, England, the 

Netherlands, or France, further demonstrates why there were differences in the ways in 

which forms of diversity were handled.  The Austrian Habsburg policies contrasted those 

implemented by the Spanish Habsburgs as well as the Tudors in England and Valois in 

France.  In all three of these western realms, attempts at imposing orthodoxy ended in civil 

war, rebellion and executions.  Such troubles threatened to expand into other realms as 

well.  As has been observed, "In contrast to the religious political trends in Spain, Italy, 

England, or Scandinavia the coexistence of the various confessions stood in the early 

modern Holy Roman Empire on a legal foundation, the 1555 Augsburg Religious 

Peace."557   

                                                           
556 Brady, German Histories, 18-21. 
557 "Im Gegensatz zur religionspolitischen Entwicklung etwa in Spanien, Italien, England, oder Skandinavien 
stand die Koexistenz der Konfessionen im frühneuzeitlichen Reich auf einer gesetzlichen Grundlage,dem 
Augsburger Religionsfrieden von 1555.“ Stefan Ehrenpreis und Bernhard Ruthmann, „Jus Reformandi – Jus 
Emigrandi: Reichsrecht, Konfession und Ehre in Religionsstreitigkeiten des späten 16. Jahrhunderts“ in 
Individualisierung, Rationalisierung, Säkularisierung: Neue Wege der Religionsgeschichte, Michael 
Weinzierl, Hrsg., (Wien: Verl. für Geschichte u. Politik : Oldenbourg 1997), 67. 
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 In fact, we are reminded that those in the western Europe envied the compromise 

that 1555 had brought to the German princes, because they believed that it had settled 

the issues of faith and allowed the HRE to focus on the defense of its realm.  Looking back 

upon the sixteenth century, some in the seventeenth century Netherlands (such as William 

of Orange) observed that the Religious Peace had led to prosperity and wealth in German 

lands, whereas the Netherlands and its system (a state that sponsored only the reformed 

Protestant confession, and allowed Catholics to exist only behind closed doors) had 

brought about poverty and backwardness.558  The biconfessionalism of the Empire did not 

instantaneously divide the HRE in 1555, and as we shall see, significant debate still existed 

on how it was to be implemented and enforced.  Yet the Netherlands was not alone in 

admiring Central Europe.   

 Dixon relates the story of two pre-enlightenment observers who recorded religious 

diversity and tolerance throughout Central Europe.  The first, Fynes Moryson, remarked 

that German Protestants were “never observed to dispute seriously about religion, but 

only sometimes to pass many quips and jests one against the other.” Another, Michel de 

Montaigne, discussed with a marveling air the liberty in religion that existed in the 

Empire.559 Therefore, some observers in the West thought that compromise had indeed 

led to a system that had brought a level of comfort and ease for German populations. 

 The Habsburgs, for their part, allowed compromise on faith issues within Germany 

not only because of the invasions of the Ottomans, but also because of the general 

                                                           
558 Benjamin Kaplan, “‘In Equality and Enjoying the Same Favor’: Biconfessionalism in the Low Countries”, in A 
Companion to Multiconfessionalism in the Early Modern World, Safley, Thomas Max, ed., (Leiden: Brill, 
2011), 99-126. 
559 C. Scott Dixon, Living with Religious Diversity, 1. 
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instability the Empire faced.  A thorough assessment of Maximilian II's challenges presents 

a troubling picture.  Disagreements with the Polish and French left the empire with few 

friends on either side.  The Ottomans, it was known, were preparing for Sultan Suleyman I's 

final great campaign into Royal Hungary and Austria.  Alongside internal political intrigue 

between the princes and the imperial agenda, the religious divisions within the Empire 

extended over its entire territory.  A lack of funds  and bureaucratic mismanagement 

further weakened the imperial cause.560  Familial politics offered little in the way of 

solution, since Maximilian II's brothers often did not listen to him, and his father constantly 

interfered whenever he could.   

  The tolerance of Protestantism in Austria that led to the support and 

dissemination of the borderlands printing press did not begin or end with Maximilian II, 

but it did reach a high point during his reign.  Beginning with his father, the Habsburgs 

continued to emphasize that reform must occur through the prince of that territory.  The 

benevolence of the prince encouraged loyalty and unity, not disunity and rebellion, and 

there was adamant refusal on the part of the Austrian Habsburgs to hunt for or root out a 

religious group unless they were either a direct threat to the Empire or publically 

proclaimed to be apart from the Church or Empire.  This included Anabaptists.  Both 

Ferdinand I and Maximilian II attempted to be seen as "above" divisive action, though 

Ferdinand I's limits to this have been seen in Chapter One.  Both men were concerned with 

their court members' personal religious beliefs only if they proved themselves disloyal or 

rebellious.  In a quite literal extension of late medieval teachings on belief, no punishment 

                                                           
560 Successor to the failed Gemeiner Pfennig, imperial tax collection in the form of the Kammerzieler, found 
only sporadic collection throughout the Empire. 
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could be leveled against one's conscience.  Such a thing would have gone against German 

tradition as well, which allowed a man the liberty to express his thoughts based upon his 

personal values and convictions.  Luther's defense at Worms in 1521 was based upon this 

same concept.561  It was only once such thoughts led a person into active rebellion 

(whether against the Church or Empire) that he must be punished and removed from 

society.  Accordingly, one's personal viewpoint was not considered intrinsic to outward 

acts of rebellion. 

 This concept allowed the electors and princes to hold to various beliefs without 

being labeled rebellious.  Their territories received similar treatment, which under their 

rule now became subject to a particular religious identity via the Religious Peace of 

Augsburg, 1555.  The borderlands printing press proved to be both the result of and an 

exception to this arrangement.  For Austrian lands, technically within the Empire, yet 

subservient to their Catholic Habsburg territorial prince, the religious question took a 

unique turn.  Since the Religious Peace of Augsburg in 1555 applied to all lands within the 

HRE, the question of Protestantism reached every individual in every territory.  In areas 

with Catholic rulers, like Austria, it was difficult to publically differentiate those who 

supported or adhered to the Protestant cause from those who may have only held 

sympathies with certain parts of Luther's teachings.  As Rudolph Leeb writes,  

 The Reformation remained forbidden for a long period due to the religious and 
 political attitude of the rulers, so it was not possible at that time for the 
 Reformation-minded to regulate and set up an independent public church 
 organization.  Strictly speaking, until the period around 1570, Protestantism 
 existed illegally, and in Tirol, Vorarlberg and even the archdiocese of Salzburg it 

                                                           
561 For Ferdinand I see, Brady, German Histories, 328; for Luther's use of the medieval idea of the conscience 
(founded in the Gravamina, as Oberman notes), see Luther: Man between God and the Devil, 203-204. 
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 remained continually forbidden, although strong Reformation currents were there 
 as well in some parts.   Reformation thought extended itself, therefore, until 
 around 1570 within the Catholic parish system through which the significant 
 factors of diffusion were pamphlets, lay preachers and word of mouth.562   
 

Even after1555, Austria, like other German lands, remained mixed between Catholics and 

Protestants often in a very indistinguishable way.563   

 The Religious Peace, however, stated that each prince decided the matter for a 

given territory, giving his subjects the choice to convert or move to areas that adhered to 

their chosen convictions.  This principle, ius reformandi, was viewed as a compromise by 

acknowledging the existence and legality of Protestantism among those princes who 

supported it within their territories following the Treaty of Passau in 1554, while also 

allowing the Catholic Habsburg retention of the imperial crown and rule over their own 

territories for another generation.  Since no framework existed in Austria to allow 

Protestantism, despite its majority status, before 1570, and the establishment of a 

territorial church along Evangelical lines contradicted the Religious Peace, we must 

wonder how the borderlands printing press existed within the framework of the Peace 

existed for nearly a decade after its signing?   

 In short, the borderlands printing press was an exception to the Peace.  Ferdinand I 

was able to count the Religious Peace of 1555 as his greatest political achievement, 

ensuring the survival of his line as well as promoting unity and stability in the Empire after 
                                                           
562 Rudolf Leeb, “History of the Confessions in Early Modern Austria: Locating Sources", pages 640-643, in 
Quellenkunde der Habsburgermonarchie (16-18Jahrhundert): Ein exemplarisches Handbuch, Josef Pauser, 
Martin Scheutz und Thomas Winkelbauer Hg., (Wien: R. Oldenbourg, 2004). 
563 The exception to this would be to follow or go with someone to a specific service and watch them take 
communion.  If their priest offered both forms of the sacrament and they took them, then they were almost 
assuredly Protestant.  But one would never know this simply meeting someone on the street or engaging in 
polite conversation. 
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decades of war and division.  However, it did not solve the religious question.  It only 

assured Ferdinand I of the support of Protestant nobles over his brother (and his brother's 

son Philip II) as Holy Roman Emperor, and it gave him the political power to enforce 

particular religious reforms in his territories.  Ferdinand I also allowed for two additional  

exceptions: the Ferdinandine Declaration and the Ecclesiastical Reservation, which would 

undermine the full implementation of the Peace and cause serious debate over the Peace 

within the Reichstag for decades.  Also lurking within this debate were the pre-

Reformation, century-old complaints against ecclesiastical excess and corruption known as 

the Gravamina.564 

 For the purposes of this study, certain aspects of this ongoing debate must briefly 

be considered.  Here it is not endeavored to explain or characterize the full level of the 

debate, only those elements related to the borderlands printing press and its existence.  

Succinctly put, it is impossible to consider the Religious Peace of Augsburg without 

viewing the Ferdinandine Declaration alongside it.565  The Ferdinandine Declaration, as an 

                                                           
564 A set of printed grievances against the church had been circulated in Germany since 1456.  It attacked 
the foreign intervention of the pope, clerical corruption and lack of education, complaints against 
indulgences, and clerical abuses of power.  First discussed in the Reichstag in 1497,The Gravamina  of the 
German Nation Against Papal Authority as it was called, formed the basis traditional German complaints 
against foreign forces in the church that worked to undermine German unity and power.  Protestants were 
quick to seize upon this and used its existence as proof that their cause was just.  The Gravamina continued 
to be mentioned and used as a political bargaining tool in the Reichstag during the 1560s and 1570s.  See, 
Bruno Gebhardt: Die Gravamina der deutschen Nation gegen den römischen Hof. Ein Beitrag zur 
Vorgeschichte der Reformation. (Breslau, 1895); Gerald Strauss, ed., Manifestations of Discontent in 
Germany on the Eve of the Reformation, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971). 
565 Similarly, the Ecclesiastical Reservation had been applied to the Religious Peace of Augsburg to placate 
hardliner Catholics who feared that the ecclesiastical electors (Mainz, Trier, and Cologne) could fall into 
Protestant hands.  This clause, inserted underhandedly according to the Protestants into the Religious Peace 
of Augsburg, made the ecclesiastical electors and many religious estates off limits to the new faith.  These 
territories forcefully remained Catholic and Catholic bishops could never become Protestant.  Long a 
grievance for Protestants and debated in the Reichstag throughout the 1550s, 1560s and 1570s., Protestants 
blamed it for preventing the spread of the gospel and giving the papacy a foothold in German lands, 
assuring a Catholic Emperor.  Eventually, Catholic reform and recatholicizing movements found thier staging 
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imperial decree, was done under the power of the emperor and did not establish 

precedent for a tradition or law apart from his will.566  Ferdinand I willingly allowed for this 

exception as an extension of his power to not only implement the Religious Peace, but also 

to preserve the general peace of the empire, playing upon the traditional imperial role of 

keeping order throughout the Empire.  At the same time he flexed his muscle, showing 

that the Emperor was not only strong enough to allow this, but also to illustrate his 

benevolence.  He decreed that those nobles, cities or communities subject to clerical lands 

that had been faithful for a long time to the Augsburg Religious Confession, adhering to its 

religious beliefs, church practices, organization and ceremonies should not be driven from 

their lands by force, nor prevented from administering the sacraments or ceremonies 

according to that Confession until an overarching final reunion of the Christian religion 

was achieved.567  Thus, from the very outset of the Peace of Augsburg, Ferdinand I was 

willing to allow exceptions to the ius reformandi principle established in 1555.568   

 Allowing such exceptions temporarily weakened imperial power.  While not 

dealing directly with the borderlands printing press, as an imperial decree, the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
ground in these lands among members of the "German Catholic Congregation." Referenced in Ludwig von 
Pastor's work, The History of the Popes from the Close of the Middle Ages. Ralph Francis Kerr, trans. (London: 
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co, 1930), the German members of this Congregation were the Archbishops 
of Mainz, Trier, and Cologne, as well as the Duke of Bavaria and Maximilian II, see the second volume of 
Schwarz, Briefe und Akten zur Geschichte Maximilians II.  
566 "das demnach wir in craft der römischen kaiserlichen Maiestät unsers lieben Brudern und herrns uns 
gegebner Volmacht und Haimbstellung erklärt, gesetzt und entschaiden haben, tuen auch solches hiemit 
wissentlich in craft diz Briefs, ..." Declaratio Ferdinandea. 
567 "das der Geistlichen aigen Ritterschaft, Stet und Comunen, welche lange Zeit und Jahr her der 
Augspurgischen Confession Religion anhengig gewesen und derselbigen Religion Glauben 
Kirchengebreuchen Ordnungen und Ceremonien offenlich gehalten und gebraucht und bis auf heut dato 
nuch also halten und gebrauchen, von derselbigen irer Religion Glauben Kirchengebreuchen und 
Ceremonien hinfüro durch jemand nit gedrungen, sonder dabei bis zu obberürter christenlicher und 
entlicher Vergleichung der Religion unvergwaltigt gelassen werden sollen." ibid. 
568 Franz Brendle, "Die habsburgischen Kaiser und der Augsburger Religionsfrieden," in Der Augsburger 
Religionsfrieden 1555: Wissenschaftliches Symposium aus Anlass des 450. Jahrestages des Friedensschlusses, 
Schilling, Heinz and Heribert Smolinsky, Hgg. (Gütersloh: Münster, 2007). 
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Ferdinandine Declaration greatly affected the interactions between the nobles, burghers 

and the emperor.  The Ferdinandine Declaration contradicted the Religious Peace, which 

Johannes Merz confirms could neither be legally nor politically enforced since it stood 

fully contrary to the otherwise extensive practice of self-government among the 

territories.569  What Ferdinand I had attempted to do in allowing certain nobles the right 

to maintain their Evangelical confessional practices was draw a line upon which none after 

it could join the same confession.  For the time being, however, those covered in the 

Ferdinandine Declaration stood out as one among several examples of exceptions to the 

ius reformandi principle. 

 Even more examples of exceptions to the Religious Peace exist besides the 

borderlands printing press and the Ferdinandine Declaration.  Nobles like Joachim von 

Ortenburg in Bavaria also successfully resisted their territorial prince on the grounds that 

their services to the imperial household, either in the borderlands against the Ottomans, 

or within the Empire maintaining order prompted their exceptional status .570  An 

additional group of knights, known as the "Imperial Knights," were also included as 

exceptions in the Religious Peace itself and could choose to be Catholic or Protestant 

wherever they remained.  The Emperor was their patron, not the territory's specific lord or 

prince.  Interestingly then, “after their recognition in the Peace of Augsburg, the imperial 

knights created an intricate world that included Lutheranism for many members alongside 

                                                           
569 Johannes Merz, "Der Religionsfrieden, die Declaratio Ferdinandea und die Städte unter geistlicher 
Herrschaft", in Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden: 1555, Heinz Schilling und Herbibert Smolinsky, Hsg., 
(Münster: Aschendorff, 2007), 321-340. 
570 Joachim was emblematic of several German lords who served faithfully on the frontier for the Habsburgs 
and were therefore seen as important allies in drumming up support within the Empire against the 
Ottomans.  Ferdinand I granted those among them who were Lutheran the ability to practice the Augsburg 
Confession within their estates and castles, although not to spread such teachings to cities or towns adjacent 
to them.   
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their support for the Catholic imperial church.”571 Such knights could now claim the right 

to enforce ius reformandi over their estates, even within areas that were of the opposite 

faith.  Their lordship acquired “a new sacral quality.”572   

 These exceptions emboldened others to desire the same and it also produced a 

reaction from hardliner Catholics who disliked that Ferdinand I had moved away from his 

brother's policy of forced reintegration into the Catholic Church.  Within the framework of 

the Reichstag between 1555 and 1568, the debate over the application of the Religious 

Peace and the power of the Emperor to enforce it not only shaped imperial politics of this 

period, but also dictated the necessity for compromise and tolerance until an amicable 

solution could be made.  For the HRE this meant most of its inhabitants lived side by side, 

both Protestants and Catholics, believing that their faith would inevitably prevail in 

convincing the other of the righteousness of their cause and the necessity to unify with 

them for the good of the church.  Even more so, it gave Evangelical princes a false hope 

that Ferdinand I might integrate Evangelical reform within his lands, a point that had 

probably fueled Ungnad's earlier speculation that the Emperor might become Protestant 

himself.573  Uncertainty as to the emperor's intentions grew when he undertook no further 

steps towards addressing the complaints of the nobility and burghers and silenced calls for 

any type of substantive reform through Evangelical means.  As far as he was concerned, 

Ferdinand I did not see his role in maintaining the Religious Peace as anything more than 

disciplining those who rejected it and promoting attempts among the nobility to 

                                                           
571 page 161 of Richard J. Ninness, “Protestant Imperial Knights, Multiconfessionalism, and the Counter-
Reformation”, in A Companion to Multiconfessionalism, Thomas Max Safley, ed., 155-178. 
572 ibid, 159-161. 
573 Chapter 1. 
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reintegrate, or reunite, with the Church once a council had solved the religious disputes.   

In his role, as "Father of the Religious Peace", Ferdinand I's benevolence extended only so 

far.574  Despite his best efforts then, the Religious Peace only served to alienate Ferdinand 

I from the German princes he had tried so hard in 1555 to win to his side.  It would be left 

to his son Maximlian II to reinvigorate imperial policy in this regard. 

 Gotthard's observation that the Religious Peace was a generation long process is 

astutely applied to these debates in the Reichstag.575  The complicated nature of politics 

within the Holy Roman Empire dictated that the factions within it would resist any attempt 

to promote conformity.  Ferdinand I and Maximilian II both worked within the framework 

of the Peace, since it was formed by imperial policy and increased their power in the 

process.  Maximilian II remained purposefully ambiguous in outwardly expressing his 

personal religion, something that his father could not do since he had already declared 

himself for the old vision of one, Catholic Church.  Gotthard rightfully observed:  

 The confessionaly open, undogmatic attitude of Maximililan undoubtedly 
 facilitated such contact. Could there have been a more suitable head of the Empire 
 for the era when the Religious Peace actually functioned? This man (about whom 
 one could not even say with certainty that he viewed himself as a Catholic) was 
 truly not the head of a Catholic party, rather than an arbitrator. Maximilian was 
 able to reach agreements with both camps, without unilaterally committing 
 himself, and in both camps the impression (or at least the optimistic hope) existed 
 that the Emperor actually already agreed with the right party. 576 

                                                           
574 Alfred Kohler, "Ferdinand I Vater des Religions Friedens" in Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, Heinz 
Schilling und Herbibert Smolinsky, Hsg., 17-23. 
575 Gotthard, Axel. Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden. (Münster: Aschendorff, 2006). 
576 "Die konfessionell offene, undogmatische Haltung Maximilians hat diese Kontakte zweifelsohne 
erleichtert.  Konnte es für die Arä des funktionierenden Religionsfriedens ein passenderes Reichsoberhaupt 
geben?  Katholischer Parteiführer anstatt Schiedsrichter war dieser Mann wahrlich nicht, von dem man ja 
noch nicht einmal hinreichend sicher sagen konnte, ob er sich überhaupt selbst als Katholiken gesehen hat.  
Maximilian konnte mit beiden Lagern paktieren, ohne sich einseitig festzulegen, und in beiden Lagern hatte 
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The result was that while the Empire squabbled over which side the emperor supported, 

Maximilian II focused on attempting to implement his religious policies as a territorial 

prince.   

 Yet a new problem emerged, which limited the extent that Maximilian II could 

compromise.  "Certainly this Emperor's politics of integration also had limits.  Above all, in 

the enemy's territory lay the Calvinists."577  A significant portion of his Hungarian territory 

adhered to the Helvetic Confession instead of the Augsburg Confession, and Maximilian II 

became significantly annoyed at the inability of the Calvinists to compromise on matters of 

religion, while he lauded the Lutherans for their willingness to do so.578  He therefore 

worked from 1566-1568 on excluding Calvinists from the Religious Peace.  This brought 

temporary reprieve, and only within the Empire.  For as Maximilian II returned to his 

primary objective, which was to maintain the peace throughout all his territories, Calvinists 

in the borderlands increasingly looked to the Ottomans for political support.579  

Maximilian II would eventually yield to pressure to not actively seek the Calvinists' demise 

in the borderlands, primarily because of the efforts by irenicist members of his Viennese 

court (some of whom we have already seen were Calvinist themselves).  Maximilian II’s 

views against Calvinism were already highly prejudiced by the perceived foreign 

influences upon it, particularly French and Swiss.580  Within the Empire, his policies 

                                                                                                                                                                             
man den Eindruck oder hoffte man doch zuversichtlich, eigentlich halte es der Kaiser ja sowieso mit dem 
richtigen Teil.“ Gotthard, Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, 322. 
577 “Freilich hatte die Integrationspolitik dieses Kaisers auch ihre Grenzen.  Im Feindesland draußen lag vor 
allem der Calvinismus.“ Ibid., 323. 
578 Márta Fata & Anton Schindling, eds., Calvin und Reformiertentum in Ungarn und Siebenbürgen, 
(Münster: Aschendorff, 2010). 
579 Graeme Murdock, Calvinism on the Frontier: International Calvinism and the Reformed church of 
Hungary and Transylvania, c.1600-1660, (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000). 
580 Gotthard, Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, pg. 331. 
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included mandating that the Palatinate Elector, Frederick, while remaining Calvinist, 

should for the sake of solidarity among the princes refrain from allowing his territory from 

being anything but Lutheran.  For to do so would be politically playing into the hands of 

the French monarch and would not allow for unity of purpose in the HRE.581      

 Thus, both Ferdinand I and Maximilian II have been called „Kaiser des 

Religionsfriedens (Emperor of the Religious Peace)”  even though their power was 

constantly checked or balanced by that of the electors.  Both father and son sought to 

establish an imperial precedent for upholding the Peace and using it to their advantage, a 

connecting feature of the administrations of Ferdinand I and Maximilian II.  It is also 

significant to note that the imperial position believed that pressures were being applied 

against the political peace and union of the empire not so much by internal forces, but by 

outside forces.  Gotthard quotes Lanzinner’s study here, which discusses evidence that the 

end of the 1560s saw political pressure from the Wars in France and the Netherlands as 

directly contributing to the conflict occurring within the Empire.582  Calvinists, then, were 

seen not as an internal movement, but as an external one, which drew a wedge between 

the princes and the emperor.583   

   The Habsburgs may have been more successful with placating electoral and 

German concerns than those within their own domain as four attempts at pacifying the 

Evangelicals in Austria show.  Two attempts have been identified above in the Religious 

Concession of 1568 and the Religious Assurance of 1571 (within Upper and Lower Austria), 

                                                           
581 Gotthard. Der Augsburger Religionsfrieden, page 328. 
582 ibid., 325, quoting Maximilian Lanzinner's study, particularly pg 516, Friedenssicherung und Politische 
Einheit des Reiches unter Kaiser Maximilian II.  
583 ibid. 
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and Arno Strohmeyer identifies two additional compromises (in Krain and Kärnten) as 

particularly important for our understanding of how politics within the Empire affected 

the borderlands.  The Pacification of Graz (1572) and the Brucker Pacification in Kärnten 

and Krain (1578) mark the highpoint of Protestantism in Austria and the territorial church 

in Krain, since they granted Evangelicals the right to practice their beliefs free from 

interference by Catholic authorities or visitations.  They granted legal access to Protestant 

confessional literature only for the nobility and those within their service, but not for those 

within cities or market centers, nor the common peasant.584  Public squares, centers of 

cities and towns, were still off limits to Protestants and always would be, again confirming 

the practice of "Auslauf" in this region.  It was Charles II Francis, a known Catholic 

supporter, who had granted even these limited rights, although his brother Maximilian II 

may have prodded him a bit, being mainly concerned with pacifying the nobles and gain 

their unwavering support in the fight against the Ottomans. These documents, written in a 

similar style to the Religious Peace of Augsburg, dealt with finding legal recourse to solve 

the problem of religious difference.585 

5. Maximilian II's Protestant Image 

 This allows us to return to the image presented by Maximilian II.  In his portraits 

and his armor, much of it still viewable in the Hofburg in Vienna, Maximilian II presents 

himself much as other Renaissance princes did.  His portraits present him as learned and 

                                                           
584

Arno Strohmeyer. “Religionsfrieden in den Habsburgischen Erbländern im 16. Und 17. Jahrhundert”, in 
Vera in Hotenja: Studije o Primožu Trubarju in njegovem času. Uredil Sašo Jerše, ed. (Ljubljana: Slovenska 
Matica: 2009), 
104-123. 
585 ibid., 105. 
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youthful with a contemporary sense of fashion.  His elaborate ceremonial armor portrays 

classical images, including Greek and Roman gods as well as ancient heroes.  In such things 

we do well to remember him in light of his great-grandfather and that monarch's exquisite 

use of imagery to present himself in a similar fashion.586  Yet more importantly, new means 

at Maximilian II's disposal augmented his imagery, especially the printing press.   

  A primary example of printed imagery is found in a publication commemorating 

Maximilian II's coronation to the Roman, Bohemian and Hungarian thrones in 1562-1563.  

In Ein Schöner Lobspruch by the Austrian Protestant printer Lorentz Wessel, an acrostic 

poem demonstrates the high esteem Maximilian II enjoyed among the Protestants and 

their firm hope that his reign would signify the period of Protestant reform for which they 

had long hoped.  The acrostic work spells out his titles with well-wishes:  

 "TO HIS ALL ILLUMINATING AND MOST POWERFUL KING AND LORD, LORD 
 MAXIMILIAN,  ROMAN, HUNGARIAN, AND BOHEMIAN KING, ARCH-DUKE OF 
 AUSTRIA, DUKE OF BURGUNDY AND COUNT OF TYROL, ETC., YOUR MAJESTY, 
 WE OFFER UP A LORDLY EULOGY TO HIM IN VERSE."587 

In it, Maximilian is compared to three of the greatest kings in Israel's history, David, 

Hezekiah, and Josiah.  These were reformer kings, bent on removing false religion and 

idols from the people of God, and the comparison made between them and Maximilian II 

is the purpose of the poem.  Maximilian was the Protestants' hoped-for reforming 

                                                           
586 Larry Silver, Marketing Maximilian: the Visual ideology of a Holy Roman Emperor, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2008). 
587

 "DEREM ALLER DVRCHLEUCHTIGISTEN UND GROSMECHTIGJTSEN KUNIG UND HERREN, HERREN 
MAXIMJLIANO ROEMISCHEM, HUNGARISCHEM UND BOEMISCHEM KUNIG, ERTZHERTZOGEN ZU 
OESTERREICH, HERTZOGEN ZU BURGUNGI UND GRAFEN ZU TIROL ETCETERA, IRER KUNJGCKLIEM AUES 
TATZEU JNEM HERLICHEN LOBSPRUCH ZU ER EN GEDICHT." in Lorentz Wessel, Ein schöner Lobspruch zu 
Ehren dem Allerdurchleuchtigisten un Großmechtigisten Kunig und Herren Herren Maximiliano Römischen, 
Hungarischen vnd Behaimischem Künig etc. Auff irer Ku: May: Titel unnd Namen gestellet. Auch wirdt 
darinnen angezaigt vom leben und ende der aller Gottsforchtigisten unnd frumbsten, dreyen Künigen so in 
Juda regieret haben als nemblich David, Ezechias vnnd Joseias, (O: MDLXIII [1563]). 
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monarch.  They anticipated an extraordinary era of reform around which true religion 

would be upheld and all else cast away.    

 It is hard not to notice the high praises and parallels made between Maximilian and 

these three kings of Israel, and their connections to the people of God.  In this case, 

Christians acted as the new Israel and Maximilian II therefore became the new king of 

God's people.  For David, the poem remains fixed upon his role as God's chosen ruler who, 

when he followed God's will, brought prosperity and safety to God's people:  

Heartily David had again asked God,  

Upon his trespasses to spare the rod,  

'Nor chastise the dear folk to me given,  

God, against you alone has my sin been.'   

As a result of David's heart-felt prayer,  

Richly God granted the people be spared,  

In quiet and peace He did them assign,  

As long as the king himself be alive.   

Near to the LORD was King David's calling,  

Truly a man after His own choosing.  

 He at last departed with peaceful ease,  

Ripe with age and fully advanced in years,  

One whose life and actions were always known."588 

                                                           
588 Here I have taken an eight-meter German acrostic poem and created a close ten-meter English 
equivalent.  More literally yet not poetically it says: "Earnestly David had implored God's pardoning of his 
trespasses, 'not to punish the dear people for me but against you alone I have sinned.'  Thus, God granted 
what David had earnestly and profusely prayed to him.  He did permit them tranquility and peace as far up to 
the end of his life.  He was one called after God, truly one after His desire.  At last he went into the grave, 
ripe with age and fully advanced in years, one whose life and accomplishments became legendary." from 
"Herzlich David Gott wider hat Umb vergebung der missethat, Nit straff das volck herz, sundern mich Gegen 
dir hab gesündigt ich Also hat David hertzigklich Reichlich erhört Gott sein gebet In frid und rhu er wandlich 
thet So lang biß sich sein leben endt Cirlich ward er von Gott genendt Herzlich ein man nach seinem willen 
Entlich abschid er in der stillen Mit gutem alter wol betaget Uon seinem thun und leben saget." Wessel, Ein 
schöner Lobspruch. 
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The prayer offered a hope that Maximilian II would be the type of ruler praised, like David, 

for being a "Man after God's own choosing".589   

 With the introduction of Hezekiah, the focus changed from a monarch who 

beseeched God on behalf of his people to a King whose reforms and righteous prayers to 

God led to military victory against the Philistines, the traditional enemy of the Israelites.590  

Just as important was Hezekiah's reaction when the Assyrian ruler Sennacherib besieged 

Jerusalem, the city of God's people:   

In time, the great King Sennacherib moved a great host into Judah thinking to 
himself to ruin them with his standing army, Hezekiah brought together the city 
known as Jerusalem. Just as Hezekiah boldly commanded his people, "resolve not 
to let this discourage your hearts, be well prepared."  He positioned his armed 
men, steadfastedly placing them around the city to defend the parapet.  Rabascke, 
the Captain there, circulated to many the people these written words: 'Your king 
and also your God can not rescue you from these.'  Earnestly Hezekiah gathered 
the lords whom the written words were circulated, 'LORD, save us through your 
might, bring us out  from our enemy's grasp.  Put your power on display for your 
loved ones, that through it we may praise you, O Lord, we have no other help, we 
commemorate honor to your name.  Grant your people in this request.'591 
 

Hezekiah's role in gathering the nobles and leading them in prayer and devotion before 

God denoted the author's belief that the same applied to Maximilian II, that true 

                                                           
589 This particular reference made apart from the poem's story, which follows the Biblical narrative in 2nd 
Samuel of David's life as king, refers back to the words that in I Samuel 13:14 say, "The Lord himself has 
sought a man after His own heart." from Luther's "Der HERR hat sich einen Mann ersucht nach seinem 
Herzen."  The implication for Maximilian is particularly heavy, for it indicates that the Lutherans believed 
that he was called by God to fill this role and thus, it necessitated his support of true reform for the good of 
the people. 
590 Wessel, Ein schöner Lobspruch. 
591 "On zal der Künig Senacherib Gar grosses volck in Juda trib Ezechiam sampt der stat Nemblich Jerusalem 
so drat Zuverderben er im gedacht Uerließ sich auff sein heeres macht, Owie manlich Ezechias Ermandt sein 
volck, tröst sie auff das Sie nicht vom Herzen fielen ab Thet sich rüsten mit reicher hab Er stelt sich ritterlich 
zur wer Richtig baut er die stat umbher. Rabascke der Hauptman dort Erzelet dem volck vil lester wort Ir 
Künig und darzu ir Gott Cund sie nit retten auß der nott Hertzlich Ezechias klagt dem Herren die lester wort 
ungnem Erret uns Herr durch deine macht Reiß uns auß unser feindebracht Thue deine macht an in beweisen 
Zu deinem lob, das wir duch preisen On dich Herr, han wir kein hilff mer Gedenck an deines namens ehr 
Erhör dein volck in seiner not Nun secht wie in erhöret Got Zu dieser zeit in solcher not.", ibid.  
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leadership began in humility before God and leading the nobles in a similar way.  The 

result was prophetically represented by the defeat of Sennacherib's forces.592 

 Wessel certainly assumed that his readers would know these stories in some 

capacity.   Clearly the siege of Vienna in 1529 by the Ottomans and its deliverance (some 

said by God) was synonymous in the author's mind with this Biblical event.  Those educated 

in the Biblical narrative of the Old Testament would understand that Hezekiah was from 

the same family as David, and that Judah was the last remnant of the once great Israelite 

kingdom.  Surrounded on all sides by enemies, it held out for centuries against Assyrian 

and Egyptian attacks until overcome by the Babylonians.  For the literate Austrian, the 

parallels with their situation, looking upon the Ottomans as the Assyrians and quite 

possibly the Spanish or French as the Egyptians, would have made this example a very real 

representation of the times in which they lived.  The evident moral directed at Maximilian 

II was that his capital, a city of God's people just like Jerusalem, would be safe so long as he 

looked to God for guidance and direction.  The enemy might come to its gates, but it was 

the cause of true religion that maintained the city's resolve to resist this enemy.   As 

Hezekiah had brought the people together, so Maximlian II was now charged with uniting 

his people in its defense.   

 In his third example of a Godly monarch, Wessel presented the reformer Josiah, 

the last of the "good" kings of Judah.  With this king, a parallel promise was evident, that 

Maximilian II would rid the land of the idols of the corrupt church and the papacy.   

                                                           
592 "only the jeering of King Sennacherib, then I had placed in his nose a ring that he in speed and fright was 
taken to his land again.  The king  avoided solace whereby the angel successfully slew over a hundred 
thousand men."  from "Nur spot des Künigs Senacherib Dan ich hab im ein ring gelegt In sein nasen das in 
bewegt Und schreck in wider in sein land Nembt war der Künig trost empgand Demnach der engel schlueg 
forthan Gehling wol hundert tausent man."  Wessel, Ein schöner Lobspruch. 
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 In the fourth book of Kings, the promised Josiah wisely reigned for thirty-one 
 delightfully good years.  He was pious, just, and temperate, not proud nor insolent, 
 friendly and kind with everyone, all his actions supported God, conveying not only 
 his command that he also rebuild the neglected temple but also he had dearly 
 valued God's word and also its worth, upholding the same.  Yet, as the one who 
 found the Lord's law in a vault.  He ripped his clothes completely and cried that 
 Godly reverence was extinct.  So Josiah was by then sufficiently comforted by God 
 after which he firmly trusted Him.  He allowed the law to be read that hour, 
 making before God a covenant with the people splendidly teaching on the 
 Passover.  He also disrupted the Baal cult, rooting out all the idols, he openly 
 allowed all to be burned.  Josiah, the clearly exceptional king, also tore down the 
 altars of Baal, hewed off the hands and also left it desolate.  He rooted out all 
 sorcery after which all indicated by markings he left, rooting out in the land 
 around. On account of all the things he did, punishing the Priests of Baal with fiery 
 weapons, his high devotion and valuable praise, reverence and glory at all times, 
 still richly hangs over the world.593 

The task had not been easy for Josiah, and the consequences of Israel's disobedience (the 

eventual destruction and end of their kingdom) still remained at hand.  However, the 

poem looks to Maximilian II as the only one who can do what Josiah did, regardless of what 

the consequences might be.  The church required cleansing, and those evils which had 

seeped in needed to be  driven out before any more harm could be done.  Maximilian II, 

like Josiah, was encouraged here to be just and kind, amicable and inclusive of all.  Only 

then would he be remembered as a good king like Josiah.  The weight and imagery of this 

poem's argument for reform speaks to the hope the Protestants had in this young 

monarch.   

                                                           
593 "Im vierdten Künig Buch fürhaß Clüglich regieret Josias Herrlich wol Einunddreissig Jar Einsteltig, frumb, 
gerecht, er war Nit hoffertig noch ubermütig Mit jederman freundlich und gütig Alles sein thun gestele 
GOTT Ubertrat auch nie sein gebott Er bawet auch am tempel fort So lieb het er das Göttlich wort Tewr, und 
auch wert, hielter das selb Als man aber in einem gwelb Thet finden des Herrn gesetz Zuriß er sein klaid zu 
der letz Und weinet, das die Göttlich Ehr Erloschen war so lang bißher Josias ward von Gott getröst Nach 
dem er im vertrawet fest Er ließ das gsetz lesen zur stund Macht mit dem volck vor Gott ein bund Herrlich 
richt an das Ostermal Er zerstöret auch den Ball Reuttet auß all abgötteren Ließ es verbrennen alles frey 
Iosias der frumb Künig klar Cerbrach auch des Baals altar Hieb ab den hann, und auch darben Er außreut alle 
Zauberen Nach dem all zeichen deutet er Ließ außreuten im land umbher Ob allen dingen thet er straffen 
Baals Pfaffen durch fewres waffen Sein hohes lob und wirdigkeit Preiß, Ehr, und glori alle ziet Reichlich noch 
obschwebt in der welt." Wessel, Ein schöner Lobspruch. 
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 Is this image of Maximilian II a portrait of what the Protestants believed he already 

was, or what they hoped he would become?  Probably a little of both.  Such a poem could 

not be published without the permission of the Book Commission and Maximilian II.  It was 

indeed dedicated to him and meant for his eyes, not to be read behind his back.  

Maximilian II would have been aware of this publication, which expressed in a general 

sense the mood among Protestants in Austria.  The poem also expresses the confidence 

Protestants had in Maximilian II as their territorial prince.  Certainly his contributions to 

the borderlands printing press and the interactions of its translators indicated that 

Maximilian II was heading in the direction of reform. Truber's corresponded with 

Maximilian confirms that he was personally involved in the choosing of texts and materials 

being used to set up the territorial church in Krain.594 

Truber’s letters to Maximilian II about the printing press noted him as having 

authority concerning the materials printed.  Whenever new parts of the Bible were ready 

to be printed, Truber sent copies to both Württemberg and Maximilian II as well as a 

report on the progress of the translations.595  This was to make sure that the project 

retained the prince's blessing, but also communicated to other Protestants that Maximilian 

II took an active role in the process, assuring that it remained within the boundaries of 

Evangelicalism, not splintering off into one of the various other faiths that remained active 

in the borderlands.  For Maximilian II, Evangelicalism remained a far superior choice for 

the territorial church over the other Protestant confessions since it maintained several 

points of agreement with the Catholic Church and remained committed to the idea of the  

                                                           
594 See Chapter 2 . 
595 Truber, 102. 
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territorial prince choosing a faith religion their territories should follow.  Therefore, it was 

extremely important for Truber to assure the prince that his superiors in Württemberg 

were overseeing the project.   

The second point that Truber made to Maximilian II was how the translation 

project fit into the overall scheme for the borderlands.  Truber stated that his work, along 

with Stephan Consul's Croatian translation, marked the beginning of a move to translate 

the scriptures into all the languages in the borderlands and even beyond, until they had 

reached Constantinople.596  Certainly a bold prediction, but it did indicate that imperial 

support for the effort remained fixed upon the idea of undermining Turkish influence as 

much as possible in the borderlands, and that the introduction of Protestant literature to 

these regions marked a move towards inciting unrest against the Ottomans and eventually 

including them within Hapsburg lands.   

Lastly, Truber mentioned continually in his foreword, dedicated to Maximilian II, 

that the gospel must be preached to the entire world before the end of days:  

So Christ prophesized … that the Gospel must be preached  to the entire world 
before Doomsday, as happened before the destruction of Jerusalem, and the evil 
man of Gog and Magog, the hidden, and the exposed Anti-Christ must be revealed 
and with the spirit of our Lord Jesus will he be slain.597   

This apocalyptic vision of the world cannot be removed from the politics of the time.  The 

connection of the end times with the spread of the word of God was more than just a 

theological point of discussion, but in a very real sense part of the driving force behind 

                                                           
596Truber, 103. 
597 „So weissage Christus … das das Evangelium müß vor dem Jüngsten tag wie vor der zerstörung Jherusalem 
geschehen un aller Welt gepredigt unnd der Boshafftige der Gog und Magog der zügedeckt un auffgedeckt 
Antichrist müß geoffenbart unnd mit dem Geist des Herrn Christi Munds umbgebracht werden.“ ibid., 104. 
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political decisions.  Maximilian II, despite warnings from hardliner Catholics to 

disassociate himself from Protestants, gave the Protestants the impression that he wanted 

to see the gospel spread and was at least aware that it was the mission of the Church to do 

so in order to bring about the end times.  As a leading prince among the German nobles, 

Maximilian II presented himself as responsible for granting reforms in his territories and 

church to bring about this.   

 Here we see how religious and political reasoning existed alongside each other 

during the Reformation.  Truber’s apocalyptic ideas relayed to Maximilian II that the 

reformer's primary motivations for the press genuinely believed in the necessity and 

righteousness of the cause, one which Maximilian II allowed Truber to believe was his 

primary purpose as well.  Maximilian II allowed both the printing of the Lobspruch and the 

Slovenian Bible because it fit the image he presented to the Protestants, as a monarch 

dedicated to the cause of unity and giving them hope that reform would occur.  The future 

emperor expressed as much to Ungnad.  In his letters, Maximilian II's responses to Ungnad 

provide further evidence not only of his constant interactions with Protestants, but also his 

willingness to meet half way with them on certain issues.  His initial letter pledging to give 

400 florins to the borderlands printing press proves that Maximilian II supported the 

endeavor before he was ceremonially crowned king of either Bohemia or Hungary.598 

                                                           
598 "And after which we record such from yours and Truber's writings, that one is undertaking to print Cyrillic 
letters, we then graciously desire to announce support there, that as it must have great work and cost, so 
graciously we offer to you (if we are compelled and reminded of in the same of your new work or any others) 
even our additional inclusion and our help to speed it up." from "Und nachdem wir auss solchem deinem und 
des Trubers schreiben vermercken, das man vorhabens seie, cirulischen buechstaben zudruckhen, da wir 
dann gnedigelich woll achten khünden, das es grosse wie, arbaitt und cossten haben muesse, so sein wir des 
gnedigen erpiettens, wann wir in demselben neuen werchkh von dir oder jemandts annderm angemandt und 
erinnert werden, uns noch mehr anzugreiffen unnd unnser hilff dartzue schiessen."  Letter dated May 5th, 
1561 to Ungnad from Maximilian II, HHStA, Korrespondenz Karton 3. 
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Other letters from Maximilian II to Ungnad in conjunction with the printing press included 

two short letters of support, September 21st, 1561 and May 10th, 1562.599  And the benefits 

of this support almost immediately presented themselves, since the Protestants in the 

borderlands accepted him as their territorial lord, looking ultimately to Vienna, not 

Tübingen for instructions on reform. 

 
6. Maximilian II's Catholic Image 

 It was not immediately apparent what Maximilian II's intent in supporting the 

borderlands printing press meant for Catholics.  This in many ways speaks to the genius of 

his ability to present and maintain separate portraits of himself to the different factions.  

During the late 1550s and early 1560s, as he was establishing himself within his domain, 

Maximilian II was not particularly liked by the Catholic hardliners.  In analyzing the image 

he presented, particularly to the Catholics, we are presented with a pre-Tridentine and 

post-Tridentine image, which were similar but conveyed certain important differences.   

The first (pre-Trent) attempted to insist that support and direction from Rome were 

lacking, so Vienna could do nothing substantial to uphold traditional religion.  Once help 

                                                           
599  "Maximilian von gottes genaden khünig zu Behaim, eertzhertzog zu Oesterreich stc. Edler lieber 
getrewer.  Wir haben dein schreiben vom ersten tag dits lauffenden monats empfangen unnd lassen unns 
das uberschickht concept der teutschen vorred, so in dem cirulischen catechismum gedruchkt warden solte, 
durchaus gnediglich gefallen.  Schickhen dir auch dasselbe hiemit widerumb zue unnd wirdest nun ferrer zur 
befurderung dises angefanngnen werckhs darmit zuhandlen wissen, wolten wir dir zu anntwort nit verhalten 
unnd sein dir mit gnaden wolgeneigt.  Geben zu Wien den ainunndzwaintzigisten tag septembris anno in 
ainundsechzigisten, unnsers behaimischen reichs im dreytzehendten.  Maximilian. H. Lindegg." and 
"Maximilian von gottes gnaden khunig zu Behaimb, ertzhertzog zu Oesterreich etc.  Edler lieber getrewer.  
Wir haben dein schreiben unnd die daneben uberschickhten exemplar, auch ainer verzaichnus der 
gedruckhten windischen, crabatischen unnd cyrullischen buecher emphanngen unnd vernomen unnd 
sounderlich gern gehört, das solch werckh dermassen in guettem richtigen furganng unnd ordnung gestellt 
ist.  Was wir für unnser person darzue verhelffen unnd befurdern khunden, sein wir vorigenn unnsernn 
erbiettenn nach in alweeg genaigt.  Wollten wir dir zu anntwort gnediger unnd genaigter mainung mehr 
porgen.  Geben Lintz den zehenndten tag may anno im zwayunndsechtzigisten, unnsers behaimischen reichs 
im 14.  Maximilian.  H. Lindegg", from Kostrenčič, Urkundliche Beiträge, 53.  
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did come (post-Trent), in the form of Jesuits and other Catholic groups, Maximilian II 

complained that it was not enough. 

 In the years directly following 1555 there was a fear that the lands along the 

Danube and Inner-Austria would be opened even more to the Evangelicals.600  Vienna's 

Evangelical faithful following of Maximilian II and Württemberg’s lead indicates that even 

those in the Evangelical cause recognized they were already spreading and gaining 

converts in the 1550s and 1560s.  Connections began to arise between Protestant groups 

within other parts of the HRE and those in Austria, particularly between the nobility and 

large cities such as Salzburg, Vienna, and Graz.  The Hapsburgs inability to immediately 

control the spread of Protestantism into these areas stemmed from their decentralized 

government, which allowed local nobles the liberty to hire Evangelical priests in their 

house chapels.  Howard Louthan states, “It must be remembered that the imperial court of 

the late sixteenth century was far different from the one of Mozart’s Vienna.  In terms of 

personnel the courts of Ferdinand and Maximilian were modest, employing between 400 

and 500 people.”601  It would only be with the advent of a large, more central 

administration decades  later that the Hapsburgs would be able to establish direct 

authority over these domains.  Neither Ferdinand I nor Maximilian II had such an 

organized administration.602   

 In fact, Lazarus von Schwendi, who continually advocated a policy of unity between 

Protestants and Catholics, believed that the current balance between the two groups was 

                                                           
600 Rudolf Leeb, “Der Streit um den wahren Glauben- Reformation und Gegenreformation in Österreich” in 
Geschichte des Christentums in Österreich, (Wein: Ueberreuter, 2003), 196.  
601 Louthan, Quest for Compromise, 3. 
602 Leeb, 195-196. 
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tentative at best unless steps were taken to improve relations.603   Part of his reasoning was 

shaped by the disastrous events of the 1540s that led to the Religious Peace of Augsburg, 

but Schwendi did not sympathize with Protestants who turned against their superiors.  Like 

Ungnad, he remained loyal to the Habsburgs throughout his life, bound by duty and belief 

in one faith, one Emperor and one Empire.  Through these advisors and the surrounding 

events of the past decades, Maximilian II came to believe that fomenting division between 

the two groups could only lead to destruction of the imperial power structure -a 

frightening thought for the Habsburgs!604   

 This inherent fear of the Hapsburgs during the sixteenth century is vital to 

understanding the reason behind the maintanance of primitive tolerance between 

Protestants and Catholics.   As we have seen, following the Religious Peace of Augsburg, a 

certain amount of internal pressure to cooperate more extensively with the Protestants 

facilitated toleration.  This resulted in the political and religious atmosphere that allowed 

the Urach printing press to proceed as far as it did.  Since the Religious Peace of Augsburg 

had not decisively decided the religious question in favor of the Habsburgs, even within 

the Austrian territories, and no alternative structure existed in Austria to which Maximilian 

II could look for support and reform, Maximilian II could do little else but bide his time.  

Many of the social and economic avenues that surrounded the governmental functions 

were in the hands of Protestant burghers, who first looked to spread the word of God, not 

enhance the authority of the imperial government.  The Protestant message was clear, 

meaningful, and frankly, more powerful as a social, educational, and political force within 

                                                           
603 Louthan, Quest for Compromise, 19. 
604 Ibid., 22-23. 
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that Christian realm than anything the Catholics had to offer, yet.  The Council of Trent did 

not conclude until 1563, and Maximilian refused to side with the strong Catholic response 

to Protestantism because the only group to lead it, the Jesuits, was still relatively weak and 

unimportant in Vienna.   

 One such Catholic hardliner looking to expand the role of the Jesuits in Austrian 

lands was theSpaniard, Jerome Nadal.605  While he and those working closely with him 

continued to set up an educational infrastructure to rival the Protestants (the newly 

established Jesuit college in Vienna), they were still decades away from being an effective 

counter-measure to the Protestants.  From Maximilian’s perspective, there was little 

alternative other than working with the Protestants since they held most of the 

governmental positions both in the city and in the imperial court, and this is exactly what 

he did.  While Protestants may have welcomed his involvement in the borderlands printing 

press, he tried to minimize any adverse feelings his involvement in the project might 

generate among Catholics.  He, of course, held to his rights as the territorial prince to 

enact reforms, as we have seen through his correspondence with Truber and Duke 

Christoph in Württemberg.  Yet, this involvement included influencing financial and 

theological aspects of the printing press, things that remained primarily settled along 

Protestant lines and not approved by Catholics.606    

Maximilian II toed a fine line here because his contact with Ungnad and Fröhlich 

meant open collaboration with elements sympathetic to those not legally allowed within 

the Empire, like Bullinger and Calvinists.  If the King were to adhere to or accept 

                                                           
605 Thomas and William V. Bangert McCoog, Jerome Nadal, S. J., 1507-1580: Tracking the First Generation of 
Jesuits, (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1992). 
606 Portner, 54-55. 
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Evangelical ideas (if not more "radical" Protestant teachings) his reputation among 

Catholics would suffer as it already did in countries where strong Catholic rulers wondered 

about his loyalties.607  In matters of church reform, the nascent counter-reformation 

movement in Vienna remained sensitive to any imperial action that might harm their 

involvement in the capital.  Newly founded Catholic orders that had found their way to 

Vienna, like the Society of Jesus, decried Evangelical Viennese engagement with 

spreading Protestant teachings into the Krain, because it would only be one step removed 

from compromising  with radicals and Swiss Reformed, all whom, as we have seen, already 

existed in the borderlands.608   

There was truth in the Jesuits fears since far from ill will between the Reformed 

groups and Evangelicals they much preferred each other to the unbending hardliner 

Catholics.609  All Protestants in Vienna held the foreign Jesuits in contempt, since their 

presence in the city created great tensions.  A few men have been historically noted as 

particularly vehement in their opposition to the Evangelicals in the city.  Jerome Nadal 

continued to be a menace the Evangelicals as he built a Jesuit school in the city and gained 

the right to establish a Jesuit printing press in the city with the direct intention of 

countering the spread of Protestantism in the mid-1560s.    This high-ranking Jesuit 

energetically began missionary work in central Europe to reconvert cities such as Vienna, 

that had fallen under the sway of Protestantism. 610  However, he encountered only limited 

                                                           
607See correspondence between Philip II and Adam von Dietrichstein, letters dated April 6th, 1573 and July-
August, 1573 in Viktor Bibl, Zur Frage der religiösen Haltung K. Maximilians II, 112-123. 
608 Winkelbauer, Ständefreiheit und Fürstenmacht, 148-184. 
609 Graeme Murdock, “Church Building and Discipline in Early Seventeenth-Century Hungary and 
Transylvania,” in The Reformation in Eastern and Central Europe, Karen Maag, ed., (Aldershot, England: 
Scholar Press, 1997), 136-154. 
610 McCoog, Jerome Nadal, 157. 
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success in Vienna since the Protestant majority there used the Imperial Book Commission 

and the irenicist faction in Maximilian II’s court to temper his more aggressive pamphlets, 

allowing no direct attack on the Protestant cause.  Their efforts led to the occasional 

removal of particularly fiery Jesuits and their tracts who threatened direct action against 

Protestants.   However, it cannot be denied that Nadal’s efforts against Protestantism 

remained a virulent force for Catholicism in mid-sixteenth century Vienna.611   

The second individual who created enough stir to even face temporary banishment 

by Maximilian II was Georg Eder, a Viennese burgher who remained the main voice for the 

native hardliner Catholics within the city.  Elaine Fulton’s study of his printing press, and its 

condemnations of Protestantism, which sometimes went beyond the bounds set by the 

Imperial Book Commission, is one of the only known examples of imperial censorship of a 

Catholic printing press during this period.612  What this study shows in its excellent analysis 

is a man, who while judged not fit to join the ranks of the Jesuits, most stringently held to 

the Catholic Church during a time when few in the city would.  His opposition to 

Protestantism was a bulwark in the 1550s and 1560s upon which the Counter-Reformation 

found its strength. 

We can see through these two men that while Maximilian II did not help to foment 

Catholic reemergence within Vienna before the Council of Trent, he only reprimanded 

them when they directly criticized him, censoring them alongside radicals and unlawful 

Protestant presses.  His dependence on Protestants in his court was very real, and he did 

                                                           
611 McCoog, Jerome Nadal, 309, 316. 
612 Elaine Fulton, Catholic Belief and Survival in Late Sixteenth-Century Vienna: The Case of Georg Eder, 
1523-1587, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007). 
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sympathize with them as to the need for reform, even if he slowly moved away from 

accepting their version of it.   

 In contrast to the image he showed Protestants, the correspondence of Pope Pius V 

between 1566-1572 portrayed Maximilian II as a potentially good Catholic, if only he 

stopped listening to the evil advisors that surrounded him.    

 In the Consistory of the 17th of September, he then still expressed to the Cardinals 
 'that he took Maximilian II for a good Catholic, but the harm originated from the 
 imperial councilors. If this tolerance of the Augsburg Confession continued, he 
 would no longer view the Emperor as " most beloved son".'  We hear an echo in the 
 words of the Emperor in Vienna to the Venetian emissary, 'The pope would make a 
 good Inquisitor and Monastic leader, but governing the world is a different 
 profession, yet he will learn to adapt himself to the circumstances.'  A few months 
 later and Maximilian II would experience himself how falsely he prophesized!  The 
 matter of the tolerance of Lutherans in Austria seemed to be peacefully arranged.  
 But mistrust, once awakened, did not disappear.613   

As Wilhelm Eberhard Schwarz argues, there was little to no progress towards the 

implementation of Catholic policies by Maximilian II despite appeals from the Pope.  

Maximilian II believed he had things under control and did not directly see how the Pope's 

commands could be implemented in the political arena.  This is not surprising, since it 

aptly visualizes part of the Catholic image (this time conveyed to the pope) of Maximilian 

II, as a loyal son who would do the pope's bidding if only the political reality was different. 

                                                           
613

 ”Im Konsistorium vom 17. Septbr. äusserte er dann noch zu den Kardinälen: ‚er halte Max. für gut 
katholisch, aber das Uebel rühre von den kaiserlichen Räthen her; wen diese Toleranz der Augsb. Konfession 
weiter vor sich gehe, so könne er den Kaiser nicht mehr als den filius carissimus ansehen.‘  Als Echo hören wir 
in Wein die Worte des Kaisers zum venetianischen Gesandten: ‚Der Papst wäre gut zum Inquisitor und um 
ein Kloster zu regieren, aber die Welt regieren ist ein anderes Metier; doch wird auch er noch lernen und 
den Verhältnissen sich anpassen.‘ Wenige Monate später und Max. sollte selbst erfahren, wie falsch er 
prophezeit!  Die Angelegenheit der Toleranz des Lutherthums in Oesterreich wurde zwar scheinbar friedlich 
geordnet. Doch das einmal entfachte Misstrauen verschwand nun nicht mehr.“ Wilhelm Eberhard Schwarz, 
gesammelt und hrsg., Briefe und Akten zur Geschichte Maximilians II, 2 vol., (Paderborn : Bonifacius Dr, 
1889, 1891), xi. 
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 After 1563, the attitude allowing such excuses changed.  Trent acted as a catalyst 

for change, gradually and methodically gaining steam.  Keeping in mind that the Diet of 

Augsburg in 1566 was the first diet to implement the reforms from the Council of Trent 

and also discussed the inclusion of Calvinists/Reformed as a viable religion within the 

Empire (in which it was decided, although not unanimously, that they were not allowed), it 

is natural that we turn to Maximlian II's correspondence with Catholics in 1566 to explain 

his evolving position following Trent.  We see that Maximilian II tried to explain his 

position to the pope, caught as he was between religious division and the growing threat 

of Sultan Suleyman's Ottoman army marching at full strength (over one hundred thousand 

strong) into Hungary in early 1566.   

 In a letter to Pius V, Maximilian II discusses his view that there should be unity 

among the princes of Christendom against the Turks.  The Emperor was grateful for the 

work that the Pope was doing in securing such an alliance abroad, but he was quick to 

point out that more was needed to promote unity among the German princes.  So far, he 

contended, division threatened their martial abilities.614  In the matter of reform, 

Maximilian II walked the line between the German estates, who threatened to reform the 

church themselves if no help came from above, and the papacy, who commanded that he 

patiently await the reforms emerging from Trent.  His response was less gracious in hiding 

his frustration at the Pope's lack of concern for how to implement changes, even if he had 

approved of them.  He now knew the extent to which the Pope held charity for "our 

Glorious German Nation", telling Maximilian II that he could not handle any such affairs in 

                                                           
614 Wilhelm Eberhard Schwarz, hrsg., Briefe und Akten,   Letter 15. 
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imperial gathering.  The pope had deemed all issues of reform those "which should not be 

mentioned at such a meeting," and "which must be reserved for the judgment of the 

apostolic seat."615  Maximilian dryly added his acceptance of this sort of paternal 

admonition, appealing to the pope that he was convinced that it assuredly was from no 

other source than a certain singular piety to help and build up the lapsed state of religion 

by ardor, zeal and strong effort.616  While the papacy cautioned Maximilian II not to 

overstep his bounds in directing a reform movement contrary to the Catholic Church, 

again reiterating earlier concerns over Maximilian II's intentions to remain within the 

Church, it left him with very few options when dealing with Protestants. 

 For his part, Maximilian II continued to assert that genuine reform of religion was 

needed, and that the papacy's lack of contribution to either the physical war against the 

forces that would cause the downfall of the Empire (whether they be internal or external) 

or the spiritual war remained the greatest deterrent to his ability to follow Catholic policy.   

The letter to Pius V by Maximlian II dated the 20th of October, 1568 again attempted to 

explain to him the situation.  Maximilian II admited to the Pope that certain elements in 

Austria were not adhering to the visitations and standards of Catholicism as outlined by 

the Council of Trent.  Maximilian II explained that he had been forced by political 

necessity to tolerate the use of the Augsburg Confession among certain, limited groups, 

                                                           
615 “Ubi sane quod S. V. cum luculentissima testificatione paternae suae in inclytam nationem nostrum 
Germanicam charitatis nos amanter sit cohortata, ut ne permitteremus in hoc nostro imperiali convent 
tractari iis de rebus, de quibus in tali conventu agi minime deceat, quaeque apostolicae sedis iudicio sint 
reservandae, nos eiusmodi paternam admonitionem et requisitionem in optimam partem accipimus, 
quandoquidem persuasissimum habemus, eam non aliunde esse profectam quam ex singulari quodam 
pietatis ac iuvandi et erigendi lapsum religionis statum ardore, zelo ac studio.” ibid., Letter 15 (in response to 
the discussions at the Reichstag and the letters mentioned above), dated March 27th, 1566 from Maximilian 
II to Pius, page 17. 
616ibid. 
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asking the Pope for his indulgence in this matter until a better situation permitted the 

return of purely Catholic doctrine to the region.617  Maximilian II's voice in this letter 

expressed both his continued observance of the Catholic faith as well as his precarious 

position if he should outwardly promote it.  This precariousness would not lessen, as 

modern historians observe, he continued up to the moment of his death to not take any 

form of communion, nor outwardly display adherence towards one faith or another.618  

Conclusion: Protestant's Luck 

 Allowing the borderlands printing press was emblematic of these imperial political 

struggles, but the Ottomans remained a primary reason as well.  Not surprisingly, 

Habsburg tolerant attitudes towards Protestants is intricately connected to the political 

wrangling of the Austrian nobles and burghers with the Habsburgs in this dire period.  

Sometimes referred to as the "Protestants' Luck" the Ottomans provided enough pressure 

that concessions had to be made by the Habsburg territorial lords of Austria, who in spite 

of this pressure, maintained the vital and legally binding point that they remained the 

sovereigns of that region.  In hope that they could eventually turn the tide, Ferdinand I and 

Maximilian II hoped for the forces amassing in Trent releasing a cohesive and powerful 

response to the Protestant pressures in their realm.  It failed to materialize when they 

wanted.  Catholic reform and counter-Protestantism would only happen substantially after 

Maximilian II's death. 
                                                           
617“Maximam sane animi molestiam ceperamus iam antea, cum primum intellexissemus, Stem V. tam graviter 
tulisse et in pessimam partem accepisse, quod his fidelibus subditis nostris baronibus atque nobilibus 
archiducatus nostri Austriae infra a nasum extrema et inevitabili necessitate compulsi spem dederimus de 
usu et exercitio Augustanae confessionis sub certis modis et conditionibus tolerando, quandoquidem pro 
summa filiali observantia, qua tem. V. Semper prosecute fuimus et nunc quoque prosequimur, nihil minus 
unquam cogitavimus quam committere, quod Stem V. merito offendere posit vcl debeat.” Wilhelm Eberhard 
Schwarz, hrsg., Briefe und Akten, letter 93. 
618 Fichtner, Maximilian II, 150-160. 
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In exclusively political terms the Protestant movement to control imperial policies 

in the implementation Evangelicalism in the borderlands failed.  The era of counter-

reformation for inner-Austria began in 1579/1580, and ended with the Edict of Toleration 

by Joseph II (1782) two years after the death of Maria Theresa.  That two hundred year 

period had been planted by the actions of Ferdinand I and Maximilian II with the coming 

of the Jesuits, who officially gained a foothold with the establishment of their 

aforementioned college in Vienna as well as University of Graz (1572).619  It is doubtful 

these foreigners would have had been able to turn this tide without local support and two 

things began to occur that slowly brought converts back to Catholicism:  clerical reform 

within the local Catholic clergy, and increased exclusion of non-Catholics from the 

Imperial court.620  Still, one must look into the seventeenth century for a true drop in 

numbers, particularly after 1628 when rebellious Protestant nobles were forcibly 

expelled.621  We are left with a slight revision of Ranke’s view of Maximilian II’s 

                                                           
619 Historians generally accepted the Catholic hold of Austria as inevitable until the work of late nineteenth 
century historians, like Johann Loserth, revealed the strong Protestant currents there.  Mistakenly seen as an 
apologetic work for the Protestants, Loserth's real motivation was an aversion to Roman control of the 
Church in Austria, since he was only nominally Catholic.  Johann Loserth, Die Reformation in 
Gegenreformation in Den Inneroesterreichischen Ländern im XVI Jahrhundert. (Nieuwkoop: B. de Graaf, 
1970); Leeb, “History of the Confessions in Early Modern Austria: Locating Sources”, 640-643; Other works 
glossed over Ferdinand I and Maximilian II and color the events of the Counter-Reformation as being 
inevitable to establish loyalty to the Habsburgs and the state-building process, Leopold Schuster, Bishop of 
Seckau, Fürstbischof Martin Brenner; ein charakterbild aus der steirischen reformations-geschichte, (Leipzig: 
U. Moser, J. Meyerhoff, 1898).  The effectiveness of this process was never questioned.  Countering the idea 
that Protestantism ended in 1579 is Regina Pörtner’s work, as well as that of Arno Strohmeyer, which try to 
show through local sources not consulted in Loserth’s time that the Protestant faith continued to exist in 
large numbers of adherents past Maximilian II’s time and Catholic counter-measures were not effectual in all 
the ways that historians have previously said it was.  Arno Strohmeyer, Konfessionskonflikt und 
Herrschaftsordnung: Das Widerstandsrecht bei den Ӧsterreichischen Ständen, 1550-1650. (Mainz: Verlag 
Philipp von Zabern, 2006), Regina Pörtner, The Counter-Reformation in Central Europe : Styria 1580-1630, 
(Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 2001). 
620 Karen MacHardy, “The Rise of Absolutism and Noble Rebellion in Early Modern Habsburg Austria, 1570 
to 1620,” in Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. 34, No. 3 (July 1992), 407-438. 
621 See page 313 of Regina Pörtner, „Politik, Religion und konfessionelle Kultur in Innerösterreich“, p. 303-
314. 
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tolerancem, which was expressed by Victor Bibl in his work on Maximilian II's religious 

position.  The following quote expressed the widely held position first forwarded by Ranke:    

 Yet there eventually was a perceivable transformation in his religious attitudes: the 
 'ill-fated' disputes among the Protestants and the daily intensifying passion and 
 anarchy among their churches hindered the emperor's efforts to set the Empire 
 into a condition suitable for the new faith. Not that Maximilian II, in his displeasure 
 over inter-Protestant divisiveness, ever switched fully to the other side; but his 
 resistance weakened against the advance of a Catholicism unified, reinforced and 
 internally strengthened through the Council of Trent. Rather, within Maximilian, 
 the 'need, the feeling of toleration' grew ever stronger, and 'he elevated himself to 
 ever more moderate, purer and milder views.' This was ultimately entirely natural, 
 since ''he now stood between Protestants and Catholics in the world, not belonging 
 decisively to either'622     

Maximilian II took advantage of weaknesses in the Protestant ranks and found ways to 

remain aloof of the conflict not only between Catholics and Protestants, but also within 

the ranks of German Protestants.  While he did not care for the Calvinists, and worked 

against them upon occasion, the images portrayed to the Evangelicals and Catholics 

convincingly kept the peace.  He even convinced some historians in the nineteenth 

century, looking as they did on Maximilian II as a great nationalist figure desiring unity for 

the sake of the nation.  Instead, it shows political pragmatism to not take sides in an 

increasingly polar Empire.  The moderate viewpoint that he maintained in search for unity 

against a common enemy and for the benefit of greater Christendom lasted beyond him 

                                                           
622 “Aber allmählich macht sich in seiner religiösen Haltung eine Wandlung fühlbar: die ‚unglückseligen‘ 
Streitigkeiten unter den Protestanten, die täglich wachsende Heftigkeit und Anarchie ihrer Kirchen 
behinderten des Kaisers Bemühungen, das Reich in einen dem neuen Glauben angemessene Verfassung zu 
setzen.  Nicht, daß Maximilian in seinem Mißbehagen über die innerprotestantischen Entzweiungen völlig 
auf die andere Seite getreten wäre; aber der Widerstand gegenüber dem Andringen des durch das Konzil 
von Trient geeinigten, festgefügten und innerlich erstarkten Katholizismus wurde schwächer.  Es enwickelte 
sich bei Maximilian immer mehr ‚das Bedürfnis, das Gefühl der Toleranz; er erhob sich zu immer 
gemäßigteren, reineren, milderen Gesinnungen.‘  Das war schließlich ganz natürlich; denn ‚er stand nun 
einmal zwischen Protestanten und Katholiken, keinem entschieden angehörig, in der Welt‘.“Viktor Bibl, Zur 
Frage der religiösen Haltung K. Maximilians II, (Wien: Alfred Hölder, 1917), 4. 
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for another generation.  Along more practical lines it also preserved the Empire 

specifically for the Habsburgs and restrained external and internal pressures that might 

ruin his sons' chances at succeeding him. 
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Conclusory Remarks 

The Urach borderlands printing press was devastated by the losses of Ungnad 

(1564), Vergerio (1565) and Duke Christoph of Württemberg (1568).  Truber continued to 

translate material into Slovenian, but the main impetus behind the printing press was 

gone.  In the 1580s, Duke Christoph's son and heir, Ludwig, tried to fund a second 

borderlands printing project at Urach under Ungnad's son,Ludwig.  As is often the case 

with sequels, it ultimately failed to gather as much funds or to produce as many copies as 

the first project.623  A shift had occurred which no longer allowed such attempts at 

compromise.  The irenicist faction in Vienna had dissipated, and some of its member had 

moved to Prague along with Maximilian II’s son and heir, Rudolf II.  Catholic forces, backed 

by Jesuit colleges in Graz and Vienna and the Tridentine reforms now tightly gripped the 

city of Vienna.  The only connection between Krain and Tübingen that remained was the 

student stipend that allowed two priests to attend the university at Tübingen every year.  

This lasted until 1600, and became intermittent after that until 1611.624  The religious and 

political movements towards entrenchment within the now established confessions led 

each side to shore up its converts within specific regions.  This was a far cry from the calls 

for unity and compromise heard in the 1550s and 1560s.   

The primary theme of this study has been to highlight the borderlands printing 

press in its own right as a movement whose success required compromise and tolerance 

based upon ideas of Christian unity and the Gospel.  While various people joined its efforts 

for a multitude of reasons, its underlying principle was that the achievements of this 

                                                           
623 Schnurrer, Slavischer Bücherdruck in Württemberg. 
624 Elze, Die Universität Tübingen und die Studenten aus Krain, 59-60. 
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endeavor had an eternal purpose greater than any of those playing a part in its creation.  

Those who followed this principle believed there to be an ultimate truth of salvation, both 

in a spiritual and physical sense, c those who received the published materials.  Spiritual 

freedom would lead to freedom from earthly forces, like the Ottomans, and would bring 

about the end of days.  This belief could be productive only as long as the different 

Christian faiths did not begin fighting among themselves, which is ultimately what 

happened.   

The Austro-Ottoman borderlands reveal the complexity of the relationship 

between Catholics and Protestants as well as the varying policies of the region's 

administrators who, depending upon their allegiance in the mid-sixteenth century to the 

Ottomans, Habsburgs, or a local prince, usually tolerated various forms of Christianity.  

Even among the borderlands' diverse communities -probably among the most diverse in 

Europe- some sense of Christian unity existed, at least between several Christian faiths.  

The fact that Truber even allowed a Orthodox priest to view and comment on his 

translation, as discussed in chapter two, shows this.   

As the Western countries were seemingly quick to polarize, the unraveling of a 

unified Christian identity was slower in the Central territories and kingdoms.  Influenced as 

they were by Ottoman invasions, humanism and Renaissance patronage networks, and 

religious tolerance of various factions, regional rulers sought to hold their positions atop 

the fragmenting factions, hoping reforms would increase loyalty and bring unity along 

territorial and familial lines.  Within the atmosphere brought on by the changes and 
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uncertainties of the sixteenth century,thus, Central Europe remained unique in the way it 

handled the religious issues at hand.  

Circumstantial events and social connections allowed individuals like Hans Ungnad 

who developed through his significant influence in the Habsburg court tolerant attitudes 

towards diverse opinions, as long as it served the purpose of the borderlands printing 

project.  With the passing of such generational connections, new attitudes and changed 

confessional stances solidified the factions in the Habsburg court and quickly moved the 

question of loyalty into the religious realm.     Here, we have considered such personal 

interactions and how, after they were gone, things failed.  Among the more fruitful results 

of patronage networks was the distribution of the printed materials of the Urach 

borderlands printing press and the establishment of an Evangelical territorial church in 

Krain and Slovenia.  This church was ephemeral in existence, however, and letters from the 

lords and people of Krain to Truber and Duke Christoph's son Ludwig continued only into 

the 1590s before halting.  Accordingly, Truber's translations lost its primary function.  In 

light of the ultimate failure to produce a lasting territorial church in Krain, the primary 

impact Truber had upon the Slovenian language was constrained by the scrutiny of the 

bishop in charge of re-Catholicizing Slovenia, Thomas Chren of Laibach.  Even though he 

was able to successfully petition the Pope to keep the use of Truber’s translation among 

the Catholic Slovenian clergy (a unique and unheard of request).  Its reach remained 

limited, since it was not spreading the Gospel among the laity as Truber intended.625  

                                                           
625 France M. Dolinar, „Politiche Rekatholisierung und Katholische Reform in Innerösterreich am beispiel des 
Laibacher Bischofs Tomaž Hren (1597/99-1630)“, in Lorenz Sönke, ed., Primus Truber: Der Slawenische 
Reformator, 341-351. 
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Truber never saw this outcome, dying as he did in 1586, and the full extent of his 

translation was secure in the copies saved in archives in Basel, Tübingen, and Laibach.   

What we see through these events, on a larger scale, is that generational change 

after the 1570s accelerated the establishment of different confessions within 

Christendom, so that the divisiveness associated with confessionalism became the new 

Christian norm.  By then, neither side saw compromise as necessary or useful from a policy 

standpoint, since the emphasis had shifted from unity to competition over converts.  This is 

not to say that political tolerance ceased, but rather that Imperial politics followed the 

ebb and flow of societal changes.  Maximilian II was an astute enough ruler to realize this, 

as were his sons Rudolf and Matthias: they continued certain aspects of his policies while 

favoring the nascent early modern Catholic faith as their reigns wore on.626   

Skeptics in the Enlightenment would argue that political actions were oriented 

only towards enlarging the state, separating or discounting religious beliefs, and pursuing 

ethnic and territorial goals (which became national in the eyes of the Enlightenment) as if 

the three were not intertwined in any way.627  Historians have since confirmed the 

interconnectedness of belief and action, which is evident in the pages of this study as well.   

In the historiographic pages of Enlightenment and even nineteenth century writers, 

however, the story of the Reformation assumed an explicitly national character, one which 

                                                           
626 Karin McHardy, War, Religion and Court Patronage in Habsburg Austria. Social and Cultural Dimensions 
of Political Interaction, 1521-1622, (Palgrave/Macmillan Press, 2003). 
627 Many of the Enlightenment works concerning state policies were based on the widely read and admired 
Baron Samuel von Puffendorf who wrote in 1682, “What I have said, of the Interest of States, must be 
understood as applicable chiefly to the Time when this Work was composed.  It must be confessed, that this 
is not so suitable for young Persons, as for those of riper Years: Yet I could not pass it by; for, without knowing 
the Interest of a Nation, no good judgment can be formed, whether its Affairs be well, or ill administred.” An 
Introduction to the History of the Principal Kingdoms and States of Europe.  Begun by Baron Puffendorf.  
Enlarged, and continued down to the Year 1743, vol. 1., (London, 1748), ix. 
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attributed each reformer to a specific nationality: Luther to the Germans, Calvin to the 

Swiss, Truber to the Slovenians, Vergerio to the Italians, and so on.  Even post-World War 

II, this view of the reformers was still there (now according to the Cold War climate) in a 

proto-class struggle form advanced by certain East German historians.  Iin the words of 

one historian, the Marxist view of the Reformation put forward by East German historians 

in the 1960s, as Steinmetz did, installed “the Marxist motor of class conflict in the stately 

Rankean carriage of the Protestant Reformation as a failed German national 

revolution.”628  

National concepts have clung strongly to the reformers themselves, even while the 

cultural turn transformed historical analysis and source-use.  Here, it is hoped, any 

conceivable vestige of viewing these reformers and their associates according to the 

confines of nationality has been reversed, showing the reader that these men were in fact 

multi-regional in thought and action, assuming varied personas to appeal to certain 

audiences (often more than one).  Above all, they assumed themselves to be men of God, 

workers sent to implement reform, using the skills and languages they had been given to 

achieve their goals.    The Urach borderlands printing press reformers had dreamed big, 

but only made a lasting impact on the small but significant area of Slovenia.  This is why it 

is no exaggeration for Truber's historians to say, "The Slovenian Reformer always had 

                                                           
628 Brady, The Protestant Reformation in German History, Occasional Paper no. 22, (Washington DC: German 
Historical Institute, 1998), 20. 
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before his eyes the entire Slavic world, fall the way to Moscow, but above all those Slavic 

peoples under the dominion of the Ottoman Turk."629  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
629 "Dabei hatte der slowenische Reformator stets die ganze slawische Welt vor Augen, bis hin zu den 
Moskowitern, vor allem auch die Slawen unter türkischer Herrschaft." in Franz Brendle, "Vom Leben und 
Sterben Herr Primus Trubers", 22. 
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Appendix 2 
Patronage Nextworks 

Maximilian II 
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       and Correspondents 

Jakob von Lamberg  

Erasmus Mager von Fuchsstadt 

Franz von Poppendorf  

Jacopo Strada  

Archduke Charles II Francis  

Count Ferdinand II of Tyrol 

Erasmus Mager von Fuchsstadt  

Natale Angielini 

Paolo Angielini 

Ferenc Forgách, Bishop of Várad 

Imre and Simon Forgách 

Johannes Sambucus 

Johannes Crato  

Lorentz Wessel 

Jobst von Gallenberg 
Tamás Nádasdy,  
Palatine of Hungary 

Christoph Ungnad 

Ludwig Ungnad 

Johannes Dubravius 
Hanns von Hoijos  
zum Stichseustain 
Jacob von Zainberg zum Stain 
 und Guetenberg 

Jacoben von Ramiach 

Martin von Heisstritz 

Carlen Purgstaller 

Duke Christoph of Württemburg 
 
Primus Truber 
 
Peter Paul Vergerio 
 
Paul Skalich 
 
Reinhard zu Solms 
 
Albert V of Bavaria  
 
Leonhart Fronsperger  
 
Hans Ungnad 
 
George Frederick,  
Margrave of Brandenburg  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Ogier Ghiselin de 
Busbecq 

 
Anton and Markus 

Fugger 
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Hannß Josephen 
Herren Hannsen Hofman  
Johann Sebastian Pfauser 

Carolus Clusius 
Lazarus von Schwendi 
Wolfgang Lazius 

Gabriel Senussen 

Carol, Abbess of Erla 

Hannß Connraten 

Sebastian Schrautzen 

Melchiar Johnnair 

Veit von Darnberg 

Mathias Hofer 

Caplan Hanns Khuglman 

Balthasar von Lamberg 

Hannsen Wellzers zu Spiegelfeldt 

Christoffen von Eitzing 

Fabian Kirchberger, War Secretary 
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Duke Christoph of Württemburg 
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Johann Gebhart 

Samuel Budina  

Greg Faschang 

Georg Dalmatin 

Andreas Saviniz 

Bernhart and Franz Steiner 

Michael Tiffernus 

Mathias Bohemus 

Mathias Maurus 
 

Hans Ungnad 

Peter Paul Vergerio 
Wolf Dietrich and  
Hans Georg von Lamberg 

Jakob Andreae 

Martin Crusius 

Erhard Cellius 

Balthasar von Gültlingen 

Jacob Schmidt 

Jacob Gunter 

Marchs Martes 

Merten Röttlinger 

Walthasar Ott 

 Mathias Thill 

Jacob Gruppenbacher 
 

Duke Albert of Prussia 
Phillip of Hesse 

Duke August of Saxony 
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Lord Hans Ungnad 
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Hannsen Fabianitsch 
 Mattesen Schiutschits 
 (Vicar in Mitterburg) 
Franzen Hley  
(preacher of Gallion) 

Jobst von Gallenberg 

Nikolaus Gallus   

Mathes Khlombner 

Pfarrer David Thoner  

Gasparn Herbst 

Hannsen Hofman  
Lord Mathessen  
Schmaitz,  
Lord in the Mötling 
 Lord Steffan  
Stippanitsch, 
Chaplin from Össe 
Lord Hannsen 
 Kollonitsch, 
 Chaplin of Creütz 
Hannsen Faistenberger, 
 Count of Serin 
Gregor Lockhouitsch, 
 Priest in Mötling 
Sebastian Römer,  
Steward to the  
Captain-General  
in Mötling 

 Mayor Hanns Pitschick 

Primus Truber 

Georg Dalmatin 

Stephano Consuli 

Philipp Gugger  

Achatz Freyherr vom Thurner 
Hanns Joseph Freyherr zu Eck und 
Hungerspacher 

Herr Dietrich Freyherr zw Aversperg 

Ulrich Morharts  

Bürgermeister von Nürnberg 

Kämmerer der Stadt Regensburg 
Bürgermeister von Rottenburg  
an der Tauber 

Bürgermeister von der Stadt Kempten 

Bürgermeister von Memmingen 

Bürgermeister von Reutlingen 

Ratsherrn von Augsburg 
Gregor von Kippenheim,  
Mayor von Strassburg 

Wolf, Ungnad's scribe 
 
 
 

Bonifacius Amerbach 

Joachim Camerarius 

Matthias Flacius Illyricus 

Duke Albrecht of Prussia 

Queen Maria von Habsburg 

Princess Anna von Habsburg 

Philip Landgraf zu Hessen 
Herzog Johann Friedrich der  
Mittlere von Sachsen 

Joachim zu Anhalt 
Elector Joachim  
von Brandenburg 
Johann Margrave in  
Brandenburg 

Herzog Barnim von Pommern 

Wolfgang von Anhalt 

Elector August von Sachsen 
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Antoni Woschitsch  
of Modruss 

Andre Jackhschitsch 

City Clerk Jörg Bissetz 

Lord Khisl in Kharnten 

Michel Woschitsch 

Anthoni Hysterreicher 

Hanns Drinovački 

Nicolaus Drinovački 
Francesco (Franz)Barbo  
von Waxenstein 

Christoff Reinbalt  

Jörg Cuetschitsch  

Lenkhowitschen 
Freiherrn Herwartn  
zu Aursperg 
Mathesen von  
Mitterburg 

Herrn von Waltenstain 
 Casper Rokhawetz  
zw Crainburg 
Herr von Sigesdorff,  
Haubtman zw Zenng 

Herrn Fikher 

Georg Zvečić 

Gregor Vlahović 

Johannes Lamella 

Georgen Jurischitsch 

Frantz von Gallion 

Adam Schueckowitsch 

Peter von Eberau 

Johann Drenoczy 
Fabian Kirchberger  
von Laibach 

Elliasn Stotzinger 
Priest Caspar  
zu Hofwippach 
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Sebastian Khrell 

Georgen Drenotzy 

Illirico Albano 

Adam Langenmantel 

Juri Jorgen Suethits 
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Herrn Lenkhowitschen 

Doctoris Reyffinger 

Jörg Jurischits 

Monk Petrus Dalmata 

Samuel Budina  

Mathiam Roth Lindauiensem 
Two Orthodox Priests in Croatia, 
 born in Serbia and Bosnia 

Ambroß Hauman Pfarer  
Felieian Turekh,  
Pfarrer zu Ajanspurg 
Ahazen Freijherrn von Turn  
und Creutz 
Dietrichen Freijherrn  
zue Aursferg Erb Cainrer 

Mert Gallen zue Rudalffsegkh 

Thoman von Wippach 

N. Vicari zw Wippach 

Marx pharrer zw Asp. 

N. Pharrer zw Felss 
Casper Rokhauiz  
zw Crainburg 

Gregor pharrer zw Woditz 

N. Pharrer zw Zirkhlach 
Mathes,  
Pharrer zu Mansperg 
Wolffgang, 
 pharrer zw S. Veit under Sittich 
Zislpacher, 
 pharrer zu Gurkhfeld 

Bartlme von Memingen 

Herren Boneto 

M. Francisco  

Pr. Mathiam Rotth  

Georg Dalmatin 

Stephano Consuli 

Michl Gretter  

Johan Regulum 
Christoph Spindler von  
Göppingen, 
 Minister Ecclesiae 

 

Berrnhardo de 
Senis 

Heinrich Bullinger 

Rudolf Gwalther 

Peter Paul Vergerio 

Jakob Andreae 

Martin Crusius 

Erhard Cellius 

Bartholomeo Holdenriedt 

Jacob Platenhart  

Lelius Succinus  

Baroni Achatio ab Turri 
Herr Barbo, Haubtman zu S. 
Veit (probably Francesco) 

Hans Lamella  

Herr Klobner 

Jobst von Gallenberg 

Berrnhardo de Senis 

Jakob von Lamberg  

Lucae Zuechen 
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Niclas,  
Pharrer zw Tschiembs 

N., Pharrer in der Weinitz 

N., Pharrer zw Weissenfels 

N., Pharrer zu Franaw 

Hans, pharrer zu Toplitz 

N., Pharrer zu Cschermosnitz 
N., Pharrer zw Khosstl  
gar an der turkhischen granitzen  
in Khrabbaten 

N., Pharrer zw Reiffnitz 

N., Pharrer zw Oblakh 

N., Pharrer zw Zirkhnitz 

N., Pharrer zw Ugg 

Hanibal de Comitibus 

Pharrer von Cosstl 
Schoolmaster zw Doboiniz  
in Khrabbatten 

Leonhardt Stegman 

Thomam Khnapper 
Nicholaus Pilcher, 
 Bürger zu Villach 

Mathias Bohemus 

Mathias Maurus 

Frantzen Khurtzen 
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Julius von Capodistria 

Darius Guardo von Capodistria 

Gasparus a Nidbruck 

Georgius a Turci  

Biben, Bishop of Pedena 

Aurelius Vergerio 

Ludovico Vergerio 

Signor Mathias in Duino 

Dorligo Thosanio 

Andrea Tarsia 

Bernardino Bonzanin 

Jacomo Petrinio 

Antonio Rosello 

Bartolomeo Rosello 

Agostino Sereno 

Giovanni Taidino 

Anna Vergerio 

Cecilia Vittore 

Giovanni de Vittore 

Marinello in Pirano 

Zorzi in Pirano 

Hieronimo Zaroti 
 

(Not included) 
Baldus of Albona 
Timotheus, Prussian 
Secretary 

Julius of Thiene 

Rudolf Gwalther 

Konrad Pellikan 

Josias Simler 

Heinrich Bullinger 

Duke Albrecht of Prussia 

Francesco Barbo 

Johannes Brenz 

Lord Georgius 
Queen Margarete von 
Angoulême of Navarre 

Bishop William von Riga  

Johann Friedrich II von Sachsen  
Archduchess Anna Maria von 
Preußen 
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Ambrosius Fröhlich 
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                                                                                 Contacts and Correspondents 

Oswald von Eytzing 

Georg Seyrl von Laibach 

Ulrich von Eytzing 

Petter Haller 

Hansen von Weyspach  

Jeronymus von der Au 

Barbara vonn Zinzendorff  

Hans von Teuffenbach  

Georgen Willer  

Lord Wolffgang Paler 

Guttman Hertfuss 

Antonii Wasserman  

Lord Seruari  

Micheln Zimmerman 

Demetrio Sirffn  

Doktor Sigmunden Tordoy in Sibenburgen  

Geleus von Pressburg  
 

(not included) 
Lord Botjane von Ungarn 

Lord Lindeckh  

Prince von Radziwill 
 

Italicized persons were Irenicists, Bold Persons worked as translators 
Sources: 

Elze, Theodore. Die Universität Tübingen und die Studenten aus Krain. Tübingen, 1877 
Vergerius, Peter Paul. Briefwechsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog von Würtemberg, und Petrus Paulus 
Vergerius. Eduard von Kausler und Theodor Schott, Hgg. Stuttgart, 1875 

Letters  between Maximilian II and Primus Truber 1560-1561  
Krain: Kostrenčič, Ivan. Urkundliche Beiträge zur Geschichte der prot. Literatur der Südslaven von 
1559—65, Wien: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1874 

Pierce, Robert A. Pier Paolo Vergerio the propagandist. Roma : Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2003.  
Sixt, Christian Heinrich. Petrus Paulus Vergerius, Päpstlicher Nuntius, Katholischer Bischof und 
Vorkämpfer der Evangeliums. Eine Reformationsgeschichte Monographie. Braunschweig: Schetschke, 
1855.  
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